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FOREWORD
In this period of modernization efforts almost all police
departments are planning significant improvements to their comnunication systems.

In sponsoring the studies that resulted in this

report the institute sought to develop new practical knowledge to
assist departments in their programs and also to evaluate the
knowledge and practices that already exist. This report presents
the results of the effort in a format calculated to be of direct
use to readers who have both technical and nontechnical backgrounds.
We were fortunate to have teamed up with the Associated PublicSafety Communications Officers, Inc., the major professional body
concerned with the subject. The dedication and many days of work
which their leadership provided without compensation throughout
the project has been the essence of its success.
LEAA is placing a major emphasis on improved police telecommunications and as a result, we may expect a number of technological
changes io take place. As this book is placed into use and the results evaluated, new developments will cause questions to be raised
at various points. The Institute would appreciate

recet~tng

these

questions and any comments you may have so that we may incorporate
them into future projects to update this body of kncwledge and text.

Irying Slott
Acting Director
National Institute of Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose
This book has been written to provide a comprehensive guide to police telecommunication systems. Each step of the telecommunication prOCe!iS is considered-from the
citize;/s request for service to the officer in the field, from commanders to field personnel,
and from the police department's headquarters to central information banks, other agencies
and

bal.:~

to the public.
It is written primarily for communications, planning and supervisory personnel of
police agencies, municipal and county officials, state planning agency staff and policy board
members, frequency coordinators, and communications consultants. The information will
enable readers to understand the concepts, elements and techniques of police telecommuni
cation systems and to assess their effectiveness. It provides common standards and suggestions to evaluate performance for guidance in choosing equipment and system modifications,
designing new systems, and planning for future demands and improvements. As such, the
text will also benefit suppliers of equipment and groups associated with similar non-p-olice
systems.
Scope
Communication systems convey information from the public to a police department,
to the officer who actually responds to the complaint, to other law enforcement agencies,
and to information storage facilities (such as data banks of stolen articles and arrest warrants). The word "telecommunication" is intended to limit consideration to systems and
their components that involve the transfer of information over a distance, utilizing electrical
or electronic means. Included in such systems are the telephone links from the public to
the police, the radio systems from a central location to and among officers in the field and
to other police agencies, and teletypewriter, data transmission and telephone circuits to other
agencies and data storage facilities.
Within the telecommunication systems described here, major attention is given to the
radio system. This links a fixed police communications facility to officers in vehicles or on
foot in the field, and links those officers to each other. The main emphasis is on systems
that serve municipal police departments. The relationships between these systems and
county sheriff and state police communication systems are, however, fully treated. Most of
the information presented here is, of course, equally applicable to all public-safety agencies
with similar communication requirements.
1
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In order to be as useful as possible, this text concentrates on existing systems and
equipment, but possible uses of advanced technology are also noted. Included here are
cOllcepts for which equipment is not yet readily available, or that employ system configurations that have not yet been thoroughly tested.
Principal Readers
This text is written for a variety of readers, each having some imerest 1'1 or responsibility for police telecommunication systems. For continuity, the text is organized so that
both technically oriented readers and communications laymen will read the same chapters
and sections.

The lay reader will, however, frequently wish to skip over the technical
portions. These are indicated by the change to italics and indentation
found in these two seT/tences.
The book addresses police

communicators~

administrators of police telecommunication

systems and other police administrative and supervisory personnel. Material of interest to
dispatchers and maintenance personnel as well as to those responsible for planning and
directing the future development of a system is included. Another group of users will be
those municipal, county and state officials who have a part in determining budgets for police
communication systems, such as managers, trustees, councilmen, mayors, commissioners
and budget directors at each government level.
Staff and policy board members of county, state, and federal planning agencies, frequency coordinators and members of frequency advisory committees, and communications
consultants will find the text useful. The state planning agencies which administer funds
from the Omnibus Crime Control Act granted by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), as well as governmental and private planning agencies that make recommendations on county-wide, state-wide or regional basis are also among our intended readers.
The text provides specific information as well as general background knowledge about
police telecommunication systems. It can be used to help plan, modify or design such systems, to evaluate and trouble-shoot their function and operation, and to perform fiscal
planning and evaluation. A guide to the text to find particular kinds of information is provided in Chapter I L

CHAPTER II
USER'S GUIDE TO THE TEXT

r

General Introduction
A summary of each chapter's contents is given below. Several technical topics are extensive enough to require separate treatment in appendices.
Chapter III, Introduction to Police Telecommunication Systems, contains a brief, nontechnical description of such systems, their functions and basic organization. It introduces
the vocabulary used in the rest of the book, and the overall structure and role of a com-

I
!to
,

munic::ttion system in the functioning of a police department.
Topics covered include:
•
•
•

Systern functions
Performance standards and requirements
Common types of systems, equipment they use and the radio spectrum

•

System evaluation

•
Fiscal planning
This chapter is recommended to the reader who has no special knowledge of police
telecommunication systems or the reader who wants a quick review of the subject.
The reader who is already familiar with police telecommunication systems should begin
with Chapter V, Description of Police Telecommunication Systems.
Many details not covered in Chapter III are fully treated in Chapter V, so some of the
material in the earlier chapter will be found in greater detail in the later chapter.
Chapter IV, Elements of a Police Telecommunication System, contains descriptions of
the building blocks or elements of a system. These consist of certain intangible, operational
elements, the physical equipment of the system and the personnel who operate it.
Among the operational elements discussed are:
•

Frequencies of operation

•
•

Radio channels
Radio transmission and propagation

•
Types of networks
Physical equipment described includes:
•

Telephone equipment

•

Base stations

•
•
•

Antennas
Teletypewriters
Mobile and portable equipment

•

Special and new devices

3
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Personnel considerations discussed are:
•
Basic qualifications
•
Training requirements
Chapter V, Description of Police Telecommunication Systems, explains how the ele-

1

ments described in Chapter IV combine to form a system. The chapter is divided into three
main sections, describing the functions of a system, the types of systems used, system performance requirements and ext.ernal constraints. The functions are presented in terms of
the originator and recipient involved in the conveying of information:
•
The public and the police
•
The members of the department
•
The department and other police departments
•
The department and other agencies
•
The department and centralized data banks
The types of telecommunication systems are presented by giving particulars about the
configuration of:
•
Police telephone systems
•
Poli('e radio networks
and considerations in the
•
Design of radio networks
•
Administrative organization of systems
The performance requirements are classified by system
•
Response time
•
Reliability and flexibility
•
Intersystem and emergency communication capability
The external system constraints are those imposed by
•
•

Federal Communications Commission Rules and Regulations
State and local laws and regulations

•
Economic factors
Chapter VI, Evaluation of a Police Telecommunication System, sets forth the procedures to be used to gather information required to make a system evaluation. It then
describes the methods for comparing system performance to the requirements and standards
set up. The information needed for an evaluation includes:
•

The functions the system performs

•

The performance requirements and external constraints to be met

j
~

I
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•

A physical and organizational inventory of the system
Data on how the system is performing
The methods to be used for making the evaluation are first, comparisons of the quan-

•

titative measures such as
•

Communication center delay

•

Radio system delay

•
Inquiry delay
and second, comparisons which must be made on a qualitative basis.
Throughout the chapter numerous forms are shown which can be used to guide
the procedures and organize the efforts into a series of logically connected tasks.
Chapter VII, Design and Modification of Police Telecommunication Systems, presents
the factors that affect designing and constructing a new system, and planning and implementing modification of an existing one. The planning methods and procedures, the planning variables available, the procedures for determining the best plan and how to implement
it are discussed in the following order:
The methods and procedures are discussed first. Then the means for
•

•

Establishing the needs to be met by the system
Identifying the specific problem to be solved

Next, procedures are introduced for
•
•

Examining planning variables
Specifying those applicable to the problem at hand

This leads to
•
Formulating alternative plans
•
Selecting the best plan
•
Implementing and evaluating the chosen plan
The chapter ends with a brief discussion of some of the computerized mathematical techniques 0f systems planning that have come into use in recent years.
Technical topics treated in some detail in six appendices are
•

Radio transmission, propagation and antennas

•

Microwave systems

•
•
•
•

Interference
Facsimile systems
Automatic vehicle monitoring
FCC Rules and Regulations

6
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A further aid to every reader is the Glossary which defines the most important
t~rms used throughout the book and by the police communications community in general.
References for each chapter and appendix are given. A Bibliography is provided as a guide
to more complete treatments of the various topics covered in the book. The Index should
be used to find all the places in the book where a given topic is mentioned.

•

Modifying an Existing System
The procedures for modifying an existing police telecommunication !>ystem consist of
two main tasks-evaluating the existing system to find its strong and weak points, and planning the modification to be made. These procedures are intended to be utilized for any
major modification, that is, any modification that cannot be handled by routine repair and
maintenance procedures.

I

The ability to do this depends on knowledge of the information contained in Chapters
III, IV and V, particularly the latter two. Chapter VI contains the directions for very com-

j

plete and detailed procedures for system evaluation. Similarly, Chapter VII describes the
plarlning procedures in great detail.

I

Not every modification requires carrying out every single step of these procedures,
however. The size of the undertaking greatly affects the extent to which the methods presented are followed explicitly. In a small system the planner may have much inform,-tion

I

1

1

readily at hand that in a large one would require lengthy procedures and much paperwork to
acquire. There are, moreover, several particular situations that enable the planner to achieve
his goals with less effort.
One such situation occurs when the specific problem to be solved is confined to just
one segment of the total system. For instance, if the problem involves improving radio
system reliability by replacing obsolete·base station radio equipment in an otherwise adequate system, then many of the procedures for evaluating the telephone system, the complaint J.lrocessing procedures, identifying the complete system, etc. do not have to be carried out.
Another such situation applies to modification of a system that undergoes the continuous or periodic evaluation recommended as good practice in all cases. Much of the
information about a system changes slowly, especially if adequate records are kept and
updated as changes occur. {Equipment inventory, for example, is easy to keep up to date.}
Then, when the time for making a modification arrives, a complete evaluation proc~clure
starting from the ground up, such as is described in Chapter VI, is not necessary.

1
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The experienced system planner will also find that he carries out some of the
procedures described without doing all of the paper work suggested. Particularly in planning
modifications, formulating alternative plans and selecting the best ones, he may carry out
much of the process in his head. This results in significant shortcuts and saving in time and
effort. However, caution must be observed when proceeding this way, to guard against overlooking subtle problems and effective solutions that are not at first apparent. Further, documentation of the steps taken may be of value in budget activities and for future reference.
Designing a New System
Designing a new system involves many of the same procedures as modifying an existing
one. Just as in making modifications, designing a system requires the planner to be familiar
with the material in Chapters III, IV and V. There are, however, several significant differences in the process.
While the designer of a new system has no comparable existing system to evaluate in the
sense described in Chapter VI, he must still determine the functions the proposed system
must perform and the appropriate standards, perfo:-mance requirements and constraints.
Therefore, the procedures described in the first two sections of Chapter VI apply directly.
Again, the size of the system under consideration and the experience of the designer
will partly determine in what detail the steps outlined will be followed. That is not to say
that a small system can, as it were, be designed on the back of an envelope. Every step must
still be carried out. The way in which it is done and the amount of data that must be dealt
with may, however, allow many simplifications to be introduced into the procedures
described.
Other Uses
One of the prime uses of this text will be made by planners and officials responsible for
evaluating police telecommunication system modification and design projects. These individuals should begin with Chapter III and consult those parts of Chapters IV and V that are
applicable to their particular project.
If the project in question requires the collection of information about, and the evaluation of, an existing system, the methods proposed can be compared lith those given in
Chapter VI. Significant differences should be explored to determine whether they are
justified by the special circumstances of the project or by the particular approach proposed;
or whether they are omissions that may be detrimental to the project if not corrected.
439-911 0 - 71 - 2
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Posing the questions implied by the planning procedures of Chapter VII can uncover
weak points in a proposed design or confirm the validity of the one proposed. It will also
help the official evaluating or overseeing a project to do this systematically.
The text may in two ways also be used purely as a source of information. Specific
items of information can be found by using the text as a handbook or reference work. The
Table of Contents and the I ndex will help the reader locai;:! material of interest.
The text may also be used for tutorial purposes. The material in Chapters III, IV and V
is especially well suited for those who wish to gain a better understanding of police telecommunication systems. The reader interested in systems planning and design, on the other
hand, may find the methods presented in Chapters VI and VII to be a helpful review of
evaluation and planning techniques.

CHAPTER III
INTRODUCTION TO POLICE TELECOMMUNICAnON SYSTEMS
Basic Concepts
Why does effective police service in any community or rural area require some kind of
communication? Who needs to talk and how often? How fast do messages have to be sent?
What are the costs for providing the police department with better communications? Should
you expect better police service when the communications are improved? What Federal,
State and local government bodies are involved in a change of the police communication
system? This book has been written to help answer these and related questions.
While police activities and telecommunications involve highly technical work and
words, questions and answers can be discussed in a manner that you will understand. Some
parts of police communications, however, are complicated and often require technical skills
for interpretation and understanding. In this book technical discussions of police telecommunications are included, but you will be alerted to technical matter by the change to
italic type.
This introductory chapter is written in a non-technical style, but even readers with a
technical background may wish to review it. Note at the outset that the word system will be
used often in place of police telecommunication system.
Historically, various systems have been developed over the years to handle police communication efficiently and rapidly. In seventeenth century England, police carried bells or
lanterns for identification and .• !i 1 crude means of communication. Even during the nineteenth century, whistles were blown in various patterns to pass simple messages. With the
invention of telephone and radio, police telecommunications took a giant leap forward.
No matter what method of communication is used, such systems enable police to
maintain contact with personnel in the field. This, in turn, allows action necessary to carry
out their responsibility of protecting the persons and property in the community. Vital
services provided by a police telecommunication system include
•
Communication between citizens and the police department
•
Communication among members of the department in order to
coordinate their activities and exchange information
•
Communication among police deputments
•
Communication with other agencies
Any system which does not adequately provide these services restricts the department's
effectiveness in protecting the public. How, though, do we know when adequate service is

9
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provided? This is the principal question to which this book is directed. A brief general
answer is that the system must be capable of handling the communication needs of an
emergency situation as well as the normal daily activities of the department. A ban k
robbery or major traffic accident in the community generates a much greater need for
communications thar do normal daily activities.
It is crucial that r -:;sages must be sent and correctly received with no greater delay
than the situation at hand will allow. Obviously, a message delay of ten minutes can be
critical in a bank robbery. On the other hand, if lower priority messages are allowed to
back up, overall police service will fall out of step with timely response. We see that delay
and the number of messages to be handled are strongly interrelated with service.

Police Department

8
Fig. 111··1

Police Communications

.
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The three basic parts of a police telecommunication system usually are
1.
A telephone system by which the citizen (and police officers) can reach the
department for assistance or exchange of information. Alarm systems or call
2.

boxes may also perform this function.
A radio system by which police officers in vehicles and on foot can be in con~tant

contact with headquarters and each other, and by which communication

with other police departments can be carried out.
3.

Data transmission systems, including means such as teletypewriter facilities,
permitting the exchange by wire or radio of data and other information within
the department or with other agencies, including centralized data banks.

These three basic parts, when coupled with experienced operating personnel, can provide a
most effective and flexible system.
Telephone System
Since the citizen is being served by a police department, it is imperative that he be able
to contact the police quickly when he needs their assistance. The telephone system is a
natural means for citizen-police contact. It serves a large percentage of the population and
is usually available everywhere. Most people know how to lise it, even under stressful
conditions.
Call Box

~ -tr- c:r
A
Othar Police

------J

I

Police

Headquarters

Fig.III-2

The Telephone System

or
Public Telephone
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In addition to its main purpose of providing citizen-police contact, the telephone system within the department gives:
•
A back-up means of communication in case of radio failure at headquarters
•

or in a police vehicle
A means of passing lengthy or confidential information which may not be

aporopriate for radio transmission
In some cities a system of police or emergency call boxes is used for confidential or long
messages. This provides an alternate, less convenient means of communication which may
augment, though not replace, the radio system. Call boxes may sometimes also be available
to the public for calls to the police.
The telephone !>/stem is also relied upon to varying degrees for the exchange of urgent
information between police departments. In particular, the telephone may provide the only
means of communicatiun with some departments. This may take the form of special "hot
lines" that connect specific departments and agencies.
Radio System
Radio is uniquely suited to the needs of mobile police officers. Radio allows the patrolman to maintain contact with headquarters for such things as receiving dispatching instructions, exchanging information concerning a wanted person, requesting a check on an auto

Police
Headquarters

On Foot

Fig. \1\-3

The Radio System
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registration and receiving the reply 1 calling for assistance, reporting his status, etc. Some
radio equipment has become so small that ii: is now feasible for every police officer to carry
a personal portable radio. Thus he can be in constant and immediate contact with headquarters.
The radio system also serves as a means of communicating with other departments in
the region. Sometimes the same radio channel is used for both purposes, especially in the
case of neighboring departments. However, a separate radio channel,

~ometimes

referred to

as the "point-to-point" channel, enters the picture here. This channel serves as a giant
"party line". Any department in the region can call another by point-to-point radio. In
either method, the information exchanged is of regional interest, such as descriptions of
stolen autos, persons fleeing the jurisdiction and so forth.
I

::f

-t

7

Neerlby
Police

f

Departrnent

Fig. 111-4
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Point-to-Point Radio Com.nunicadons

Police radio systems are now almost entirely Frequency Modulatioll (FM) systems. FM
radio is free from many forms of interference problems which plague Amplitude Modulation
(AM) radio. With today's equipment such sy:;tems are dependable, have good range, and
provide good quality on reception.
Even more important than good equipment! however, is the manner in which a radio
system is organized and the way it is used. Good organization in terms of equipment locations, the selection of frequencies and their use, etc' and the rules for using the radio system
j

can make the difference between a mediocre and good system. Frequencies and their selection, though, deserv\! added explanation.
Frequencies make up the radio spectrum-the basic resource for radio communications.
Frequencies, their assignment and the widths of channels are a regulated commodity, not
only nationally but throughout the world. In the United States, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) provides this regulation through allocation, licensing, and rule
making for all except Federal Government allocations. The Office of Telecommunications
Policy helps develop national spectrum utilization policy.
In order to send a message by radio, a radio channel is needed. This is often called a
frequency, although a narrow band of frequencies actually constitutes a channel. The radio

14
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equipment for sending messages must generate a precise signal on one channel or frequency
and the receiving equipment must select this ~ignal without being disturbed by signals on
nearby channels. Just as a highway (a channel for cars) or a river (a channel for water) can
be narrow or wide, so a radio channel can be narrow or wide. The narrower the radio channels, the more conventional channels can be placed into a given section of the radio spectrum. However, as the channels are made narrower, the radio equipment then becomes
more complicated and more expensive to purchase and maintain.
Data Transmission System
A data transmission system provides communication with regional and national computer based information systems, which are becoming an important tool of law enforcement
agencies. Leased or purchased teletypewriter communication circuits and terminal equipment are frequently employed for this purpose. Many state-wide police agencies also have
teletypewilter systems for passage of information between districts in the state. Facsimile
and closed-circuit television syste' 1S may also serve to transmit data.
To summarize~ effective police service requires an effect:;;e communication system. The radio, telephone and teletypewriter equipment,
operating procedures and personnel training, must enable messages to be
conveyed as quickly and reliably as any police situation requires. To
provide this service, attention must be given to mC5sape delay, the number and length of messages, the equipment capabilities, frequencies, and
system organization. Effective operating practices must be developed
for each part of the telecommunication system, and training provided to
meet the needs of each individual department.
Basic Functions
What is a police telecommunication system supposed to do? The answer is given in
terms of the functions which are introduced here. A police telecommunrcation system performs many functions which fall into four broad categories:
•

Communication between the public and the police department

•

Communication within the police department

•

Communication among police departments

•
Communication between the police department and other agencies
Each plays an essential part in enabling the police department to protect the community.
While the particular method used to carry out each of these communications varies
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"omewhat from cl~partment to department, every department must provide for each of the
above communications in one way or another in order to be effective.
Communication between citizens and the police department revolves around several
areas:
•
•

Calls from citi2ens for emergency assistance
Calls from citizens giving or requesting information from the police

•
Calls from the police department to citizens
Emergency assistance calls from citizens must be handled quickly and efficiently by the
communication system. Such cails are usually received through the telephone system.
(Occasionally a police officer is hailed by a citizen or the citizen goes to police headquarters
in person.) Calls from citizens giving or requesting information from the police mayor may
not be of an emergency nature. Whether or not the call should be treated as an emergency
must be decided by the complaint operator or radio dispatcher who is assigned to receive the
telephone calls. For these citizen-police calls, many police departments maintain different
administrative and emergency telephone numbers in an effort to keep the two types of communications separate. Calls from the police department to citizens include items primarily
of an administrative nature.

Emergency Calls From Citizen ..

Cana to Citizens

Police
Headqu8rtera

Fig. 111-5

Typical Police Telephone Communications With the Public
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The second category of communication-communication between members of the
police department-is probably the largest in terms of amount of information exchanged.
Almost all of these communications are made through the radio system. They may involve
the dispatcher, officers in radio-equipped vehicles, or patrolmen equipped with personal twoway radios. Examples of such communications are:
•
The radio dispatcher gives information to the patrolman about a complainant
•

or about a crime which has just been committed
The patrolman reports his location and work status so that the dispatcher
knows whether he can call upon the patrolman for a task

•

The dispatcher gives coordinating information to officers in pursuit of a

•

speeding car
A field commander gives instructions to the mobile units and foot patrolmen under his command in a tactical situation

•

The patrolman requests information, the dispatcher obtains it from the
records, and transmits it

Police
Headquarters

Fig. 111-6

Base-Mobile Radio Communications
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In the t~.lrd category is found communication between police departments.

Here,

departmer.cs supply other neighboring departments with needed or requested information.
Such communication is necessary for events or criminal activities which are likely to cover
more than just the jurisdiction of a single department. An example is the theft of an auto in
which the suspect escapes into a neighboring community. Departments may communicate
on their local radio channel if the neighboring departments are on that channel, may use the
"point-to-point" channel, a telephone or teletypewriter system, or a mobile interdepartmental radio network such as the ISPERN* system in Illinois.
A by-product of police radio communication is that it permits police officers of one
department to listen to the radio messages of neighboring departments. This gives a continuous means of identifying certain events of possible importance to their own department.
Unless the radio channel is shared in common and the equipment can work together, this
by-product doesn't exist. Obtaining this capability will then require extra equipment and
added cost.

Date Tra"eml •• lon

Telephone

~

~

/

G

Oth"r police

Other Police

Oepertment:.

Department

Fig. 111-7

Interdepartmental Communications

*ISPERN stands for Illinois State Police Emergency Radio Network.
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The final function of a communication system is to pass messages between th, police
department and other public-safety oriented agencies and services. These agencies inllude:
•
•

Fire departments
Public works, highway maintenance departments and utilities

•

Hospitals and ambulance services

•
•

Towing and wrecker services
Regional, state and national crime information centers

•
•

Civil defense units
Government officials, such as the governor, mayor, city manager, etc.

•
•

National Guard
Federal Bureau of Investigation and Secret Service, etc.

I

~~ I
Ambulance Service

~~r
~/
I
I
Fire Department

~)--~
Crime Information
Center

Fig. 111-8

I

Towing Company

I

Communication With Other Agencies

In many cases police officers must coordinate with these agencies in the field. Such communications are generally handled through the police dispatcher because these agencies
cannot use police channels for their radiO traffic. The dispatcher may have a separate radio
which can operate on the channels of these agencies. If not, he may have to contact them by

,I
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public telephone or a special "hot line". Communications with computerized crime information centers are most often by means of a teletypewriter system.
In summary, the police telecommunication system must fulfill many
duties in order to serve the community effectively. First, it should provide a means of communication between the public and the police. Second,
the system should furnish rapid communications between police headquarters and polic€: officers in the field. Third, it should allow communications with other departments. And fourth, it should provide a means
of communicating with other public service agencies. The system can
fulfill these duties using the telephone system, a two-way radio network,
and often a teletypewriter system. Together, they form a complete systr..m,
able to perform these tasks quickly and effectively.
Basic Requirements
How do we know when the communication system is adequate for effective police
service? The answer is given in terms of the requirements discussed in this section. Every
police telecommunication system, whether large or small, must meet certain basic requirements in order to be an adequate system. These requirements fall into two broad classesthose which are related to adequate performance of the system and those related to external
legal and economic necessities. The former class of requirements includes factors such as
the time delay incurred in conveying messages, how long the equipment operates without
breakdown (reliability), and how flexible the system is in serving different and changing
communication situations. The latter class includes the Rules and Regulations of the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the costs of different levels and types of performo.!1ce, recordings for possible court use and jurisdictional questions.
The Effectiveness of a Police Telecommunication System
The criteria for effective police communications are clearly more stringent than those
fOf any other non-military use of the radio spectrum. Citizens depend on the police for
prompt service in the most urgent emergencies. Such events can occur at any time.
A police telecommunication system must convey correctly and quickly all messages
required for effective protection and service to the community. The ability to convey the
messages means that:
•
There are no excessive delays in sending messages to their intended
destinations
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•

The length and content of the messages is appropriate to convey the required
information

•

The information is not degraded by interference on the radio system

•

The means of rransmitting the messages is determined by their emergency
nature, privacy needs and length

When a means of communication such as police radio or telephone is not heavily used,
the length of time to establish communication is generally short. However, when a large
number of messages are handled over such a system, individual waiting times can be quite
long. This principle is true of all systems of this type which are shared between many users
in an area, for only one or a few people can use the system at anyone time. Police telecommunication systems must be designed to reduce waiting times as much as possible.
A good measure of the quality and adequacy of a police telecommunication system is
the amount of time which an officer in the field, the dispatcher at headquarters, or a citizen
must wait in order to reach the person he is trying to call. This waiting time is extremely
important because of the urgent nature of many police communications; personal safety
may be in jeopardy.
Most authorities desire that in urban areas the average time to respond to a request for
police service be three minutes or less. This interval includes all the steps from the initial
complaint call to arrival of an officer on the scene. Only part of these three minutes can be
used by the police radio system. A standard for waiting time in the Police Radio Service has
1
been established. ,2,3* lit is, that during a normal busy peril)d:
The average length of time that a radio operator must wait to get a
message on the air after he initially attempts it, should not exceed
five seconds.
This standard was developed in cooperation with a number of police administrators from all
over the nation and has been accepted as both reasonable and adequate. This standard is,
however, for an average delay of five seconds. This means many messages in a busy system
could experience greater delays, even though the average delay is five seconds.
Police departments cannot have an exclusive channel for each officer. Therefore, radio
systems should be designed with the goa! of making the average waiting time during normal
busy periods no more than five seconds. Further, the maximum waiting time should be kept
to some tolerable length.

*Numbered references appear under appropriate headings in the References.
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The number of people wishing to use the system varies widely with various emergency
situations. The result is that the waiting time increases during periods of heavy message
traffic, ~ven though the urgency of messages may be just as great.
The second general requirement for an effective system concerns the length and con4
tent of messages which can be sent over the system. These must be adequate to convey the
necessary information. If messages are too short, essential information may be left out. If
they are too long, the system may become overcrowded with message traffic and waiting
times may increase. Obviously, the average length of messages allowed on a system at a
given time directly determines the average waiting time for any user of the system.
The third general requirement for an effective system is that the messages should not
be degraded by interference. The radio system is, for example, normally more prone to such
interference than the telephone system. Radio interference can consist of:
•

Signals generated by electrical devices such as auto ignitions, electric
motors, neon signs, etc.

•

Other radio stations using the same or nearby frequencies

I

•
Background noiSe picked up by the user's microphone
•
Faulty radio equipment
The final general requirement is that the system provide a means of communication
which is an alternative to the radio network. This is necessary since many messages are not
urgent and do not require the speed that the radio system provides. Other messages may be
lengthy, using excessive radio transmission time. They may also be of a confidential nature,
requiring privacy. The public telephone system, for example, offers an alternate means. A
police dispatcher often will call an officer by radio and ask him to telephone headquarters.
The telephone system also provides a means of communicating with other police departments and public service agencies.
Reliability and Flexibility of a System
It is imperative that police telecommunication systems be reliable and flexible. From
both an operational and equipment viewpoint, the system must rarely, if ever, be unavailable for use.
Reliab.ility is dependent both upon equipment and the method of operation of the system. Equipment reliability can be increased with good quality equipment and competent
preventive maintenance. Any system wi/J have occasional failures, however, and it is important to have some back-up capability in the event of a failure. These may be due to
mechanical breakdowns, or to inadvertent or deliberate action. Operational reliability can
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be increased by planning. There should be enough radio dispatchers and complaint or telephone operators to handle the message traffic during peak hours, and enough capable persons
available to operate the radio system at all times, 24 hours a day. A system which breaks
down due to an operational failure is just as useles£ as one which has an equipment failure.
Because police communication systems perform such a wide variety of functions, they
must be flexible in order to be able to fulfill these functiolls. Flexibility includes the
ability to communicate with special departmental units, other police departments and public
and non-public safety agencies. It also includes the ability to circumvent minor equipment
failures in order to get messages through. Part of this flexibility is attained by having prior
planned uperating procedures
available for many contingencies. Flexibility also includes
,
meeting the greater demands that future growth of the community may put on the telecommunication system which serves it.
External Legal and Economic Necessities
There are many legal and economic requirements imposed on a police teh~communica
tion system. Some of the more important are outlined here.
First of all, the telecommunication system must meet all technical and leg.i1 requires
ments imposed by the FCC Rl.deS and Regulations. Among the more important of these
are:
•

The communications equipment must adhere to certain technical
standards which are established by the FCC 6

•

The operators of the radio system must understand and comply with
FCC Rules and Regulations

•

Certain station records must be kept

•

The radio station must be licensed by the FCC and operate on the
frequency assigned to it

Many police departments use voice recorders to record all telephone and radio
messages. The recordings are available to verify addresses, for training, and for investigative
purposes (for example, in the event that a citizen brings suit against the department). Such
systems usually record the incident time for easy verification of exactly when messages
occurred. Such systems are not, however, required by the FCC.
The discussion of economic requirements always begins with the question-"How much
does it cost?" Coupled with the question-" How well does it work?", we begin the process
of analysis which relates cost, performance and need associated with each function. It is not
possible to list particular economic requirements in terms of dollars because they vary too

'
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greatly from community to community, state to state, etc. We should observe, however,
that many maxims of everyday and business economics apply directly to police telecommunications. A few examples are:
•

Each additional function or service requested from a police department
implies an increase in direct or indirect costs

•

Building flexibility into a system leads directly to greater costs. Different
modes of operation lead to more complex and diversified equipment and
system organization

•

The more each police department must coordinate with other departments
or agencies, the greater the costs of operation

•

Equipment costs tend to increase with the degree of automation required,
and may not be compensated for by decreases in labor costs if services
are increased

•

Procurement and maintenance costs may be reduced by sharing with other
agencies, but possible conflicts-of-interest may arise during emergencies

•

The greater the area covered by a telecommunication system, the greater
will be both the equipment and the operating costs

•

,

A reduction in the time required to process information flowing through
a system (e.g., reducing telephone and radio waiting times) C:lUses an

I

increase in cost, because it may require more personnel or more equipment

, ~

We also observe that police telecommunication systems have needs which are unique to
emergency systems. Since police telecommunication systems must provide emergency
service, the reliability requirements on equipment are much higher than for other, less
critical communication services. Though a commercial service may be inconvenienced when
a radio fails, or may suffer higher costs or economic loss due to reduced operating efficiency,
yet their vehicles can still be used. In police application, on the other hand, a vehicle cannot
respond to an emergency dispatch if its radio fails. The vehicle thus is out of service until
the radio is repaired. Without a radio, the vehicle can be used for routine service calls only
by returning to headquarters or calling by teiephone for new instructions upon completing
an assignment. To provide equipment with the nec('ssary high reliability, high quality components and stringent quality controls must be employed.Both factors
the product.

incr~ase

the cost of

Another extraordinary cost is caused by the large differences in message traffic volume
between busy and quiet periods. The telecommunication system must handle normal peak
loads with almost the same rapid response as it does during those times when loads are light.
439-911 0 - 71 - 3
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This requires that both equipment and personnel capacities be geared to handle peak loads
rather than average loads. The result again is increased costs. Finally, we note that these
examples and others cited throughout the text show the need for sound economic planning.
In summary, every police telecommunication system must perform
effectively at all times and in different ways. To perform effectively
means the system, first, must handle all messages quickly and with minimum delays. (As an aid to the system, short or coded messages that
convey all the necessary information can help keep delays to a minimum.)
Second, messages should not be degraded by system-caused interference.
And third, the telephone and teletypewriter systems can complement the
radio network by providing an important and special means of communication.
To perform effectively at all times means the system must be flexible. For example, besides communications within the department, it
should provide the means of communicating with other police departments and other public service agencies. The system should also have
(he ability to pass messages in the event of certain equipment or other
unpredicted system failure. The system must meet all necessary legal
and economic requirements. Legal requirements are mainly those imposed
by the FCC. Economic requirements are usually those governed by the
needs of the community which the system serves.
Common Types of Municipal and County Systems
There are many ways of organizing communications equipment and operating procedures into a working telecommunication system. Some of the more common and successful types of systems which have developed over the years are described here.
The Telephone System
The telephone portion of the telecommunication system usually consists of several
trunk lines for complaint and emergency calls. Some of these may be reserved for the
administrative affairs of the department. The number of lines available depends on the size
of the police department, the city and the police workload.
In smaller police departments, the telephone is usually answered by the radio dispatcher, who may be the only person at the station at certain times of the day. In larger
departments, the telephone calls may be divided between several persons who may be radio
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dispatchers or complaint operators. Very large cities are usually divided into zones. Tele-

phone calls coming from a certain zone of the city are routed to a complaint operator who is
thoroughly familiar with that part of the city. In effect, such a system divides a large city
into

3.

collection of smaller areas, each manageable by one or two operators.

The Radio System
Radio systems differ by the number of frequencies used to provide a base-mobile
channel, by the number of two-way channels in a system (or network), by whether system
operation is simplex or duplex*, and by whether or not repeater stations are used. The
f

most commonly encountered systems are
1.

Single-frequency simplex

2.
Two-frequency simplex
3. Two-frequency half-duplex
The single-frequency simplex system is the most widely used two-way radio system. It
requires the least radio spectrum space and is the most economical two-way system 10 purchase and operate. With this system, the base station (labeled Headquarters ir Fig. 111-9)
and the mobile units share the same channel (frequel"cy). This means that only one user of

r

the system can transmit at anyone time. Multiple transmissions usually will interfere with
each other, although in an emergency a police officer will try to transmit his message despite
this. All receivers withm range can listen to the same transmission-somewhat like many
people listening to the same station on their home radio. This significant feature provides
some operational and psychological benefits.

OttkMr JONES

Officer JACKSON

Fig.III-9

Single-Frequency Simplex Operation

*Simplex means that signal~ can be transmitted in only one direction at a time between two users. Duplex means that
signals can pass in both directions at the same time between two users.
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A second common type of radio system is the two-frequency simplex system. It is sim-

ilar to the single-frequency simplex system except that the base station broadcasts to the
mobile units on one frequency and they broadcast to the base station on a different frequency.
This prevents the base station broadcasts of one department from interfering with the mobile
unit broadcasts of another department when they are nearby and share the same frpquencies.
Thus, it is suited to areaS requiring densely packed stations on the same frequencies. A disadvantage of this mode of operation is that mobile units cannot hear each other's transmissions because their receivers are tuned to fl ' the frequency of the base station transmitter.
There are, however, several ways to overcome this drawback. One of these is readily implementer in the next system described.

~

~
I

I
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Mobile-Relay

Fig. 111-10

Two-Frequency Operation

A third common type of radio system is the two-frequency half-duplex systelll. !t differs from its simplex counterpart in that operation at the base station is duplex; that is, the
base station can receive and transmit simultaneously. A simple connection between receiver
and transmitter (shown as a dotted line in Fig. 111-10) thus permits all mobile transmissions
to be rebroadcast by t:,e base station. When this is done, the base station is said tc operate
as a mobile relay. All mobile units can usually then hear eal-h other's transmissions.

1
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It is common in larger cities, where one radh channel simply cannot handle all of the
radio messages which are nec(!ssary, to use several channels. These may be assigned to different geographic zones (as in Fig. 111-11) or to different functions (such as patrol, traffic,
investigation). The individual channels may operate in anyone of the three modes described.
If a large geographic area must be covered by radio communications, or if obstructions
such as mountains separate th(' service area, it may be necessary to use one or more repeater
stations to amplify signals and rebroadcast them. Repeater stations may also be used to
insure complete coverage by low powered, personal portable radios. Many variations are
possible to accomplish these objectives, depending on whether all transmissions, only those
from mobile units or only thos~ from base stations are to be rebroadcast. How many base
stations are in the system, their geographical distribution and that of the mobile units also
affect the particular method chosen.
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Fig. 111-11

Multi-Channel Operation
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In summary, the public telephone system, a radio network and a
leased teletypewriter or data transmission circuit make up a basic police
telecommunication system. The public telephone consists of telephone
lines and switchboards at beadquarters along with personnel to handle
calls made to the department. It may also be used for special kinds of
data and teletypewriter communication.
The radio network can consist of variol!s types of equipment. The
single-frequency simplex system is the most commonly used today. The
two-frequency simplex system is sim ilar to the single-frequency system
except that the base station transmits en one frequency and the mobile
units transmit on another. Like the single-freq~Jency simplex system, all
transmissions from the mobilt units are on a time-shared basis. An
advan::age of the two-frequency over the single-frequency simplex system,
is that interference caused by departments close to one another is less
likely. A two-frequency half-duplex system has this advantage also. In
addition, it allows the base station to act as a mobile relay and thus, to
establi:;h communication between mubile units. Larger cities may employ
several channels assigned by geographic areas or function, in a multichannel operation. Repeater stations may be utilized where irregular
terrain or a large area make reliable radio coverage difficult.

Police Telecommunication Equipment
There is a large selection of police telecommunication equipment available from commercial sources. Some of it is intended primarily for police systems, while the rest is made
for more general use and is adapted as needed for police systems. This section provides a
brief non-technical discussion of the more important and basic types of equipment which
are found today. In general, the larger the police department, the more sophisticated its
telecommunication equipment must be in order' to handle the larger volumes of message
traffic which are generated as a department increases in size. Chapter IV gives a more
detailed discussion of police telecommunication equipment.
Telephone Equipment
Telephone equipment is ordinarily leased from the local public tel,::!phone company.
The company then also furnishes all special equipment needed by the department. Call
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boxes and associated lines are frequently self-contained systems owned or leased by the
municipality. Alarm systems are generally leased from private companies.
Base Station Radio Equipment
Base station radio equipment carries all radio messages which the department needs
to transmit or receive. In simplest form the base station radio equipment consists of:
•

A radio transmitter

•
•

A r~dio receiver
A control console for the transmitter and receiver

•
A radio antenna
•
An antenna support
•
A transmission line
This is the minimum base station equipment which, together with mobile equipment can
provide two-way radio communication. Many smaller departments have only this basic
collection of equipment for obvious reasons; a larger department might have several transmitters, receivers and antennas, and a complex control console with additional features
which are useful for handling a largi~ radio system. In such a system, however, the basic
equipment works along the same principles as the smaller department's equipment.
Mobile Radio Equipment
MoLHe radio equipment includes any type of radio equipment moved from place to
place, used to communicate between or among officers and headquarters. The equipment
includes:
•
Radios mounted in patrol cars
•
Radios mounted on motorcycles
•
•

Radios mounted in aircraft
Radios mounted in patrol boats

•
Personal portable radios
In all ca!ies, the units consist of a transmitter and a receiver '0 enable two-way conversation.
In summarys many types of necessary equipment make up a
police telecommunication system. First, the basic element of any
system is the public telephone system. Next is the base station
(headquarters) radio equipment. It consists of one or more transmitters powerful enough to send messages to every point in the
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community, and one or more receivers sensitive enough to hear 1.1essages
sent from the mobile units.
Often a control console is used to coordinate the headquarters'
operations, such as transmitter and receiver control, telephone, teletypewriter and other communication functions. An antenna and tower,
usually placed next to or on top of the headquarters building, completes
the base station segment of the system.
The mobile equipment fully completes the system. It consists of
two-way radio units in patrol cars, on motorcycles, or carried by the
patrolman. With the continuing development and improvement of
transistorized equipment, both base and mobile equipment have become
smaller, lighter, use less power, and are more reliable.
Evaluation of Telecommunication Systems
An occasional evaluation of a police telecommunication system is a healthy exercise for
a police department. Like a medical check-up, a thorough examination of a system can
serve to locate existing and potential sources of difficulty within the system. An evaluation
can also be done on a proposed system. In particular, an evaluation should be geared to
answering the following questions:
•

Is the system adequate and efficient in the sense that it meets the
requirements placed upon it by the police department? In other
words, does it do everything the police department needs it to do?

•

If there are problems within the system, where are they located and
what can be done to correct them?

•
Will the system be adequate for the future needs of the department?
If the answers to these questions indicate that there are problems within the system at a
certain point, modification or even more drastic measures may be needed to overcome them.

i

1
I

The findings of an evaluation should not be ignored. Just as with a patient who is ill, if the
system requires surgery and does not get it, it will limp along for awhile but will probably
eventually fail.
The first step in evaluating a telecommunication system is to outline in detail exactly
what the system is supposed to be doing (functions). For example, is it supposed to permit
police officers using portable radios to communicate with police headquarters? This step
may be rather simple in the case of small systems, but it is not so obvious in larger systems.
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The second step is to determine the requirements which are placed on the system. For
example: what are the FCC Rules and Regulations that apply to the system? If one of the
functions of the system is to permit the lise of portable radios, is the system required to
enable officers to send messages to headquarters from all parts of the city using their portable radios?
The third step may be called "identifying" or getting to know the system. One should
find out such things as:
•
•

What equipment does .the system contain?
How is the equipment interconnected and operated?

•
•
•

What are the characteristics of the equipment?
How is the system operated under various conditions?
Are the requirements 011 the system necessary and are they satisfied?

•

How does the system go about doing what it is supposed to do?

The answers to these questions should be carefully recorded.
The fourth step is to determim~ how well the system is doing its job (or will do its job,
in the case of a proposed system). In an existing system this may mean analyzing radio
traffic, listening to how citizen complaints are handled, measuring the time between a citizen
call and the dispatch of a police car, etc. For a proposed system, the basic question is "Will
the system meet all of the requirements of the department at an acceptable cost?"
The final step is to look at the information collected and compare the actual communication system performance to what it should be doing. From this comparison, an idea of
where the system has problems can be obtained. Often, some quick solutions to these problems will become readily apparent.
Evaluation of an existing system can be done to a certain extent by department personnel on a continuing basis. In fact, in any system an unconscious evaluation is constantly
taking place. If personnel find that the system has a serious shortcoming which is affecting
their efficiency and even safety, they will undoubtedly report the difficulty. These should
be recorded in a continuing log. Particular methods of evaluation vary widely depending on
the size and type of system being used. For smaller systems, evaluation tends to be a semiformal process. Smaller departments often do not have the resources to make detailed
evaluations. This text should help such departments make better use of the available
resources.
In summary, every police telecommunication system should be
evaluated periodically. An evaluation will determine system efficiency
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and indicate what improvements are necessary. The eval:.. ai;vlI silould
consist of:
•
•

Outlining what the system should be doing
Determining the requirements on the system

•

Analyzing equipment in terms of how it is used, and
how well it performs

•

Estimating how efficiently the entire system does its
job and at what cost

Whatever changes should be made to keep a system up to date will be
evident from the results of such an evaluation; frequently, the means to
accomplish those changes will also be indicated.
The Radio Frequency Spectrum
No introduction to police telecommunication systems would be complete without a
brief discussion of the radio frequency spectrum. Radio waves (or more precisely, electromagnetic waves) are the means by which radio communications are conducted. A police
radio system operates on a certain channel or radio frequency and actually includes a small
range-called a band of frequencies or sidebands-around that frequency. When all radio
frequencies possible are taken as a group, the term radio spectrum is used.
This spectrum is in essence a finite natural resource which, unlike most other resources,
cannot be detected by any of our human senses. This resource is an invisible means by
which energy can be transmitted at one point and received at another and in the proce~5 convey information. Since electromagnetic energy can be transmitted without the use of wires;
it is an extremely valuable means of conveying information whenever either the sender or
receiver or both is in motion, as in police operations. Every radio transmission has three
basic attributes:
•
•

It occupies a certain geographic area
It occupies a certain period of time

•

It occupies a certain portion of the radio spectrum

These attributes are very important to remember when talking about a radio communication system. A basic rule is that no two radio users can use the same portion of the spectrum at the same time and in the same area without interfering with each other. In order to
prevent interference, the users must be separated sufficiently in frequency, area of operation,
or time.
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The most heavily used portions of the frequency spectrum which are available to the
Police Radio Service, as licensed by the FCC, extend from about 37 MHz* to 46 MHz, called
the low-band; from about 154 MHz to 159 MHz, called the 150 MHz- or very-high-frequency
(VHF) - or high-band and from about 453 MHz to 465 MHz, called the 450 MHz- or ultrahigh frequency (UHF)-band.

Occupies a

Geog!!n~hic

Area
Occupies a Period of

1:!!:!!.!l!.

Occupies a Portion of
the Radio §p-ectrum

Fig. 111·12

Basic Attributes of a Radio Transmission

In addition, the FCC has ruled that certain frequencies between 470 MHz and 512 MHz
and between 806 MHz and 960 MHz may be used by land-mobile radio in the ten largest
metropolitan areas in the U.S. A portion of these will be available for use by the Police
Radio Service. The high-band and UHF-band are most popular7 because radio waves at these
frequencies have desirable "propagation" characteristics. This means, among other things,
that if used properly the waves reach into all areas of a city but do not travel over long distances to cause interference in distant plar.es.
Because of their desirability and the relatively small area of the spectrum available in
each, the 150 MHz (VHF) and 450 MHz (UHF) bands have become extremely crowded with
radio users. Much interference between users exists in some areas due to violation (often
*MHz is the abbreviation for MegaHertz, million Hertz, or million cycles per second.
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unavoidable) of the basic rule that radio transmission must be separated in time, geographical
area, or frequency.
In order to transmit information, a certain amount of frequency spectrum is needed.
The amount of spectrum required increases as more information needs to be transmitted
simultaneously. For example, a television picture uses several hundred times as much spectrum as voice. The amount of spectrum occupied by a transmission is termed the bandwidth of the transmission.
Each user of spectrum is assigned a certain amount of spectrum space for his use. The
assignments include a small amount of buffer spectrum space, called the guard band, which
serves to prevent interference from adjacent channels. For police radios in the low-band,
the present assignments are spaced 20 kHz .. apart, in the VHF high-band the spacing is 15
kHz, while for the 450 MHz UHF-band it is 25 kHz.
In summary, radio waves are the means by which radio messages
are conveyed. These radio waves occupy a narrow band of frequencies.
Certain channels have been made available within a group of frequencies
allocated by the FCC for use by the various police departments around
the country. These groups of frequencies are also part of a much larger
group which also convey information such as television pictures and
sound, and AM and FM radio broadcasts. All these frequencies are often
referred to as the radio frequency spectrum. The bands, or portions of
the spectrum, most used by police radio systems are the VHF high-band,
which extends from about 154 MHz to 159 MHz, and the portion of the
UHF band, which extends from about 453 MHz to 465 MHz. Each individual channel consists of a range of frequencies with center frequencies
15 kHz apart in the VHF high-band and 25 kHz apart in the UHF-band.
Radio channels located in these bands are popular since they provide the
best and most efficient coverage of an area.

Funding ana Fiscal Planning
The primary source of revenue for municipal police departments is local taxation. The
police department must compete with other municipal services for the.limited funds, and
within itself, the needs of the telecommunication system must be weighed with the other
needs of the department.
*kHz is the abbreviation for kiloHertz, one thousand Hertz or one thousand cycles per second.
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With limited funds, it is necessary to determine what allocation of those funds will
result in the most effective law enforcement service to the community. Unlike all industrial
firm where both the cost and return can be measured in dollars, a police department does
not have a simple, single, overall measure of effectiveness. It is therefore difficult to define
how to j'Jstify expenditures. Some sort of justification is required, however, by any good
budget procedure.
A budget for the telecommunication system includes operating expenses and capital
expenditures (including costs of planning and implementing system improvements).
Operating expenses include staff salaries (supervisor or director, complaint clerks, dispatchers, radio technicians, etc.); utility costs (such as electric power and telephone services) i
leased alarm system lines and teletypewriter rental; costs of office supplies and radio parts;
and costs of equipment maintenance and repair.
Requests for capital expenditures or expanded operating capabilities are the more difficult part of budget preparation. Typically, local government officials must review these
requests; however, they are rarely knowledgeable in the area of police telecommunications.
The department must be sure that the requests they make for funds are justified fiscal
representations of their needs. The requests must be stated clearly to allow the government
officials to make sound decisions. The preparation and presentation of a budget is a time
consuming task, requiring knowledge of the entire department's operations. For all but very
small departments, delegati"g responsibility for budget matters to a specific individual may
be the most efficient way to obtain well-drawn budgets.
Recently, other sources of funds have become available for specific purposes. The primary source of interest to police communicators is the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), created by the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968.
Another source is the National Highway Safety Program which was created by the Highway
Safety Act of 1966. While law enforcement agencies and communication systems are not
the prime recipients for funds from this latter program, some aspects of it include improvement of highway safety related police communications.
In establishing LEAA, Congress decided that crime was primarily a state and local problem and therefore the major responsibility for meeting it should not rest with the federal
government. The principal focus of LEAA activity thus came to be the administration of
block action grants to the states. These are called block grants because they are allocated to
the states on the basis of population. They are called action grants because they are designed
to implement the plans which states have already made. These plans are drawn up by state
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planning agencies (SPAs) which were established with LEAA planning funds and which are
maintained by LEAA planning grants. The state plans call fur comprehensive improvement
in the criminal justice system within the state. When LEAA has approved a comprehensive
state plan, the state is eligible to receive its full block action grant.
The first grant LEAA gives to a state is a planning grant, either to establish or to maintain a state planning agency (SPA) which has the responsibility to draw up a comprehensive
plan. After that plan has been approved, the state may receive the full amount of its state
block action grant to implement the program. In order to meet necessary needs which
might not come under planning or block action grants, Congress also authorized LEAA to
give discretionary grants. These are action grants given at LEAA's discretion to states, cities
or other agencies.
The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act requires that state plans should
"incorporate innovations and advanced techniques and contain a comprehensive outline of
priorities for the improvement and coordination of all aspects of law enforcement." It also
requires that state plans assure that federal funds will not supplant state or local funds, but
will increase the amount of such funds to be made available in accordance with various
matching formulas. For most programs in fiscal year 1970, the formula required that 60
percent of the cost consist of federal funds and that 40 percent be borne by local (state,
regiori'dl, county, municipal) funds. (Exceptions were programs dealing with civil disorder
and organized crime, in which case the federal share was 75 percent, and construction
projects, in which case the federal limit was 50 percent.) In fiscal year 1971, most programs require the non-federal governmental units to bear only 25 percent of the cost. Block
grant support makes up 85 percent of all LEAA action funds. The remaining 15 percent of
action funds is earmarked for discretionary grants by LEAA. Finally, each state must make
at least 75 percent of its LEAA action funds available to local governments. Cities and
counties seeking block grant funds must file application with their State Planning Agency
or regional branch.
The federal reimbursement funds of the Highway Safety Act are also administered by
the states. According to the Act, each state shall have a highway safety program, approved
by the National Highway Safety Bureau, designed to reduce traffic accidents and deaths,
injuries and property damage. At least 40 percent of the funds available to a state are
allocated to municipalities and counties. Municipal and county projects are incorporated
into the state Highway Safety Program.
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Projects related to police communication include developing:
•

Requirements for coordination of ambulances and other emergency
care systems

•

Procedures for dispatching aid

•

Procedures for reporting hazardous highway conditions

•

Communication procedures to coordinate detection, notification,
dispatch, and response for hazard control and cleanup

Requests for funding under both acts must meet requirements of the state and federal
programs. Developing programs and establishing justification to utilize these funds requires
considerable time and effort. Police departments and other municipal and county agencies
have often found it necessary to assign this responsibility to specific planning personnel in
order to enable them 'to take full advantage of the opportunities presented by these programs. Sma!ler communities and departments may not be able to assign the major portion
of one person's time to this task. They may th~n find it helpful to coordinate these efforts
with other communities and agencies.
Standards and Specifications
A necessary and important step in the development of any part or all of a police telecommunication system is the preparation and use of performance standards and equipment
specifications. The quality of the standards and specifications used to purchase equipment
will playa significant role in determining the effectiveness of the communication system
established. As with budget preparation, writing standards and specifications is a time consuming and difficult task. The burden can be eased by drawing upon the experience of other
agencies in previous procurements. Effort expenried in this area will pay big dividends in the
final results.
Summary
A police telecommunication system must effectively handle four basic types of communication: (1) between citizen and police department, (2) among members of the police
department, (3) between any two or more police departments, and (4) between the police
department and other agencies. Any police telecommunication system will consist of the
public telephone system, a two-way radio net'v.()rk, and often access to a data transmission
or teletypewriter network.
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The two-way radio network is most often a one- or two-frequency simplex system, or a
two-frequency half-duplex system. Multi ..channel systems are often found in larger cities.
Two-frequency systems are often found where there are adjacent communities whose radio
transmissions might interfere with one another if the single-frequency system were used;
they arc;; required for all UHF systems. Repeater stations are found where the service area is
large, contains irregular terrain or where extended coverage is required for personal portable
radios.
The basic equipment found in all of these systems is the headquarters transmitter,
receiver, antenna assembly, antenna tower and control console, as well as the mobile and
portable transmitters and receivers for men in the field. The quantity and complexity of
this equipment in any system is dependent on the size of the department and the nature of
its workload.
All communications must be conveyed to the intended recipient both correctly and
with minimum delay, especially in emergencies. This objective must be fulfilled within the
economic restraints imposed by the community and the legal restraints imposed by the
Federal Communications Commission.

I
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CHAPTER IV
ELEMENTS OF POLICE TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
A police telecommunication system consists of three kinds of elements-certain intangible and operational elements such as frequencies, network structures and message flow; the
equipment in the system; and the personnel that operate and use it. The first kind is discussed in Section IV.l, Operational Elements. The discussion of equipment is separated into
various categories in Section IV.2 to IV.4. Personnel, their qualifications and training are
discussed in Section IV.S. The way these separate elements are fused into a complete system, the methods used to evaluate a system and then modify it, or to design a new one are
presented in the chapters that follow.
The heart of a police telecommunication system is the base-mobile radio system by
which headquarters personnel and officers in the field maintain communication with each
other. The telephone and data transmission systems that are part of a police telecommunication system are equally necessary to enable a department to carry out all its functions.
Modifying or designing the total system, however, generally requires fewer technical decisions to be made about these two subsystems than about the two-way radio subsystem.
Therefore, the discussion of the radin "ystem presented here is more detailed thar. that for
the telephone and data transmission :>, stems. These latter two are treated in Section IV.2.7
and IV.2.8 of this chapter, and Section V.1.5 of the next chapter.
IV.l

Operational Elements
Radio signals transfer information from one point to another by means of electro-

magnetic waves. These waves have a number of characteristic proper?-'es that enable them to
be employed as radio signals. Those of primary concern to us here are their frequency and
power (or energy contents).
IV.l.l Frequencies, Channels and Radio Communication
Electromagnetic waves are familiar to us as broadcast radio and television signals,
radiant heat, light and x-rays. All are manifestation:; of electromagnetic waves that transfer energy and information ,)Ver a distance. One of the basic differences between these
various forms of electromagnetic waves is their frequency. The totality of frequencies of
such waves is called the electromagnetic spectrum (or just spectrum). The police radio
systems we are rO:1cerned with occupy a very small part of the lower portion of the radio
439-911 0 - 71 - 4
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spectrum. In par,·icular, the Police Radio Service uses some of the frequencies in the ranges
listed in Table IV·1. It has exclusive use of some of the frequencies in these ranges, but
shares the range from 72.02 to 76.00 MHz*, the 450 MHz band and the microwave frequencies with other radio services. The VHF high-band and 450 MHz band are used more extensively by municipal ar.d c.ounty systems than the other bands, because radio waves at those
frequencies have desirable propagation characteristics. In brief, a limited area can be covered
by radio signals at these frequencies more completely, but without causing as much interference outside the desired area as frequencies in the other bands.
Frequency assignments in the MF-band and the VHF low-band (see Table IV-l) are not
preferred for municipal and county radio systems because of their propagation characteristics. In both bands signals are subject to "skip", resulting in strong signals appearing at great
Table IV-1
Spectrum Ranges Containing Police Radio Frequencies
Frequency Range

Designation

MHz

Band

Use

(See footnotes for abbreviations)

1.610 -

2.812

-

MF

Base, mobile, zone
and interzone

5.135 -

7.935

-

HF

Zone and interzone

37.02 -

46.02

VH Flow-band

VHF

Base and mobile

72.02 -

76.00

-

VHF

Operational fixed

154.650 - 159.210

VHF high-band
or 150 MHz-band

VHF

Base and 'nobile

453.050 - 465.500

UHF or 450 MHz-band

UHF

Base and mobile

Microwave

UHF, SHF
and EHF

Base, mobile,
operational fixed
and radiolocation

952

- 40,000

.....
, -.

MF
Medium-frequency
HF
High-frequency
VHF Very-high frequ(!ncy

(0.3-3.0 MHz)
(3.0-30.0 MHz)
(30.0-300.0 MHz)

UH F Ultra-high frequency
(300.0-3000.0 MHz)
SHF Super-high-frequency
(3000.0-30,000 MHz)
EH F Extremcly-high-frequency (30,000-300,000 MHz)

*MHz is the abbreviation for megaHertz, the technical designation for one million cycles per second.
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distances from the transmitter. This can cause serious Interference problems to distant systems operating at these frequencies. In both bands confining coverage to a limited area is
more difficult than in the higher frequency bands, even when skip is not a factor. That
makes the5e frequencies useful in systems covering large areas. For this reason frequencies
in the VHF low-band are often used by state-wide agencies such as state police and highway
patrol departments. Only a few police agencies still use frequencies in the fo.J1F-band for
b.ase-mobile operatiors. Their proximity to the AM broadcast band makes police calls on
these frequencies easy for the public to monitor. That, and their unfavorable noise and interference characteristics have caused most police departments to seek assignments in the VHF
or UHF bands for base-mobile systems. The police radio frequencies in the HF band are
restricted to Morse code transmission for zone and interzone communication.
Another propagation characteristic limits the usefulness of microwave frequencies for
base-mobile operations. Radio waves at these frequencies begin to take on an attribute commonly observed in the behavior of light waves. Large objects, such as buildings, cast definite
shadows. In an urban area, coverage of all locations becomes more difficult. Further, little,
if any, commercial two-way mobile radio equipment has been developed at microwave frequencies. This has confined their use mainly to fixed station (microwave relay) and traffic
law enforcement with radar speed monitoring units.
In order for a radio signal to contain information it must consist of a band of frequencies; that is, a certain amount of frequency spectrum. The amount of spectrum occupied by
a signal is called its bandwidth. The nominal bandwidth for radio signals in the land-mobile
service is 20 kHz*. For FM voice signals the maximum authorized frequency deviation** is
5 kHz on _either side of the center frequency. The frequency assignments are called channels.
They consist of a band of frequencies wide enough for the transmission of the information
being conveyed, and a small amount of buffer spectrum space, called the guard band. This
serves to prevent interference from adjacent channels. In the Police and Local Government
Radio Services, low-band frequency assignments are spaced 20 kHz apart. In the high-band
the spacing is 15 kHz, while at UHF it is 25 kHz. Thus, two adjacent channels in the highband cannot carry 20 kHz wide signals without some overlap. If the signal strengths in the
adjacent channels are comparable at the intended receivers, the receivers will most likely
experience interference. Adjacent channel assignments at high-band must therefore be made
with sL.fficient geographic separation (or other precautions) to pre¥ent this kind of interference.
*kHz is the abbrevIation for kiloHertz, which is one thousand cycles per second.
**Frequency deviation of an FM signal is the change in the carrier frequency produced by the modulating signal.
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Frequency assignment in the land-mobile services is a difficul~ task, because in many

areas of the U.S. and in most services, there are more users than can be readily accommodated in the spectrum space available. This is particularly true for the Police Radio Service
in and near metropolitan areas. 1,2,3 The FCC, which issues the licenses and which has the
ultimate authority over frequency allocation and assignment, has enlisted the aid of user
groups in various land-mobile services to coordinate the assignments in a given service and
geographical area. In the Police and Local Government Radio Services, the Associated
Public Safety Communica.tions Officers, Inc. (APCO) performs this function through designated frequency coordinators and frequency advisory committees. Its function is to coardiI

nate applications both for new licenses and for license modifications (involving power and
antenna height) with existing frequency (?,ssignments, and to advise the FCC and the applicant by making a recommendation in each case. The names of the frequency coordinator
and chairman of the Frequency Advisory Committee can be obtained from the local APCO
chapter or the national chairman.
IV.1.2

Radio Propagation, Transmitted Power and Antennas, Receivers and Squelch

Fundamental to any police telecommunication system are the basic concepts which
help to explain the actual transmission, propagation and reception of the radio frequency
signals by which messages are sent. The treatment of these subjects here is introductory.
For detailed treatment of the concepts discussed, refer to Appendix A.
In any radio communication system it is necessary that at least a certain minimum signal
level be present at th~ receivers. This is required independent of location within the operating area of the users. Since it is neither economically nor legally permissible to use excessive
transmitter power, estimates must be made of the minimum power necessary to reach the
most remote points of the area. These estimates can be made by calculaHng the approximate
propagation loss suffered by the signal between the transmitter and the receiver at the most
remote points of the system's service area. The propagation loss and the minimum amount
of power acceptable at the receiver can then be related to the required transmitter power.
There are s.:veral methods available to approximately determine propagation losses. These
losses are mainly dependent on:
•

The radio frequency used

•

The type of terrain and buildings in the area

•
The heights of the transmitting and receiving antenna~
Calculating propagation loss can only give approximate results. ,'-\n engineering survey is
usually required before system parameters are finally chosen. Propagation losses are only
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one part of the "losses" and "gains" of power which exist in a radio system, as shown in Fig.
IV-1. In particular, power gains usually occur in the following places:
•
The radio transmitter
The transmitter antenna
•
. ., he receiver antenna
and power losses usually occur in:
•
The transmitter transmission line to the antenna
•
The mismatch between the transmission line and the transmitter antenna
•
The propagation to t~e receiver
The mismatch between the receiver antenna and receiver transmission line
•
The receiver transmission line from the antenna
•
Radio Frequency (RF) cavities and fiiters, duplexers and isolation elements

•

•
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Gains and Losses in a Radio System

All of these losses and gains must be considered in determining the total or net loss in
power between the transmitter and the receiver.
Transmitti,lg and receiving antenna gain is usually specified relative to a standard
antenna, a half-wave dipole. By restricting their ability to transmit and receive in certain
directions, certain antennas display an effective gain over the half-wave dipole because they
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concentrate their transmitted or received energy in certain directions. The direction of
this concentration is usually along a horizontal plane for base-mobile systems since !TIost
fTlobile units are located on the ground. (Aircraft units are the obvious, but rare, exception.)
There is a practical limit to maximum achievable antenna gain because of rr.~strictions on
antenna size. The allowable size of an antenna must take into account factors such as FCC
regulations and structural ruggedness.

,

It is common to speak of the "effective radiated power" (ERP) of a. radio station. This
is the power that actually leaves the antenna. It is not the same as the radio frequency power
of thl~ transmitter itself, since losses occur in the transmission line to the antenna and from
the lack of exact matching to the antenna. Further, a gain usually occurs in the antenna
itself. Thus, the net power emitted by the antenna, the effective radiated power, may be
either higher or lower than the radio frequency power generated by the transmitter itself.
The propagation losses in the signal between the transmitter and the receiver cause the
signal power at the receiver to have a very small magnitude, unless the distance between them
is small. All receivers have a power level threshold below which their output is not intelligible. This threshold is referred to as the receiver sensitivity. Radio noise from such sources
as auto ignitions, electric motors and natural sources (called ambient nOise), or interfering
signals from other radio stations often exist at power levels above receiver sensitivities. The
received signal power usually must be greater than these interfering signals in order for the
receiver output to be intelligible. In general, a receiver rejects signals which have different
frequencies than the desired signal. When the interfering signals have the same or nearly the
same frequency, in-band interference results. In FM receivers, when the desired signal is
stronger than the interfering signals by a given ratio, called the capture ratio, the desired
signal may often be received in spite of the in-ba.,d interference.
Improving the coverage over the area to be served by the existing system can be accomplished in five possible ways:
•

Change the transmitter power or the receiver sensitivity

•

Change the height of the base station antennas

•

Change the gain of the base station antennas

•

Reduce any system transmission line losses
Move the transmitter antenna site

til

The fi.rst two improvements are usually restricted by legal (FCC, FAA, etc.) and economic
factors. Limits in transmitter power are often imposed by the FCC. Costs involved in improving receiver sensitivities or raising an antenna can be excessive. Increasing the gain of

".,
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the antenna and reducing system losses, especially losses in the transmission line between the
transmitter and antenna provide the most economical way of increasing coverage. This can
be accomplished using improved antenna designs or special low loss cables.
IV.1.3 Network Organization
There are a number of different channel and network configurations which can be used
in police telecommunication systems. As an introduction to a detailed description of this subject given in Chapter V and to better understand some discussion given in this chapter, the
basic configurations will be presented here.
IV.1.3.1 Channel Configurations
The word channel as used in police base-mobile telecommunications has two definitions
which should be understood at the outset. In the first, a channel is a certain, single portion
of radio spectrum assigned to a user for his messages. The second meaning arises from the
fact that many base-mobile systems use one channel (as just defined) for the base station
transmissions and a separate channel (or more than one) for the mobile unit transmissions.
In such systems, this combination is also called a channel. * Thus, in general, all of the slices
of spectrum needed to carryon two-way communication, taken together, are called a channel. Ordinarily, no confusion results since the meaning intended is usually clear from the
context. It is also common to use the words frequency and channel interchangeably, where
here the first definition of channel is intended, and the frequency referred to is the center
frequency of the channel. The common channel configurations in police radio telecommunications are:
Single-frequency, One-way Operation-permitting transmission of information from user A to B, but not vice versa.
Single-frequency, Simplex Operation-permitting transmission from A to
B or from B to A, but not in both directIOns simultaneously, and using
the same freque.lcy in both directions.
Two-frequency, Simplex Operation-permitting transmission from A to
B or from B to A on two distinct frequencies, but not in both directions
simultaneously.

*In the Phase Two, Project Three reports of the APeO Project Series Foundation, the term "link" was used to designate a
two-way information path consisting of one or more single-frequency band channels. 4 ,S

1
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Two-frequency, Duplex Operation-permitting transmission from A to

B or from B to A on two distinct frequencies, and simultaneously in
both directions.
Two-frequency, Half-Duplex Operation-permitting transmission from
A to B or from B to A on two distinct frequencies, and simultaneously
at the base end of the link, but not simultaneously at the mobile end.
In order to mo,'e clearly visualize these definitions, a diagram of a generalized basemobile communications channel is presented in Fig. IV-2. The channel consists of a base
frequency and a mobile frequency, each with its own transmitting and receiving equipment.
In a two-frequency channel, the base and mobile frequencies, fl and f 2' are different. A
single-frequency channel uses a common frequency for the base and mobiles and consequently f, and f2 are the same in that case.

Transmi IIer

Receiver
Base Channel
Cenler Frequency (ies)

Transmitter

Receiver
Channel

Note: f. and fl are the same for
a sinQle - frequency channel.

Fig.IV-2

A Base-Mobile Communications Channel

IV.1.3.2 Network Configurations
A network in general is defined as a collection of several radio channels operated by
one or more departments in a coordinated fashion to provide radio service in a certain area.
The size and degree offormal organization of police radio networks varies widely. Many networks have been formed as a result of unstructured evolutionary growth and exhibit little
cooperation between users. Others are highly organized and have strong cooperation between users.
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A network is a complex sys __ ,{1 composed of many pieces of equipment and many persons working together to fulfill the communication needs of the departments within the
network. Examination of network structures, however, yields the following basic factors
which roughly characterize them:
1.
Location of the dispatching points
2.
Location of the base station radio equipments
3. The number of frequencies in each channel
4. The number of channels in the network
5. The operation of the channels which make up the network
In general, one can consider each of the factors to be more or less independent of the
others. For each, there exists a pair of trade-offs which one considers when building up a
network. These trade-offs are the following pairs:
1. Dispersed or central location of dispatching points
2.
Dispersed or central location of base station equipment
3. Single or multi-frequency channels
4. Single or multi-channel networks
5. Simplex or duplex operation of the channels
These trade-offs can be combined to give twenty-four basic network configurations.
Experience has shown that certain of these configurations are superior to others ill serving
the needs of a given department or group of departments. Networks can best be compared
to each other by examining the following:
•
The types of interference to which the netwcrk is susceptible
•
The available methods of channel "isolation" to prevent interference
8

•
•
•

within the network
The performance under heavy message lOads
The radio coverage characteristics
The existence or nonexistence of mobile-to-mobile and base-to-base
~ommunications in the network
The possibility of using special devices (such as radio teleprinters) withih

the network
The network for any particular area is the one which provides the most effective service
in view of the particular advantages and disadvanta~es of each configuration. Detailed discussion of typical successful system configurations can be found in Chapter V, Section V.2.
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Fixed Equipment

A variety of equipment designed for use at a fixed location is employed in police telecommunication systems. Fixed loca'tion two-way radio equipment includes base-station
transmitters, receivers, antennas, towers and control units; remote repeaters; and microwave
systems. Communication with thi,! public is usually maintained by means of the public telephone system. Another device,che teletypewriter, is used in communication between publicsafety agencies. It is also used for the retrieval of information froi:l computerized data banks
and for the transfer of information to teleprinter equipped vehicles. Finally, because every
telecommunication system requires electric power for operatio l1 , an emergency power supply
should always be included in the system.
IV.2.1

Base Station Two-Way Radio

A base station includes a radio transmitter and one or more radio receivers. These are
permanently installed at a fixed location such as a police station. The primary purpose of
the base station is to provide the police dispatcher with a means of sending and receiving
information from the mobile units. The base station is also used for point-to-point communication with other police and public safety agencies.
Two types of messages may be handled by the base station-voice and data. Either one
may consist of analog or digital signals. Digital messages occur in systems which employ
equipment such as teletypewriters, teleprinters, and computer terminals.
Base-station radio equipment varies widely in physical appearance. The transmitter and
receiver may be mounted in the same housing or may be completely separate. Receivers
tend to be smaller and more uniform in size than transmitters; they are usually about the
size of a typewriter or smaller. The size of a transmitter depends mainly on its power rating.
Some of the low-power units may be no·larger than a common table radio while a high power
unit may occupy a rack about two-feet wide and seven feet high. Equipment sizes also depend upon the type of circuitry used-whether vacuum tube or solid state. Solid state circuitry, which employs transistors and other semiconductor devices, allows significant reduction in size over vacuum tube circuitry. Low-powered base-station transmitters and most
receivers are often small enough for desk-top operation. High-powered translT;tters, however, generally stand on the floor or are mounted on a wall or a pole.

Almost all police radio systems employ frequency modulation
(FM) equipment. Commercially manufactured FM base-station equipment is available for operation in the low-band, high-band, and UHF
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band. The FCC requires that commun/cations in these bands be confined
to assigned channels in order to minimize interference among users.
Transmitters and receivers designed for use in these bands operate only
on the assigned channels. They cannot be tuned in the manner that one
tunes an AM or FM broadcast receiver, because crystals are used in frequency generating circuits; the equipment is often referred to as crystalcontrolled. Base station radio equipment is produced with both singleand multiple-channel capabilities. A multiple-channel transmitter or
receiver is able, to operate on anyone of several channels at a time-all
of the channels being contained in the same frequency band.
Figure IV-3 shows a base station two-way radio designed for desk-top operation. The
radio cabinet houses both the transmitter and the receiver. A desk stand microphone is
~~~--------Antenna

Transmission Line .---------~
Base Station
Two-Way Radio
M icrophone ----==!:I~-r:s::::-~
Built in Loudspeaker

Fig. IV-3

Typical Small Base Station
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shown next to the radio. The receiver loudspeaker is built into the radio cabinet. Every radio
station requires an antenna that functions for both transmission and reception, and this is
shown on top of the roof.
The operation of the base station is explained by reference to Fig.
IV-4, which shows a functional block diagram of the system. When the
operator presses the push-to-talk switch on the microphone (not shown)
he activates the transmitter and may disable the receiver. He then speaks
into the microphone which converts sound waves into an electrical voice
signal.· The strength of the voice signal is increased (amplified) by the
audio amplifier, processed* and fed to the modulator. Also fed to the
modulator is a radio frequency (RF) signal at frequency Fl} which is
produced by a crystal-controlled oscillator. The tral'smitter shown has
two channel capability and therefore a second oscillator at frequency

,------------ ------- ----------- --- -- --- ----- -- ----,
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Fig. IV-4

Basa Station Two-Way Radio

*The voice signal is pre·emphasized and passed through a peak limiting and filtering network.
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F2 is indicated. Transmission can occur on only one channel at a time
and only one oscillator or the other operates at a time. The oscillator
frequencies Fl and F2 are many times higher than any frequency in the
II

voice signal.
The modulator causes the frequency of the oscillator signal to vary
with the amplitude of the voice signal. The modulator output is. then
amplified in strength and multiplied in frequency to a frequency which
is suitable fof' transmission. Next, this RF signal goes to the final RF
amplifier, which significantly increases the signal power level, and then
through the isolation device to the antenna whicf; radiates it into space.
The isolation device may be an antenna relay, solid state switch, or
duplexer. Its purpose is to allow one antenna to be shared by both the
transmitter and receiver without damage to the sensitive receiver input
circuitry from the relatively powerful transmitter output.
When the operator releases the push-to-talk switch on the microphone, he activates the receiver and disables the tran smitter. A large
number of signals picked up by the antenna are fed through the isolation
device to the input of the RF amplifier. The RF amplifier contains
filters which reject most of the undesired signals and accept those in
the desired frequency range, which are amplified. The output is fed
to the first mixer and intermediate frequency {IF} amplffjer~ wrere the
signal frequency is lowered to a value more suitable for processing at7d
then amplified. Additional filtering also occurs in the IF amplifier. The
mixing process requires a signal with precisely controlled frequency,
produced by a crystal-controlfed oscillator. Another oscillator is shown,
and is used when operation on another channel is desired.
The output of the first IF amplifier goes to a second mixer, IF
amplmer, and associated oscillator where the signal frequency is lowered
still more and where additional amplification and filtering occurs. The
signal from the second IF amplifier is then fed to the limiter and discriminator which convert the frequency ',Iariations in the signal back
into the amplitude variations of a voice Signal. The signal is de-emphasized
and the audio amplifier next increases the power level of the voice signal,
which is used to operate a loudspeaker. The loudspeaker converts the
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electrical voice signal back into sound waves which are heard by the
operator.
The emission bandwidth of FM transmitters used in the low, high, or UHF bands is
limited by the FCC to a maximum of 20 kHz. In other words, the frequencies which are
generated by the transmitter and have appreciable amplitude must fall within this 20 kHz
channel. Frequencies which are generated outside of this channel, on either side, must be
reduced in amplitude, Receivers, on the other hand, must be most sensitive to frequencies
within the 20 kHz channel. Frequencies on either side mU,st be rejected. This meCl:ns, in
effect, that an adjacent channel signal will not be heard at the receiver output. Th is receiver
characteristic is referred to as adjacent channel selectivity.

Receiver sensitivities are generally better than 0.7 JL V· for a 12 dB **
signal plus noise and distortion-to-noise and distortion ratio, referred to
as SINAD ratio. This means that a signal of at least 0:7 JLV in amplitude
at the receiver antenna terminal; is necessary to produce a clear, or
readable, audio output. With typical adjacent channel selectivities of
70 dB, signals with amplitudes about 3000 times larger in the adjacent
channels will not be heard; i.e., they will be rejected.
Base-station transmitters are manufactured with a large selection of radio frequency
(RF) pow(lr ratings. Limitations on transmitter power are imposed by the FCC in order to
minimize interference among users of the frequency bands. The limitations are stated in
terms of the power input to the final RF stage of the transmitter. This final RF stage is commonly the vacuum tube or semiconductor amplifier circuit whose output goes directly to
the antenna. Specifically, the limitations are 500 watts for low-band units and 600 watts
for high-and UHF-band units at operating frequencies less than 460 MHz. For frequencies
greater than 460 MHz, the maximum power in,ut is specified in the station's FCC authorization. However, special authorization may be obtained from the FCC to operate at higher
power levels. For example, some state police low-band transmitters operate with 10,000
watts of power input to the final RF stage. The power figures just discussed are upper limits
and not necessarily common values. Base-station transmitters are available with final RF
stage power inputs'of only one or two watts. Finally, transmitter power output is less than
power input since the efficiency is usually about 65 percent or less.

-

."P.V" 15 the abbr;vlation for microvolts or 10.6 volts.

··"dB" is the abbreviation for decibels (see Glossary).

Thus, 0.7JLV is 0.0000007 volts.
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The FCC assigns frequencies to various base stations within a geographical area depending upon the limitation of RF power outputs to c{:rtain levels. When these levels are exceeded,
the transmitted signal may be strong enough to obscure signals in other geographical areas.
FCC regulations state that:
tiThe RF power output of a station shall be no more than required
for satisfactory technical operation considering the area to be covered
and the local conditions. "
In the interests of preventing interference, adherence to the above regulation is imperative.
Excessive RF power output level can cause interference, as can antennas with unnecessarily
high power gain or height above the ground.
One feature which is standard on all base-sta.tion receivers is carrier squelch. The purpose of carrier squelch is to eliminate disturbing background noise when no transmitted
signal is present, thus reducing operator fatigue.
Another type of squelch, usually offered as an option, is tone-coded squelch. A receiver equipped with tone-coded squelch is activated only by signals containing a specific
tone or tone combination and not by other signals. By equipping the mobile transmitters
with the proper tone generating circuits, only thte mobile units of the desired system will be
heard by the dispatcher.. Base-station transmitters and mobile receivers may also be equipped
for tone-coded squelch. Tone-coded squelch has, certain disadvantages when used in police
radio systems, however, and if not used properly, may lead to destructive interference among
users of the channel. Detailed consideration is given to tone-coded squelch in Section !V.4.6
of this chapter.
IV.2.2 Base-Station Antennas
The base-station antenna is a device used to excite or radiate into space the radio frequency (RF) energy carrying the messages. It is also used to receive RF signals transmitted
from mobile units. The antenna is a metal structure whose length depends upon the wavelength of the transmitted and received signals. Often, the height of the antenna relative to
the surrounding terrain can affect the entire system performance. Normally, a higher antenna
increases the area covered. Many times, the antenna is placed on a high point, such as the
top of the police headquarters, or at a remote sHe such as a hilltop. The RF transmitter is
located near the antenna and in the case of a n~mote site, the transmitter is controlled by a
land line, or a separate radio or microwave link. An unmanned transmitter and receiver station may act as a repeater station, retransmitt'ing the radio signals sent to it by both base
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Fig. IV-5
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Three Dimensional Sketches of The Radiation Patterns of
(a) a Dipole Antenna (b) an Ante"'~la with Directivity Gain
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stations and mobile units. The base-station antenna is usually centrally located in the service
area. The radiation patterns of two types of antennas are shown in Figures IV-S and IV-6.
The pattern of a centrally located base-station antenna should be uniform (in the horizontal
plane) in all directions, to achieve maximum coverage. The radiation pattern in the vertical
plane is normally kept narrow, that is, squeezed into a doughnut shape, to achieve some gain
in the horizontal direction. If the antenna is not centrally located, a suitable antenna type
is used to make the radiation pattern more directional-that is, at a given distance from the
antenna, the signal is stronger in the preferred direction than in others. By confining the RF
energy to the intended service area the system can be operated m()re efficiently.
A proper impedance match between antenna and transmitter through the connecting
transmission line is necessary for maximum operating efficiency. f\jormally, the characteristic impedance of the antenna, transmitte!" and line is 50 ohms.
Antenna length, as mentioned, is a function of the operating frequency. One antenna
may, however, be required to handle sevt~ral chann::ls. Antenna dimensions must then be
carefully chosen so that it will perform well on all channels used. The antenna must also be
physically able to handle the maximum transmitted power.
Lastly, base-Si:ation antennas must perform their functions with littie or no attention in
every environment, in every type of weather condition. This affects primarily the antenna's
physical characteristics, and the tower and support structure.
Beside the antennas used in normal police communication, special-purpos,: antenna
systems exist for auxilliary system uses. Highly directional antennas are used in microwave
point-to-point communication. These mtenna.s are designed to provide pencil-like beams
with narrow be;).mwidths both vertically and horizontally. This results in a high-gain antenna,
suitable for use at higher frequendes. More complete information on base-station antenna
specifications is found in Appt:ndix A.

IV.2.3 Communication Control Equipment
In some police radio systems the dispatcher and "be base station may be situated in two
different rooms or even in different buildings. It is often desirable to place the transmitter
in a separate room because of the heat which is generated during operation. Also, the base
statioll should be located fairly close to the antenna to minimize RF-power losses in transmission lines which connect the receiver and transmitter to the antenna. Some systems employ
several base stations and a number of dispatchers. This necessitates separate locations for
radio equipment and operating personnel because of space limitations.
439-911 0 - 71 - 5
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All of the situations above require the use of special control equipment which enables
the dispatcher to operate the base station from a separate location. There are three basic
types of control units. The simplest type is the desk set, which is similar in appearance to
an ordinary telephone and is designed for desk-top operation. Small control consoles are
generally more elaborate than the desk set and are larger in size. Small control consoles are
usually box-shaped and are small enough for desk-top operation; they also offer more control capabilities than desk-sets. The most elaborate type of control unit is the control console, which offers more extensive capabilities than either the desk set or the small, desk-top
control console. A control console may consist of several control panels mounted side by
side in a single housing and often includes a desk as part of the overall unit. In addition to
standard production models, some companies build special control consoles on request to
meet particular system requirements.

Desk sets, small and large control consoles may be interconnected
with each other in various ways to allow several dispatchers to operate a
base station without interfering with one another. There ar~ basically
two types of control, local control and remote control. A system may
be locally controlled when less than 100 feet of cable are used to t;onnect the base station with the most distant control paint. A system must
be remotely controlled when the base station and control point are separated by more than 100 feet. A telephone line is used rather than a cahle
for remote control.
Every system must have at least one "control point" from which
the system can be turned on and off. In a system with several control
units, the FCC requires that the control point be capable of taking over
complete control of the base station. This is generally accomplished by
metlns of a supervisory :;witch at the control point which can remove
control from the other units. In a system with more than one remote
control unit, FCC rules state that each wntrol point must also have a
transmit indicator which shows when the transmitter is being used. The
FCC also requires that a station record and an identification card displaying station license information be kept at each control point.

I
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IV.2.3.1 Control Unit Features and Options
Some typical features of the desk-set control unit are:
•
Microphone and earphone mounted in a telephone type handset

,

i

~

•
•
•
•

Audio volumt; control
Multiple channel operation
Compatibility. with tone-coded squelch systems
Intercommunication with other control units

•
•

Transmit indicator
Compression amplifier which compensates for varying voice levels among

I

different operators and other adverse effects

I

•
Line gain control for balancing parallel units
Small, desk-top control consoles have most of the desk-set features with some differences. Usually, the small control console mkrophone has its own stand and the speaker is
mounted in the console housing. In addition, the small control console may have a time
clock and a volume unit (VU) meter. The VU meter provides a visual indication of audio
volume level.
There are numerous features and options available on control -:on50Ies. Besides those
mentioned above, a control console's features may include:
•
•

Control of several base :;tations
Control of electric door locks, lights, and alarm systems

•
•

Card files for frequently used information
Tone encoder panels to provide selective calling of individual mobile units

IV.2.3.2 Communication Control Centers
Desk sets, small and large control consoles may be combined in various ways to form a
communication control center of almost any level of complexity and sophistication desired.
The communication control center is the hub of the police telecommunication system. It is
the focal point to which citizens report emergencies and crimes and direct requests for assistance. All of the numerous activities of the field personnel are monitored, coordinated, and
directed from the communication control center.
Communication control centers have different levels of complexity in response to the
requirements of the individual police department. The number of mobile units and consequently the communications traffic generally increase with the size and population of the
pol iced area.
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All communication control centers include telephones and switching equipment for in-

coming emergency and routine business calls. Also, status boards for field personnel and
illuminated map displays of the patrol area are usually provided. Other equipment which may
be included in the communication control center are teletypewriters for communication with
other agencies and for information retrieval from computerized data banks; tape recorders
for logging telephone calls and radio traffic; closed circuit television (CCTV) fot visually
monitoring remote locations; and alarm indicators for automatic burglar and security alarm
systems.
IV.2.4

Microwave Systems

There are many different types of communication systems in use by the police depart-.
ment today. For the most part, each system has been designed to meet the specific and often
unique requirements of the individual police agency. Microwave systems for poinHo-point
communication are being used more and more. Microwave refers to electromagnetic waves
in the higher frequency portion of the radio spectrum. Radio signals whose frequencies are
above about 1000 MHz are referred tu as microwaves.
Some microwave systems are used to establish radio communication c,etweer individual
departments. Others serve as data transmission links between the police departments in a
wide area and a central information storage and retrieval facility. Microwave systems are
also used to link remotely located transmitter sites with the control and dispatching points.
Operating frequencies of police microwave systems range from 960 MHz to about 12,000
MHz.
A simplified block diagram of a microwave line--Jf-',ight system is shown in Fig. IV-7.
The system shown consists of two terminal stations and one repeater station. Many police
and municipal microwave systems are direct, however, and do not use any repeater stations.
The stations each have a transmitter and receiver connected to the same antenna for twoway transmission. The repeater station (if there is one) has an antenna for two-way communication with each terminal station. The frequencies of the transmitted and received
signals differ by a fixed amount, so that they can be readily separated.

Consider the operation of the system of Fig. IV-7. The input signals
are in analog or digital form containing voice or data information. The
system can transmit many such signals simultaneously. These are customarily assigned a channel number, as shown. The signal from each channel
is fed into a circuit called a frequency-division multiplexer. This circuit
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combines all the channels into a single composite signal * in such a way
that the individual signals can later be separated again.
The composite signal frequency-modulates a radio frequency, (RF)
signal. This signal is at a frequency somewhere between that of the video
signal and the final microwave frequency. The transmitter changes the
RF signal to the desired microwave frequency and amplifies it for radiation to the next station. The receiver at that station brings the s~qnal
down to the IF frequency for amplification. Its output is connected to
another transmitter for radiation to the next station or to an FM receiver. The output from the receiver is connected to a demodulator
which delivers a video signal to the terminating equipment.
The composite s~qnal is then separated into its original channels.
Voice information is heard by operators and data signals are translated
by teletypewriters or other di(Jital display devices into readable copy.
If the microwave link is used to communicate with a remote mobilerelay station, some of the digital channels may merely activate controls
on the station's conventional transmitters, while signals on the other
channel modulate them for retransmission to mobile units.
The desirable characteristics of microwave repeater systems for police use are their
ability to:
•
•
•

Transmit many channels of information simultaneously
Replace wire lines where these may be impractical or uneconomical
Link together specific points by beaming signals only in the direction of ttn
intended receiver

•

Increase reliability of point-to-point communication

The design of a microwave relay system requires considerations somewhat different than
those for the design of a VHF or UHF land-mobile radio system. In most cases system design
begins with site selection and path design. The criteria for these, as well as the choice of
directional antennas, transmitter power requirements and other related topics are discussed
in Appendix B.

*Microwave engineers often refer to this as the video signal.
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IV.2.S Teletypewriters and Teletypewriter Networks
A teletypewriter is a special kind of typewriter which is used for the transmission and
reception of printed information. It encodes information typed on a keyboard into electrical
signals for transmission and decodes such electrical signals on reception into printed messages. The coded electrical signals may be conveyed over a distance ty' means of telephone
or telegraph lines or radio waves to achieve communication between two points.
Teletypewriters have been used by police agencies since the 1920's. In large cities teletypewriter netwLlrks link central and district stations tog~ther and also join the department
with other public safety agencies. The types of information sent and received include bulletins
on stolen property or missing persons, suspect descriptions, data on crimes such as robbery
or burglary, automobile ~~gistration and drivers' license checks, details on hit-and-run and
other traffic accidents, and messages of an administrative nature. Since all messages are recorded permanently on paper, accurate as well as fast conveyance of detailed information is
provided. The standard teletypewriter transmission speed is about 100 words per minute,
although higher speed equipment is available.
Present teletypewriter networks exist which are not limited to single cities but extend
between cities and states. One such interstate network is LETS 6 (Law Enforcement Teletypewriter Service), which provides interconnection among locations from coast to coast.
Headquarters for the network is located in Phoenix, Arizona. The Phoenix control center
is designed to automatically route messages to their destinations. The control center switching equipment is capable of sending a single message simultaneously to multiple addre:sses,
holding a message until a busy line becomes available, and giving transmission precedence to
priority messages. Networks such as LETS provide means for the rapid transfer of essential
information.
In, addition to providing communications between law enforcement agencies, teletypewriter n~tworks now form links between police departments and computerized information
retrieval systems. One example is the FBI's National Crime Information Center (NCIC) which
became oper~tional in 1967. The goal of NCIC is "to place at law enforcement's disposal a
computerized informatbn system, national in scope, to complement the development of
similar systems at local and State levels."7 Low-speed leased telephone or telegraph circuits,
capable of handling up to 135 words per minute, link each terminal agency directly to the
center's computerized file. Direct and immediate communication with the NCIC computer
is thus obtained, r-roviding access to regional and state law enforcement agencies.

L ... __ ~ ____
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IV.2.6

Telephone Equipment

The telephone equipment component of the police telecommunication system must be
tailored to the needs of the department. There is leased equipment available which can
handle effectively jU$t about any volume of calls anticipated. It should be noted that in some
cases the type of equipment which exists at the telephone central offic'e may restrict the use
of certain types of equipment at the police headquarters. Hence, consultation with the telephone company is always needed when deciding on telephone equipment. Among many
others, two subjects of importance concern design for overflow cOl]ditions and load control,
so that the department r,etains some telephone capability during extreme emergencies such
as earthquakes, severe storms, etc. The discussion here is limited to automatic or dial telephone exchange systems, found throughout the United States.
When a telephone line terminates at a station or telephone, it is known as a station line
or extension line. When a line connects the central office equipment and the department's
switchboard or individual statio'1s, it is called a trunk line.
There are several types of lines available. There are, for example, the facilities available
through the public switched network such as those found in most homes and offices. Another
type of line commonly used by police departments is the automatic private line. With this
line, whenever either station iifts its receiver, the other station is signalled (rung) automatically with no dialing. Such lines are used mainly for quick, dependable communication
between headquarters and its district stations, the fire department, or other nearby police
dt:partments. Another type of line is the push-button automatic private line which is used
to communicate between two or more specific telephone stations. Using this line, a key or
button must be pushed in order to re,;ch a specific station. Signalling is automatic upon lifting of the receiver. A related type of line is the push-button-push-button private line
between two or more stations where one of a set of buttons may be pushed at each station
to signal another station. Within the department itself, lines can be provided which serve as
intercommunicating lines between users who are usually in the same building.
The particular type of telephone used at the dispatcher's or complaint clerk's location
depends on the preference of the department and the people using the telephone. Ordinary
desk telephones are often used, but many dispatchers find the use of headsets ;/1 place of the
hand-held receiver more convenient, because it leaves their hands free. The telephone headset
can be shared with the radio system, with the radio push-to-talk switch automatically selecting telephone or radio capability. Besides the standard-dial telephone, there are various
modifications in dialing procedures presently available.

1
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When several telephone lines are required, push-button or "key" telephones offer flexibility and a variety of uses valuable to effective handling of the telephone lines. Features
available include pick-up and holding, intercommunication between lines, visual and audible
~5ignals, cutoff, exclusion, and signalling. !lIuminated push-buttons on the telephone set give
a visual indication of incoming calls, held lines, or busy lines. The hold key enables the user
to hold any line picked up, if necessary. The cut-off and exclusion features can provide
privacy or emergency override of other users on the line, by enabling the user to disconnect
other extension telephones from the line. This is accomplished by relay equipment which
cuts off other telephones upon lifting of the receiver.
When many lines are needed, a CALL-DI RE.~ TOR * is sometimes used to answer calls
at a common point or at appropriate extension phones. For larger telephone systems in
police departments where switching is required, a Private Branch Exchange (PBX) system is
used. A system called Centrex provides PBX stations with direct inward and outward dialing
at all extensions without having to go through a PBX switchboard. It is comparable to having
a private telephone for each extension, A three-digit exchange code is assigned to the Centrex
system and all extensions are reached by dialing the additional four-digits of a standard telephone number. Under such systems, it is often less expensive to do the PBX switching at the
central office (Centrex CO) rather than on the police department premises (Centrex CU),
mainly because of maintenance considerations.
It is usually possible to consolidate the telephone equipment for the handling of emergency calls into the communicat~on console, if desired. This is sometimes convenient from
an operational viewpoint, because it reduces clutter at the console and the equipment can be
arranged for the most convenient use.
Maintenance on the telephone equipment is almost always performed by the telephone
company since the equipment is leased from them. Normally there is no charge for this
maintenance above and beyond the monthly lease charges.
Police have always recognized the need for citizens to be able to reach the police quickly
no matter where they are when an emergency arises. In 1968 it was proposed to implement
a single, universal emergency telephone number throughout the country which citizens could
use to reach the police, fire department, and other emergency agencies from wherever they
might be. s The number "911" was chosen and, as of July, 1970, has since been implemented
in 102 cities in 32 states.

"'Registered service mark of the Bell System.
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The call for help has to terminate at a point where responsive action can be initiated.
That point, therefore, is going to serve all kinds of emergency services: police, fire, medical,
and so forth. The selection of a point to receive emergency calls raises the problem of jurisdiction. This is, because telephone exchange boundaries oftentimes include several towns or
cities, and also encompass areas served by different varieties of the same function having
concurrent jurisdiction, such as state police; sheriff's departments and local agencies.
There are several ways in which the selection of an answering point could be accomplished. One way is to route any call dialed to the emergency number to telephone company
operators, who would intercept the call promptly because it would appear as an emergency
call, distinguished from other calls generally dialed to "operator". They would determine
the location and nature of the request, and relay the call to the appropriate agency. This is
the manner in which calls dialed to "999" in England are handled. This procedure is an
improvement over the long standing "Dial 'operator'" approach, since some of the inordinate
delays in reaching the operator are avoided. But, there remains the problem of the nonpublic safety interface between caller and action agency.
Telephone companies use several kinds of central office switching equipment. With
some modification, these equipments can provide Automatic Number Identification & Centralized Automatic Message Accounting operation, primarily for billing purposes. The calling
number is thus identified and recorded. About 25 cities are now served by operator Traffic
Service Position Systems, which include the automatic display of the calling number for
calls dialed to "operator".
It should be evident that if the number of the telephone the distressed citizen is using
can be thus identified the location can also be immediately determined. That would help
solve most of the jurisdiction problems. There is still a need to determine the type of emergency involved, but this is not nearly so difficult as the problem of finding i:he correct jurisdiction.
A computer is required to reconcile telephone numbers and addresses. and it would need
continual updating a:. telephones are installed, disconnected, and so forth. Application of
computer switching to this problem is certainly feasible. There would be a few minor exceptions, such as calls originating as off-premise PBX extensions, calls made at one location concerning an incident at another, etc., but for the most part, the knowledge of the specific
location of the caller would be extremely valuable.
The question of who should answer the call remains. Experience to date indicates that
most single-number emergency calls are for the police. For example, in Minneapolis-Hennepin
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County, Minnesota, a seven digit emergency number serves most of the public-safety agencies.
In November, 1967, 82% of the calls received were for police service, 13% for fires, 2% for
sheriff, and 3% for medical and other miscellaneous services. In New York City, of the 13,000
calls per day dialed to the "emergency" number of 440-1234, about 200 are for fire service.
Short of "911" there are other services available from local telephone companies which
can be !Jseful. Included here are direct tie lines to central office toll boards. These allow incoming eme;gency police calls to be intercepted in the event that deliberate attempts are
made to jam the published emergency numbers. Also, «cal!ed party hold" and "forced disconnect" features permit the complaint operator to hold the caller's telephone on the line to
enable tracing and give him the ability to disconnect the caller's telephone from police
circuits.
IV.2.7 Physical Security, Emergency Power, and Back-up Equipment
Three important considerations in maintaining the operating effectiveness of any police
telecommunication system are physical security, emergency power, and back-up equipment.
Communication equipment and personnel must be protected from either human or natural
forces that might cause inj~lry. Also, an alternate source of electrical power must be provided for emergency situations which may shut down the normal commercial power supply.
Power outages due to downed power lines or generating equipment failures happen at one
time or another to almost every electric utility. Lastly, communication equipment failures
are generally unpredictable. Back-up equipment should consequently be provided for
standby servicp..
Police communication must continue under all circumstances. The disruption of communication greatly increases the diffkulty of performing law enforcement +1sks. Without
communication, for example, it is not possible for command personnel at headquarters to
receive information from or give directions to officers in the field.
Experience has shown that groups dedicated to civil disorder recognize the importance
of communication to police operations. This recognition is evidenced by attacks and bombings of police stations with the destruction or disabling of the communication facilities as
the goa\. Tact.ics such as the cutting of above-ground telephone lines or power cables to
station buildings can have crippling effects on operations.
Disasters such as earthquakes, storms, floods, and fires may paralyze the telephone system. Power stations and transmission lines might be destroyed, or pO'cver may be shu~ off
in a stricken area to prevent fires and accidents. The police are also called on to aid other
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public safety agencies and to make preliminary surveys to assess the extent of a disaster.
Consequently, the need exists for protective measures to guard against injury to communication personnel and equipment and to insure a continuing supply of electrical power under a
multitude of adverse circumstances.
Another requ;rement for reliable communications is back-up equipment for such essentials as the base-station transmitter and receiver. The failure of a component can occur at
any time. Resulting complications may be avoided, however, if auxiliary radio gear is available for standby service until the regular equipment is repaired.
. ...

IV.2.7.1

Physical Security

.. "~
.,,;"

There are a number of steps that can be taken to improve the physica.Lsifcurity of communication personnel and equipment.

(1)

Telephone and Power Cables. Telephone and power cables that are located above

ground are easily accessible to individuals with destructive intentions. Greater protbction
from damage by severe storms or sabotage is furnished by buried cables. Consequently, telepone lines and power cables which service structures such as police stations, remote transmitter sites, and repeater installations should be run underneath rather than above ground
level, whenever possible.

(2)

Antenna System. Another possibly vulnerable link in the communication chain is

the antenna system. Since proper operation requires that the antenna be mounted above
ground level, it cannot be protected from damage in the salT,e manner as telephone lines or
power cables. Antenna damage might arise from severe weather conditions or intentional
sabotage.
Severe weather conditions such ('.s high winds, lightning, and icing must be considered
in choosing an antenna structure. The structure, which includes the antenna and the supporting mast, tower, and/or guy wires, should be strong enough to withstand the highest velocity
winds which might be encountered at the particular location. In some areas wind speeds in
excess of 100 miles per hour may be expected at timc.,s and must be taken into account.
In areas subjected to freezing temperatures, structural loading of the antenna resulting from
ice formation must be guarded against.
One way to achieve security from intentional sabotage is to restrict access to the antenna
system. Locating the antenna on the roof of, or close to, the police station has the advantage
of providing convenient surveillance. When another location is necessary, access to the
antenna should be restricted with measures such as fences and locked doors or gates. Where
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the assignment of personnel to guard the antenna system may not be feasible, electronic detectors and surveillance devices might be used.
Another factor to consider is lightning. If an antenna is struck by lightning, ~evere dalT.age may result to both the antenna and the radio equipment connected to it unless the proper
precautions are observed. The antenna support structure, if not already grounded, should be
grounded Jy means of a number four or larger diameter wire connected to a grounding stake
by the shortest possible path. If the antenna is on the roof of a building, the wire should be
insulated from the roof by standoff supports.
The shield of the coaxial cable which feeds the antenna should be connected to the
grounded antenna support, if the antenna is not the type that forms the connection by virtue
of its design. Every other cable leading up to the antenna structure, such as the power cable
for a light, should have a lightning arrester installed. All components should be grounded to
a common point for best performance. -'-he purpose of the arrester b t!:> protect any equipment which is connected to the end of the caple.

(3) Communication Personnel. The security of the communication personnel is of the
utmost importance. Sources of danger might be individuals or groups seeking to disrupt the
communication function. Such disruption could result from an attack on the building which
houses the communication center and conceivably might include the use of small arms fire
and/or bombing. Extensive injury to the communication center and personnel may conceivably result from an explosive cievice such as a hand grenade, if uncontrolled access to the
center is permitted. Several steps may be taken to insure the safety of communication
personnel.
First, all prospective employees should be screened to eliminate the possibility of
sabotage from within the department.
Next, access to the communication center shOllld be restricted, so that only persons
with proper authorization can enter the center. it is the policy of some police agencies to
permit public viewing of communication center operations, the purpose of this policy being
to foster good relations between the agency and the general public. Perhaps persons ollght
to be checked for weapons before being allowed near the communication center.
One method of protecting from external attack is to employ heavier than ordinary construction techniques in the building which houses the communication center. Steel shutters
on windows offer protection from small arms fire and also increase the difficulty of throwing d grenade or bomb into the building. Anothol measure is to locate the communication
center in the basement or underground, thus providing bomb shelter-like protection. In some
cases, construction of underground tunnels connecting '.vito other buildings may be needed.
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Security measures should include preparation for events which might confine personnel
to the communication center for more than the usual interval of time. It then becomes desirable for the center to be as self-contained as possible with regard to living and eating
accommodations. Some kitchen facilities for the preparation and storage of food, first aid
equipment for the treatment of minor wounds, rest and sanitary facilities should be provided
to serve for a limited period of time.
IV.2.7.2

Emergency Power

For maximum reliability, a police communication center should not depend upon the
commercial power company as the only source of electrical power. A continuing supply of
electrical power may be insured, however, by equipping the communication center with a
standby power plant. Normally, the standby plant does not operate. If a power blackout
occurs, h )wever, the standby plant is started, either automatically or manually, and takes
over as the power source.
There are various type£ of generator sets suitaJ!e for communication center standby
use. In general) they consist of an internal combustion engine mechanically coupled to an
alternator. During operation, the engine develops mechanical power from the combustion
of oil, gasoline, or gaseous fuel and drives the alternator which produces alternating current
(AC) electricity. The selection of a generator set should include consideration of several
factors-··primarily, the expected power load.
It is necessary to ascertain types of circuits, starting currents, and generating practices
to determine the size of an electric plant for standby. The power required for illumination
is the total wattage of all emergency lighting circuits. Appliances, particularly motor driven
equipment, must be added, taking into consideration the generator reserve needed to satisfy
the heavy power demand when motors are staEed.
The standby plant should be capable of handling the essential load of the building.
However, the plant need not supply the entire electrical load since it is unlikely that ali equipment will be in use at one time. Non-essential appliances and lighting circuits can be disconnected during a power blackout. In new buildings electrical wiring plans should segregate
essential load circuits to simplify connections to a standby plant.

Several types of engines are used in standby generator sets, the
common ones being diesel, gasoline, and liquefied petroleum {LP}.
A diesel engine driven alternator forms the principal kind of generator
set l./<;ed for standby operation. The advantages of diesel power are
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comparatively low fuel and maintenance costs. The main disadvantage
is the relatively high purchase price. Diesel generator sets are available
with power ratings ranging from about 70 to 2000 kilowatts and are
recommended for installations requiring long continuous runs.
The safest installations store the fuel in buried tanks and have
pumps on the set equipped with return fuel lines. This arrangement
decreases the hazard of fire. Gravity fuel feed may be employed to
eliminate the pump. However, this system creates the risk of fillit,g
the engine cylinders with fuel in case of a leaky valve, since the fuel
pressure is maintained even when the engine is not running. Such a
condition would result in extremely difficult starting.
Gasoline driven generator sets are generally lower in initial cost
than diesel units of similar power ratings. Also, gasoline units are
usually designed for smaller power requirements than diesels, with
power ratings in the range of 5 to 70 kilowatts being common.
As a consequence of the highly volatile nature of gasoline and
the resulting fire hazard, the storage of this fuel is strictly governed
by state and city regulations. Gasoline systems sholiid have an underground fuel tank with enough capacity to keep thft,electric plant running for several days. In addition, a priming tank is desirable to insure
fast starting. Another problem with gasoline is that it turns into varnish
when allowed to stand for an extended period of time. It is therefore
necessary to regularly change the fuel in the tank.
Small generator sets which burn liquefied petroleum (LPj are also
offered. This fuel is stored in pressurized tanks and requires care to
prevent fires. Even with LP tanks located outside the building and
equipped with pressure reducing valves, fires and explosions have resulted when the generator sets are located indoors. In general, there
is more danger with LP than with gas(1/ine. Other gaseous fuels similar
to LP which are sometimes used to power standby generator set~ include
butane, propane, natural gas, and manufactured gas.
Other areas which should be considered in the selection of a standby power piant are
starting, transfer equipment, and cooling methods. Starting of the power plant engine may
be either manual or automatic. Automatic systems offer faster load pickup in the eve"t of
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a power failure but are also more costly. Transfer equipment is necessary to switch over the
load from the normal to the standby power source. A failure here would prevent the generated power from ever reaching the load. Various cooling methods are employed in standby
power plants, depending upon the type of installation and the amount of heat to be removed.
Air cooling is used for small systems while water cooling with radiators or heat exchangers is
employed in larger systems.
It is generally best if the standby power plant is kept in a room which is separate from
the personnel and communications equipment. The same security requirements apply, of
course. This increases safety and reduces heat and noise problems. The power plant should
also be tested on a periodic basis-as often as every week-and records of the test runs kept
in a log book.
Another kind of power plant which is becoming attractive for larger installations is tht~
gas turbine. It offers fast starting and load pick-up, but is also quite noisy during operatior'!.
For installations requiring relatively low power, such as remote repeaters, power supplies
which use solar cells to convert sunlight into electricity are also feasible. The electricity generated during sunny periods is used to charge a storage battery which acts as the power source
when sufficient light is unavailable.
IV.2.7.3

Back-up Equipment

Even the best maintenance procedures cannot guarantee total reliability of communication equipment. The failure of a major system component such as the base-station two-way
radio can result in a communication blackout unless preparatiorls for the occurrence were
previously made. A standard technique used to avoid the problems associated with component failures is to provide back-up equipment. When the breakdown occurs, the back-up
unit is substituted for the defective unit and system operation continues.
A major factor to be considered in the selection of back-up equipment is cost. Duplicate equipment is undoubtedly preferable from the standpoint of compatibility and ease of
substitution but may not prove ff!asible because of the high cost, especially when new equipment is involved. Older but serviceable gear, on the other hand, is generally less expensive.
Care should be exercised whp,n older or different equipment is used for back-up service to
insure rapid replacement 0/ the defective unit. If any modifications are necessary, unacceptable delays may result. The back-up equipment should be tested according to a schedule. It
should also be in continu ous use during certain periods to guarantee that it will be operable
when an emergency neeJ occurs.
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Even the physical security precautions and back-up equipment provisions discussed
might not prevent base-station failure in extreme cases. At such times it is necessary to improvise. For example, the facilities of another agency, a patrol car, or a communications
~

van might be employed to provide substitute radio service. The

sp~cific

choice depends upon

the alternatives available.
If the communication center of a nearby department on the same radio channel is to
provide back-up capability, arrangements should be made with the telephone company to
switch all calls for the disabled department to the back-up facility. To be effective, this tech-

•

nique requires exchanging standa.rd procedures between cooperating departments. Such relatively simple matters as having up-to-date maps showing boundaries of the patrol beats, lists
of important telephone numbers and squad car call numbers readily available at the back-up
facility must be planned and arranged beforehand.
In order to use a police vehicle as a Substitute base station, provisions must be made to
convey the complaint information received by telephone to the dispatcher using the vehicle
radio. In some cases a short cable run from a car trunk to the dispatcher's station may be
feasible (if the cables have been made up before the need arises); in others, separate intercom
systems or even a mobile radio-telephone installation in the vehicle may be required.
From these few examples, it is clear that any method chosen for back-up in case of
equipment failure is only as good as prior planning and preparation have made it. The need
for such planniilg, and periodic testing of the back-up method, can hardly be stressed too
highly.

,i'

IV.3

Mobile Equipment
Mobile equipment is used by field personnel to communicate with the police station and

with each other. Two-way radios installed in vehicl~s or carried on the person of field officers are among the most important types of mobile equipment. Such two-way radios, often
referred to as "mobile-units", are indispensable links of the communication chain which aid
supervisory personnel in command and control of the officers in the field.
IV.3.1 Vehicular Two-Way Radios
The primary purpose of the vehicular two-way radio in police telecommunication systems is to provide for the exchange of information between the police station and the
officer assigned to a patrol car, truck, ur motorcycle. In addition, with proper system
design, radio communication may also be obtained between vehicles ::u:,d between a vehicle
and the patrolman on foot.
439-911 0 - 7t - 6

.mi..Ill
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A vehicufar two-way radio usually consists of a transmitter and receiver packaged as a
single unit. Some units are designed for installation under the dashboard of a car or truck.
This type has built-in controls and speaker and an external hand-held microphone. Other
units are designed for installation in an automobile trunk or elsewhere. In this case, the radio
is operated through a control head which mounts under the dashboard and is connected to
the unit with a multi-conductor cable. The control head may contain a built-in speaker or
the speaker may be a separate assembly. The control head also provides for connection of
an external hand-held microphone.
Two-way radios d~signed for motorcylces are generally smaller and less powerful than
automobile or truck units. The transmitter-receiver package is usually mounted on the rear

I

fender or in a saddlebag on two-wheel motorcylces, and in the trunk on three-wheel motorcycles. The radio is operated through a control head which contains a built-in speaker and
provides for connection of an external microphone. Two types of microphones are commonly
used) the hand-held type and the shoulder type.
Use of the hand-held microphone requires one of the operator's hands. This is a pote, .
tially dangerous situation if the operator is riding a motorcycle. The shoulder microphone,
however, is worn on the operator's clothing thereby leaving both hands free for driving. Also
available is a helmet which contains earphones and a special bone-conductance microphone.
While the ha'ld-held microphone is used with a push-to-talk switch for transmitting, the
shoulder microphone and helmet mayor may not. If not, an electronic voice operated switch
(VOX) is supplied which respDnds to human speech and automatically activates the transmitter. Unfortunately, with the shoulder microphone, the VOX also responds to loud noises
which may activat~ the transmitter falsely at times. Another problem is that the VOX can
introduce a slight delay, thereby clipping the initial part of the transmission,
As discussed previously, most police telecommunication systems employ frequency
modulation (FM) radio equipment. FM vehicular two-way radios are commercially produced
for operation in low·band, high-band, or UHF-band. The tuning is of the fixed, crystalcontrolled type, allowing operation only on the specific channels assigned by the FCC. Singleand dual-channel radios are most common in the police service, although units with multichannel capabilities with as many as twelve channels are available. In some police radio
systems, multiple channel operation is used to achieve communication between mobiles as
well as communication between mobile and base.

Vehicular two-way radios are available with various transmitter
power ratings. Maximum RF output powers range from about 1 watt

1
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to 770 watts for low band and high band units, and from about 7 watt
to 90 watts for UHF band units. The physical dimensions and input
power requirements gem rally increase with transmitter power ratings.
A factor which has tesul ted in decreased size and power requirements
in recent years is the replacement of !Iacuum tube circuitry by solid
state, transistorhed circuitry. Input power for vehicle radios is
obtained from the vehicle's electrical system, which may range in
voltage from 6 to 70 volts DC, with 12 volts being a common value.
Vehicular transmitter emission bandwidths are limited by FCC
regulations to a maximum of 20 kHz, and most commercially available
equipm!3nt is rated at 76kHz when proper maintenance is observed.
Corresponding transmitter frequency deviation limits are ± 5 kHz.
Adjacent channel selectivities of vehicular receivers are generally of
the order of 70 dB, and receiver sensitivities are usually lower than
0.7 ltV for a 72 dB SINAD ratio, the £IA standard for signal plus
noise and distortion-to-noise and distortion ratio. Receiver audio
output powers range from about 2 watts to 75 watts. Motorcycle
radios usually have the higher audio output powers to compensate
fa" the high noise levels encountered under heavy street traffic
cO:1ditions.
One feature which is standc.rd on vehicle receivers is carrier squelch. Tone-coded squelch
is offered on an optional basis dnd mayor may not be desirable in a particular system, as discussed in Section IVA.7 of (his chapter. Another option offered by some manufacturers is
selective calling, which allows mobiles to be called individually. Selective calling in police
radio systems is usually coupled with a "recall" feature which informs an officer who is
away from the vehicle of a call by activating the dome light, headlights, siren, or horn.
IV.3.2

Portable and Personal Two-Way Radios

The portable two-way radio has become a fairly common item in police radio systems
in rece:lt years. Portabi'9s are designed with self-contained power supplies and antennas,
making them suitable for completely independent operation. Size and weight are kept low
enough so that these units may be carried by field personnel, providing two-way radio communication to the man on foot.
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The use of solki state semi r ,Jo1ductors rather than vacuum tube circuitry in portable
units has resulted in substantial size reductions, so that some of the smaller portables are
often referred to as "personal" radios. Personal radios are carried in various ways. Some units
are held in the hand, while others are carried with a shoulder strap or clipped on a belt at the
waist. The larger portables may be carried by hand or as a back pack. Weights of portable
radios range from about 15 pounds for the larger units down to about 15 ounces for the
personal types.
The advantages of the personal radio are many; the officer always has with him the means
of communication to summon assistance whenever he is unable to reach his car, and the foot
patrolman can remain in constant contact with the dispatcher.
Various microphone and speaker options are available for portable radios. In some
types the microphone and speaker are contained within the unit's case. Hand-held microphones are employed in some cases and many also function as a speaker. I n acoustically noisy
environments, a telephone type handset containing both microphone and earphone is sometimes preferred. Shoulder microphones which attach to clothing leave hands free for other
tasks. Helmets with built-in microphones and earspeakers are a fairly recent development.
They offer no-hands operation and high immufiity to acoustical noise for both sending and
receiving.
The type of circuitry employed in a portable radio-solid state or vacuum tube-affects
tl'e siz p , weight, and power requirements. Portables may use all vacuum tubes, all solid state,
or both types of circuitry in the same unit, in which case the circuitry is often referred to as
"hybrid." In general, solid state circuitry occupies less space, is lighter, and consumes less
power than vcauum tube circuitry. In personal units, the more stringent limitations on size
anG weight result in the nearly universal employment of solid state circuitry rather than
vacuum tube.
Portable two-way radios of the FM type are commercially produced in low-band, highband, and UHF-band versions. Fixed, crystal-controlled tuning is employed and units with
mUltiple channel capabilitie:;, ;:.:: high as five channels or more within a single frequency band,
may be purchased.

The emission bandwidth of the transmitter, limited to a maximum
of 20 kHz by the FCC, is specified as 16 kHz by most manufacturers,
with the frequency deviation limited to ± 5 kHz. Receiver adjacent
channel selectivr::ies are usually in the neighborhood of about 70 dB,
and receiver sensitivities are generally better than 0.7 II. V for 72 dB
SINAD ratio.
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Maximum RF power outputs of portable two-way radios range
from about 0.05 watts to 75 watts. Portables in the personal category
have RF power outputs less than about 5 watts. Maximum audio power
outputs vary from about 0.7 watt to about 3 watts.
Because of the ielatively low RF output power of portables, it is frequently necessary to
provide a relay system of some sort at an intermediate point between the portable and the
base station. Two commonly used methods are (1) relay of the portable messages through
a nearby police vehicle and (2) relay of the messages by means of fixed satellite receivers at
suitable locations throughout the operating area of the portables. If the messages are relayed
through a vehicle, two separate channels must be used for the portable and vehicular transmissions. If there are many portables, this can lead to considerab.le loading of the mobilebase channel due to personal radio message traffic. With the satellite receiver system, the
personal radio transmissions can be relayed either by a separate radio chalJnel or wire lines.
Satellite receiver systems are discussed in greater detail in Section IV.4.9 of this chapter.
Portable radios are designed to obtain input power from a variety of battery power
sources. Some units use dry cell batteries of the kind used in flashlights or lanterns. Others
use longer lasting mercury batteries or the nickel cadmium rechargeable type. Certain
models are capable of using either the dry cell, mercury, or nickel cadmium batteries.
Some portables can be easily connected to draw po'wer from a vehicle electrical system, and
contain other features which make them suitable for vehicle usage. In addition, some portables are available with AC-to-DC power supplies and have features which suit them for
base-station usage.
An item which is standard on portable units is carrier squelch. Tone-coded squelch is
generally optional. Selective calling capabilities achieved by various methods of tone coding
are also offef'.!d optionally by many manufacturers of portable radios. Selective calling is
discussed in greater detail in Section IV.4. 7.1 of this chapter.

1'1.3.3 Mobile Equipment Antennas
Mobile antennas serve the same purpose as base-station antennas, i.e., reception and
transmission of RF energy. However, mobile antennas are subject to more stringent restrictiofiS on size and ruggedness. These antennas are vertically polarized* and radiate in an
omnidirectional pattern in the horizontal plane. Some gain can be achieved by narrowing
the beamwidth in the vertical plane. To achieve gain, antenna length should be long with
respect to operating wavelength. This means that higher frequency (Le., shorter wavelength)
*See Apprlloix A.
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systems are more suitable for mobile use due to shorter antenna length. Mobile antennas are
usually mounted on car roofs, the most efficient location. The electrical specifications discussed for base station antennas in Section IV.2.2 and in Appendix A apply to mobile
antennas as well.
IV.3.4

Communication Vans

Emergency situations resulting from large fires, floods, severe storms, riots and transportation accidents often create a need for a temporary communication center located close
to tne scene of disaster. This need is filled by a communication van.
The communication van is a mobile command and control headquarters. It serves as a
hub from which the various activities necessary to control an emergency situation may be
directed and coordinated. These activities include not only the efforts of municipal, state,
and county law enforcement agencies but also of other public-safety organizations such as
fire departments and civil defense, in addition to public utilities concerned with the distribution of ~as, water and ele:tricity. Being near the site of disaster gives the communication
van per.:;onnel immediate access to the latest information in situations where rapid change is
commonplace. Further, the ready availability of communication equipment provides the
means with which to act, whether to call for additional help or to inform other areas of
approaching danger.
In order to be effective, a communkation van should carry a variety of equipment. The
communication equipment must allow communication with other law enforcement agencies,
public-safety organizations, and utilities. Mobile communication equipment in this category
includes several single-frequency FM two-way radios for operation on various emergency
channels, or a unit with mUltiple channel capabilities, or various combinations. Another
radio equipment which increases the flexibility of the system is a caizens' band (CB) transmitter and receiver. Personal FM two-way radios are also desirable items. Some vans may be
equipped for mobile-relay operation; that is, to pick up the transmissions of mobile units and
retransmit them at higher power levels to regular police headquarters.
Electric bullhorns and public address systems for the direction of personnel and crowd
control are useful. Commercial radio and television receivers and telephones (connected by
the phone company at the site) also prove valuable in some situations. In areas where telephone lines are unavailable, radiotelephone or microwave equipment can be employed to
obtair, telephone ~ervice. Further, to insure reliability in case the normal power supply is not
available, a back-up power system should be incorporated.
A communication van should be "hardened" against attack, since communication facilities may become targets during civil disorders. In the interests of efficiency and security,
access should be allowed only to the necessary operation personnel. The congregation of other
officers within the limited confines of a van tends to hamper operations.
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Depending upon the complexity of the van, it may have provisions for more than one
dispatcher, with a communication control center type of arrangement. If it is to serve as a
temporary headquarters, the van should contain chairs, a typewriter, and one or more worktables so that maps, for instance, may be studied. Adequate lighting is also necessary. Some
emergency situations may warrant usage of the communication van for extended periods of
time. Under such conditions it is advantageous if the vehicle is self-contained, including
kitchen, sanitary and sleeping facilities for personnel.

IVA

Special and New Devices
There are many areas of <.ldvancing technology which have and will continue to find
direct application to police telecommunication systems. An awareness of special communication devk:es and new developments in equipment is necessary if law enforcement effectiveness is to be maintained.
For many years, the demands on police telecommunications were adequately met with
a simple radio system. Today, however, police are faced with an increasing demand for expanded service and faster response. This increases the rate at which new technological developments are adopted for police use. Among other things, adoption of improved and new
equipment in the near future will help police departments to:
•
Keep in constant personal contact with all officers on patrol
•
Automatically keep a record of the status and location of police vehicles at all times
•
Retrieve information concerning auto registration, criminal histories, fingerprints,
etc. quickly and accurately
•
Send coded or scrambled messages when necessary to maintain privacy
•
Exchange written messages between vehicles and base station, to provide accurate,
rapid transmission of certain types of information
•
Use television for surveillance of buildings and high crime rate areas, traffic monitoring, lineup displays, and educational purposes
This list is, of course, incomplete. It should be pointed out that the actual technology
for doing most of the above already exists and that experimental tests by police agencies
have been performed. Some special and new devices are examined next.

IV.4.1 Voice Privacy
With the increased availability of low cost monitor receivers for the police freC!p"":..:ies,
more and more people are tuned to these frequencies. A survey of 2098 municipal police
9
chiefs was conducted to obtain more information on the nature of public eavesdropping. A
list of the types of groups 0" '1eople that created the most problems according to the chiefs
is given below. The listing pr., -;eeds from the most frequently mentioned to the least:
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1.

Juveniles: the monitoring of police voice communications by juveniles
aids such improper activities as vandalism, drag racing on public streets,
and disruptive demonstrations, and encourages prank phone calls reporting
imaginary crises.

2.

Criminals: house-breakers, burglars, bookies, and movers of narcotics use
monitor radios to follow police movements and avoid capture.

3.

Auto towing companies, ambulance services and news media: int'~rference
from these special interest groups often causes disruption of dormal police
operations.

4.

General public: the problem arises when citizens listening to police transmissions decide to go to the scene of an incident, making the situation more
difficult for law enforcement personnel. Also, in small towns, knowledcie
of the names and places involving police activity has a potential gossip
value which can lead to complications.

5.

Militant groups: knowledge of police movements is of benefit to groups

which are dedicated to the creation of disorder.
In order to alleviate the monitoring problem, several types of voice privacy systems have
been developed. The technique employed is to encode the voice in some manner at the
transmitting end and decode it at the receiving end. If the encoded signals are sufficiently
unintelligible and unauthorized persons do not possess the decoding equipment, privacy of
communication results.
Most of the voice privacy devices currently available fall into two basic categories:
inversion scramblers and band scramblers.

Inversion scramblers simply invert the voice frequency band so
that the frequencies at the low end of the voice frequency spectrum
are converted to frequencies at the high end of the spectrum and vice
versa. The scrambled signa/is actually a frequency-inverted image of
the original signal. A t the receiving end, the frequencies are reinverted
for intelligible reception.
In the band scrambling method, the 300-3000 Hz voice range is
divided into a number of narrowband sub-channels. These sub-channels
are then interchanged in a preselected manner. The ret;eiving equipment
rearranges the sub-channels in the proper order so thal the message is
once again inteliifj."hie.
Voice-privacy equipment is also avai!able which combines the techniques of inversion
and band scrambling in a single de,'icp-. V.. rious sub-channels mayor may not be inverted,
according to the user's choice. A signal which is scrambled in this fashion is generally more
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difficult for unauthorized personnel to decode than one scrambled by either technique alone,
since the number of possible coding combinations is increased and the decoding equipment
necessary is more complex.
At least one manufacturer offers a series of voice privacy devices which employ a digital
encoding technique. The advantages claimed for this system are a large number d Jifferent
possible codes and a higher degree of security than is attainable with the inversicr. and band
sc-ambling techniques.
It should be emphasized that none of the systems discussed above offers absolute
security from eavesdropping. In some cases a trained listener may be able to decode a
scrambled message by ear. Usual:y, though, special equipment will be required to obtain
intelligible rehption. Needless to say, it is desirable that the decoding process be made as
difficult as possible for unauthorized personnel, while simultaneously keeping the cost of
voice privacy equipment within the reach of most police departments. Unfortunately, the
complexity ane' cost of voice privacy equipment generally increases greatly with the effectiveness. The various privacy techniques are listed in the order of the relative security which
they provide as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Inversion scrambling (least effective)
Band scrambling
Combined band and inversion scrambling
Digital encoding (most effective)

Voice privacy devices are produced for use with base station, vehicle, portable, and personal communications equipment. Both send and receive capabilities are generally provided
In

one unit, usually using a simplex type system. However, models which allow full duplex

operation are also available, mainly for base station usage. These devices are usually designed
for connection to existing transmitters and receivers with a minimal amount of modification.
It is important to observe that voice privacy devices designed for police radio communications equipment do not increase the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. In additkn, most
units contain a switch to disable tIL! privacy function and allow normal operation if desired.
Some models permit the convenient selectiol1 of difft!rent code combinations for operation by means of front panel switches. Other models employ plug-in circuit cards or modules
to change codes and may have a lock to prevent unauthoriit'd personnel from tampering with
the plug-in code unit.
The use of voice privacy devices is accompanied by several disadvantages that must be
weighed before such devices aie used. Additional equipment components reduce system reliability and often increase maintenance requirements. The additional weight and bulk of the
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units may be undesirable, especially in personal portable radios. If a channel is shared by
several departments, the use of voice privacy may become a problem to those users not employing them. Nuisance interference from scrambled or coded signals is generally much
more annoying than intelligible but irrelevant messages. Finally, some police communication
officials believe that only the more sophisticated-and therefore, more costly-methods are
at all effective. Thus, effective voice privacy systems may cost a considerable amount, both
in initial acquisition, and overall reliability and maintenance costs.
Power requirements of voice privacy devices necessarily vary with

the application. Models designed for base station usage generally require
775 volts AC and use less than 20 watts. Vehicular units usually operate
at 72 volts DC and consume from about 2 to 72 watt'i. Voice privacy
devices used with portable and personal transceivers gener'1lly require
10 to 15 volts DC at less than 7 watt.
The cost of a voice privacy device depends upon several factors, namely, the type of
scrambling or coding technique employed, the number of different codes available, the application (base station, vehicular, or portablt:;),.and whether the operation is simplex or full
duplex.
IV.4.2 Mobile Teleprinters
Mobile teleprinters are used in police vehicles to record messages transmitted by the
base station in printed form. The word teleprinter is used here to designate a device with
receive-only capabilities as opposed to a teletypewriter which can send as well as fec,eive messages of a printed nature. The production of mobile teleprinters suitable for police service
is a fairly recent development, the first commercial units appearing about 1967.
In a police radio system, the purpose of the mobile teleprint·~r is not to replace the.
voice communication from base station to vehicle but rather to complement it. There are
many types of messages received from the base station which are of a lengthy, descriptive
nature. Such messages consume much air time when transmitted by voice. In addition, the
field officer mllst either record them by hand or memorize them. With two-man patrol cars,
errors are likely to occur during,the writing process, particularly while the car is in motion.
With one man patrol cars, it is impractical and unsafe for the officer to attempt to write
while driving, so he must memorize the information instead. Memorizing long messages can
be a difficult and error-prone task. Such problems can be alleviated by mobile teleprinters.
In addition to saving air time and increasing message accuracy,'O other benefits of mobile
teleprinters include: 11
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Unattended oDeration: The officer need not be in the car for the teleprinter to record a message. A properly equipped teleprinter can be
automatically cO:1trolled by the base station operator. This feature is
of considerable advantage since an officer may be away from his car as
much as 82 percent of the time during a busy period 11 and 61 percent

•

of the time on the average. 12
Printed copy of radio traffic: A printed copy of received messages relating to ail incident is provided and may be useful at a later ~ime.

•

Greater security: Monitoring of police radio transmissions requires special
equipment since digital signals are used in teleprinter communications.

(J

Also, encrypting devices may be added to teleprinter systems.
Computer interface: Since teleprinters are digital devices, they are suited
for direct reception of information from computers and electronic data

•

processing (EDP) systems, which are also digital devices.
Selective calling: Mobile teleprinter signals are compatible with selective
calling techniques. These allow the base station to address the mobile

units individually or in variouc:: groups.
Not all of the features of mobile teleprinter usage are desirable, however. Some of the
disadvantages are as follows:

•

Special frequencies: Sepa:-ate frequencies, in addition to those used for
voice communication, are I~quired by some mobile teleprinter systems.

•

Operationai problems: Some mobile teleprinter systems share a standard
3 kHz voice channel. This can lead to operational problems and some-

•
•

times degrades the quality of the voice signal.
Cost: Mobile teleprinters are costly at present, a:,d may be beyond the fiscal
capabilities of some agencies.
Message input time: I n order for the dispatcher to send a teleprinter message, he must first enter the message on a teletypewriter keyboard. Tnis
can be more time consuming .than a vorce transmission.

Two kinds of mobile teleprinters are currently produced, narrow
band and wide band. In both systems, coded audio tones are used to
carry the message information. The narrowband type requires about
200 Hz bandwidth for a 700 word per minute transmission rate and
uses a type font as the printing element, similar to an ordinary
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typewriter. The wideband teleprinters generally require a full voice bandwidth of about 3000 Hz to achieve a 700 word per minute printing rate,
although higher rates are being achieved. The wide band systems transmit multiple tones for control and printing of dots corresponding to the
desired alphanumeric characters in a dot matrix pattern.
Various kinds of paper are employed by the different makes of
mobile teleprinters, depending upon the method of printing. Pressure,
heat and electrically sensitive papers in addition to ordinary paper are
used. Paper widths vary from about 3JtS to 5 inches, while rolls from
750 to 250 feet in length are utilized. Printing speeds also vary with the
different makes of teleprinter. The narrowband types have speeds from
about 700 to 750 words per minute while the wideband types range
from about 700 to 300 words per minute.
Power requirements for mobile teleprinters range from about 20 to
60 watts at 72 volts DC. The units are usually designed to mount on the
transmission hump or under the dashboard in a patrol car.
IV.4.3 Digital Transmission from Vehicle [0 Base
The advantages of digital transmission of information from base station to vehicle were
considered previously under the discussion of mobile teleprinters. It was pointed out that
such teleprinters are now produced commercially and will probably find increasing use in
police telecommunication systems in the next few years.
Still in the experimental stage, however, is digital transmissiun from vehicle to base station. The capability of digitally transmitting information and requests for information from
vehicle to base station offers several benefits in improved communication. Certain types of
vehicle to base messages can be handled much more efficiently by digital transmission than
by voice transmission.
One advantage of sending a message digitally is a savings in time spent on the air. Less
air time results in decreased channel congestion and hence greater availability of the channel.
Another desirable aspect of digital transmission is high compatibility with automated message processing systems. Large numbers of digitally encoded messages could be handled
quickly by a computer with little or no intervention necessary by the dispatcher. This can
result in a considerable decrease in dispatcher workload during periods of high communication traffic volume. A third benefit of vehicle to base digital transmission is increased
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privacy from listeners with criminal intentions. This security is obtained because digital
transmissions cannot be made intelligible without the use of special equipment.
Ordinarily, the type of message which is best suited for digital transmission is one that
is frequently sent, such as status reports. Most non-routine messages are best handled by
normal voice procedures. An exception to this rule is when an officer requires immediate
help in an emergency. In this case, a special button or switch in the vehicle which, when
activated, would immediately set off an alarm and identify the vehicle at the base station.
A description of one digital communication system employed by a large police department follows. 13 The system features two-way digital communication between base station
and vehicle and includes a computer for automatic message processing and distribt.:tion. The
digital messages are sent over a standard voice radio chanr.el which is used to convey both
digital and voice information on a time sha;-ed basis. Time sharing means that ei~her digital
or voice type information is present on the charnel at anyone time, but not both simultaneously.
The system abo includes access to remote or on-site computerized data banks. The dispatcher is kept constantly aware of all non-voice exchanges between vehicle and base stJtl0n
by information displayed on a video terminal (television screen) at his position.
Frequently sent messages are available in text format by activating separate buttons at
the dispatcher's console, as well as on the vehicle mounted typewriter keyboard. To enter a
message, the field officer or dispatcher pushes the button corresponding to the desired message and then depresses the transmit button on his unit. This causes a tone-coded burst to
be sent over the voice channel. These prearranged codes are restrict{ld to the most frequently
occurring messages such as in-service, out of service, message received, officer needs help,

serd ambulance and others. License or registration numbers, addresses and non-standard
messages can be typed in on a conventional typewriter keyboard. The vehicle mounted unit
contains a cathode r.1Y tube display similar to that at the dispatcher's position.
Upon receipt at the base station, the message is decoded and entered into a small computer which checks for errors, determines the identification of the field unit, sends an
acknowledgment (message received) to the vehicle, and routes the message to the proper
destination. License plate numbers are directed around the dispatcher to the data bank
access terminal, while messages for him are displayed on his video terminal. The display
consists mainly of numerically coded status information for each vehicle. The number of
voice transmissions for routine messages is red'Jced with this system, as is some of the dispatcher workload in updating status information.
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IV.4.4

Television

Law enforcement agencies are finding television a useful device in various areas of their
work. Although television has existed in readily available form for many years, it is only recently that certain types of television equipment have been developed which meet the particular needs of police departments. The main areas of use now center around:
•
Surveillance of all types
•

Remote t~ansmission of pktorial information, such as line-ups,. to district
stations or other departments

~\

Training of police personnel

Surveillance consists of several d1stinct types. The first is observation of high-crime areas
such as certain streets and stores for deterrence or detection of crimes and a<:; a means of identification of suspects. Another type of surveillance is that of crowds of all kinds. This can be
carried out by remotely placed TV cameras on tope: ut vans, on buildings and in helicopters.
Many pLlice agencies with responsibility for lockup fac<lities are using closed-circuit TV for
cell areas, hallways and doors. The final type of surveillance is that which is popularly called
a stake-out. In this case, hidden cameras can take the place of police personnel, who observe
the scene from a remote location. There are cameras small enough to be easily concealed.
Some police departments are now using television as a means of distributing pictorial
information such as line-ups to district stations for observation by policemen and witnesses.
For security reasons, the transmissions are usually scrambled and can be unscrambled only
by specially equipped receivers.
One of the major police uses of television is for training of personnel. Lectures and
demonstrations can be recorded on video tape cassettes and replayed for training purposes.

Commonly available systems use a 525 line, 60 HL scan, requiring a
4 MHz bandwidth. Performance of such systems is comparable to that of
broadcast television. Television cameras are typically compact enough
to be hand-held. They consume little power and can be battery operated.
Special applications may require non-standard systems. Where high
resolution (detail) is required in the picture, a 945 line system can be
used, which almost doubles picture resolution both horizontally and
vertically. Because of the increased resolution at the same scan rate, a
20 MHz bandwidth is required for these systems. Such systems have
enough resolution for transmission of normal documents on 8~ x J 1
inch paper and for such things as fingerprints, if they are enlarged.
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Standard television cameras usin!! vidicon tubes can handle light ranges of about 10,000
to 1. However, special cameras are required in areas where there is almost total darkness.
These use image orthicon tubes which are much more sensitive than vidicon tubes. Cameras
using these tubes are both larger and less rugged than the conventional types.
The transmission of the video signal usu"lIy is over a closed-circuit cable. Signal losses
in such cables require either short cables (Ies c, than 1000 feet) or periodic amplification of
the signal along the cable to its final destin;ltion. The bandwidth required for a standard TV
picture, 4 MHz, is the equivalent of 200 voice channels each 20 kHz wide. {Broadcast television channels are 6 MHz wide, including voice signal and guard bands, or 300 times as wide
as a 20 kHz land-mobile voice channel.} Television broadcasts by police would thus require
new frequency aliocatiC'ns or use of special slow-scan techniques.
IV.4.S

Facsimile System

Facsimile is a form of communication that reproduces graphic copy at a remote point
by electronic means. A facsimile systerr, systematically converts a picture or other fixed
graphic copy into electrical signals. These are transmitted by wire or radio to a receiving
point where they are converted back into

?

replica of the original. This process of transmit-

ting copy requires little time, usually not more than ten minutes and often as little as a few
seconds.
In the simplest system, the copy, which may vary in size depending on the machine
used, is wrapped around a drum. The copy is scanned with a small, bright light as the drum
rotates. The reflected light is focused onto a phototube, converting the light into electrical
signals suitable for transmission. If these signals are in the audio frequency

rang~),

ordinary

voice-type communication equipment such as police transmitters or ordinary phone lines
may be used as the sender. At the receiving point, the electrical signals are converted back
into light focused on film and m()unted on a receiving drum. In this way the film is exposed
and a copy of the original is made.
Normally, any transmission system devoid of voice communication problems can be
used for facsimile. Facsimile, in fact, suffers less from the effects of poor voice quality
characteristics than does voice communications. This means that legible copy will be received
even when voice communical.ions are marginal. Leased

telephon~

lines are the most popular

transmission medium used. In addition, facsimile equipment suitable for use in mobile units
is commercially available.

,, !
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The charact.eristics of facsimile which make it a desirable method for transmitting
graphic information are:
•
It p,'ovides a permanent durable copy suitable for general office use.
•
It requires less special handling than systems which require retyping or
other encoding. As a result, facsimile saves time and eliminates the
need for specially trained personnel.
•
Many different types of graphic material can be transmitted. These
include typed and handwritten material, photographs, fingerprints, and
search and arrest warrants, where legally possible.
•
Facsimile equipment is available which is compatible with both base station and mobile equipment and power systems. Mobile equipment is on
the order of one cubic foot in size and 20 pounds in weight.
•
Equipment is available which provides access to stored data. For instance,
microfilm data may be retrieved remotely by facsimile, using special telephone links.
More complete infOi mation on facsimile systems and technical characteristics, including
scanning systems, signal characteristics, transmission links and methods for printing copy, are
discussed in Appendix D.
IV.4.6 Automatic Vehicle Monitoring
Efficient deployment of police vehicles requires knowledge of the location of each
vehicle. If the locations of all units are known at the time a complaint call arrives, the dispatcher can assign the unit closest to the incident, thus reducing the response time. Automatic vehicle-location systems are now under development which periodically determine and
display the locations to the dispatcher.
In order to accomplish the main purpose, namely speeding and automating the dispatch
function, a vehicle monitoring system must have sufficient resolution. Resolution is the accuracy with which position may be determined. The resolution required is that which permits a
dispatcher or a computer-automated decision process to determine which of several available
vehicles, spread over some area, is closest to an incident. In general, the resolution required
for optimum performance at lowest cost is related to the size of the beat patrolled by the
vehicles. 14 An automatic vehicle monitoring system with higher resolution than necessary
should not be employed, since system costs rise sharply with resoluti0n.
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To a large extent, the radio spectrum requirements imposed by a vehicle location system are proportional to the resolution and the number of vehicles to be located. The higher
the resolution and number of vehicles, the more spectrum bandwidth is required. Shortening
the time interval between location determinations also increases the bandwidth requirements.
A number of different types of automatic vehicle monitoring systems a.re described
more fully in Appendix E.
iV.4.7

Tone Coding and Coded Squelch

Coded audible and subaudible tones, sent prior to or during transmission time, are used
in police radio systems to implement a number of functions which are not obtainable with
voice alone. Coded squelch, recall, automatic mobile identification, radio relay control, and
remote transmitter keying are examples of tone cocling applications. fone coding techniques
often require optional equipment not usually a part of the normal system. An encoder is
needed for transmission of the coded tones, and a decoder is necessary in the receiver to
properly interpret the coded tone.
Some tone-coding schemes employ single tones which dre sent continuously with the
regular voice transmission, while some schemes use two simultaneous tones with different
frequencies. In another variation, two sequential tones are sent, first one and then the other.
The first sequential tone has a short duration, usually a fraction of a second, whereas the
second tone mayor may not continue throughout the voice transmission, depending upon
the specific application.
The number of tones employed in a system depends on the number of codes, that is,
distinct messages, required. The more tones used, the more codes are possible.
IV.4.7.1

Coded Squelch

The purpose of coded squelch is to eliminate nuisance interference caused by other
users of the radio channel.
Interference may be categorized as two types, either nuisance or d(;.ltructive. Nuisance
interference is caused by undesired signals on the same channel which are weak compared
to the desired signal. An undesired signal which is too weak to override a desired signal may
still be sufficiently strong to open the receiver's carrier squelch in the absence of the desired
signal. It will then be heard by the operator, causing him annoyance which will eventually
produce fatigue.
Nuisance interference is eliminated through the use of coded squelch. In this case, the
desired signal contains one or more coded tones in addition to the voice information. The
439-911 0 - 71 - 7
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receiver is equipped with a decoder that responds only to the proper tone coding. When a
signal with thF! correct coding is detected, the receiver squelch opens and the desired signal
is heard by the operator. However, the squelch cannot be opened by signals without the correct coding. Therefore, relatively weak undesired signals on the same channel are not heard
by the operator and fatigue is lessened.
The second type of interference, destructive interference, results from undesired signals
on the same channel which are as strong as, or even more powerful than, the desired signal at
the receiver. The effect on the output of a receiver without coded squelch is either severe
garbling of the dlesired signal or total "capture" of the receiver by the other signal. In the
second case, only the undesired signal is heard at the receiver output, the desired signa! being
totally suppressed.
In a receiver with coded squelch, the output may also be garbled if the undesired signal
has about the same strength as the desir.:!d signal. However, if the undesired signal is stronger,
it usually captures the receiver front end, completely suppressing the desired signal. I n this
case, the squelch is not opened since the other signal does not contain the proper tone coding.
Because the receiver is quiet, the operator may not know that a message was sent, causing
the message to be missed. Therefore, it is seen that coded squelch does improve operation in
the presence of nuisance interference but not in the presence of destructive interference.

Consider next two systems in the same area on adjacent channels
in the VHF high-band (that is, with only 15 kHz separation). By using
coded squelch the unwanted signals of the other system are blocked until
a properly coded signal from the desired system opens the squelch.
Then both systems may be heard at the same time producing interference. In extreme cases the signal from the other system may override the desired signal. It cannot open the squelch and no message is
heard at al/.
Another undesirable situation arises when several users with
coded squelch operate in the same area on the same channel. In this
case it is necessary to listen with the coded squelch defeated before
transmitting on the channel. Failure to do so may result in destructive
interference to transmissions already in progress. Coded squelch eliminates the voices of other users from the receiver output but it does not
remove them from the channel. To put it another way, coded squelch
does not create any more air time, it only eliminates the fatigue of
listening to unwanted signals.

I
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Thus it can be seen that coded squelch has both adn.,tages and disadvantages which
should be carefully considered before including it in a system.

•

IV.4.7.2 Other Use!' of Tone Coding
Tone coding is used in a variety of ways in policf radio systems. A few of these are
briefly discussed below.
Sr::lective Calling and Recall: In a system with selective calling, the base
station is equipped with a tone-encoder console capable of generating a
number of different code combinations. The desired code is selected by
one or more push-button switches. Particular receivers and mobile radios
may be provided with unique decoders corresponding to the selectable
codes. The decoder only allows the properly coded signal to be heard at
the receiver output. This system gives the base station the ability to call
one or a group of receivers and mobile radio units at a time rather tran
all simultaneously. Most selective call decoders also provide a "recc./I"
feature which alerts an officer to a message for him when he is out of the
vehicle. When in the recall mode) the receipt of a properly coded signal
causes activation of a call indicator light) the horn) headlights) or dome
light of the car to inform the officer that the base station called.
Automatic Mobile Identification: Tone coding is used in some police
radio systems to automatically identify the mobile unit calling the base
station. 15 In such systems each mobile radio unit is equipped with a
unique encoder that codes all transmissions. The base station is provided
with a decoder which determines the mobile unit from which the coded
transmission originated. The decoder output is either used to illuminate
numbers on a board or panel) each number corresponding to one mobile
unit) or to actuate some other type of identification device) such as a
message on a video display.
Remote Transmitter Keying: Tone coding techniques are used for remote
control of base station transmitters. The need for special and costly DC
telephone lines to provide for transmitter keying from a remote dispatch
point is eliminated. The ordinary voice grade telephone line which carries
the voice information to the transmitter is used to carry the tone also. A
simple encoder at the dispatch point generates a tone when the push-to-
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talk switch on the microphone is actuated. ThIs tone is sensed by a
decoder at the transmitter, causing the transmItter to be keyed on.
Repeater Control: Tone coding may be used in systems with repeaters
to insure that the repeater will be activated only by transmissions from
the desired system and not by signals from other channel users.
IV.4.8 Scanning Receivers
A scanning receiver provides the capability of monitoring several channels automatically
with a single unit. To illustrate, consider the operation of a two-channel scanning receiver.
AS5uming initially that transmissions are absent on both channels, the receiver samples each
channel sequentially, waiting for a signal to appear. As soon as a signal is detected on a
channel, say Channell, the receiver "locks on" to that channel and stops scanning. Channel
1 is then held for as long as the signal remains, even though a signal may appear on Channel 2.
When the signal on Channell ends, the channel is released and Channel 2 is sampled.
If a signal is detected, Channel 2 is held for the duration of the signal; otherwise, the scanning process continues and Channell is again sampled, and so on. For scanning receivers
with more than two channels, the operation is the same, with the scanning of the channels
occurring in some preselected sequential order which may be determined by the operator.
An optional feature on some scanning receivers is scanning with priority. This feature
is useful where it is desirable to give one channel precedence over the others when signals
appear simultaneously on the "priority" channel and another one. If the receiver is already
locked on to the priority channel (as the result of a signal) and a second signal appears on
another channel, no change occurs and the first signal is still heard at the receiver output.
However, if a "non-priority" channel is being held (as the result of a signal) and a second
signal then appears on the priority channel, the non-priority channel is released and the
priority channel held. For the case where no signal is detected on a sampled channel, the
scanning of the remaining channels proceeds in preselected sequential order as in the case of
scanning receivers without the priority feature.
Scanning receivers with multichannel capabilities usually have switches on the front
panel to include or delete channels from the scanning process. Thus one, several, or all of
the channels may be monitored, allowing operational flexibility for different situations.
Scanning receivers are used in both base stations and vehicles where it is desirable to
monitor several channels automatically without having a separate receiver for each channel.
Some vehicle two-way radios alsu offer scanning, with or without priority, as an optional
feature for the receiver section.

I
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Scanning receivers are manufactured for use on the low-, high- and
UHF-bands. Some models are available which contain low- and highband capabilities in a single unit. Crystal-controlled tuning is employed
in scanning receivers, and units which can monitor as many as eight
channels are commonly available. Selectivities are such as to allow operation on the low, high and UH"F bands with channel spacings of 20 kHz,
30 kHz, and 25 kHz, respectively. Sensitivities as low as 0.3 pY for 72
db SINAD ratio are found in some models. Maximum audio power outputs range from about one to five watts. Carrier squelch is usually a
standard feature on scanning receivers; whereas tone-coded squelch is
generally not offered.
I nput power requirements of scanning receivers depend upon the usage. Units designed
for base station operation require 117 volts AC, while vehicular ur.its require 12 volts DC.
Some models are manufactured for either base station or vehicle employment, using either
AC or DC power.
IV.4.9 Receiver Voting
In police radio systems the base station transmitter should be sufficiently powerful to
cover most or all of the patrol area. However, the transmitter power capabilities of portable
and personal two-way radios are much less than those of base stations and also less than
those of vehicle radios. As a result, the officer in the field using a personal radio might not
be able to talk back to the base station if the system were designed conventionally. This is
especially true when the officer is in a poor signal area such as a building, narrow wal kway,
or alley.
An arrangement which provides more reliable communications is one which employs
several "satellite" receivers for each channel situated at scattered locations throughout the
coverage area. The satelL~e receiver arrangement decreases the distance from the hand carried unit to the nearest receiver and thus compensates for the lower available transmitter
power and also for operation in poor signal areas. Radio links or wire lines are usually emplo'led to convey the receiver audio output signa! to its proper destination, the base station
or a mobile-repeater.
It is highly probable for several satellite recf.;ivers to pick up the same transmission.
When this occurs, several audio output signals are produced and appear at the base station or
repeater unit. In general, the audio output signals of the different receivers vary in signal-to-
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Satellite Receiver Voting System

noise ratio, amount of distortion, and thus overall quality. If the sGveral audio signals were
simply added to produce a combined output, the resulting signal would generally be poor in
quality and sometimes unintelligible. Rather than combine the signals, a better method is to
select the one signal with the highest quality. This selection process is called "voting," and
the unit which performs the voting operation is called a "selector" or a "comparator." A
block diagram of a radio system which el1)ploys receiver voting is shown in Fig. IV-B.
There are three selection technique,; used in available voting equipment which are suitable For police radio systems. The three techniques are audio quality selection, RF signal
level selection, and quieting level selection.

In the first system, the audio signals from the satellite receivers are
processed for certain characteristics by the selector to determine signal
quality. Characteristics considered are level, frequency distribution,
syllabic rate, and noise level during pauses in speech. In this system, the
satellite receiver requires no additional special circuitry and all of the
selection eqUipment may be located at a central position.

I
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In the RF signal level selection system, the selector compares the
received radio frequency (RF) signal level from each receiver and chooses
the receiver with the highest level. Since the audio sigllal to noise mtio
at the output of the receiver is directly proportional to the received RF
signal level, the highest quality audio signal is the one selected. Measurements of received RF signal level can only be performed at the receiver,
however, and the measurement information must be conveyed to the
selector. Consequently, each satellite receiver is equipped with encoder
circuitry which generates coded tone combinations which correspond
to various RF signal levels. The RF signal level is usually divided into
four ranges and there is a code combination for each range. The coded
tones are sent along with the receiver audio output to the selector, where
the tones provide the information required to choose the best audio
signal.
T'-re third method is quieting level selection. In this method, the
selector compares the qUieting levels on the lines from the unsquefche:1
receivers and chooses the receiver line with the least amount of noise.
The best sigml is the one chosen. It is necessary in this system that the
squelch status of the receiver be known at the voting selector. This
information is conveyed to the selector by means of a tone or DC signal
generated at the satellite receiver when the receiver is squelched.
Absence of the tone or DC signa! i.7dicates the unsquelched condition.
Special circuitry is required at the receiver to gemrate the sqlie!r;h status
signal.
An advantage of RF signalle~/el selection and quieting level selectiol'1 0ver audio quality

selection is that the first 'two systems can be made faster acting. Only the unmodulated RF
c;1.rrier signal is required by the first two selection processes and selection can be completed
before the operator even begins talking. The latter system requires an audio signal, however,
and selection cannot begin until after the operator stans to speak. In any case, voting must
occur fast enough in a practical system so that the io~s of syllables at the start of a transmission is minimized or does not OCLur. The audio quality selection method has the advantage
that special circuitry is not required at each satellite receiver.

Voting selectors are produced with various voting modes. The mode
may be of the continuous, periodic, or lock-on type. In the continuous
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mode, the highest quality audio signal always appears at the selector
output. If the relative signal qualities from the different re::eivers change
during a transmission, the selector will swi. ;h to the best signal as soon as
the change occurs. In the periodic made, selection occurs only at preset
intervals of several seconds duration, and in the lock-on mode, selection
occurs just once, at the beginning of a transmission. The selector output
for these last two modes will not always be the highest quality signal,
since the relative signal qualities might change after the start of a
transmission.
Voting selectors are generally supplied in the form of a rack which accepts a number of
plug-in modules, one for each satellite receiver. Depending on the manufacturer, one rack
may handle enough modules for as many as six to eleven receivers. The rack usually comes
with an audio amplifier module and power supply section but mayor may not have a built-in
speaker. Also, several racks may be connected in parallel to accommodate more receivers
than possible with one rack.

IV.S

Personnel-Qualification and Training
The operating staff of the telecommunication system includes, but is not limited to,
supervisor or commanding officer of the communications unit, dispatchers and complaint
operators. Often the latter two roles are combined. Although some knowledge of police
procedures is required of persons assigned as complaint operators, no direct enforcement
action is expected of them. There is nothing inherent in the task, therefore, that necessarily
requires the assignment of sworn personnel to processing complaints.
The trend toward greater utilization of civilian personnel in law enforcement agencies
:·esulb in a proportionate increase of civilians in communications work. 16
The greatest concern of police administrators in contemplating use of civilian employees
in communications work is that "non-police" personnel will fail to understand the complexities of police work, and will make unsatisfactory decisions even in routine processing of complaints. The experience of police -agencies which have assigned civilian employees to this
type of work shows general acceptance and satisfaction, particularly where careful selection
and training are provided. 17
In a 1960 survey of state law enforcement agencies, five of the 48 respondents indicated
exclusive use of sworn radio dispatchers, and eleven a combination of both sworn and
civilian employees. The balance, 32 agencies, relied entirely on civilians. 18
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In municipal agencies, a practice sometimes followed is to assign civilians to complaint
takillg, and sworn personnel to actual dispatching of field units, although the reverse arrangement is also found. This approach is applicable to agencies which experience a volume of
work justifying separate complaint operator and dispatcher positions, of course. I n the
smaller agencies, civilian employees who have been well trained in police records work, departmental regulations, and who have been indoctrinated in and observed field patrol practices, are entirely capable of acting as combination complaint operator-dispatchers.
It is important to realize that effective dispatchers and complaint operators can be
either civilian or swurn, male or female personnel. Capable complaint operators and dispatchers are obtained through careful selection as a first step, and adequate training as the
next. The use of civilians, men and women, results in a larger number of individuals to choose
from and increases the potential for obtaining high caliber employees. Experience of departments of all sizes in the U.S. indicates that success can be obtained with any of these categories of personnel.
Selection and training are the really important criteria for any phase of communication
work, whether assigned to civilian or sworn, male or female personnel. The ability to remain
calm and effective in times of stress is not readily measurable by any economical "paper and
pencil" test, nor is the ability to evaluate the status and deployment of field units and make
rapid-and correct-dispatching decisions. 19
The selection responsibility is oftentimes out of the hands of the police administrator
if civilian employees are contemplated, the positions involved falling under the jurisdiction
of the local civil service agency. However, job descriptions should be developed and the
personnel agency should welcome any suggested criteria which will help to define and classify
the tasks at hand. (See examples in Section Vl.l.3.2, in Chapter VI.) A prospective employee
should be given the opportunity to view the communication center in action; the experience
may save subsequent processing steps if the applicant cannot relate personal abilities with
requirements.
The selection of supervisors for communication tasks requires the abilities which would
be expected in any police supervisory position, with emphasis on analytical and decisionmaking abilities. The unexpected demands caused by an event requiring extensive headquarters direction must be met if the situation is to be controlled, and the services of command
personnel may not always be available. Rotating field supervisors through the communication
position increases their comprehension of the total police operation, and may serve as a
screening device to select officers for regular assignment who demonstrate their potential in
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this capacity. Also, communication personnel should be given the opportunity to observe
field operations in order to increase their overall comprehension.
There is an absence of widely accepted training standards for dispatchers and complaint
operators. Most departments have developed their own procedures-ranging from a casual
introduction to the system to highly structured exercises. Poor and inadequate training is
false economy for any department regardless of its size.
The Associated Public-Safety Communications Officers, Inc. (APCO), in particular, are
aware of the training problem. In fact, APCO chapters throughout the country have organized training seminars to alleviate this difficulty. Written material on the subject of training
is becoming increasingly available.
The basis of a good training program is an operating manual which describes in detail
the procedures of the communication system. One such manual is the APCO Standard

Operating Procedure Manual. 20 The table of contents of another 21 is shown in Fig. IV-9.
Review of the contents of this manual indicates the complexity of the duties of complaint
operators and dispatchers, and thus the importance of comprehensive training.
To accompany this manual, an In-Service Training Guide has been developed. The purpose of this guide is:
•

To instruct the new Communication Operator.; in the duties that they
must perform in their daily activities as Communication Operators

•

To give instructors a record of what the student has already learned and
hence avoid dUj:.:lcation in instructions

•

To show the progress of the student operator and to aid supervisors in
giving assignments which can be adequately performed

Each student operator is issued an In-Service Training Guide. When supervisors are
changed, the training guide follows the student on to the current supervisor. The chance to
perform some procedures comes only infrequently and thus must be taught as the opportunityarises. The guide contains a record of when the subject matter was explained to the
student and when tht- student performed the task. For the period of time deemed necessary,
the trainee observes and listens to the business and emergency calls. The trainee is instructed
in the miscellaneous duties that are necessarily performed each day ~ such as cleaning duties,
files, attendance sheets, signing log sheets, etc. The supervisors utilizes spare time to set up
hypothetical situations and allow the trainee to solve these problems, make mock dispatch.
cards, simulate dispatching, etc.
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COMPLAINT OPERATOR/DISPATCHER OPERATING PROCEDURE MANUAL
T ABLE OF CONTENTS
INTRODUCTION
SECTION I
Emergency Notification Procedure
Calls for City Manager and
Councilmen
Public Service Division
SECTION II
Special Duty Assignments
Position ClassificationCommunications Supervisor
Work Assignment Relief
Operational Procedure-General
Chain of Command
Subpoenas
Uniform Regulations
SECTION III
Public Relations
SECTION IV
Switchboard Operator
Requests for Information
Communications Department
Telephones
Headsets
Consoles and PBX Board
Serial Number Assignments
Telephone System Failure
Newspapers-Notification Of
Requests for Ambulance
Requests for Doctors
Tow Service
Major Disaster and Other
Emergencies
Routine Calls on Emergency Lines
Emergency Calls

Fig. IV-9

..

Radio Operation-General
Procedure
Mobile Unit Radio Operating
Procedure
Police Dispatching Procedure, Fire Calls
and Traffic Accidents
Radio Alphabet
Radio Code
Penal Code Sections
Vehicle Code
West Covina Municipal Code
Base Station Radio Operation
Requests for Auto Registration
(10-28) & Wanted Person/Auto (10-29)
Foreign Warrants
Dispatching Procedure-General
Station Identification for Police
SECTION V
Equipment Location
Telephone Procedure
Voice Paging System
Classification of Alarms
Fire Department Records
Radio Procedures
Special Equipment
Alarm Systems
Response to Alarms
Cancellation of Emergency Fire Alarms
Notification Procedure
Miscellaneous
SECTION VI
Signs; Down or Damaged, Traffic Hazards,
Street Lights
City Parks and City Street Trees
Traffic Signals-Malfunctions
Schools, Vandalism To, Etc.

Contents of Operating Procedure Manual
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The selection and training of the police telecommunication system personnel directly
affect the performance of the system. The staff forms an element of the system whose selection and training requires as much care as does the purchase and maintenance of equipment.

CHAPTER V
DESCRIPTION OF POLICE TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

The objective of this chapter will be to explain the important features of police radio
communications that create and have an impact on the communication system. The reader
will thus become aware of the way in which the basic elements-equipment, procedures,
organization-together form a system that has attributes and requirements not necessarily
inherent in its individual components. In particular, this chapter will contain a detailed
description of the various types of municipal and county radio systems and the requirements
which these systems must meet.
First of all, the various functions which a system may perform will be described, including communication within and between departments and with other public safety agencies.
The most common types of radio communication systems currently used by municipal departments will be described both for the general reader and in greater detail for the more
technically knowledgeable reader. The equipment configurations and organizational configurations will be treated separately, with particular mention of the consequences each has
for the other. Finally, the requiremer~s on a system will be discussed.
Requirements fall generally into two categories-performance requirements and externally imposed requirements. Among the former are the allowable amount of delay in gaining access to a channel, the quality and effectiveness
of the messages, the reliability of the
,
system (both operational and equipment reliability) and the degree of flexibility in altering
operational procedures, equipment utilization or organizational configurations. The externally imposed requirements include the FCC regulations, licensing, spectrum availability,
legal constraints, economic limitations, and the general need to fulfill certain expected community services.

V.l

Functions of a System
A police telecommunication system performs a number of functions in the necessary

transfer of information to support required police services. These functions are responsive
to the elementary needs found in most communication systems; namely,
•
The need to transfer information in messages between prescribed individuals, groups and organizatons leading to conceptual "paths" of
information flow
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•

The need to store information for various intervals of time and to retrieve
the information in a timely manner
•
The need to assess, as a function of time, the state of affairs in the information flow in order to schedule and utilize the system resources
Be:ore examining the way these needs are satisfied, we shall first define just what a police
telecnmmunication system function is.
By a function of a police telecommunication system we shall mean the process * which
must be carried out by a system to fulfill an information handling need of the rlepaitment.
A function, therefore, is identified by the first two, or all three of the following items:
•
Information to be conveyed
(J,
H," communication path to be furnished
•
The information to be stored and the means to do so
A communication path includes the two terminals of the path as well as the means and
direction of message flow. The terminals include the calling party and called party, which
are often designated the originator and the destination of information. Thus the communication pa.th ccnsists of all equipment, radio channels, telephone, teletypewriter, data circuits
and personnel required to convey information from an originator to a destination. As
applied to police telecommunication systems, functions associated with the first need are
divided into the following main categories:
•
Communication between the public and the police department
•
Communication within the police department
•
Communication among police departments
•
Communication between the police department and other agencies
Each of these functions is discussed separately with examples given of the information exchanged. In each case, common methods for carrying out the information transfer are discussed.
The secol,d need, to store information, exists in each of the above tour categories. It
involves the range of activities from the note-taking of an individual officer to centralized
storage of records in files or digital computers. The telecommunication system aids in the
transfer of information to and from storage in each category, but most notably in association
with centralized data banks and information retrieval systems. These are discl1Ssed in this
section. The interaction between information storage systems and a police telecommunica*In other words, the process is simply the things the system must do.
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tion system is both significant and of considerable scope. This subject is treated in Chapters
VI and VII because of its influence on the system evaluation, modification and design.
Finally, the third need is discussed in association with the latter three categories, particularly
for communication within the police department.

V.Ll

Communication Between the Public and the Police Department
Most of the information reaching a police department from the public passes through

the public telephone system, when the telecommunication system is involved. tPerson-toperson contact or the mails do not, of course, involve the telecommunication system.) Telephone calls to the police emergency telephone number may be routed directly or indirectly
to a complaint operator, who must obtain enough information from the caller to decide on
the next step to take. The majority of calls involve:
•

A request for assistance

•
A request for information
•
An offer of information to the department
In addition, calls for members of a department other than the complaint operator must be
routed to the proper person.

V.l.1.1

Request for Assistance
A request for assistance from a citizen may require immediate action, as when the

caller reports a crime in progress or an injured person. Many calls from citizens are clearly
of an emergency nature. In such cases, the complaint operator conveys the necessary information to the radio dispatcher. (Often, the complaint operator and the radio dispatcher
are the same person, eliminating this step in the process.) The dispatcher, using the two-way
radio system, will then assign the appropria". ~ personnel, such as a patrol unit to respond.

r

Some calls to a department are not of an emergency nature, reducing the need for
priority handling. When the dispatcher receives the information he may, for instance, decide to assign the call to a patrol unit which is currently unavailable. Thus, the message
waits until the unit has returned to service. Examples of requests in this category are the
complaint about a neighbor's dog, or the report of an apparently abandoned automobile.
Most complaint calls are not clearly in either the emergency or non-el1ergency category,
however. An operator must avoid the assumption that a complaint is not urgent, for the
cost of an error in judgment may be high. He must therefore treat all such doubtful calls as
if they were urgent, representing true emergencies. Every experienced police communicator
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knows of instances in which a routine request was found to be a serious emergency by the
investigating officer. A complaint about a noisy party or quarreling neighbors may be a situation bordering on or erupting into violence. A loose, stray dog may have bitten a child, a
report of a ransacked house may uncover the burglars still in the building and a man staggering or falling in the street may be having a heart attack. Each such call for aid may, of
course, turn out to be a routine matter that was not particularly urgent. A small percentage,
however, require immediate response. Since they cannot be predicted, all such doubtful
requests must be handled without delay.

V.l.l.2

Request for-Information

Many calls to the police emergency telephone number are merely requests for information. When is the parade due to start? What are the parking regulations on such-and-such a
street? Is it legal to water the lawn after 9 pm? How long after purchase can a car be driven
without license plates? Many other requests for information are made of police-often less
appropriate to a law enforcement agency than these examples. The complaint operator generally must handle all such routine questions himself, transferring the caller to another mernbej'
of the department only if he cannot answer the question, or if the answer can only be given
by a person with responsibility to make the judgment or decision involved. In many Smil.1l
communities (and even some not so small) the only agency the public can easily turn to for
general information about community affairs is its police department. After the normal
business day, and on weekends, the police department may be the only municipal agency
that is open to the public. Police departments, even in large cities, must consequently be a
source of all types of information.
V.1.1.3

Offer of Information

Citizens frequently supply information to their police department. Such an offer may
not require assistance to the caller, or even an immediate answer. Some examples are: A
report of a traffic light out or a sign knocked down; notification that the residents will be
away from their home on vacation; tips on the commission of crimes or the activities of suspected criminals; and a host of others. The complaint operator who receives this information
must decide whether to merely record it, to respond with a specific patrol assignment, to
transfer the callers to another member of the department, or other public service agency. If
he chooses to record the information himself he must then make sure it eventually reaches
those members of the department who will utilize it.

•
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Other types of communication between the public and the department pass from the
police tc the public. The telephone system is often used for this purpose. These include
requests for victims of a crime to appear at the police station to identify suspects or recovered property, or reports on the progress of an investigation involving the citizen. To reach
an individual citizen, the telephone is the only element of the telecommunication system
that can be used directly. There is, in some departments, another communication path to
the general public. This is an arrangement by which the press and broadcasting media receive information from the police. While this normally may involve the telephone system,
radio is sometimes used.
Specifically, the department may install police radio receivers or special interc:om units
in the newsrooms of local newspapers, radio and television stations. A signal from the dispatcher turns the receivers on when messages of public interest are broadcast. This becomes
useful during major emergencies or disasters involving the entire community. By "tuning in"
the press on the police radio, the department may forestall a deluge of telephone calls inquiring about the emergency, both from the press anc from the public.
V.1.2 Communication Within the Police Department
Information received from the public must eventually be transferred to police officers
in the field to enable them to act on it. This involves communication within the police department, and is usually accomplished by the two-way radio system. The radio system must
provide:
•
•
•

Dispatch instructions to the field forces
Tactical communication between supervisory personnel and field forces
Status communication among the members of a department

•
Dissemination of information among members of a department
The radio system is used primarily to transfer information between the communication
center and police officers in the field. The speed with which a modern system operates
allows the police department to r(!spond quickly to a plea for help. A police officer on duty
always has a general assignment to patrol a beat, direct traffic, or carry out an investigation.
The radio system is used to change that assignment or to assign him to carry out a specific
task within the general instructions.

439-911 0 - 7\ - 8
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1/.1.2.1 Dispatch Communication
The bulk of the dispatch messages are in the form of definite assignments given to individual patrols. For example, "412, report of prowler at 749 High Street," is an instruction
assigning the patrol unit No. 412 to proceed to a specific location. It also states the purpose
and urgency of the assignme 11. In practice, many departments use the APCO ten-code, 1
(in this case, 10-14) instead 01 '1e phrase "report of prowler" to shorten the message and
make it as clear as possible.
Several different types of assignment instructions pass over the telecommunication system. Some are assignments to provide assistance to a complainant, similar to the example
above. Others are instructions to take on a routine assignment; directing traffic, for example.
Still others are administrative instructions, such as to,repurt to the station or to meet
another officer at a specific location.

'

V.1.2.2 Tactical Communication
Another main use of the radio system is the direction of tactical forces in the field.
Sealing off an area and search ing it for suspects can be effectively coordinated by radio.
Crowd control and civil disturbances also frequently require field commanders to direct their
forces from minute to minute. Control over a sizeable police force in one area may be required. The comm .... nd level personnel cannot make intelligent decisions about deployment
unless they obtain constantly updated information from their forces on the situation from
moment to moment. The contact with radio equipped members of those forces enables the
information to be gathered and acted upon at the command level.
Some dispatch and command communication also takes place over the telephone, especially if the instructions are lengthy or must be kept confidential. If the department i~ large
en~ugh to have a fair amount of this type of communication it may have special telephone
circuits, using unpublished numbers. Some departments also have a call-box system which
is, in effect, a private telephone system. Periodic call-in allows instructions to reach patrolmen over this system as do calls in response to radio transmitted instructions.
V.1.2.3 Status Communication
The status of most of the members of a police department is kept current by use of the
radio system. Status reports from field personnel, such as "72 out of service for lunch at
joe's Diner", "412 arrived at 749 High Street", or "35 out of car for check of Shopping
Center", are just some of the messages whirl.... inform the dispatcher and all other listeners of

1
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the location and activity of a particular unit. It is most essential for the dispatcher to know
the status of every patrol unit under his control, so that he knows which are available for
assignment.
The use of the radio system to convey messages of this nature addre:;ses the third need
described previously in Section V.l. It is the most common example of collecting supervisory
information related to police operations and resources.
The knowledge which supervisors and other officers on patrol have by monitoring the
radio messages is important in the performance of their duties. The radio communication
system makes the immediate, widespread dissemination of this information possible. Some
status reporting takes place by telephone and call box systems, also. In these cases the information is obtained only by the person called and those he may inform directly. In certain
kinds of investigative work this method rather than wide dissemination by radio may be
desired.
It should be pointed out that the knowledge of the status of a large part of a department's on-duty force by all of that force extends beyond the formal status reports of "inservice", "out-of-service" and so on. By means of the radio communication system almost
every officer monitoring a given channel can know the whereabouts and assignment of
almost every other officer operating on the same radio channel. In terms of mutual support
and readiness to respond to emergencies, such knowledge is invaluable to a department.

V.1.2.4 Dissemination of Information
The police telecommunication system, especially the radio system, is used for distributing
important information quickly among the members of a department. Such information as
descriptions of suspects or missing persons, time announcements and many others are broadcast over police radio. Some go from the dispatcher to mobile units, others go from a particular squad to the dispatcher, and then usually to all others monitoring that radio channel. The
information disseminated this way helps supply the members of a department with the overall
picture of police activity and the specific information they need to do an effective job.
On police radio channels that suffer from congestion due to a high volume of message
traffic, care must be exercised regarding transmission of information. It is possible to consume a large amount of air time broadcasting routine information or long lists (such as stolen
auto lists, for example). If the channel is crowded, information that has less time urgency
than status and dispatch messages should be postponed until a less busy time, or perhaps disseminated by other means. [n short, since the radio channel is not an unlimited resource,
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it must be wisely used. It must fulfill its most important functions before it gets "used up"
(during some particular time period) performing some lower priority function.

V.l.3

Communication Among Police Departments

An important f'unction of the total police telecommunication system is maintaining
communication between police departments that have common information needs. This exchange may be divided into two kinds of communication-directed and incidental. Directed
communication is the conveying of information from one department to one or more specifically selected departments. Incidental communication is the exchange of information among
departments that is a by-product of the primary purpose of the communication.
An example of directed communication among departments is the exchange of stolen
auto or missing person information between two paiticular departments. This may be
accomplished by telephone, te!etypewriter or radio. If teletypewriter or radio are the means
of transmission, the information may be directed to more than one specific department. It
is common prcicticc to disseminate such information to departments in the surrounding communities. Directed communication also consists of inquiries and replies on vehicle registration, driver licenses, warrants and stolen articles. Such information may pass between small
departments and a larger one that serves as a clearinghouse for such information for a particu.
lar region. A major use of directed communication among police departments involves a
central information retrieval system operated by a police department. However, many of
these systems are operated by governmental agencies other than police departments, so that
the communication involved falls into the category discussed in the next section-Communication with Other Agencies.
Incidental or non-directed communication among departments occurs whenever one
department monitors the transmissions of another, although the information is not specifically
intended for interdepartment distribution. Most of this kind of communication takes place
by radio, especially among departments that share a radio channel. This kind of communication is no less important than directed communication, for it allows one department to be
aware of situations in another community that may "spillover" or involve it directly in a
short time. This kind of monitoring of Ilearby departments' transmissions helps the listening
department anticipate the need for mutual aid and enables it to be aware of the level of
police activity in an area larger than its own community boundaries. If two communities
anticipate a need for mutual aid or cooperation they frequently monitor each other's calls
even when they are not on the same channel. In that case, monitor rec.eivers at the dispatcher
positions are generally used.
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Two other aspects of this type of information exchange must not be overlooked. The
first is an advantage of mutual monitoring on the same channel. Not only the dispatchers,
but also the individual patrolmen are aware of the police activity in the surrounding area
because of such mutual monitoring. Especially in small departments with only a few units
on the street, the security of the officer patrolling an isolated beat is increased by the incidental communication with nearby squads from other departments. A second aspect is a
disadvantage that results when several departments operate on the same raciio channel. The
greater the number of users that occupy the same channel, the more likely it is that there
will be some delay in getting messages on the air. Channels with many departments on them
may be so crowded with message traffic that delays are normally expected during every busy
period. Thus, when departments have a choice of channels on which to operate, they must
weigh the advantages of mutual monitoring by all system users against the disadvantages of
greater rnes>age traffic and the resulting problems of channel c,·owding. This judgment will
be greatly influenced by the alternative modes of communication that exist between the departments involved. These may consist of ordinary or special telephone links, teletype circuits or additional radio channels. In some areas of the country, particular channels are
dedicated to point-to-point use, and link together many police radio base stations on one
single-frequency, simplex channel. In other areas a microwave network serves this purpose.
The effectiveness of such point-to-point channels depends on the number of users and the
type of message traffic on them. If too many departments are on the same channel, or if it
is used for lengthy messages, it may become quite useless for urgent communication between
departments.
In several states, a special radio channel for mobile use only has been licensed so that
police officers from adjacent jurisdictions can communicate directly with each other. Administered by the State and using a separate radio in each patrol vehicle, such a channel can
serve both normal interjurisdictional communication needs-for instance, for use during
prisoner transport-and emergency communication during widespread disasters-as in case
of storms, earthquakes, floods, etc.
V.1.4

Communication Between Police Departments and Other Agencie:;

Police departments exchange information with other, non-police agencies in a variety
of ways. Perhaps the one most closely associated with law enforcement functions is the submission of inquiries to central information retrieval systems. These may be for vehicle registration, driver license, warrant or stolen property checks. They are usually transm itted over
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teletypewriter networks, although leased telephone lines with data terminals or microwave
links are also used. Many centralized information storage and retrieval systems are administered by agencies such as a state highway department, a department of motor vehicles, or
other state, regional or county agencies with either criminal justice responsibilities or data
processing facilities. The prime requisite of this type of information exchange is that it be .
ra::>id and accurate. With the increasingly wide use of computerized data retrieval systems it·
is possible for inquiries to be answered in a few minutes or even seconds. If the data retrieval
system is itself capable of such speed and has the capacity to handle the demands made on it,
then a reliable data link with sufficient capacity can insure rapid access to the stored information by every police department in the network.
Another major category of communication between police and other agencies is that
class of information which the police passes on to other municipal county or state agencies.
Reports of traffic light failures, flooding, road damage, fallen trees, and the like are often
made to the police and must then be passed on to the appropriate agency. This may be a
public works, street, sanitation, forestry or animal welfare department. The police must
also maintailj adequate communication" I(h fire departments in their area, since many fires
require police assistance for traffic and crowd control. Additional communication must also
be maintained with hospitals, ambulance services, towing companies and public utilities.
Much of this communication is carried on by telephone, sometimes with leased lines.
Some is achieved by installing monitor receivers in the agency involved. If these can be
activated by the police dispatcher, the other agency does not have to be bothered by the
police radio traffic not directed at them. Most of the communication with other agencies
goes through the complaint operators and dispatchers. Therefore, the amount of traffic, and
the means for handling it, should be periodically checked to make sure that the primary functions of complaint processing and of dispatching are not impaired.
A third type of communication with other agencies occurs during major catastrophes
or emergencies. Such situations may be occasioned by plane wrecks, violent storms, widespread fires, civil disturbances or a host of other events. They have in common the need for
fast, continuing communication betw.~en one or more police departments in an area and
many other governmental and public or quasi-public agencies. Some are also accompanied
by the likelihood that normal means of communication, such as the telephone system and
those means relying solely on commercial power, have themselves been damaged or disabled.
Three aspects of those communication requirements are appropriate to note here.
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Prior planning: Under emergency conditions there is no time to set up
new communication links. They must have been planned beforehand.
Thus, the telecommunication system of a police department is not complete unless contingency plans have been made for the emergency situations
Ii kel y to arise.

•

Message volume: The second aspect to note is that the volume of messages that must be handled during such an emergency is likely to exceed
most estimates. Therefore, plans for such occasions must include means
for handling the volume of message traffic so as to prevent system breakdown merely due to overloading.

•

Language barrier: During certain types of emergencies, communication
with National Guard and U.s. Army units is required. The standard
language of police radio is not used by the military. The APeO ten-code
and phonetic alphabet are cases in point. Therefore, liaison personnel
familiar with radio language of the police and the assisting organizations

is needed to maintain effective communication.
The portion of the communications with other agencies that can be handled by telephone
in emprgency situations can usually be planned for in conjunction with local telephone companies. Presuming that the telephone system facilities have themselves not been damaged
in the emergency, the flexibility and capacity of the telephone switching system is such that
prearranged emergency facilities can be made available. In widespread disasters or emergency
situations they may well be damaged or destroyed, however. Then radio communication
remains the only means of rapid communication with other agencies. During emergencies
liaison with military organizations, public works departments, fire departments and others
may be necessary. These aJencies ordinarily operate on different radio channels than the
police. To achieve communication with them requires that prior arrangements fo:- such
event.s be made. It may be achieved by mutual monitoring of transmissions, loan of equipment, setting up of joint communication posts, or the use of specially reserved emergency
channels. In any case, the method to be used must be planned beforehand and periodically
tested.

V.loS Centralized Data Banks and Information Retrieval Systems
Large communication networks involving all aspects of communication (mail, telephone,
teletypewriter, microwave, mobile radio, facsimile, etc.) which support criminal justice
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information systems are presently operational on a federal, state and local level. In conjunction with these networks, information retrieval systems and data files have been implemented
using digital computers (electronic data processing) for storage of law enforcement related
information. The digital computer offers the advantages of rapid access to stored information, rapid access memories whose capacities are sufficiently large for many current law
enforcement applications, and access from both local and remote terminals. Further, more
than one terminal can simultaneously request information from a number of appropriately
designed computer systems.
A computer system may be used entirely within a single department if the department
size and needs are large enough to allow use of a commercially av"i\able computer. A telecommun~cation

system then involves only the interconnection of the computer input/output

devices with local and remote terminals, usually within a single building. Computer systems
which are used by a number of law enforcement agencies are more common and consequently
are given more attention in the discussion presented in this section. A brief introduction of
major computer functions as they relate to law enforcement agency applications is given.
Planning guidelines are set forth so that the· reader can ascertain where to begin when he tries
to match department or agency needs with available systems.
It is appropriate to point out that a department may often obtain the use of existing
computer systems and data files simply by acquiring the required data terminal. This situation differs from the application of a new computer system to a department or group of
departments and agencies. In the latter case, the needs and requirements must be specified
not only for purchase or lease of the computer system equipment, but also for the development and operation of the associated computer programs. Finally, the data to be stored
initially in the computer must be key punched or suitably processed. A number of these
observations become apparent from use of the methods given in Chapters VI and VII.

V.l.S.1

Role of the Computer

The computer may serve in three basic capacities:
•

A data storage and retrieval device

•

A logic device serving as the hub of a compiex message transmission network

•
A computational device performing certain operations on stored data
As a storage and retrieval device, it can suppiy pertinent information within seconds to field
personnel. In its message switching capacity, the computer can serve as the exchange center
for a network of term inals, that is, for the sources and recipients of the messages in the
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system. It may direct messages from one terminal to one or several others as directed by the
sending terminal. The computer may maintain records of messages, store messages when
they cannot be delivered, generate reports of message traffic, and in addition, may connect
the message network to ;.,;c>ther network, or to another computer. As a computational
device, the computer can perform such administrative tasks as processing payrolls, maintaining personnel files, controlling inventory and equipment maintenance. It may also be used
for such tasks as the compilation of crime report statistics, the analysis of traffic accidents,
and optimum manpower utilization forecasts.
In its first two capacities, the computer functions directly as a law enforcement tool,
while in the third, it is utilized as an aid in management, administration, and operations
analysis and planning.
The data stored in a computer are kept in what is commonly known as a data "file".
Typical examples of data files are given in Table V-l. This listing includes data of the type
which when required must generally be retrieved in a matter of seconds. Requests for such
data are usually made directly by field law enforcement personnel. The listing in the second
half of the table is broader in nature, encompassing data of use to law enforcement agencies,
management and administrative personnel, courts, prosecutors, parole and other agencies.
The lists are indicative of the types of data presently being utilized by law enforcement
agencies. The listing is not all inclusive, and in addition, not all these data would be entered
into anyone computer storage. In any particular case, the specific data stored is dpoendent
both upon the needs of the agency and the capacity of the computer.
Instructions to the computer constitute a program whether they are in the form of keypunched cards, magnetic tape or other forms. The program may be simple, consisting of no
more than instructions for the retrieval of some information stored in the machine. More
complex programs may call fur manipulation and analysis of all or parts of the stored data,
possibly with logical decisions being made by the computer at intermediate steps. In order
to illustrate the flexibility of the computer, typical examples of the applications which have
been used by various agencies are given below. The obse~vation must be made that in small
departments, all of these activities are performed manually. This has also been true in the
largest departments prior to the introduction of digital computer technology. The computer
becomes attractive in support of police operations and management when it performs these
manual tasks more rapidly and with fewer errors. Cost is always a factor, but not always the
only major factor to be considered.
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TABLE V-l
TYPICAL COMPUTER DATA FILES
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vehicle File
stolen, impounded, or repossessed
stolen license plates or identifiable parts
Operator License File
personal identification
court convictions, revocations, or suspensions
Vehicle Registration
vehicle type, year and identification number
license number and owner
Wanted-Warrant File
wanted notifications and arrest warrants
Stolen Identifiable Property
Firearms
registration, permits, or stolen
Criminal History (& Profile) File
names, personal appearance, or convictions
social history, finger prints, hand writing
Modus Operandi-Criminal Pattern Recognition
Organized Crime Intelligence Data
Missing Persons
Sex Offenders
Narcotic Offenders
Stolen Securities
Pawnbroker Files
Taxicab Operator Files
Miscellaneous Permits
Crime Statistics and Arrest Information
Accident Records
Field Interview Information
Data for Administrative & Planning Purposes
inventory and personnel
maintenance and manpower utilization
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Information Retrieval

The simplest examples of information retrieval are instances where it is desired to check
if certain license plates are stolen or a specific person is wanted on a warrant. It is assumed
that the complete plate number and name are, respectively, known. A more complex situation exists when only partial descriptors are available. For example, to identify an automobile
with make and model, but only part of the license plate number known requires special computer programs. An example of a more complex retrieval problem is the identification of a
criminal by means of modus operandi.

(2)· Command and Control
Computers often are elements of systems which obtain and display location and status
of patrol cars. In turn, optimum car assignment can be made through use of appropriate
computer programs.

(3)

Criminal Activity Evaluation

The identification of high crime rate areas is aided by computers. In turn, predictions
as to the location and time of expected criminal activity can be obtained.

(4)

Resource Allocation Programming

Manpower needs and workload levels can be predicted. Beat structures can be redesigned
so as to reflect changes in crime density patterns.

(5)

Case Reporting

Case reporting can be made on a real time basis in such a way that computer files are
updated automatically without a clerical intermediary.

(6)

Administrative Procedures

Computers may be used to maintain and update personnel, payroll, training, motor
transport, inventory and other records.

(7)

Messoge Switching Terminal

The computer can serve as a central exchange center for a number of terminals. It is
capable of directing messages from one terminal to another, maintaining records of messages, storing undeliverable messages, and generating reports of message traffic. It is also
capable of interconnecting message networks and tying a network in with other computers.

V.l.S.2

Computer Systems
The use of computers for record keeping, statistical data processing, accounting, etc.,

by private businesses and governmental agencies has been a common practice for many
years. These types of computers are basically computing systems, not generally tied in with
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other computers (although exceptions do occur), and are commonly referred to as off-line
systems. Data processing is generally not done in real time. For example, a time lapse
occurs between the time that it is recognized that a solution to a problem is desired, and
instructions are given to the computer for solving the problem. On-line systems, however,
do operate in real time. With on-line computer systems, it is possible to query the computer
from a remote terminal, e.g., a teletypewriter, and have data processed and/or retrieved in
seconds. Furthermore, access to data fjles in other computers is possible through the interconnection of networks, computers and terminals.
Computer and related facilities are owned and maintained by agencies at all governmental levels, e.g., Federal, state, county, and municipality. Generally, access to certain data
files is granted to other qualified agencies, which may include not only law enforcement
agencies, but courts, prosecutors, and probation, correction and parole agencies as well. In
many instances, computer facilities and data transmission networks have been generated along
regional and geographical lines, thus providing lower costs to individual participating agencies,
and more effective utilization of the computer as a law enforcement tool due to rapid interchange of data between agencies.
Some general planning guidelines are available. These coupled with the material of this
section should enable the reader at least to begin to evaluate his needs relative to existing
systems and practices. These guidelines may be formulated in terms of questions, for
example:
•

Are any of the applications of on-line computers suitable for the solution
of my problems?

•

How should the computer be coordinated with other available computer
and data processing facilities?

=

How should the system be designed to yield the greatest benefits?

•
Is the cost of the desired system consistent with available funds?
In terms of system components, the replies to these questions should enable the following decisions to be made.
•

Is a terminal (e.g. teletypewriter) alone sufficient to meet the needs of the
agency?

•
•

Is an "in-house" computer required?
What types of data files will be stored in-house versus retrieval from other
computer facilities?
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The major factor, by far, is cost per hour of usage, which in turn is largely determined by
the size of the community (agency) served and its proximity to existing facilities. For example, a small community located on the outskirts of a large metropolitan area may be
most effectively and economically served by a terminal facility only. Manual record keeping
methods may be completely adequate due to the low incidence of crime in the community.
Meanwhile, the data terminal allows access to outside data files, both nearby urban and
national, as required. For several small communities that are in close proximity, a common
centralized computer may provide an optimum arrangement, especially if they are not near
any large cities. A central clearing house for data is available with the advantage that costs
may be pro rated.
For a large metropolitan area, the acquisition of a computer appears potentially attractive. High crime rates and a heavy administrative work load make manual operation inefficient. The question to be answered here is what size is adequate to efficiently perform the
required operations and store the necessary data files.
With regard to data file storage, provision must be made to incorporate data of a localized nature in a computer serving a metropolitan area. Such data will simply not be available
elsewhere. For other types of data such as motor veh icle registration, the decision to incorporate this into the computer storage is dependent upon the frequency of need and the increase
in operational efficiency versus the cost of providing for increased machine capacity.
Computers are currently being used or planned by many departments serving communities of 100,000 population or larger. It would seem that communities smaller than this must
enter into cooperative arrangements to make a computer installation economically practical.
The size of the police forces in the cities with computer installation varies considerably.
However, among cities replying to a survey of computer use by police, conducted under the
auspicies of the International Association of Chiefs of Police, the smallest departments with
computer installations had forces of approximately 200. This can be used as a rough indication of the size of the police forces needed to justify operation of a computer system.

V.l.5.3

Representative Computerized Information Retrieval Systems

Table V-2 is a compilation of a number of representative information retrieval systems
in use throughout the country. It is presented for information purposes to give the reader
an insight into how the computer is utilized.
The table is divided into four parts, considering separately systems at the federal,
regional, state and local levels. Each listing is divided into three parts; a tabulation of the
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files kept in the computer, functions performed by the computer in addition to data retrieved,
and computer interface and/or data availability to other agencies. This particular breakdown
allows the essential characteristics of the system to be portrayed without unduly lengthening
the table. It should be recognized that some omissions may have occurred, and it is possible
that some reported systems are not fully operational in all respects.
In the last column, "Interface with other agencies and systems", an attempt has been
made to indicate the direction of information flow, e.g., "1" indicates information (other
than requests) flow from the computer system being described to the agency listed in the
third column; "2" indicates the reverse flow of information.
V.2

Types of Systems Which are Used

V.2.1 General
One police telecommunication system differs from another by its equipment characteristics, the way the equipment is arranged to form the system, and the operational and administrative organization of the system users. Different combinations of these factors have produced different systems in response to the historical development in an area and the peculiar
requirements of a community and its police department.
Groups of departments may share facilities, spectrum space, or administrative structures
and thus form a telecommunication network. Common forms of networks will be discussed
and illustrated below.
A basic distinction is made in terms of the first two functions of a system-communication between the public and the department, and communication within the department.
These functions are performed either independently of other police departments or they involve sharing of facilities, spectrum or administration with other departments.
If a department performs these two functions independently, it can utilize any organization of people and equipment which best suits its own requirements. If it shares with
other departments, however, the best organization must be determined by the combined
requirements of all departments involved. This may result in compromise to find an organization which is best suited to satisfy the combined requirements.
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Table V-2
Representative Law Enforcement I nformation Retrieval Systems
Data File Contents

Functions in addition to
information retrieval

Interface with other
agencies and systems

FEDERAL LEVEL
National CriMe Information C('nter (NCIC)
1. Stolen vehicles

1. States (1 ,) *

2. Stolen license plates

2. Washington, D. C. (1)

3. Wanted persons

3. Canada (1)

4. Stolen firearms

5. Stolen property
6. Criminal profiles & histories

7. Stolen securities
System for Electronic Analysis and nRetrieval of
Criminal Histories SEARCH **
1. Criminal histories

Develop statistical and analytic
base of criminal justice information

1. Participating states (1,2)
2. Government justice agencies (1)

REGIONAL PROGRAMS
England State Police
Admi nistrator's Conference _h-lESP AC
N~w

1. Police agencies in six New
England states (1)

1. Criminal information files

Washington Area Law Enforcement System (WALES)
1. Police afencies in Washington,
D. C. (1 five adjoining counties

1. Vehicle information
2. Personnel information

2. NCIC(2)

r--'

STATE NETWORKS
California Highway Patrol Automatic Statewide Auto Theft Inquiry System (AUTOSTATIS)

1. Stolen & wanted vehicles
2. Stolen license plates
3. Stolen auto parts

1. Police agencies throughout
california Airzona and
Nevada (1 j
2. Police Information Network
(PIN) (1,2)

4. Repossession reports

*
**

"1" indicates information (other than requests) flow from the system to the agency listed. "2" indicates the reverse
flow of information.
Scheduled to be operational in the summer of 1971.

1
j
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Table V-2 (continued)
Functions in addition to
information retrieval

Data File Contents

I nterface with other
agencies and systems

California Law Enforcement Telecommunications System (CLETS)
Centralized computer for message
switching

NONE

1. Alameda County, (PI N) (1, 2)
2. Los Angeles, (SPI N) (1,2)

3. California Highway Patrol (1, 2)
4. California Dept. of Motor
Vehicles (1,2)
5. Criminal Identification &
Intelligence Agency (1,2)
6. NCIC(2)
7. Nevada
California Department of Motor Vehicles Automated Motor Information System (AMIS)

1. Vehicle registration

1. CLETS (1)

2. Driver registration

2. NCIC(l)

3. Western Area Network Telecommunications System
(WANTS) (1)
4. National Law Enforct:ment
Telecommun;cations Systems
(NETS) (1)
California Department of Justice (DO))

1. Criminal justice information
stored in various participating
agency computers

1. Message switching

1. Police (1,2)
2. Prosecutors (1)

3. Courts (1)
4. Probation (1)
5. Correction agencies (1)
6. Parole agencies (1)

.,
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Table V-2 (continued)
Data File Contents

Functions in addition to
information retrieval

I nterface with other
agencies and systems

California Bureau of Criminal ;dentification and Investigation (CII)

1. Firearms file

1. Department of Justice (Calif.) (1)

2. Arrest statistics
3. Narcotic prescriptions

4. Charitable trust reports
5. Misc. property files

6. Modus operandi data
}
II

I,

~
,,~

,

,-t.

7. Statistical reports

8. Sex registrant file
9. Narcotic registrant file
10. Criminal history file

11. Finger print file
12. Master cross reference
name file
New York State Identification & Intelligence System (NYSIIS)

1. Vehicle registration
Operator's licen5e
Firearms
Criminal histories
Finger prints
6. Fraudulent checks
7. Personal appearance
8. Names
9. Warrants
10. Wanted Notifications
11. Organized crime intelligence
12. Stolen vehicles and parts
13. Social history
14. Modus operandi
15. Missing persons
16. Permits
17. Stolen property
18. Property marks
19. Handwriting
20. Voice prints
2.
3.
4.
5.

439-911 0 - 71 - 9

1. Message switching
2. Automatic license plate
scanning
3. Facsimile network for
graphic data transmission

1. Police throughout New York
State (1, 2)
2. Prosecutors (1)

3. Criminal courts (1)
<1-. Probation (1)

4. Closed circuit television

5. Correction (1 )
6. Parole (1)
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Table V-2 (continued)
Data File Contents

Functions in addition to
information retrieval

Interface with other
agencies and systems

New York State Police

1. License plate file

1. Switching·messages

1. Various state police agencies (1)

registration-stolen
2. Message traffic reports
Pennsylvania State Police
lo Stolen vehicle file

1. Message switching

2. Stolen other property

2. Facsimile transmission

1. State police terminals (1,2)

J

Louisiana State Police
lo Vehicle registration

lo Message switching

2. Stolen vehicles

1. NCIC (2)
2. National Law Enforcement
Teletype Service (1)

3. Operator licenses

3. Other state agencies (1)

4. Accident Information

Michigan State Police (Law Enforcement Inf.ormation Network-L\ EN)
I-

1
\

lo Vehicle file

lo Message switching

1. Various state police agencies (1)

2. Stolen vehic!es

2. Resource allocation

2. Judges (1)

3. Stolen license plates

3. Prosecutors (1)

4. Repossessions

4. Certain state departments (1 )

5. Wanted vehicles
6. Recovered vehicles

7. Warrant file

8. Operator license file
9. Criminal histories
10. Stolen property
11. Fraudulent checks
12. Finger prints
13. Sexual deviate records
14. Modus operandi

15. Gun and permit file
16. Accident and resource records

1"' Adm'a'''",." ,~o".

J
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Table V-2 (continued)
.
Data File Contents

Interface with other
agencies and systems

Functions in addition to
Information retrieval

Ohio State Law Enforcement Automated Data System (LEADS)
1. Stolen vehicles and parts

1. State highway patrol (1)

2. Vehicle registration

2. Local sheriffs (1)

3. Operators licenses

3. Local police departments (1)

4. Stolen property

4. NCIC (2)

5. Wanted persons

6. Wanted guns
LOCAL LEVEL SYSTEMS
Alameda County (California), Police Information Network (PI N)

1. Warrant files

1. Message switching

2. Modus operandi

2. Traffic control
Chic~~o

1.

'i

I

Stoi'~n

vehit;ies and parts

1. Poiice agencies in nine
counties {1}

Police

1. NCIC (2)

1. Message switching

2. Warrants

2. Analysis of police operations

3. Missing persons

3. Criminal statistics information
analysis

4. Suspended & revoked licenses

4. Business processing

5. Vehicle driven by unknown
criminals
St. Louis Police

'-,

1. Wanted vehicles

1. Message switching

1. Other metropolitan agencies (1)

2. Unserved arrest warrants

2. Statistical data processing

2. Missouri Highway Patrol (1)

3. Criminal history

3. Resource allocation

3. NCIC (2)

4. Vehicle registrati on
5. Field interview.- information

.
New York City Police

1. Finger prints

1. Administrative studies

2. Criminal justice data bank

2. Command & control system
(SPRINT)

3. Cri me statistics

4. Traffic accident information
5. Other

l. NYSIIS (1)
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Table V-2 (continued)
Functions in addition to
information retrieval

Data File Contents

Interface with other
agencies and systems

San Diego, California
1. Vehicle information file

1. NCIC (2)

2. Warrants
3. Stolen property
4. Modus operandi

Los Angeles (Southern Police Information Network (SPIN) )
."

~)'stem

1. Crime reporting

1. Command and control

2. Warrant information

2. Administrativll procedures

1. Local police (1)
2. Department of Motor
Vehicles (2)

3. Field interview information
3. NCIC (2)

4. Finger prints

4. AUTOS"."ATIS (2)

5. Stolen property

5. PiN (2)

6. Pawn broker records
Los Angeles County Sheriff
Optimum Record Automation for Court
and Law Enforcement (ORACLE)
1. Law enforcement records
2. Finger prints
3. Photographic
4. Traffic violations
5. Arrests an d breaki ngs

6. Jail populations
7. Prisoner movements

1. Statewide criminal justice
systems (1)
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Telephone System Configurations

V.2.2.1 One-or Two-Number Systems
Police departments require three distinct types of telephone service for:

J

I
I

•
Incoming complaint calls
•
Incoming administrative or business calls
•
OL:tgoing calls of all types
There must always be enough trunk lines available so that incoming administrative and outgoing calls do not use Ci!1 the lines for incoming emergency and complaint calls. A department should lease enough trunk lines to handle the anticipated loads. It may use one or more
trunk lines on the "emergency number" for all police calls or it may also establish a separate
group of trunk lines on a second, 50-called "administrative" number for callers who do not
want emergency service. The lines on the "administrative" number can be used for olltgoing
calls without tying up any of the "emergency number" trunk Iines. 2
Several different types of lines are avaHable and in use by police departments. These
are described in Section IV.2.6 of Chapter IV. These lines terminate at the department in
one of the following types of equipment, also described mure fully in Section IV.2.6:
•
Push-button or "key" telephone set for a small number of incom ing
lines
•
CALL-DI RECTOR*, a push-button telephone set for a larger number of
incoming lines
•
Private Branch Exchange (PBX) for larger police telephone systems.
This may be a manual switchboard (manual for both incoming and
outgoing calls), or may provide automatic dialing for only outgoing
calls. It may be provided with a Centrex system, which in addition,
allows direct inward dialing to an extension. A PBX with Centrex
capability must usually be implemented for all departments and
agencies of a municipal government.
V.2.2.2 Complaint Processing Procedures
Incoming complaint calls from c!tizens which require dispatching police personnel to a
particular location may be handled in several different ways. However, no matter which
way is chosen, the steps in any process are basically the same. The difference between any
one process and another depends on the way the individual stGpS are performed. They may

*Registered Service mark of the Bell System.
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all be done by a single operator or distributed among as many as three operators as well
as automatic telephone switching equipme~t. The steps in processing a complaint call are:
1.

Receive the call on telephone equipment terminating incoming trunk
lines

2.

Switch caller to complaint operator

11

,

Record the complaint
4.

Transfer the complaint information to radio dispatcher

5.

Dispatch the appropriate police personnel

A complaint that does not result in the eventual dispatch of a patrol may be directed to the
appropriate department personnel at anyone of these steps. The caller may be switched to
another extension to talk to a particular member of the department, the complaint may be
recorded and referred to a member of the department other than the radio dispatcher, or it
may be recorded forfuture action or information storage. In the first case the complaint
call is handled the same as a business or administrative call-it is routed through the department telephone system to the proper extension. In the other cases, a voice record ing or a
written record may be made and stored, or it may be passed on to the appropriate personnel
in the department for immediate or future action.
The simplest means for carrying out the above steps is to have a single person be the

\

switchboard operator, complaint operator, and radio dispatcher. Because no message switching or physical transfer of information is required for the complaint to reach the dispatcher,
this method is very efficient and, in fact, is the method used by many smaller departments.
When the work load becomes too great for one operator/dispatcher, the calls can be
divided among two or more operator/dispatchers who each have the same duties. The process
could also be divided by giving different duties to each operator. The latter, two-stage
process, for example, would have a switchboard operator execute Steps 1 and 2, and a separate complaint operator/dispatcher carry out Steps 3, 4, and 5. With this arrangement, the
first operator only switches the caller to the complaint operator/dispatcher and is not required to transfer any information. The main advantage is that callers who do not wish to
talk to a complaint operator can be routed to another member of the department or handled
by the switchboard operator without taking up the time of a complaint operator/dispatcher.
Another way to make this a two-stage process is to combine the switchboard and
complaint operator functions in one person, while using separate radio dispatchers. In this
case the switchboard operator/complaint operator records the pertinent complaint information and sends this to the radio dispatchers. The transfer may be made by messenger,

1
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conveyor belt, pneumatic tube, other mechanical devices or by manual transfer of complaint memos to the dispatcher. Many calls to a police department do not result in the
dispatch of a patrol; these take the dispatcher's time away from the operation of the radio
system. The advantage of this arrangement is that the dispatcher is not distracted by complainants. The disadvantage of this arrangement is that some time elapses between the recording of the complaint and its receipt by the dispatcher. Since the information is second
hand, there is also a possibility for error. Oftentimes departments using this arrangement
make provision for switching urgent calls directly to the radio dispatcher in order to reduce
the time lapse and the possibility for error.
Finally, the process may be divided into three stages by assigning switchboard operation, complaint taking and dispatching to three separate individuals. In this case, complaint
operators are not burdened with business and administrative calls, while radio dispatchers
are again insulated from handling matters not requiring the radio system. The main drawback is the possibility of increasing the time delay between arrival of a complaint call and
action by the dispatcher to radio information to the field forces.
In each of these arrangements, some of the message switching functions can be performed automatically rather than by an operator, especially if a Centrex system is used.
This will reduce the switchboard-operator load compared to that for a manual system.
However, it shifts some of the responsibility for finding the correct extension number from
the switchboard operator to the public.
Only the most obvious features of these various arrangements have been discussed.
The choice among them depends on other factors, including the volume of complaints and

,
<,

other calls to the department, the volume of radio messages, the size of the population and
area being served, the size of the police department, the nature of the demands made on the
department by the community, the organization of the department, its record system, and
the boundaries of the telephone exchanges in the community. No single rule-of-thumb can
be stated to make the choice an automatic one. Departments of a wide range of sizes in
different areas of the country successfully use everyone of these arrangements for handling
complaint calls. Nevertheless, general experience indicates that communities with populations below about 40,000 to 50,000 normally use one person for all five steps. Communities
with populations between about 50,000 and 100,000 generally use two. The addition of the
second person is made only during the busiest shift for the departments near the lower end
of this range. When the population is near or beyond 100,000, a third person is usually
added to the busy shift, and as community size increases, more personnel is added to the
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other shifts. The more people are employed in the communication center the more likely it
is that the complement on each shift will differ according to the system's needs. There are,

1

of course, many exceptions to these guidelines, caused by particu!ar local conditions.
The decision to give additional personnel all the same duties or to divide the five step
process into two or three stages is less dependent on population size than on some of the
other factors mentioned above. The procedures outlined in Chapter VII, combined with
knowledge of a system's specific requirements and features, will aid in making this choice.
V.2.3

Radio System Network Configurations

The base-mobile radio system of a police department is, for most departments, part of
a network in which frequencies, physical facilities or personnel functions are shared. The
typE'S of systems that we are considering are treated in terms of networks that generally
include more than one department. In this presentation, therefore, a system with only one
department becomes a particular example of the more general case. The basic factors which
characterize a base-mobile radio network have been presented in Section IV.l.3 of Chapter
IV. The five trade-offs that the basic factors give rise to are listed as:
1.

Dispersed or central location of dispatching points

2

Dispersed or central location of base station equipment

3.

Single-frequency or multi-frequency channels

4.

Single-channel or multi-channel networks

5.

Simplex or duplex operation of channels

All possible combinations of these five parts result in 32 unique network configurations. A
cursory examination of the resulting configurations shows that eight of the thirty-two can be
immediately eliminated because they specify a one-channel duplex link, which is impossible
with commercially available equipment. The remaining 24 network configurations are listed
in Table V-2, in which a network number is assigned to each unique combination. The 24
networks are shown in diagrammatic form in Figs. V-2 through V-25. Figure V-1 is the legend
of the symbols and notations used in the diagrams. It is assumed that the dispatching centers
are either in the same building as the base transmitting and receiving equipment or connected
to them by land lines or the like. It is also assumed that there are at least two mobile units
operating on each channel.
The network configurations are generated by choosing either one or the other of the
alternatives in the five areas. While it is possible to have networks with both alternativese.g., inclusion of both simplex and duplex channels-what is learned from the study of each
of the 24 networks separately is extendable to these other possibilities.
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Table V-2

J

Possible Network Configurations for Five Trade-Offs
Dispatching
Personnel
Network
Number

Central

1
2

Dispersed

Radio
Equipment

Central

Dispersed

Channel

Network

OneMultiOneF(equency Frequency Channel

3
4

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

5
6
7
8

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

9
10
11
12

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

MultiChannel

Simplex

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

17
18
19
20

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

21
22
23
24

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

13
14
15
16

Duplex

X

X

X
X

X
X

Operation

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

The most commonly encountered network configurations are those described in Chapter III. A single-frequency simplex system may be Network Type No.6, 12, 18 or 24, depending on whether dispatching personnel and base station radio equipment are centrally
located or dispersed. By far the largest number fall into the Network No.6 category, in
which each department has its own dispatching point and radio equipment located apart
from other departments on the network.
A significant feature of this configuration is that with no special arrangement, the same
transmission can be heard by every receiver within range of the unit sending it. An example
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Base station transmitting and receiving equipment.

Base station transmitting and receiving equipment, transmitting
on frequencies f 1 and f~.

Mobile unit transmitting and receiving equipment.

Dispatching location with personnel and communication center
equipment other than transmitters and receivers.

Dispatchar

Repeater station transmitting and receiving equipment.

f,

Z
0

..-

-

Duplex radio channel using two frequencies, f 1 and f 2 •

Z
f.
f,

z...

.-

Simplex channel using two frequencies, fl and f 2 •

5

-

Z

-

Z

f.

f,
f,

-

Simplex channel using one frequency, fl .
Fig. V-l

Legend to Network Diagrams
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Dispersed Dispatching Personnel
Dispersed Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
Multi-Channel Network
Duplex
Fig. V-2

Network No.1

Dispersed Dispatching Personnel
Dispersed Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
One-Channel Network
Duplex
Fig. V-4

Network No.3

Dispersed Dispatching Personnel
Dispersed Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
Multi-Channel Network
Simplex
Fig. V-3

Network No.2

Dispersed Dispatching Personnel
Dispersed Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
One-Channel Network
Simplex
Fig. V-5

Network No.4
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r:b

I
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~
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~

~

Dispersed Dispatching Personnel
Dispersed Radio Equipment
One-Frequency Channel
Multi-Channel Network
Simplex
Fig. V-6

Network No.5

Dispersed Dispatching Personnel
Central Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
Multi-Channel Network
Duplex
Fig. V-8

Network No.7

Dispersed Dispatching Personnel
Dispersed Radio Equipment
One-Frequency Channel
One-Channel Network
Simplex
Fig. V-7

Network No.6

Dispersed Dispatching Personnel
Central Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
Multi-Channel Network
Simplex
Fig. V-9

Network No.8
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Dispersed Dispatching Personnel
Central Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
One-Channel Network
Duplex
Fig. V-10

Network No.9

Dispersed Dispatching Personnel
Central Radio Equipment
One-Frequency Channel
Multi-Channel Network
Simplex
Fig. V-12

Network No. 11

Dispersed Dispatching Personnel
Central Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
One-Channel Network
Simplex
Fig. V-11

Network No.1 0

Dispersed Dispatching Personnel
Central Radio Equipment
One-Frequency Channel
One-Channel Nelwork
Simplex
Fig. V-13

Network No. 12
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~
Central Dispatching Personnel
Dispersed Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
Multi-Channel Network
Duplex

Central Dispatching Personnel
Dispersed Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
Multi-Channel Network
Simplex

Fig. V-14

Fig. V-15

Network No. 13

Network No. 14

Central Dispatching Personnel
Dispersed Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
One-Channel Network
Duplex

Central Dispatching Personnel
Dispersed Radio Equipment
MUlti-Frequency Channel
One-Channel Network
Simplex

Fig. V-16

Fig. V-17

NetworkNo.15

Network No. 16

1
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Central Dispatching Personnel
Dispersed Radio Equipment
One-Frequency Channel
Multi-Channel Network
Simplex
Fig. V-18

Network No. 17

Central Dispatching Personnel
Central Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
Multi-Channel Network
Duplex
Fig. V-20

Network No. 19

Central Dispatching Personnel
Dispersed Radio Equipment
One-Frequency Channel
One-Channel Network
Simplex
Fig. V-19

Network No. 18

Centra! Dispatching Personnel
Central Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
Multi-Channel Network
Simplex
Fig. V-21

Network No. 20
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Central Dispatching Personnel
Central Radio Equipment
Multi-Frequency Channel
One-Channel Network
Duplex

Central Dispatching Personnel
Central Radio Equipment
MUlti-Frequency Channel
One-Channel Network
Simplex

I

Fig. V-22

Network No. 21

~

Fig. V-23

Network No. 22

~

~.

~.

'~

'~

~

/\
,

-I'
~

Central Dispatching Personnel
Central Radio Equipment
One-Frequency Channel
Multi-Channel Network
Simplex
Fig.

V~24

Network No. 23

Central Dispatching Personn'"
Central Radio Equipment
One-Frequency Channel
One-Channel Network
Simplex
Fig. V-2S

Network No. 24
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of how this configuration works is shown in Fig. V-26. If Officer Smith calls his base station,
not only does the base station hear his call, but Officers Jackson and Jones may hear it too.
Of course, they also hear the base station when it answers Smith's call. This listening arrangement is important for two reasons:
•

Officers Jones and Jackson know what Smith is doing and where he is,
which is tactically and psychologically important

•

Officers Jones and J:lckson know that Smith is talking to the base station
and that they cannot use their radios to transmit while Smith and the
base stadon are tal king

OffIcer SMITH

OffIcer ..tONES

OffIcer JACKSON

Fig. V·26

Single-Frequency Simplex Operation

The second point is crucial in preventing radio interference from Jones and I ac;kson. In
any single-frequency simplex network which must be shared (as practically all are), each
user must know when someone else is sending a message.
A two-frequency simplex system may be Network Type No.4, 10, 16 or 22. Network
:\lo. 4, with dispersed dispatching and base radio equipment is again the most frequently used
configuration. To see why this system is popular * in some cases, look at the example in
Fig. V-27. Suppose we hlVe two nearby police departments with radio systems in the cities
of Jamestown and Elmvil!e.
Both cities use a two-frequency simplex radio system and both base stations broadcast
on frequency f 1 and their cars broadcast on f 2' The transm itters at both base stations are
considerably more powerful than the cars' transmh:ters and the antenna:; are higher. Suppose

*FCC Regulations require that all systems in the UHF-band be two-frequency systems.

439-911 0 - 71 - 10
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Officer SMITH

q~¥~

c~~
Offlcer.JONES

~..-----'---~

\

Fig. V-27

Two-Frequency Simplex Operation

that the two cities were using the single-frequency simplex system. If the Jamestown dispatcher were listening to Officer Jones on f1 ' and the Elmville dispatcher were talking to
Officer Schulz of their department at the same time-also on f1 -then, most likely, ail that
the Jamestown dispatcher would hear would be the Elmville dispatcher talking to Schulz.
(Radio waves know no city boundaries and the transmitter at the Elmville headquarters is
more powerful than that in Jones' mobile unit.) This is an undesirable situation. To avoid
this, the two-frequency simplex system shown in Fig. V-27 was adopted by Jamestown and
Elmville. With this system it is impossible for the ElmviJIe dispatcher to interfere with the
Jamestown dispatcher's reception (and vice versa), be-cause they transmit and receive on
separate frequencies. For this reason, this system is desirable in densely populated areas
with many police departments.
This system has some drawbacks, though. For example, if Officer J ones transmits to
the Jamestown base station, Officer Smith cannot hear him unless he has an additional radio
receiver in his car to listen to frequency f 2' Another way of avoiding this problem is to have
the base station rebroadcast on its frequency f1 everything it receives on the mobile frequency
f 2 so that Officer Smith can hear what Jones is saying. This requires the system to be halfduplex. The base station is then operating as a mobile relay.
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A system using a two-frequency remote repeater is a special case of a two-frequency
simplex system. The most common arrangement is that shown in Fig. V-28. The repeater
station operates in the duplex mode, but the base and mobile stations may be simplex. The
base stations in such a network do not need to transmit a more powerful signal than the

1

mobile units, since

~he

repeater is used to cover the entire service area. The only transmis-

sion on frequency f2 is that of the repeater station. All base station and mobile unit
receivers are tuned to f 2 . Therefore, only one transmission between mobile and base or
between mobiles can be completed at any given moment. This is an important limitation.
For example, in Networks No.4 and 6 simultaneous use of the channel by two units is
possible, if there is sufficient separation for the FM capture effect to playa role. However,
it is not possible in the repeater system of Fig. V-28. For full duplex operation th,"ough a
repeater station, four frequencies would be required for the channel. In this case, the base
station would transmit on f 1 , which is then repeated on f2 to be received by the mobiles.
The mobiles would transmit on f3' which is repeated on f4 to be received by the base.

7 f.

5

5

f, 7

Of.patchor

f,

L--

I

Fig. V-28

Remote Repeater Network

Dispersed
Dispatching
Personnel
Dispersed Radio
Equipment
Multi-Frequency
Channel
One-Channel
Network
Simplex
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Two separate base stations are shown in this system. The same arrangement may, how-

ever, be used by a single department having just one base station, as well as by many departments with separate base stations. Other configurations are also possible, depending on the
particular needs of the system. If two distant service areas are to be covered, the base station
and repeater may transmit on the same frequency, fl ' and both receive on f 2 . This may be
desirable where a mountain ridge separates two areas and acts to shield one from radio transmissions in the other. The repeater may then be linked to the base station by wire lines or a
microwave system (see Section IV.2.4 and Appendix B).
A multi-channel system is illustrated in Fig. V-29. Each channel in the network may be
either a single-frequency channel (as in Networks No.5, 11, 17 and 23) or a multi-frequency
channel (as in Networks No.1, 2, 7, 8, 13, 14, 19 and 20). Some of these networks (such as
Nos. 1 and 2) look like two independent networks, with separate equipment, channels and
dispatching. If they share an administrative structure, however, they are in fact a single network.

6

Zan. 4

~

City

,r----'-------,Wld./

6
Zone 1

Police
Headquarters

Zone 3

Zone 2

City

Fig. V-29

Multi-Channel Operation

If

I
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There are two basic ways of organizing a multi-channel system:

•

The various frequencies can be used for different types of police

•

The various frequencies can be used in geographically separate

)

details, such as detective squad, traffic control, and routine beat
patrols
parts of the city and each can be operated separately

In reality, most systems are a combination of both. In Fig. V-29, the city is divided into
four zones, each with its own transmitter and frequency. In some cases, radio coverage of
the entire city is desirable, so the police have installed a city-wide channel located atop the
police headquarters in the heart of the city. This system corresponds to Network No. 17 if
each ",hannel is single-frequency simplex. If the zone channels are two-frequency duplex or
simplex channels, the diagrams, respectively, of Networks No. 13 or 14 describe the configuration.
V.2.3.1

Network Co-Channel Interference Characteristics*

Any network that has more than one transmitter on a given frequency is susceptible to
co-channel interference from one of the other transmitters. We shall call this a failure. The
extent to which this occurs depends on the structure of the network. Within a network there
are four possible modes of failure due to co-channel interference: 3
B1

Failure of a base station to receive a transmission intended for it due

B2

to interference from another base station.
Failure of a base station to receive a transmission intended for it due
to interference from a mob:ii.; unit.

Ml

Failure of a mobile unit to receive a transmission intended for it due
to interference from another base station.

M2

Failure of a mobile unit to receive a transmission intended for it due
to interference from another mobile unit.

The failure modes t~:J which each network is susceptible are presented
in Table V·3. From this table, it can be seen that 01/ of the networks are
susceptible to B2 failure because 01/ have at least two mobile units on each
frequency, meaning that there will a/ways be at least one free mobile which
is capable of producing interference by coming on the air. Two networks,

*Interference which is not co-channel, such as intermodulation, adjacent channel, etc., is discussed in Appendix C.
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Nos. 6 and 78, are susceptible to all four modes of failure because all
bases and mobiles share the same frequency. In those networks containing two-frequency channels, mobile-to-moNle communications by
mobile use of the base frequency leads to possible M2 failure. The
use of two-channel receivers in the mobile for this purpose does not
lead to this failure mode.
The co-channel interference failure modes can be eliminated by
separating the interfering transmitters geographically from the
receivers. The separation required depends on the equipment and
terrain characteristics peculiar to each situation. A general indication
of the approximate distances required may be obtained by assuming
typical characteristics. Suppose the coverage area for two networks
is-a 20 mile radius from each base station over lossy, curved earth with
no obstructions or telTain irregularities. Assume receiver sensitivities
of -743 dBW (that is, 0.5 microvolts across 50 ohms) in the mobile
units and base stations, transmitter powers of 30 watts into the
antennas at the base station, and 7.5 watts into the antennas for the
mobile units. * Base station antenna heights are assumed to be 750 feet
with 6dB antenna gain, and six feet for the mobile units with 2dB gain.
Then the minimum separations required between base stations (or
mobile units) to eliminate the indicated co-channel failure mode are: 4
These are approximate distances for a typical set of conditions.
They depend on antenna heights and gains, transmitter RF power,
receiver sensitivity and capture ratio, and terrain. The distances will
vary for particular systems. They must either be calculated using the
specifications of each system, or obtained by actual field-strength
measurements.

l

A

"'"

*The powers given are the RF power output of the transmitters, not the DC input to the final stage.

()
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Table V-3
Co-Channel Interference Failure Modes
Possible Failure
Modes
B2
Ml
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Network
B1
1

r

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
;9
20
21
22
23
24

X

X

M2

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Table V-4
Minimum Separation Distances for Eliminating Co-Channel Interference
SEPARATION
Failure
Mode
B1
82
Ml
M2

150 MHz
Band
(miles)
72

30
50
8*

450 MHz
Band
(miles)
58
26
46
8*

*This is the minimum distance between two mobile units to eliminate
co-channel interference between them.
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V.2.3.2

Network Co-Channel Interference Prevention

Co-channel interference among users of a network is affected by the network structure.
Interference from signals at nearby frequencies, resulting in adjacent channel, intermodulation or other such interference is more closely related to equipment and environmental

L

characteristics than to network structure. Therefore, that kind of interference is discussed
in Appendix C.
Co-channel interference may be prevented by separating the interfering signals in frequency, time or space.
We will consider the possible methods for minimizing interference in the most commonly employed networks. We shall talk in terms of the base cho1!'1 " that frequency on
which the base transmits to the mobiles; and the mobile channel, that frequency on which
the mobiles transmit to the base. The two frequencies are, of course, the same in a singlefrequency system.

Frequency isolation in the base channel is possible in those networks which have only one base station on the same transmitting
frequency and also have nu mobiles transmitting on that frequency.
In these networks, the base stations have clear channels for transmission, and the mobiles are separated in frequency from the base
station. Since it is assumed that there are at least two mobiles on
each mobile transmitting frequency in each network, frequency
separation of the mobiles from each other is impo<;sible in any of the
networks. Frequency separation between mobiles assigned to base
stations belonging to different departments is potentially more important, however, than isolation between mobiles within a department.
This kind of separation is possible if enough frequencies are available
in an area. For example, in Network No.3, the mobiles from two
base stations use the same frequency; this is not as desirable from an
interference viewpoint as Network No.7, in which the mobiles
attached to the two bases use separate frequencies (see Figs. V-2 and
V-4).
Time separation is possible in all of the networks on the base
channel. However, in networks with one-frequency channels,
synchronization or cooperation of all dispatchers and mobiles on
the channel is necessary; otherwise interference will occur. Time

1
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separation on the mobile channel is impossible in all of the networks
(assuming that more than one mobile is on the mobile channe!), unless
some sort of synchronization or cooperation between mobiles takes
place. Of course, this often happens in present systems where one
mobile waits for another to end his transmission before beginning his
own transmission. However, this type of cooperation is limited in
:,etworks which have mobiles from more than one department sharing
the same frequency; the cooperation within a sing/e department is
more easily controlled and structured.
Another limiting factor in the use of time separation is that in
many networks the mobile operators cannot hear each other. In that
case, they have to guess by listening to the base channel and deducing
when a mobile is transmitting. Understandably, this method of time
sharing a channel is only partially successful.
Space separation on the base channel is possible in only one way:
geographic separation of base stations on the same frequency. Separation must be great enough to eliminate interference between stations
in any desired reception area. The required separation distances depend
primarily on transmitter powers, antenna height and antenna gain.
Thus, reducing each of these to cover only the actual desired reception
area is important.
Space separation on the mobile channel is not possible in a system
with more than one mobile unit, since some units will always be closer
to the base station receiver than others.
Preventing interference on the mobile channel is difficult. In all of
the networks, frequency separation is impossible because there are
several mobiles on the same channel and sometimes the base station is
also on that channel. Time separation is possible only through the
cooperation of other mobiles and bases on the channel. Space isolation
is possible only when all other mobiles and bases are beyond the interference range, which will rarely occur. The conclusion to be drawn is
that for the mobile channel, time separation is the only feasible way of
preventing interference.
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Time separation on the mobile channel depends exclusively on the
operating procedures of personnel in the field. No circuit arrangements
can be used by mobile units to supplement the radio channel itse/f-a
possibility that does exist for the base channel. Therefore, the rules and
courtesies governing the use of the mobile channel are of prime importance.
The rules themselves will not be given here, since the Public Safety
Communications Standard Operating Procedures Manuals discusses these
in detail. We stress, however, the need for observing these rules and
observing them uniformly. If some users of a channel do not follow the
agreed procedures the ability to efficiently time-share the channel will be
seriously impaired, with the result that there will be increased competition
for air time. This increases the interference experienced by users and
causes them to repeat transmissiol7s in order to complete an entire
message. Thus an already heavy volume of message traffic increases just
to maintain the same amount of information flow. The process escalates
on busy channels and can lead to a communication breakdown. These are
usually short in duration, for if no one is'communicating successfully, the
natural reaction is to stop and then try again. However, even a short
breakdown is serious in police communication, where mpid response is
essential and seconds of communication delay can hal'e serious consequences
(see Section V.3.2 on Communication System Response Time).
Time separation on the base channel can be aided by utilizing an
additional communication path between base stations. If dispatching is
centralized each dispatcher can easily be informed that the base channel
is occupied. The audio (and visual) communication between dispatchers
in the same room may be sufficient, or it can be aided by indicator lights
at each position.
If dispatchers are physically dispersed in different rooms, in different
buildings. or even different departments, the audio and indicator light
information can be transmitted over land line circuits between base stations.
With this scheme, each department involved would operate its own complete
base station. Thus each dispatcher can be informed that the base channel is
in use without depending on monitoring of the channel itself. Further, the
identity of the base station user can be displayed. This reduces the
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unneces.<ary competition that frequently results in destructive interference to transmissions in progress during busy periods. In short, the
competition takes place on the supplementary audio circuit between
base stations rather than on the air in order that they may agree on
who should be the next user of the base station channel. This arrangement can also be equipped with an interlock-with-override feature thot
prevents any dispatcher from operating his transmitter if one of the
others is in use. If such interlocks are employed each dispatcher can
also be equipped with an override capability which allows Nfl', in
eff<?ct, to defeat the interlock if he has reason to do so.
If dispatching is dispersed, but a common base station transmitter
is used, such an interlock feature is mandatory. In its simplest form an
override capability is not included. However, various schemes to provide it could be implemented if the need warrants the increased cost
and complexity.
Co-channel interference prevention is most difficult in Network
No.6, the most commonly USE:d configuration. Here, all the users
operate independently on the same frequency. Thus, time separation
is the only means of preventing interference. This requires the cooperation of the users. In practice this often depends on the effectiveness of the administrative organization of the network, the operating
procedures, rules and regulations, and the quality of training given the
dispatchers and patrolmen.
In a two-frequency simplex network configuration, such as
Network No.4, interference can be prevented by time separation
and by space separation of base stations. Because base-to-base interference (B 1 failure mode) is not possible in this configuration, base
stations need not be as far apart as in a single-frequency system (Network No.6). In the example given in Table V-4, the minimum base
station separation distance for Network No.4 is 50 miles in the 150
MHz band, while for Network No.6 it is 72 miles.
In a remote repeater system of the type shown in Fig. V-28, the
main interference failure mode between separate systems is when a
mobile receiver in one system is interfered with by the repeater station
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transmitter of the other. The problem is solved if the mobile and base
station receivers within interference range of the repeater station are
tuned to a different frequency than the repeater station transmitter.
Thus) either frequency or space separation can prevent interference
between two networks where one is a remote repeater system. Within
the system) however) time separation is required. Signals from base
stations transmitting to the repeater station compete equally with the
mobile transmissions. (The base station transmitters can be made more
powerful) however) to give them an advantage in capturing the repeater
station receiver.) If the base stations are connected to the repeater station
by wire line or microwave link) they can be given priority over mobiles.
A multi-channel network such as No. I J) 74 or 77 eliminates interference between zones by frequency separation. Each zone uses a different
frequency (or pair of frequencies). MuniGipal multi-channel networks
which use central dispatching do not) ordinarily) cover a wide enough
area to permit the same frequency to be used in two zones that are
geographically separated. However) county-wide or state wide systems
may permit this) especially if terrain features provide some radio isolation
between the zones.
V.2.3.3 Miscellaneous Network Characteristics
Among the important attributes of police radio networks are their performance under
heavy message loads) their area coverage characteristics) and the possibility of direct mobileto-mobile and base-to-base communication.

Performance under Heavy Load is a measure of how well a network
can handle the communications load caused by regular peak periods and
special emergencies. This performance is largely dependent on the configuration of the channels within the network and also the organization
of the network itself. A network with several channels operated in a
duplex mode is judged to have the best performance. Single-channel,
single-frequency simplex networks are the most widely used. However)
the "spiralling" effect discussed in Section V.2.4) which may occur under
heavy load) is an undesirable characteristic which degrades its heavy load
performance.

II.

1
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In general, those networks with dispersed transmitting and receiving
equipment are judged to have the best coverage characteristics. Central
grouping of transmitters forces coverage of larger areas than needed in
many cases. Use of dispersed transmitters, on the other hand, can allow
efficient coverage of small or odd-shaped areas. Reliable radio coverage of
an area from several transmitter sites may enable each to employ less
power and lower antenna heights than if a single transmitter were to cover
the entir"e area. Thus, the potential of interference to other networks
using the same frequencies is reduced.
In all of the networks) a direct mobile-to-mobile link exists only when
the channels are single-frequency. In those networks with two-frequency
channels) mobiles can be linked with each other by rebroadcast of the
incoming mobile transmissions over the base channel. This capability can
be added to a two-frequency system by making the base end of the channel
duplex, thus allowing broadcast simultaneously with reception. This
rebroadcast has the disadvantage, especially during peak hours, of loading
the base channel. During those hours) dispatchers may find it necessary to
delete the rebroadcast mode. Another way to achieve the mobile-mobile
link, if required) is to have monitoring receivers in the mobiles for the
required channel or channels. Yet another way to at..hieve this link is to
use two-frequency transmitters in the mobiles) the second frequency being the
same as the mobile receiver frequency.
The base-to-base link is necessary only in networks with dispersed placement of dispatching paints. In those networks the links can be established
(if desired) by installation of monitoring receivers on the appropriate channels) providing the separation of the bases is not too great. Telephone and
teletypewriter systems provide alternatives to radio links between bases.
A separate point-to-point or microwave channel also provides a base-to-base
link for a certain c/05S of messages in many areas of the country.

•

V.2.4

Considerations in the Design of Radio Networks

V.2.4.1 Type of Channel
In any network, the types of channels which are used greatly affect its suitabiiity to the
needs of its users. Therefore, it is worthwhile to consider the characteristics of channels by
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themselves apart from any network, in an effort to define their

influe~lce

within a net-

work.
The two basic tradeoffs which one must consider in selection of a radio channel for
police telecommunication are:
1.

S:iould the channel contain one, two or more frequencies?

2.

Should the operation of the channel be one-way, simplex or duplex?

While there are some special situations in which more than two frequencies are used in
one channel, these seem to be unusual cases requiring individual consideration. Therefore,
channels with more than two frequencies will not be discussed. The combinations of the
remaining tradeoffs yield the following six possibilities:
1.

A single-frequency one-way channel

2.

A single-frequency simplex channel

3.

A single-frequency duplex channel

4.

A two-frequency one-way channel

5.

A two-frequency simplex channel

6.

A two-frequency duplex channel

Of these combinations, number three is impossible, and number four is uneconomical, since

1

it uses two frequencies for a one-way channel which could just as well use one frequency.
Number six includes the possibility. of either half-duplex (duplex at the base station only) or
full duplex. The latter is rarely used in police radio systems. Therefore, only the half-duplex
channel will be discussed. The four possibilities considered individually for their applicability
to police telecommunication requirements are thtrefore:
Single-frequency simplex .::hannel in which the mobiles time-share

the same frequency. At any given time, communication in only
one direction is possible.
Two-frequency simplex channel in which the base transmits on one

frequency and the mobiles another. At any given tir.le communication in only one direction is possible.
Two-frequency half-duplex channel in which two transmitting fre-

quencies are used, one by the base and one by the mobiles. At any
given time the base can both transmit and receive.
Single-frequency one-way channel in which one frequency is used in

a broadcast mode and communication is in one direction only.

.~
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In general, a single-frequency simplex channel is suited to the needs of users whose
mobile units must communicate with each other at locations which are out of range of the
base station,6 because it is the only type which offers direct mobile-to-mobile communications. However, this capability can be obtained with the other types by addition of a twofrequency transmitter or receiver to the mobiles for mobile-base or mobile-mobile operation.
This type of channel requires the least possible spectrum space since it uses only one frequency. However, as was noted in Table V-3, this type of channel is prone to all four cochannel interference failure modes.

r

I

In addition, the channel can suffer "spiralling" to a greater extent
than the other types. Spiralling is the effect which occurs when the
failure rate in the channel increases, causing more messages to be
repeated, causing more failures, more repeats, etc. Channel/oading
becomes unstable due to this effect if user demand is not reduced. 7
Usually this effect does not last long, however, due to changes in operation of the /, 1k by the users, e.g., shortening of message lengths,
elimination of messages, etc. Under heavy loading, a network comprised of one-frequency simplex channels tends to become a network
in which communication is dominated by the base channel. This is
because the 87 failure mode produces severe limiting of reception on
the mobile channel. 8
A two-frequency simplex channel is operationally betcer suited if a base station is in
near-constant communication with a fle':t. of .•JObHe units and shares the channel with other
similar users suitably separated geographl':;Zllly.9 This channel type is susceptible to the 82
failure mode (as are all types) and also

'i.{)

the Ml railure mode if more than one base station

broadcasts on the same frequency within interference range. From the spectrum usage
standpoint, although the channel uses two frequencies, it is good for areas requiring densely
packed stations. This follows because it is not subject to the 81 failure mode, and the large
~pace

I

r
~

separation of bases in order to avoid B1 failure is not necessary.

There is no direct mobile-to-mobile link with the two-frequency
simplex channel, but if it is needed it can be obtained by addition of
recet/ers in the mobiles to receive mobile transmissions or by addition
of a second mobile transmitting frequency. Due to the absence of the
87 failure mode, this channel type holds up well under heavy loading
and does not tend to become one-way as does a single-frequency
simplex channel.
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In a two-frequency half-duplex system, the two frequencies are spaced far enough apart

to permit simultaneous reception and transmission by the base station. This type of system
is susceptible to B2 and M1 failure modes, as is the two-frequency simplex system. Mobileto-mobile communication is possible by operating the base station as a mobile relay and retransmitting mobile messages. The B1 failure mode does not exist, so that separation of
bases can be reduced from that required for one-frequency simplex.

It is likely that duplex can offer some savings in channel usage time
compared to a two..-frequency simp/ex channel, but simultaneou's transmission and rect:ption by the base probably occurs only a small percentage of the time. Thus, half-duplex does not substantially decrease channel
congestion when compared to two-frequency simplex operation.
An important asset of half-duplex is that the dispatcher maintains
absolute control of the network at all times, with the result that the
system stands up well under heavy loading. If a mobile unit and base
station transmit simultaneoLJsly,neither call is completely lost with halfduplex operation. There is a human feedback effect that tends to +ie
the two users more closely together, as in face-to-face conversation; this
does not exist so distinctly in simplex systems.
The half-duplex system lends itself well to the use of mobile relays,
whIch simply retransmit any signal received. Thi<; can lead to excellent
base and mobile coverage. With mobile relays, monitoring ability is
?xcellent, since mobile transmissions are repeated and can be heard by
a:'1 Jsers; this leads to good cooperation. An additional receiver or transmitter can be installed in the mobiles as another means to provide mobileto-mobile communication.
The one-frequenc), one-way channel is suited only to specialized purposes within a
police network. Such a channel can best be used for broadcast of information to which no
reply is necessary. An example might be broadcasts to mo:,!le teleprinters, provided no
replies are required. A separate voice channel might supply this requirement. Since fast
access time to such a channel is generally not necessary, channel occupancy can be high.

V.2.4.1

Location of Base Station Transmitters and Receivers

An important aspect cf network design is the geographic location of the base station
transmitting and receiving equipment. The choice of placement of the equipment is usually
between centralized or dispersed location within the area which the network must serve.

1

1
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Networks with dispersed location of the radio equipment are very common in present

•

police communications. The dispersed stations offer the advantage of good geographic
coverage and the possibility of setting up zones. One frequency can be used more than
once if adequate space isolation is possible. Dispersed stations are also less vulnerable as a
group to disasters than a central complex-they offer a certain back-up capability.
In networks serving more than one department with centralized transmitting and receiving equipment, a major consideration is achieving adequate coverage. This may be more
difficult than in a system which has dispersed transmitters, especially where topographical
features such as hills or mountai.ns are present. A central location requires each channel to
cover the entire area served by the network, which may be unnecessary. The forced coverage of a large, essentially circular area makes the common spectrum-conserving practice of
repeating frequencies by means of geographic separation of bases more difficult. With
central receiving equipment the mobile units must have high power transmitters in order
for their signal to reach the central receiving point. However, "satellite" receivers can be
placed throughout the area to eliminate this problem. Such a system is .::haracterized as
hybrid, with centralized transmission arld dispersed reception.
Central transmission 1s useful for cases where all points coverage is required, such as for
network-wide emergency channels and possibly for a teleprinter system shard by all departments within the network.
V.2.4.3 Location and Organization of Dispatchers
The basic choice with regard to organization of the dispatching function in a network
is whether the dispatchers are to be located at a central point or whether they are to be
dispersed geographically throughout the area-usually at the headquarters of their respective
police departments or zone or district stations.
Central dispatching enables the functions of several dispatchers to be well organize:d
without the use of the radio system to bring it about. This can improve the communication
effectiveness and economic efficiency of dispatching in the network. Each dispatcher may
be responsible for his own zone, which in many cases will cover an entire community, or all
may handle calls for the entire area. Residents of the area covered by the network call the
police at a central number. The message is routed automatically or by a switchboard
operator to the next available dispatcher, or to the one who covers the zone in which the
call originates. The dispatching load can thus be equally distributed among several dispatchers. The number required is usually smaller than if the dispatchers are dispersed.
439-911 0 - 71 - 11
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Central dispatching can eliminate Bland M1 failure modes in the system by proper

coordination between dispatchers who have voice and sight contacts with each other. It
also eliminates base station-to-base station communication needs within the network, since
this will be handled internally.
Dispersed dispatching has the advantage of physically placing the dispatching personnel
in or near the area for which they are responsible. It also keeps the personnel under the
supervision of the department or district they serve. A further advantage of dispersed dispatching is that the widespread location of the dispatchers enables the system to avoid
catastrophic failure of the dispatching system such as might be caused by destruction of a
central location by fire, flood or other disaster.
For departments below a certain size, contribution of personnel or funds to a central
dispatching system may not be economical. This critical size has been found to be when the
population served is between approximately 20,000 and 25,000 in suburban communities
in large metropolitan areas. Central dispatching generally reduces the total number of dispatchers required by the network, but it may not reduce the number of personnel required
by small departments belonging to the network. A dispatcher in such departments may
also be record clerk, receptionist and secretary. Supplying dispatchers or funds to ace; Icral
system may then actually be an addition to the budget, and not a reduction. However,
even for small departments, the improvement in communication effectiveness and the
benefits of access to data terminals may outweigh the economic factors related to personnel.
On the other hand, the dispersed dispatched network generally cannot respond in as
organized a mannel as a centrally dispatched system to area-widf'; emergencies because of its
less highly organized structure. It is more prone to B1 and M1 in:-erf'erence than a central
dispatching network because dispatchers must rely on the radio system itself for contact with
each other.
The best dispatching arrangement for a group of departments in one network, or a large
department covering an extensive area depends on population size and distribution, the
geographic distribution of the radio service areas, as well as economic and political considerations. A network may find one or the other mode of dispatching, or a combination of both
to be most suitable.
V.2.5

Administrative Organization of Police Telecommunication Systems 10

The place of the communication unit in the police department, or in some cases outside
it, and the organization of the unit itself are discussed in this section.

,
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V.2.S.1 Organizational Placement
Considerable variation occurs in the placement of communication responsibilities in
police organizations. Typically, communication is thought of as a supporting service to all
line units, and therefore the persons fulfilling communication duties are assigned to a staff
section. l1 Occasionally, a Iine unit such as the patrol division also operates the communication system, on the basis that it is the largest "user" of the service. I n smaller departments,
overall communications f( ,Jonsibility may be found assigned to a knowledgeable individual
who performs this duty in addition to his primary task in some other function.
The expanded use in larger jurisdictions of radio communications by other municipal
departments has led in some cases to the creation of a centralized agency providing communications services to its users. The centralized agency obviously relieves the police
department of many of the administrative details involved, particularly in the technical
phases. There remains, however, even in this kind of organizational approach, the need for
establishing department control of the communications concerning police operations.
A step taken by mz.ny local governments, short of an autonomous communications
agency, is to assign to the police department responsibility for communications services in
all city agendes. This approach is usually an outgrowth of the police department's having
the first and largest system in the local government, and therefore seemingly in the best
position to provide a comprehensive service.
The police agency in smaller jurisdictions may find itself providing at least dispatching
services for these other city departments. The other departments may operate their own
control points for the radio system during normal business hours, then turn over "off-hour"
dispatching tasks to the police department because it is frequently the only agency operating
around the clock.
V.2.S.2 Unit Organization
The organization of the communications unit itself presents some problems due to the
nature of the personnel requirements for the routine complaint processing-dispatching function contrasted with the engineering-maintenance activity. If the department is responsible
for its own maintenance of equipment the chief engineer or technician may be under the
direction of the commanding officer of the communications unit or he may occupy a comparatively independent position in recognition of his professional training. Alternately, the
complaint processing function may be assigned to the "chief engineer."
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Viewed from the standpoint of the "communication system", organizational principles
require that responsibility for both the technical and non-technical phases be identified and
assigned beyond a simple desi6nation of "staff" activities or individual recognition. The
degree of specialization which appears inherent in the technical phase may justify separating
this unit from other communications functions within the same division, but coordination
and direction must still be afforded at a level below the chief administratorY
The organizational patterns which seem to have enjoyed success in various-sized departments are depicted in Fig. V-30 to illustrate the considerations mentioned. The smallest
departments, represented in "A," must rely on the desk officer to carry out communication
tasks in addition to many other duties which arise during his tour of duty. As the size of
the organization increases, the importance of proper handling of the complaint dispatching
process is refkcted in the number of personnel assigned to "specialties" and the concomitant
degree of supervision which must be afforded. Illustrations "B," "C" and "D" in Fig. V-30
reflect this growth.
It will be noted that in each of the partial structures shown the complaint processing is
centralized within a single department. This phase of communications must be so treated if
control is to be achieved. 13 One exception, of course, is in a jurisdiction such as a state
police agency where operations ,,:e conducted from substations. In this case, functional
control still remains at headquarters, with what amounts to staff supervision performed in
the field. The advent of private microwave or other "tie lines", however, enables even a centralized statewide communications system to function much in the same manner as a
municipal system.
Another exception shown in "E" of Fig. V-30, is in an agency that administers the telecommunication system for an entire community or for the police departments of several
communities. Such a centralized agency relieves the individual departments of many of the
administrative details and particularly the technical aspects of a system. In this kind of
organizational approach care must be exercised to maintain the proper degree of department
control of the communication operation. This may well be achieved through adequate
representation of each department on the agency's policy making body.
V.3

Requirements on a System
Numerous requirements and constraints are placed on a police telecommunication

system. Some are internally generated performance requirements; others are externally
imposed requirements. Examples of internal performance requirements are the time allowed
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for responding to a complaint, the reliability during continuous operation, and the system
flexibility with changing demands. The externally imposed requirements include the FCC
Rules alld Regulations, spectrum availability, legal constraints, and economic limitations.
Sources of Communication Requirements
The police department's communication functions are generated by communication
needs of the department's activities. These activities are responses to criminal offenses and
non-criminal complaints; performance of miscellaneous services (such as requests for
ambulances, reports of missing persons, fire department assistance, traffic control, etc.);
traffic law enforcement and traffic accident-related assistance. A survey of 50 midwestern
police departments14 showed that in 85 percent of the departments, over half of the department's activity concerned non-criminal complaints and miscellaneous services. Thus, more
communication activities are likely to be generated by non-criminal-related activities than by
criminal offenses.
V.3.1

One of the main factors determining the demands on a system are the large fluctuations
in complaint and message traffic over hourly, daily, weekly, monthly and yearly periods.
The number of radio and telephone messages changes from minute-to-minute. There
are five basic reasons for this fluctuation. They are:
'"
Chance occurrence of individual events requiring police services
•
Daily and weekly patterns of human activity
•
U'anges in those patterns due to seasonal and weather conditions
•
Special events which require police services
•
Catastrophe and emergency situations with related events requiring
pol ice services
The normal events which require police services are not equally spaced in time of occurrence throughout the day, week, or year. Over a year, a community may average one
traffic accident a day, but there may, at times, be three accidents within one hour. These
events occur randomly. The random nature of events requiring police services results in
uneven loading on the communication system.
The police telecommunication system is, of course, busier during certain hours of
each day and certain days of each week than it is during other time periods. For example,
weekday morning and evening traffic rush hours are busier times for the communication
system than the predawn hours. Since the activities of the people in the community change
according to fairly predictable patterns throughout the day and week, the communication
system's busy time periods can also be fairly well predicted.
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Figure V-31 graphically shows how a communication system's radio usage varies throughout the day. The data used to construct this figure were taken from the records of a suburban
police department which serves a population of about 30,000 people. The dep?rtment uses a
single,·frequency simplex system. It broadcasts to its own mobik units and can listen to 35
other base-station transmitters. Thus, the transmitter "On" times reflect the amount of one
department's activities while the receiver "On" times indicate the amount of 36 departments'
activities (the receivers are equipped with carrier squelch so they are only "On" when there
is a transmission to

re heard).

From the figure you can see that most radio usage per hour,

that is, the peak occupancy of the channel, occurred between mIdnight and 1 :00 AM, reach·
ing 86 percent. This is the sum of the transmitter and receiver "On" times during that hour.
The transmitter was on 4 percent or 2.4 minutes of the hour, while the receiver squelch was
broken 82 percent or 49.2 minutes of the hour. This was almost four times the channel
occupancy of the lightest hour from 0100 to 0200.
The patterns of activity also change over the year. For example, school vacations and,
in some communities, seasonal tourist attractions influence the police department's activities.
Also related to seasonal variations are weather conditions. Special events such as parades
and athletic events create special demands on the communication system. For example, the
communications are needed to coordinate police activities for directing and controlling
traffic. For larger events more than one police agency may be involved in those activities.
Since, the people attending the event increase the population which the department serves,
the likelihood that incidents requiring police services will occur also increases. Unlike
emergency situations, which will be discussed next, special events are known to the department in advance. The communication staff can plan for the additional load in that case.
DefIling what is meant by all emergency situation creates some difficulty. Many of the
situations ,.,olice normally deal with are considered to be emergencies by the persons
involved-whether it is a traffic accident, a missing chiid or a prowler. Here, however, we are
speaking of situations which are emergencies in the eyes of the rlep.rtments involved, because
of their extraordinary nature, the wide area they cover, the number of persons involved, or
their seriousness. Many catastrophies fall into this emergency category, such as storms,
floods, airplane crashes, explosions or power failures. Still others are large scale demonstrations, civil disturbances, or riots.
Features common to many such situations are the strain placed on a department's
resources and procedures, the large proportion of the police force directly involved, the
large geographicai area involved (often encompassing several communities or jurisdictions)
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and the extreme seriousness of the incident to many citizens. Many emergencies also require
tactical police operations over an extensive area. Effective coordination of tactical police
units over a wide area requires field command capability, using a radio channel over which
commands can go from a field commander to his men directly or by relay via a dispatcher
or mobile relay. Such radio channels must be readily available to the large numbers of police
personnel in several jurisdictions who may become involved in an emergency situation, and
they must be channels whose use and availability is thoroughly familiar to these personnel.
They must also incorporate provisions for field-located and unit-oriented tactical command
and control.
The variation in demand on a police telecommunic<: 'on system is one of its most important characteristics, one that distinguishes it from some of the other communication systems that use land-mobile radio. The system must be capable of handling the peak demand
because of the emergency, life-and-death nature of some police service. The average demand
or load over a period of time (hourly, daily, etc.) on the system is not an adequate measure
of the necessary capacity. Demand variation thus becomes one of the primary sources for the
requirements placed on a system.
V.3.2 Communication System Response Time
In police communication it is not enough to transfer information from its source to its
destination accurately. The transfer must be made in as short a time as feasible. The governing factor is the total response time for a complaint; that is, the time between receipt of a
call for service at the police cormunication center and arrival of a police unit at the scene.
Studies15 by the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice have indicated that the probability of apprehension of criminals is correlated with
response time. In complaints considered by the police operator to have emergency priority,
a six-minute response time was associated with a 49 percent arrest rate. A two minute
response time was correlated with a 57 percent arrest rate, while a one minute response
time resulted in a 63 percent arrest rate. Thus, if response time is reduced from six to one
or two minutes, the net improvement in apprehensions might be thirty or fifty percent
respectively. Even in non-criminal situations the effect of a four or five minute difference
in response time may be critical. This is especially true when the calls for service involve
crime-in-progress, traffic accidents, sickness or injury.
Response time consists of two major components: Communication-center response
time (the time required in the communication center from receipt of a telephone call to
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transmission of a radio message) and field response time (the time between receipt of the
message by the patrol unit and arrival at the scene). An analysis of response time resulted in
the conclusion 16 that the best dollar investment to decrease overall response time is in the
police communication center.
V.3.2.1 Communication Center Delay
To achieve one- or two-minute overall response times, seconds become important in the
communication process. The communication center delay consists of the time required to
complete the five-step process discussed in Section V.2.2.2 and shown in Fig. V-32. Some
of these steps are not performed separately if any two, or all three of the functions of
switchboard operator, complaint operator or dispatcher are carried out by one person. The
study cited above found that for all calls analyzed, average communication-center delay
time was about the same as average field response time, slightly more toan five minutes for
each.17 Differences were significant, however, between emergency and non-emergency callsaverage overall response times differed by as much as a factor of about five. 18 Average

TIME

Fig. V-32
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Communication Center Delay
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communication center delays varied from 1.11 minutes for an emergency call in which an
arrest was made to 7.25 minutes for non-emergency calls in which no arrest was made. The
range of field response times was much less than for communication center delays, however.
This bears out the intuitive expectation that field response times have a fairly definite minimum value on the average. Becau~e of distance, street patterns and traffic, average field
response times cannot be easily reduced without large increases in the number of patrol units
on the street.
If the complaint processing procedure is a one-std/\e process, the time interval between
Steps 1 and 4 consists of obtaining the complaint fron. the caller and recording the necessary
information (such as the address, nature of complaint, etc.) on a complaint form, radio log
or scratch pad. If the procedure is a two-stage or three-stage process, thb time interval may
include some additional fixed delays. These may consist of the time it takes to transfer the
call to an extension, ring it and pick up the receiver. It may also include the time it takes to
send the complaint form to the dispatcher by conveyer bei: or other means. The total time
to carry out these four steps will vary, depending primarily on the judgments of the operators receiving the complaint. The urgency they attach to the complaint will affect the speed
with which they process it and the !Jrocedure they follow. If means are available for skipping some of these fou,· steps, considerable time can be saved. I n a two- or three-stage
process, the option of connecting the caller directly with the dispatcher can make the time
for Steps 1 through 4 comparable to that for a one-stage process.
If an average overall response time of three minutes is desired,* and average field response time is approximately half this time, the average communication-center delay must
be less than 90 seconds. If calls are assigned priorities, the response time criteria must, of
course, be a~signed individually for each ont>o In that case, one- to two-minute response
times appear possible for emergency calls. The communication center delay must then be
correspondingly less. If calls are not formally assigned priorities (most departments do not),
the minimum possible delay for these four steps is more significant than the average delay.
The other component of the communication center delay, Step 5, is not completely under
the dispatcher's control and will be discllssed separately.
Since field response time cannot be changed for an individual emergency call as communication center procedures can, it is reasonable to establish these procedures to have
communication-center delays at least less than one rr.inute for emergency calls. To achieve

*This is the standard set, for example, by the Chicago Police Department.
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one-minute overall response time requires that the communication-center delay be of the
order of 20 to 30 seconds.
V.3.2.2

Radio System Delay

The component of the communication center delay represented by Step 5 depends on
the required message lengths and the delay time in gaining access to the radio channel.
Police radio messages have been found to have an average duration of approximately ten
seconds.

19

If an operator must wait to place a message on the air, a delay of only a few

seconds thus becomes a significant portion of the time required to complete the entire dispatch. The average waiting or delay time in placing a message on the air during a normal
busy period has been judged to be reasonable if it does not exceed five seconds. 20 ,21,22 This
standard was developed in cooperation with a number of police administrators from all over
the nation. This criterion is for the average delay time, which is an important observation.
Based on cbserved characteristics of police voice radio traffic, about one percent of the
messages will wait more than one minute and five percent will wait more than thirty seconds,
if the average delay time on a radio system is five seconds.
The "waiting line" or queue in a radio system is somewhat similar to the ticket line at
a movie theater. Only one person can be served at a time. However, there is a crucial difference. Unlike the ticket line at a theater, no one in the radio system waiting line knows
where they are in line or who is immediately in front of them. No one is aware of other users
who are waiting, until one of them has seized control of the channel and is thus no longer
waiting in line. Therefore, everyone must assume at some time that he is now at the front of
the line, otherwise he will never get on the air.
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As an example, suppose we have a situation as shown in Fig. V-33. Officer Smith has
just started sending an 8-second message from his patrol car to headquarters. Officers Jones
and Jackson, using the same channel, are waiting to send messages vc'hich will be 10 seconds
and 15 seconds long, respectively. We can see, then . that Officer J ones will have an 8-second
delay and Officer Jackson will have an 18-second delay.*
By most stand:rds in police communications, 18 seconds is a long time to wait to get
on the air. If such delays happen often, the police department may restrict the length of
messages which can be sent over the radio, or regulate the times when messages of certain
types can be sent.

Several models have been developed which can predict queueing or
delay time, if the time between units arriving have an exponential distribution. (See Section VI. J.4. J in Chapter VI.) Since there is some
evidence that the time between arrivals does have an exponential
distribution (and there are not many useful techniques for describing
queue behavior if the interarrivaf times do not have an exponential
distribution), such a distribution is generally assumed. Furthermore,
it can be shown that if the time between the messages for each department are exponential, the time between messages on 0 channel are
also exponential. The total times required to complete a radio message
were then computed, assuming that message lengths had an exponential
distribution. The lengths of messages actually observed had a greater
variance than if their distribution were exponential. Therefore, the
actual delay times would be greater than the computed values. Assuming that the average message length is ten seconds and exponentially
distributed, the total times required to complete a radio message have
the distribution shown in Table V-5. The five second average delay
time criterion is thus not an unduly high standard. Using this standard
for average delay time, and assuming that average message length is ten
seconds, the total times required to complete a radio message have the
distribution shown in Table V-5. Even though the average waiting time
is five seconds and the average message length is ten seconds, seven percent
of the calls will require more than 40 seconds to be completed, and more

*Actually, Officer Jackson might send his message before Officer Jones if he is quicker in getting on the air.
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Table V-5
Distribution of Message Length Plus Waiting Time
Average message length
Average waiting time

Message Length* Plus
Waiting Time

= 10
= 5

seconds
seconds

Expected Percentage
of Calls Taking More
Than t Seconds

t
(seconds)

( percent)

10

51

15

37
.....
LO

20
30
40
50
60
70

* Message lengths are assumed

13

7
4
2
1

tu have an exponential distribution. 23

than two percent will take over one minute, even though less than 0.2
percent of the messages are themselves longer than one minute. Only
14 percent of the message lengths exceed 2C seconds, but 26 percent
of the calls will require more than 2() seconds to be completed because
of the waiting time.
The waiting times are the result of some users occupying the radio channel at the time
another operator wants to transmit a message. This occurs in any system with more than
two

user~,

and becomes increasingly serious as the number of users on the same channel

increases. The growth-past and future-in police radio communication thus requires that
more channels, that is, more radio spectrum, become available to the Police Radio Service.
In many metropolitan areas not enough spectrum space is available to meet reasonable delay
time criteria as :;tated her~.24 The requirement established for the duration of Step 5 ic;
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therefore closely related to the availability of frequencies in the department's immediate
geographical area. The response time requirement for a department must be established on
the basis of physical community characteristics, radio spectrum availability, the size of the
department's field forces, and the community's police requirements. No single criterion can
serve all departments. The considerations outlined above will, however, aid a department in
setting its own response-time requirements.
V.3.3

Telecommunication System Reliability and Flexibility

The basic requirement for reliability of a police telecommunication system is simply
that it onerate with no system failure at any time, every day around the clock. The particular requirements that result in such reliability are sufficient system redundancy and
equipment back-up, physical security, proper equipment standards and specifications, and
adequate equipment maintenance. Interwoven with the need for system reliability is the
requirement that it be flexible enough to meet unexpected and changing demands.
V.3.3.1 System Redundancy and Equipment Back-up
Major components of a communication system can be expected to fail despite the best
maintenance program. This need not, however, produce a system fn.!Iure, if proper preparations are made for such events. The standard techniques to prevent system failure are to
provide back-up equipment and system redundancy. Both can be provided in police telecommunication systems at reasonable costs.
Back-up equipment should be available to substitute for a defective unit when breakdown occurs. In addition, it must be possible to make the substitution quickly, so that
system operation is not significantly interrupted.
Telephone equipment hack-up is ordinarily the responsibility of the public telephone
system, since most telephone equipment is leased and not purchased. However, redundancy
of important leased circuits can be obtained by paralleling lines. An additional safety factor
is provided by obtaining alternate routing, through a second central office, for the second
circuit.
Base radio stations may be supplied with back-up transmitters and receivers t:1'1t are
kept on a standby basis and can be readily switched into operation. Auxiliary (or emergency)
power sources for base and repeater stations are also necessary. They are fully discussed in
Section IV.2.7.2 of Chapter IV. Back-up radios for vehicle-mounted mobile units may consist of spare units that can quickly replace defective units in vehicles, allowing repairs to be
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made at the convenience of the maintenance shop. Another approach is to have a sufficient
number of spare vehicles to enable the entire vehicle to remain out of service until the radio
repair has been completed. Both methods allow the police personnel to stay on duty without
losing radio communication. Portable and personal two-way radio back-up equipment
usually consists of extra units that are not normally in use.
Sometimes back-up equipment is too costly or inconvenient to have available in standby
condition. Then system redundancy can supply the same back-up capability. Departments
that share a radio channel with nearby communities (or that have several base stations) can
arrange for that community's police communication center (or its other base stations) to
handle their complaint processing and/or dispatching functions in case of failure. If the
entire complaint processing procedure is shifted to another location, arrangements for telephone calls to be shifted to that communication center must be made. This switching can
usually be done at the telephone exchange. Notification procedures and command personnel
communication must also be arranged and planned. A less convenient but still effective
technique is to use a vehicle-mounted mobile unit as the base station transmitter and
receiver. Because of the difficulty in conveying telephone messages to an operator in a
vehicle and the difficulty in maintaining reliable coverage, this method is recommended only
if the others suggested have failed. A further discussion of these techniques is found in
Section IV.2.7.3 of Chapter IV.
V.3.3.2

Physical Security

To ensure reliable system operation, communication equipment and personnel must be
protected from damage and harm. Threats to security come from severe weather, earthquakes, floods, fires, and intentional sabotage. The specific steps necessary to improve
physical security are given in Section IV.2.7.1.
V.3.3.3

Standards and Specifications

The reliability of a system is primarily determined by the quality of the equipment of
which it consists. In order to ensure that every component of a system is of sufficient
quality to operate reliably ov!'r a long period of time (as ,s required by police telecommunication systems), the standards and specifications according to which it is manufactured
and purchased must be well written.
The quality standards for equipment should serve to minimize requirements for maintenance. This results from good design, use of high quality components in manufacture, and
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operation that is normally below the unit's peak performance capability. The latter is
especially important, for it not only reduces maintenance requirements and increases the
equipment's life, but it also increases its reliability when subjected to extraordinary operational stresses.

I

Specifications should result in standardization of system components that increases
flexibility. If parts, component units, or subsystems are interchangeable through standardization, fewer spare units and parts are required, and servicing of equipment is easier and
faster. System flexibility results from standardization if system configurations can be
changed in response to new requirements.
Complete specifications should include:
•

An overall system description, to indicate how the new equipment will
fit into an existing system or become a new one

•

Factors on which the specifications are based-these include the system
requirements the equipment has to meet, the qualifications of the
operating personnel, and the performance criteria by which the system
will be evaluated

•

The life and reliability requirements of the equipment

•

The mechanical characteristics of the equipment-its size, weight,
connections, controls, etc.

•

The electrical characteristics of the equipment-its frequency, power
output, sensitivity, stability, power input, etc.
The environm~ntal conditions under which the equipment must operate
and the electrical characteristics that correspond to them

•

Test requirements-the type, number, and performance limits that are
desired

•

Standardization requirements-which component parts are to be
standardized and which units are to be irlterchangeable

•

The documentation requirements-reports of test results, and operating
and maintenance manuals

•

Maintenance requirements, parts replaceability, and contractual maintenance arrangf!ments

•
•
•

Guarantees and warranties on parts and workmanship
Installation and system test demonstration requirerr.ents
Delivery date and penalty clauses

'\
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Particular specifications on equipment standards and measuring techniques are available
from Electronic Industries Association (EIA).
A partial list of EIA specifications applicable to police radio systems
follows. These should be consulted, and cited where applicable when
writing a set of radio system specifications.
RS-J52B
Land Mobile Communications, FM or PM
Transmitters (25 to 470 MC)
RS-J73
Emergency Stand-By Power Generators and
Accessories for Microwave Systems
RS-J95A
Electrical and Mechanical Characteristics
for Microwave Relay System Antennas and
Passive Reflectors
RS-203
Microwave Transmiss':on Systems
RS-204A
Minimum Standards for Land-Mobile
Communication FM or PM Receivers
RS-270
Terminating and Signaling EquipmiJnt for
Microwave Communication Systems-Part 7:
Telephone Equipment
RS-220
Continuous Tone-Controlled Squelch Systems
RS-222A
Structural Standards for Steel Antenna
Towers and Antenna Supporting Structures
RS-232C
Interface Between Data Processing Terminal
Equipment and Data Communication Equipment
RS-237
Minimum Standards for Land-Mobile Communication Systems Using FM or PM in the 25 to
470 MC Frequency Spectrum
RS-252
Baseband Characteristics of the Microwave
Radio and Multiplex Equipment
RS-376
Minimum Standard for Portable/Personal Land
Mobile Communications FM or PM Equipment
25-470 MC
RS-329A
Minimum Standards for Land-Mobile
Communication Antennas-Part I - Base or

j

I
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RS-334

RS~368

REC-747
TR~720

TR-747
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Fixed Station Antennas
Part /I ~ Mobile Antennas*
Signal Quality at Interface Between Data
Processing Terminal Equipment and
Synchronous Data Communication
Equipment for SerilJl Data Transmission
Frequency Division Multiplex Equipment
Standard for Nominal 4 kHz Channel
Bandwidths (Non-Compandored) and
Wideband Channels (Greater Than 4kHz)
VHF Receiving Antenna Performance,
Presentation and Measurement
Minimum Standards for Land-Mobile
Selective Signaling Equipment
Microwave Relay Systems for Communications

Procurement of equipment is frequently done by competitive bidding to a set of detailed procurement specifications. In order to maximize the competition in bidding, and to
increase the likelihood that reliable products will be obtained for least cost, there is a
sequence of steps that is commonly taken.
The first is to p ..epare a complete and well stated request for procurement (usually referred to as the bid package). It must contain the
•
•

Objectives and scope of the procurement
Speciflcations according to which the products will be designed and
produced

•

Applicable cost information

•
Time schedules
These are only the major constituents of the bid package. Additional items will be
needed for each particular situation. Departments which do not have the services of quali:fied specification writers available may find it necessary to have competitive bidders help
prepare the sper.ifications.
Next, the buyers advertise the procurement with a short, general description of the
work and products desired, inviting prospective bidders to submit their qualifications. From

*Part II will be issued during mid-1971.
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the replies received, a bidder's list is selected and tnose companies chosen are sent the bid
package for return of a bid by a specified -.late.
Before taking these steps, however, it is important for the purchasing agency to consult
with appropriate counsel to determine the legality of this procedure and its conformity to
existing local and state law. It is also desirable to check with the purchasing departments (or
their equivalents) of the municipality, county and state. It may be possible to obtain aid,
the benef!t of experience and perhaps the benefit of greater purchasing power from one of
these agencies.
The procurement cycle has only begun when the bids have been received. The process
of evaluating bids is one that should be carried out according to previously agreed on procedures, so that each bid is completely and fairly evaluated. Organizations with great experience in this field have prepared guidelines for bid evaluation. 25 Their suggestions should be
adapted to the buyer's situation and then carefully followed. One should expect that the
effort of evaluating bids is comparable to that spent preparing and distributing the bid
requests.
An agency which has had little experience in making major purchases through competitive bidding can be greatly helped by studying copies used by other agencies in previous
procurements. This study should ipclude the feedback from those agencies on how well their
procurement turned out-to find the strong and weak points of these earlier procurements.
A reasonable effort spent in this direction can make relatively sophi~ticated buyers out of
previously L-,experienced ones. The result will be to increase the likelihood that products of
greater value will be obtained at lower cost.
V.3.3.4

Maintenance Requirements

A major factor in obtaining system reliability is proper equipment maintenance. The
quality of the maintenance program bears direct relationship to the amount of time a system
is partially or totally unavailable for use. A maintenance program begins in the planning
stage of a system, and must be carrier through to everyday usage. Proper system design
attempts to accomplish a twofold task:
•

To minimize the failure rate

•

To minimize the time required to repair equipment

The total cost of operating a system is closely related to the reliability of its equipment. In
practice, most electrical and electronic devices require some repair during their life. A balance can be found betw,~en the increased cost of more reliable equipment and the cost of
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maintenance. Further, availability affects the reliability of the total system, although its cost
in dollars is hard to measure.
Ordinarily, one of three methods of maintaining telecommunication system equipment
is used. The first method, generally used by larger departments, is for the department to
operate its own service facilities. The second method, generally used by smaller departments,

•

is to call upon one or more technical service companies to maintain its equipment. In some
instances, a combination of department-operated and contracted maintenance service is used.
The third method is for several departments, a municipality or a county to operate the
service facilities. This may result from a compact among several police departments for a
jointly operated maintenance department or may be part of more extensive joint operation
of police communications facilities. A municipality or county may have a communications
department that provides services for all of its governmental communication systems (see
"E" in Fig. V-30). Two main ingredients are necessary for an adequate maintenance program: personnel and tools. The tools include mechanical and electronic equipment, spare
parts, and means of transportation.
A police department generally requires that its communication system operate 24 hours
a day. Telephone companies normally provide repair service for their equipment. With the
changes in telephone system interconnection regulations, however, considerdtion must be
given to "customer-owned" telephone facilities and their maintenance. If a base station fails
it must be Immediately restored to operation or provision made for a standby system. This
produces a requirement for around-the-clock maintenance coverage by qualified technicians.
Failure of a mobile radio unit, while not as seriou", may still require immediate service.
The choice between the three methods for obtaining maintenance services is based on
many factors. The cost of maintenance equipment, shop space, spare parts stocks, and
qualified personnel IT.ust be measured against the cost of purchased services. Maintenance
services can be contracted for through equipment manufacturers or independent maintenance
organizations. The quality, co.lvenience, speed and reliability of the servicL-·whether performed "in-house" or purchased on the outside-are just as important factors in choosing
between these alternatives as their relative cost.
V.3.3.S

System Flexibility

The f!exibility of a police telecommunication sY5!em is an intangible attribute or the
system. In general, flexibility consists of a system's ability to adapt rapidly to changes in
demand and unforeseen events. Demands produced by individual events concern one aspect
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of flexibility. For instance, a flexible system will provide communication for a portion of
the department or a segment of the service area that is involved in an extraordinary event,
without seriously disrupting the communications for the rest of the department or area. This
is related to having sufficient system capacity to absorb a sudden increase in the communication load.
Another aspect of flexibility involves adaptation to slower, but more permanent
changes in demand. Growth of the community, of the demands for service, and of the
department are changes of this form. Shifts in population within the system's service area,
introduction or loss of industrial or business facilities, changes in political boundaries, and
introduction of new communication technologies are all sources of permanent changes in
communication system demands.
Both aspects of this flexibility requirement can be met if the system has enough
capacity. If the system barely meets the current demands, flexible response to new or
changing demands is difficult. If, however, some capacity is available for increased demands,
system flexibility can be achieved by planning in three sY5tem areas-operating procedures,
personnel resources, and system configuration.
The general characteristics of many unpredictable events are known. The operating
procedures can identify the changes needed to deal adequately with these events whenever
they occur. The operating procedures can include detailed instructions for dealing with
localized catastrophies, such as an airplane crash or train wreck; with extraordinary criminal
activity, such as a bank robbery; with increased demands for services, such as in response to
severe weather conditions; and so on. If a radio network, for instance, utilizes three channels in three separate zones, it is possible to develop a plan for distributing normal radio
traffic in the three zones on two of the channels when one is needed for a spedal purpose.
This kind of planning implies both a set of procedures for such circumstances and the prior

;

design of the network and its equipment to make such shifts in channel use possible.
The personnel resources of a communication system can be made flexible by training
and using the personnel to give each employee a range of skills rather than a single, narrow
specialty. If a communication center emp.loys several people, it may be desirable to train
some in the duties of others and or. a scheduled basis give them experience in the different
tasks. Dispatchers for different zones can rotate positions; switchboard operators, complaint clerks and dispatchers may learn each others jobs, or learn them sequentially. The
more specialized tasks such as operating teletypewriters and computer terminals can be
taught to personnel who ordinarily have other duties. The result of this kind of approach
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is to enable a communication system to operate effectively when heavy demands are placed
on its personnel during emergencies.
For a system to be able to respond to growth, it must be able to increase its staff.
This requires that the space and positions for additional dispatchers, telephone operators,
technicians, etc. are anticipated when the system is first designed.
One example of flexible system configuration has already been mentioned-the shifting
of channels among different zones. Another is the planned shift of communication load
among communication centers (when one is disabled) that was discussed in Section V.3.3.1
in relation to system redundancy. A response to slower changes in demand is also possible
if the system operates on several channels assigned to different zones. Changes in demand
due to shifts in population or political boundaries can be accommodated by changing the
zone boundary served by each channel.
A conclusion that emerges from these considerations and examples is that flexibility is
easier to achieve in a communication system that encompasses several entities with respect
to its network configuration of administrative organization. For instance, if two radio channels serve two zones in the same network, the zone boundaries can be shifted by administrative action. If the two channels constitute the frequency resources of two separate networks,
a desired change in boundary may involve negotiations between differing interests, political
considerations or governmental approval. Agreement may then be much more difficult to
achieve than in the first case. Similarly, a system employing a number of persons can achieve
the sort of flexibility discussed above. A one- or two-man staff does not have sufficient
capacity to overcome the limitation of its size.
Size may be detrimental to flexibility if resista.nce to change is encountered in the
system structure. There is no optimum size, however, because this resistance can be successfully avoided in large systems on the one hand, or be an inhibiting influence in relatively
small ones on the other.

v ..

4 Intersystem Communication
The need for intersystem communication arises from overlapping state, county, and

municipal law enforcement jurisdictions, and event~ requiring police action which cross
political boundaries. In addition, information about stolen items and wanted and missing
persons must be readily exchanged among police departments. If centralized data banks and
information retrL.wal systems are available, means for getting out needed data as well as means
for supplying data to such bank5 or ~vstems are required.
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Law enforcement agencies can communicate with each other by utilizing
•

Point-to-point radio

•
•

Mobile intersystem radio
Teletypewriter, telegraph, and data transmission systems

•

Telephone

•
Mail
There are advantages and disadvantages to each of these modes, and

apprc;,riat~

times

to use them. The mail is, of course, not part of a delJartment's telecommunication system
in the sense defined here. A brief description of the requirements for intersystem communication follows. A more complete discussion may be found in Reference 26.
A common intersystem message is a request for a record check-primarily stolen automobiles and vehicle registration information, but also warrant and missing person checks.
Another type of message supplies information to many departments-all those on a radio
network or in a particular region covered by a teletypewriter system. These messages include
information about wanted and missing persons and stolen articles of all kinds. Departments
with adjacent or overlapping juris.dictions may communicate requests for assistance or direct
pol ice action. These range from traffic accident reports to requests for emergency assistance.
In addition, miscellaneous messages from reports of serious crimes to weather and roadcondition reports are exchanged. A separate class of intersystem messages are those directed
to and received from centralized data banks and retrieval systems. These have been discussed in detail in Section V.l.S. When police vehicles must cross jurisdictional boundaries
on official business, there is a need to maintain continuous communication, which can be
met by a mobile intersystem radio network.
V.3.5

Emergency Communication

The way that emergency and catastrophe situations give rise to communication requirements was described in Section V.3.l.
Such requirements imply the existence of standby emergency radio communication
capacity which is otherwise unused or has only low priority normal use. In general, such
standby capacity can be provided in two ways, or in combinations of these two. One way is
to establish special standby emergency channels whose regular, low priority traffic is easily
displaced during emergencies. The otll.?r is to build enough reserve capacity into the regularly used channels to ensure that they can absorb the extra traffic generated during emergencies. An important attribute of any chanilei designated for emergency use is its

;J
4
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immediate availability to the police departments involved. This requires that either standby
or regular channels with sufficient reserve capacity be under the complete control of the law
enforcement agencies who are to use them. Thereby ruled out (with a qualification explained below) is the sharing of emergency channels with other services.
The reasons for this are not difficult to see. To handle emergency situations effectively,
the channels must be available with no forewarning, at any time of day or night, every day
of the year. The occurrence of a police emergency is usually not predictable. For the police

f

to expect to be able to preempt arbitrarily the communication facility of another service,
involving other agencies, is not realistic. Most agencies using land-mobile radio attach high
priorities to much of thir own radio traffic, and may not wish to be summarily preempted.
Furthermore, many emergencies involve non-police agencies as well. Thus, the occasion for
emergency police use of a channel may often coincide with a period of heavy, perhaps even
emergency use by other agencies, particularly other public-safety agencies such as Highway
Maintenance, Forestry Service, Sanitation Departments, Public Works, Civil Defense, and
others.
Another reason why sharing of channels for emergency use is not advisable for law
enforcement agencies is that it would be possible for !)umeone with access to the equipment
used on such a channel to purposely or accidentally disable it. So simple a matter as a stuck
microphone switch can render a channel entirely useless. Since some emergencies may
involve disruptive or criminal action by citizens, easy access to means for disabling or interfering with communicaticlIls should be kept to a minimum.
The question of how much reserve capacity for emergency communication is reasonable, is difficult to determine. It is almost certain that no amount of capacity provided will
ever be enough in all situations. The capacity sufficient to handle communication after a
major airliner crash or railroad disaster, may not be enough to handle the aftermath of a
series of tornadoes devastating several nearby communities. Capacity sufficient to deploy
and direct police for an annual Fourth of July parade may not suffice to command tactical
police units controlling huge crowds at a major rock music festival. Such examples can be
mUltiplied many times over. Since no simple criterion exists, the capacity recommended
should be great enough to be useful in a large proportion of the emergency situations that
might arise.
This leads to a slight qualificatic., of the previous recommendation that

110

emergency

radio channels be shared with other services. Since there will always be some emergencies
that require more communication capacity than is available to the police, arrangements for
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the police use of some other public-safety channels during emergencies should be considered.
If such arrangements are made with enough different agencies, one or another of them may
not be involved with many emergencies and thus their radio channels can then be available
for use by police. Such shared channels cannot be considered the primary emergency

C0in-

munications capacity for police agencies. They can only serve as back-up for emergency
channels directly under the control of police.

V.3.6

Federal Communicatioi1s Commission Rules and Regulations

Both land line and radio communication in police service are subiect to the rules and
regulations of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).*
The statutory authority that gOVP.rtlS communication and provides the basis for the
management of electromagnetic frequencies is the Communications Act of 1934, which
established the FCC and delineated its primary functions. It is printed in Title 47 of the
U.S. Code, beginning with Section 151. Revised pamphlet copies may be obtained from
the Superintendent of Documents, U.s. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
The FCC is the governmental agency concerned with the administration of rules and
regulations governing the operation of radio stations, including those in use for law enforcement activities. Its rules and regulations govern many areas of radio usage (called "services"
by the FCC). Of primary concern 1.0 the police telecommunication systems user is the
"Public Safety Radio Service", which provides for the use of radio communication systems
by "governmental rntities" having certain specifications. The needs of police communication fall primarily within this category of regulations.
The FCC must apportion frequencies among commercial broadcast uses and nonbroadcast services, such as police radio. The Commission's primr resource, the radio spectrum, is not available without prior restrictions; since the Fe.:eral Government daims large
portions of spectrum space for its military and other operational uses. The Inter-Agency
Radio Advisory Committee (I RAe) under the Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP)
performs functions similar to the FCC's, but only for Federal agencies. The Office of
Telecommunications Policy is charged with developing national spectrum utilization policy.
Of further limiting effects are the many international treaties which apportion spectrum
space world-wide.

*Excerpts from the FCC Rules and Regulations that are pertinent to the Police Radio Service are contained in Appendix F.
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Most of the problems which beset system planners are attributable to the lack of usable
frequencies. 27 ,28 Competition for frequencies is intense, not only between broadcast and
non-br0udcast users, but within the group-for example, between public-safety and business
and industrial radio users. The Police Radio Service is only one part of the land-mobile
group. The most recent FCC action to make additional frequency allocations for all landmobile radio services was the granting of frequencies between 470 MHz and 512 MHz on a
shared basis with UHF TV Channels 14-20 in the ten largest U.S. metropolitan areas, through
approval of FCC Docket 18261. Also made available to land-mobile radio were the frequencies between 806MHz and 960 MHz, through approval of FCC Docket 18262.
The FCC has established certain basic technical requirements and specifications for
rJdio equipment characteristics. The basis for most of these characteristics is the need for
provisions to reduce or eliminate harmful interference and to conserve the use of the radio
frequency spectrum as much as possible. When entering discussions with radio equipment
manufacturers, the system planner must have a general knowledge of certain basic provisions
of FCC regulations that deal with such factors as frequency stability, type of emission,
power levels, and acceptable equipment. The full provisions are set forth in Part 89 of
Volume V of the FCC Rules and Regulations. (See Appendix F for the most pertinent sections.) These may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Governmwt
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Inquiries on specific matters pertaining to the
Police Radio Service should be addressed to the Federal Communications Commission,
Safety and Special Services Division, j 919 M Street, N. W., Washington, D.C. 20554.
In the interest uf reducing or eliminating harmful interference, the FCC has established
certain operating rules. These rules are basic to any station operation. Supervisory functions
should ensure that these rules are constantly b~il1g observed. Violations of these rules could
result in violation notices from the FCC and possible suspension of service. The basic
operating rules are as follows:
•

All communications, regardless of their nature, ai-e restricted to the
minimum practical transmission time. *

•

Continuous radiation of an unmodulated carrier is prohibited except
when required for test purposes. *

•

The FCC expects each licensee to take reasonable precautions to
prevent unnecessary interference. If harmful interference does result,

*This does not apply to microwave systems.
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the FCC may require allY or all stations to monitor the transmitting
frequency before transm ission.
•

Tests may be conducted by any licensed station as required for proper
station and system maintenance, but such tests are to be kert to the
minimum. Precautions are to be taken to avoid interference to other
stations.

Among the specific provisions that apply to the Police Radio Service are as follows:
Eligibility. Authorizations for stations in the Police Radio Service are issued only to
States and to other governmental subdivisions (counties, cities, towns, etc.) that are authorized by law to provide their own police protection.
Permissible Communications. Stations in this service are authorized to transmit communications essential to the official police activities of the licensee.
Types of Communications. In addition to the intercommunications between police
bas~ stations and mobile stations and between mobile stations, stations authorized in the
Police Radio Service may also intercommunicate with other stations in the Public Safety
Radio Service if no harmful interference will result.
Communication units of a licensed police mobile station may normally be installed in
any vehicle that may require cooperatior. or coordination with police Cl.':tivities in an emergency. This includes highway vehicles, fire department vehicles, ambulances, emergency
units of public utilities, lifeguard emergency units, and rural school buses.
Frequencies A vailai;le for the Police Radio Service. The frequency bands available for
the Police Radio Service are listed in Table IV-l in Chapter IV. Acomplete li<;t of the actual
frequencies is given in Section 89.309 of the FCC Rules and Rl-gulations, shown in Appendix
F. Normally, only one base and one mobile station frequency is assigned to a licensee for
mobile station operation. A licensee in the Police Radio Service may use, without specific
authorization from the FCC, any frequency available to the Police Radio Service between
40 MHz and 952 MHz for communication in connection with surveillance, stakeouts, raids,
and other such activities. Such use is on a secondary basis and may not cause harmful interference to other Public Safety Radio Service licensees. The maximum power that may be
used for communication of this type is 2 watts.
V.3.7

Frequency Coordination

The responsibility for actual determination of how many and which frequencies shall
be assigned to a police agency rests with the Federal Communications Commission. 29 It is,
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however, assisted in this task by voluntary APCO Frequency Advisory Committees.* These
Committees perform a frequency coordination function for the applicant for a radio channel and the FCC. Frequency coordination is the process of selecting and recorr, mending to
the applicant and the FCC one or more radio frequencies for use by the applicant, which
will cause the least amount of interference to other radio users, to the applicant himself, and
yet provide serviceable channels.
Thus, the function of these comr.1ittees is essentially to minimize the likelihood of
harmful interference being caused to other systems by the operation of a proposed system.
An application may require the committee to perform extensive research in determining
matters such as physical separation, propagation paths and the existence of othrr systems
licensed on adjacent r',annels but in another service (usually Local Government). If the applicatioil is favorably commented upon by thE; Frequency Advisory Committee, the statement of the committee accompanies the application to the FCC, where it is processed.
Seeking a letter of clearance from a Frequency Advisory Committee is generally considered the most c;atisfadory method for processing the application. If a dispute arises or
other considerations merit the action, an aprlication may be forwarded to the FCC

\111
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a clearance letter. It must then be accompanied by a statement that all licensees within 75
miles and operating within 30 kHz of the proposed system have been notified of the intended
operation, and by a report based on a field study of the likelihood of interference. 3D Section
89.15{c} of the FCC Rules and Regulations limits t!,e power of the Frequency Advisory
Committees. It points out:
The functions of Frequency Advisory Committees are purely
advisory in character, their comments are not binding upon either
the applkant or the Commission, and must not contain statements
which would imply that ... (they) have any authority to grant or
deny ar pi ications.
A manual which spells out the functi::ms and procedures of a Frequency Advisory Committee is in preparation by the Associated Public-Safety Communications Officers, Inc.
{APCO} and should be consulted for detailed information on the subject. 31

*In New England this service is provided by the Eastern States Public-Safety Radio League.
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V.3.8

j

Legal and Economic Constraints

While most of the legal requirements for police telecommunication systems are those
imposed by Federal regulations, there are generally some state-imposed legal constraints as
well. These relate mainly to agreements among police agencies i'l different communities.
Most states have enabling statutes for certain types of inter-local agreements. These should
be consulted when cooperative agreements between departments to establb:l joint network
administrative structures are being clJ'ltemp!ated. If governmental hodies in more than one
state are involved, special interstate compact: or other arrangements n.::tv be needed. 32
The economic constraints on a system are, of course, a function of tht.~ age!1cy's budget
and the community's resources. Potential sources of outside funding and the requirements
for budgeting were discussed in Chapter III. A final caution regarding the budget should be
noted. It is generally understood that the telecoMmunication system budget must include
equ ipment maintenance, and that th is must be considered as part of the system cost when
new equipment is purchased. It is sometimes overlouked, however, that equipment depreciation or replacement cost must also be included in an accurate budget. It was recommended in Section V.3.3.3 on Standards and Specifications that the anticipated life
expectCi:1cy of equipment be contained in its specifications. Therefore, the time for replacement will be known. Budgets which contain for a number of years no provision for depreciation costs and are then followed by a budget in which all the replacement costs are
included in o'/e year are not realistic, nor do they reflect adequate planning. This procedure
has the added disadvantage that the funds available for modifying a system and replacing its
obsolete or worn out equipment depend strongly on the community's resources during that
year. If funds are scarce the amount availabie for expenditure may not reflect the actual
need. Depreciating a system's equipment over its life-span and concurrently establishing a
depreciation fund ensures that a minimum amount is always available when needed.

I

CHAPTER VI
EVALUATION OF POLICE TELECOMMUNiCATION SYSTEMS
The purpose of this chapter is to provide methods for evaluating police telecor.,munication systems. The methods are applicable both to existing systems and to those in the design
stage. Evaluation of a system is ne~essary to determine whether the communication needs
of the police department are adequately met. If the existing system does not meet the
department's needs, then the evaluation should clearly point out the deficient areas so that
they may be improved. In this chapter, a Police Telecommunication System will often be
referred to simp~y as a communication system.
The communication system consists of the personn~' of the communication unit and its
organization, equipment, operating procedures, and radio channels. The types of equipment
included are radio, telephone, teletypewriter, data transmission terminals, recording devices,
and information display. Examples of communication personnel are the communication
officer, dispatcher, complaint clerk, and maintenance technician. Effective operation of the
system requires a set of comprehensive procedures, and these must be considered in the
evaluation.
Tre evaluation procedure to be presented consists of two steps:
•

Finding out what you have to know about the system in order to
evaluate it

•

Taking that information and deciding whether the system does what
it is supposed to do

The things one has to know about the system, or the information one has to get, can
be described in terms of four sets of questions:
1.

Who needs to communicate with whom, and what information is
conveyed and stored?

2.

What is the priority of the information listed in Question 1, how
much time is allowed to convey the message, how long can the
message be, what are the FCC regulations governing the mode of
transmission, and what are the communication system budget
limitations?

3.

What type of radio, telephone, and control equipment~ comprise
the system, how is the communication division organized, what are
the operating procedures, and what are the duties of the personnel? and
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4.

Which variables are appropriate indicators of the quality of service
provided by the system, which variables can be used to measure the
load on the system, and what is the numerical value of each variable?

An example of a variable is the time delay a dispatch operator experiences in transmitting a
message to a mobile unit. This variable is an indicator of service quality and system load,
and can be measured. Further, a performance standard of an average time delay of five
seconds has been established, as discussed in Chapter V, Section V.3.2.2.
Each set of the above questions describes a type or category of information which must
be obtained. These categories numbered in correspondence with the questions, are:

1.

Functions of the system

2.

Requirements and external constraints on the system

3.

Physical and organizational configuration of the existing system

4.

System performance data

Functions of the system are discussed in Chapter V, Section V.l, requirements and external constraints are discussed in Section V.3, physical configurations are discussed in Section V.2.l and V.2.4, and organizational configurations are discussed in Section V.2.S.
I n Section Vl.l, methods for getting the four types of information are discussed. i nformation about the functions and the requirements is needed to evaluate a proposed system as
well as an existing syster". Methods for designing a new system are discussed in Chapter VII.
Section VI.2 discusses methods for using the information which has been obtained to determine whether the system is performing as it should.
Evaluating a communication system should be a continuing process. Such evaluation
assists the police department in making long-range plans for expanding and updating the
system. By this means the department can recognize potential weaknesses before they
become major problems and should be in a better position to make necessary improvements.
In order for the evaluation to be useful, the required information must be identified.
The methods for collecting the information must be compatible with the operation of the
system. The data collected should provide a clear indication of the system's performance.
A definite commitment must be made to interpret the results. Collecting data which are not
used is wasteful and can also lead to a false impression that the system's condition is being
adequately monitored.
VI.1

Methods for Collecting Evaluation Information
Procedures for obtaining each of the four major types of information are discussed in

this section. Section VI.1.1 tells how to determine the functions of the system, Section
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VI.1.2 tells how to determine the requirements on the system, Section VI.1.3 describes how
to identify the existing system, and Section V1.1.4 discusses methods for collecting system
performance data. A summary of the procedures and guidelines for organizing the
information-gathering activities is contained in Section VI.1.S.
Once the information is obtained initially, only a relatively small effort is required to
keep the information current. !n addition, much of the information needed to evaluate a
system can be used for other purposes, such as selecting and training personnel, scheduling
maintenance, and preparing budget requests.
V1.1.1

Determining the Functions of the System

The basic objective of a police telecommunication system is to satisfy the information
handling needs of the police department. Identification of the objective comes about by
answering the question-"What is the police telecommunication system supposed to do?"
Three methods to determine the functions of the communication system are discussed
in the following sections. The three methods are:
1.

Obtain communication system functions from the operating procedures
of the communications unit

2.

Obtain communication system functions from the overall functions
of the police department

3.

Obtain communication system functions from the information needs
of police department personnel

The second and third methods both determine the communication system functions from the
information needs of the department. Method 2 does this by examining the information
needs associated with each department function, while Method 3 does it by examining the
information needs associated with each department position.
A function, as discussed in Chapter V, Section 1, is identified by the first two, or all
three of the following items:
•

Information to be conveyed

•

The communication path to be furnished

•

The information to be stored and the means (collection system) to do so

The information to be conveyed may be a complaint or request for assistance from the
public, or the information given a citizen in response to an inquiry. It may be the content
of the message transmitted by the dispatcher to a patrol unit in the field, or it may be the
data on a license check requested from a central information retrieval system.
439-911 0 - 71 - 13
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A communication path is defined by the two terminals of the path as well as the means
and direction of message flow. For instance, a path from the dispatcher to a patrol officer
might need the dispatcher, a microphone, a base-station transmitter and antenna, a radio
channel, a mobile antenna, a mobile receiver, and a patrolman. Figure VI-l shows such a
path in schematic form, indicating the intended communication path and the fortuitous or
incidental paths. The latter are a by-produr.t of the radio network configuration because the
channel is single-frequency simplex and receivers all receive every transmission within their
operating range since they are not addressed in the same manner as, for example, a telephone.

7

~

--------z_______
Fig. VI-1

Intended Path
Incidental Path

Dispatcher - Patrol Unit Radio Communication Paths

Some types of information may be stored in a communication system for different
lengths of time. One type of information is patrol-unit status. It may be stored by
writing the status, for example, on a card and placing it in a file. Filing the card
allows the information to be recovered quickly when it is rJeeded. Another method is
to use a status board containing switched lights which store and display the status information. The dispatcher need only glance at the board to determine whether a unit is
in or out of service. Other types of information stored by some communication systems are

t .
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taped telephone conversations between complaint clerks and the public and radio conversat

tions between dispatchers and the mobile units. Magnetic tape or stylus-cutting recorders
are often employed to store conversations. The basic complaint information may simply be

J

written on paper, with time information stamped on by a time clock.
The three methods for recognizing the functions of a police telecommunication system
which are described below result in a list of these functions. A form for recording them is
shown in Fig. VI-2. The functions will be described by the entries in Columns 1, 2 and '3.
Associated with each function are one or more function requirements, which will be listed
in Column 4 next to the corresponding function. Function requirements are discussed in
Section Vl.l.2. Examples of entries in this form are shown in Section Vl.l.1.2 (Fig. VI-5)
and again in Section VI.1.2.1 (Fig. VI-ll).

Communication System

Information
Conveyed

Fig. VI-2

Communil..ltion
Path
Furnished

In i"orma ti on
Storage

Function
Requirements

Form to Identify the Communication System Functions

Since determining the system's functions is the cornerstone of the evaluation process,
the functions must be completely and precisely defined. Additional effort at this stage can
have a big return in establishing the usefulness of the evaluation.

Vl.l.l.1

Method 1: Obtain Communication System F mctions from the
Operating Procedures of the Communication:; Unit

One way to determine the functions of the communication system is to examine the
operating procedures of the communications unit. The procedures may be documented in
training or procedures manuals and job descriptions. A list of the functions may then be
determined from these procedures. If such documentation is not available, interviews with
the staff of the communications unit can be used to establish a list of functions. If interviews are used to get the information, a list of questions to be asked should be prepared in
advance. This list includes what type of information do you supply, to whom do you give
the information, what information do you store, how do you store it, and what else do you
do.
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A tape recorder is helpful in conducting interviews. Information can be lost if the interviewer is only taking notes. The person being interviewed should be advised in ad\ance of

f

the purpose of the interview. It is recommended that a department memo stating the objecl

tives be sent out before the interviews begin.
A drawback to this method is that some functions can be overlooked. There are two
major possibilities for this danger. One is that the documentation may not be complete.
The other is that the system may not be performing all of the functions which it should be
performing. This is a serious drawback because the evaluation would continue to overlook
these deficiencies.
VI.1.1.2

Method 2: Obtain Communication System Functions
from the Functions of the Police Department

Another way to determine the ;unctions of the communications system is to derive
them from the information needs associated with each police department function.
Examples of the functions of a police department are shown in Table VI_1.1

In this

list, the functions are placed in five major categories:
•

Detection, control and reduction of crime

•

Control of traffic movement

•

Maintenance of public orde:-

•
o

Provision of public services
Administration and support

The list in Table VI-l is only an example of the functions of a department. A department using this method should prepare its own list. The department's annual summaries or
reports can provide both a basis and a check for this list. An illustration is shown in Fig.
VI-3. The services reported in this summary include reports of windows and doors found
open, house checks, escorts, emergency messages, arrests for other jurisdictions, and many
other department functions 2 which provide the basis for this method.
The steps required by thi,s approach are:

1.

Determine the functions of the total department

2.

List department activities necessary to perform each function

3.

List any support activities required to perform each function

4.

List the information to be conveyed

5.

List the communication paths needed for the activities

6.

List the information to be collected and stored in the execution of
each department function
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Table VI-l
Szanton's Detailed Police Program Structure

)

I. CONTROL AND REDUCTION OF
CRIME PROGRAM
A. Prevention/Suppression
1. General Pu rpose Patrol
2. Special Purpose Patrol (by typ of offense)
3. Intelligence
4. Community Relations
B. Investigation/Apprehension
1. Crimes Involving Major Risk of Personal Injury
a. Murder
b. Assault
c. Rdpe
d. Armed Robbery
e. Burglary-Homes
f. Arson
g. Etc.
2. Crimes Not Involving Major Risk of Personal Injury
a. Theft
b. Unarmed Robb'~ry
c. Auto Theft
d. Burglary-Commercial
e. Fraud
f. Forgery
g. Etc.
3. Vice
a. Narcotics
b. Prostitution
c. Gambling
d. Etc.
C. Prosecu tion
1. Interrogation
2. Preparation for Trial
3. Trial
D. Recovery of Property
1. Autos
2. Other Personal Property
3. Commercial Property
E. General Support
1. Communications
2. Records and Data Processing
3. Technical Services
a. Fingerprint
b. Ballistics
c. Polygraph
d. Laboratory Analysis

B. Traffic Safety
1. Enforcement of Regulations
a. Patrol/Apprehension of Moving Violations
b. Enforcement of SafetY'oriented Parking
Rules
2. Driver Training
3. Educational Programs
4. Vehicle Inspections
C. Accident Investigation
Ill. MAINTENANCE OF PUBLIC ORDER PROGRAM
A. Public Events
1. Sporting Events
2. Public Ceremonies
a. Parades and Receptions
b. Public Meetings
c. Cornershll1es, etc.
B. Minor Disturbances
1. Private Quarrels
2. Parties
3. Drunkenness
4. Derelic ts
5. Miscellaneous Nuisances
C. Civil Disorder
1. Prevention
2. Suppr:lssion
IV. PROVISION OF PUBLIC SERVICES PROGRAM
A. Emergency Services
1. Fire
2. Medical
3. Power Failure
4. Flood
5. Civil Defense
6. Miscellaneous
B. Missing Persons
C. Lost Property
D. Miscellaneous

V. ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORT PROGRAM
A. Direction and Control
1. Direction
2. Planning and Development
3. Internal Inspection and Review
B. Training and Personnel
1. Recruitment
II. MOVEMENT AND CONTROL OF
2. Training
TRAFFIC PROGRAM
a. Basic
b. Advanced
A.. Traffic Movement
3. Testing, Evaluation, Promotion
1. Direction of Traffic
C. Public Relations
2. Enforcement of Traffic·oriented
Parking Rules
D. Supporting Services
3. Emergency Road Services
1. Records (noncrime) and Data Processing
4. Weather Emergency Procedures
2. Communications
~
S. Identificadon and Reporting of
3. Budget
Congestion Points
4.
Property
l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'--
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POLICE DEPARTMENT -

1968 ACTIVITY SHEET

Activity

129

51

1,383

1,150

291

158

4

3

7,709
679

7,280
772

3
34

2
21

1
2

0

Prisoners lodged tor other agencies
Persons assisted
Doors/windows found open/reported
Fires discovered
Non-Criminal complaints
Escorts
\

Sudden deat: IS -investigated
Arrests for other jurisdictions
Mental cases investigated
Suicide cases investigated

I

1967

1968

63

2
74

473

378

79

68

828

916

Stray anrllost dogs

1,267

1,081

SUB-TOTAL

13,302

12,243

395

Criminal complaints

1,320

371
1,246

Total traffic offenses

3,111

2,352

Miscellaneous arrests and citaticns

1,179

17

19,307

16,230

Non-vehicular accidents
Reports of conditions for other departments
Emergency messages
Hou<;~s checked

Automobile accidents investigated

GRAND TOTAL

Fig. VI-3 Sample Activity Summary
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Steps 4, 5 and 6 define the communication system function::. in terms of the information
needs associated with the department functions.
I..
I

The basic outline for this method is a six column form as shown in Fig. VI-4. A list of
the department functions is placed in Column 1. The communication system functions are
the things that must be done by the system to fulfill department information handling needs.
Thus, the lists in Columns 4,5, and 6 define these functions.
Police Departmer,t
Activities
to Perform
those
Function<;

Functions
of the
Department

Communication System

Support
Activities

l-

Information
Conveyed

Communication
Paths
Furnished

I nformatiol1
Storage

I
Fig. VI-4

Form for Listing Department Functions and Related Data

An example of how to fill out the form is shown in Fig. VI-5. In the second column,
the activities required to perform each function are listed. In the third column, support
activities are listed. These support activities include those actions needed for the management and supervision of the department.
For each activity listed in Columns 2 and 3, the information conveyed is described in
Column 4 while the necessary communication path ;s described in Column 5. Column 6 lists
the information to he stored for each

departm~nt

activity. The department function con-

sidered in the example is the apprehension of a suspect.
From the basic function of the department, the activities and communication system
functions can branch out much like a tree. Several department activities, communication
paths, and types of information may be required to perform a single department fUnction.
For this reason, adequate space should be provided in the form.
After the form

IS

filled out, the data in Columns 4,5, and 6 should be transferred to

Columns 1,2, and 3 of the Communication System Functioll form, as shown in Fig, VI-6.
The same communication system functions may be required for different department
activities. However, each function sheutd be listed only once
The list of the

communicatio~'~ystem's functions should

be reviewed for completeness.

Preferably, the review should be p~rformed by representatives from each bureau or division
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Communication System

Police Department
Functions
of the
Department
Apprehension
of suspect

Activities to
Perform
those
Functions

Information
Conveyed

Support
Activities

Commur.ication
Path
Furnished

Information
Storage

Complaint

Telephone:
citizen department

Complaint

Select and
assign
patrol unit

Patrol unit
assign

Two-way radio:
base-mobile

Patrol unit
status

Meet
complainant

Report
arrival at scene

Two-way radio:
base-mobile

Report
apprehension
and intention
to transport
prisoner

Two-way radio:
base-mobile

Time of
apprehension

Report
arrival at
station

Two-way radio:
base-mobile

Time of
arrival Patrol
unit status

Receive
complaint

Supervision

Investigate
complaint
Apprehend
suspect

Notify watch
commander

Transport
suspect

Prepare for
arrival of
prisoner

Deliver
bpeCt

~j..

Prepare written
reports
Su bm it report

Fig. VI-5

I

I

Example of Department Functions and Related Data

J
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Communication System
Information
Conveyed

Information
Storage

Communication
Path Furnished

Complaint

Telephone:
citizendepartment

Complaint

DislJatch patrol unit

Two-Way
radio
base-mobile

Patrol unit status

Report arrival
at scene

Two-way
radio
base-mobile

--

Fig. VI-6

I

\

Example of Identification of Communication System Functions

and members of the communication staff. Any omissions should be added to the list, and
an attempt made to explain why the omission occurred. If one knows why an omission was
made, one can check to see if other functions were omitted for similar reasons.
Although this method may appear cumbersome, it has the advantages of:
•

Providing a complete check list for functions the system could and/or
should perform

•

Relating communication functions to police activities

•

Identifying restrictions or requirements imposed by department policy

•

Identifying restrictions or requirements imposed by the communication
system

•

Isolating functions which are created intel nally by the communication

system
An additional advantage to this approach is that Steps 1,2, and 3 provide the basis for evaluation of not only the communication systems, but for all systems of the department.
VI.1.1.3

Method 3: Obtain Communication System Functions from the
Information Needs of Police Department Personnel
Another way to determine the functions of the communication systerr. is to consider

the information needs of the department personnel and external information users. The steps
required by this approach are:
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•
•

List each position (or entity) in the organization of the department

•

Determine and list the source of the information

•

Determine and list information supplied to organizations and

List the information needs of each position

individuals outside of the department

The basic framework for this approach is, first, a form listing each position and its
information needs, and second, a matrix (that is, a listing arranged in rows and columns)
which

display~

the sender ard receiver of each type of information.

Department positions are listed in Column 1 of the first form (See Fig. VI-7). For
example, the list of positions or entities for one department would consist of Chief, watch
commanders, patrol units, division commandp:-s, detectives, record clerk, and dispatchers. 3
Entity or
Position
1. Patrol Unit

2. Watch Commander

Information Needs
Complaint assignments; Current
Stolen, Wanted, Missing Persons
Information, Traffic Control
Information, etc.

~tatus
of Units, etc.

3. Detective
~

Fig. VI-7

.. ../'-""'-/."'-'/"
/,

Form for Recording Position Information Requirements

After each position, the information needed by that position is listed. Once the form is
prepared, it should be checked by each commander for accuracy and completeness. The
commanders should be advised of the purpose for which the information is being collected.
A department memo stating the objectives should be distributed.
After review and correction of the list, a matrix is formed with a row and a column for
each entity in the initial list (See Fig. VI-8). The rows in the matrix represent the destination or user of the information. The columns represent the originator or supplier of the
information. An additional row and column will be used to represent external originators
or destinations of information. After the matrix is formed, the boxes are filled in by looking
at the initial list of information requirements and deciding who supplies the needed information. For example, the patrol unit obtains the complaint assignments from the dispatcher.
After filling in each row and exhausting the requirements of each recipient, a check should

#.
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Information
Destination

Patrol
Unit

Watch
Commander

INFORMATION ORIGINATOR
Record
Division
Clerk
Detective Commander Dispatcher

Patrol Unit

Watch
Commander
of

Detective

Division
Commander

Dispatcher

Record
Clerk

Chief

External

Fig, VI-8

Form for Communication Path Matrix

Chief

External
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be made of each column to see that each originator has the information to supply. The
entity or position represented by the column may have to get the information from another
entity. If this is the case, the originator's row should be checked to see that it does receive
the information. For example, the dispatcher must get the complaint from the citizen
(external).
Each box in the matrix represents a possible communication path. When a path is not
needed, it should be noted or crossed out. To complete the identification of the communication system's functions, the external communication paths (the last row and the last
column) must be examined. For each entry in the last column, the originator of information
(citizen, state police, county police, information retrieval system, ... ) must be specifically
identified. For example, the dispatcher receives stolen automobile information on a teletypewriter from a state computer file.
Entries have not been made, as yet, in the last row. First, each column should be
examined to determine whether any entity or position supplies information to someone
outside of the department. Consideration should be given to such things as departments of
adjacent communities monitoring radio traffic.
A check of the entries made in the last row can be obtained by examining the last
column (types of information supplied from outside the department).
Examples of the two forms, shown in Fig. VI-9, consider the information needs associated with apprehension of a suspect. The example in Fig. VI-l 0 identifies the communication needs for reporting hazardous driving conditions. The information to be conveyed and stored is listed in the box and the location of the box identifies the terminal
points of the communication path.
The functions ()f the communication system are obtained from the completed matrix.
Each matrix box utilized represents a necessary communication path which must be supplied
by the communication system. The information to be conveyed and recorded by the system
is obtained from the data in each box. The data contained in the finished matrix should be
transferred to the Communication System Function form, as shown in Fig. VI-6 after being
checked for accuracy and completeness. The advantage of the matrix structure is that it
organizes the information needs so that items missed become apparent.
VI.1.1.4

Conclusion

This section describes three basic methods for obtaining a list of functions of a police
telecommunication system. A department may use one of the basic methods or modify or

I
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Information Requirements

Entity

r

1. Patrol Unit

Complaint assignment, ....

2. Watch Commander

Notification of suspect transport, ....

3. Dispatcher

Complaint, ....

r
Information Originator
Information
Destination

Patrol Unit

Watch
Commander

External

Distpa tcher

Patrol Unit

Assignment

Watch
Commander

Notification
of suspect
transport

~

IV
~ Complaint

Status of unit
Time of arrival
Time of
departure

Dispatcher

(v

:v
"--

v----

~
Fig. VI-9
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Examples of Information Requirements and Communication Paths
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Information
Desti na ti 0 n

Patrol Unit

\

Information Originator
Watch
Commander
Dispatcher
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combine the methods to suit the individual needs. 4 The factors which influence the choice
are:
•
•

The size and complexity of the department
The size and complexity of the communication system

•
The amount, detail, and accuracy of existing documentation
Each function of the communication system then listed on the Communication System
Function form will be identified by the first two, or all three of the items: the information
to be conveyed, the communication path to be supplied, and the information to be stored.
Regardless of the manner in which the functions of the communication system are
determined, the list and descriptions of the functions should be checked by various members of the department. Particular attention should be given to the functions which are
required during special or emergency situations and by mutual aid agreements. It is important not to overlook any areas.
After the functions have been determined, provisions should be made to update the list.

iI

~
~.

Changes in department policy, availability of new services and information, and changes in
the organizational structure can lead to additions or modifications to the functions of the
communication system. In any case, periodic review of the list is desirable.
This task provides the information required for the first category of the four described
at the beginning of Chapter VI. The next section discusses how to obtain the information in
the second category.
Vl.l.2 Determining the Requirements and the External Constraints on the System
The basic requirement on a police telecommunication system is that it be able to perform its functions (as described in the previous section) in a manner which meets the
department's information-handling needs. It there were no external restraims imposed on
the system, the requirements could be defined as the ability to transfer and record complete
information instantaneously, at all times, without any errors, regardless of the workload
placed on the system. Unfortunately, there <lre constraints with which to contend; examples
of these constraints are limited spectrum availability, FCC rules and regulations, budget
limitations, performance and characteristics of commercially available equipment, and
human response times. Therefore, it is necessary to determine how well t~ e functions can be
performed and still fulfill the information-handling needs of the department.
Most, if not all, departments are aware of the congestion on police radio frequencies
and of the difficulties of obtaining adequate funding. What this means is that there is not
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unlimited spectrum available, manpower, and equipment to perform the functions of the system. In fact, these resources may be quite limited. Therefore, it is not feasible to have zero
delay whenever anyone wishes to use the channel,

0:-

to have every emergency telephone call

answered on the first ring. The department makes a compromise between the desired perfect
system and what the limited resources allow. It cannot, however, compromise severely the
effectiveness of law enforcement and service to the public.
To avoid too severe a compromise of its service, the department must make maximum
use of its resources. Unnecessary messages should not be allowed on the air.
should not be longer than

n~cessary

Me~sages

to convey the needed information. Transmith:r power

should be limited to cover only the necessary area. To achieve maximum use of the resources,
requirements are placed on the functions and the system. These are intended to eliminate
undue waste of the resources.
For the system to perform the functions, there are some basic general requirements
which are common to all functions. For example, these general requirements include physical
protection of equipment and personnel, provisions for continuous operation, adherence to
FCC regulations, and adequate staffing and training.
This section contains a discussion of methods which can be used to determine the requirements on the system in view of the external constraints. The methods are employed to

1
.~

answer three types of questions-"How well can the system be expected to perform each
function?", "How often must the system perform each function?', and "What general requirements are imposed on the system?" Methods for determining function requirements
are discussed in Section Vl.l.2.1; methods for getting the number of times a function is performed are discussed in Section Vl.l.2.2j and a brief discussion of general system requirements is contained in Section Vl.l.2.3.

.,
...

VI.1.2.1

Function Requirements

Requirements are associated with functions. If these requirements are not met, the
function cannot be adequately fulfilled. For example, a function of the communication system is to dispatch a patrol unit to apprehend an on-the-scene suspect. If the unit is not
notified until thirty minues after the complaint has been received, the function is not being
performed adequately. For each function, it is

nece~sary

to determine how much delay,

error, and condensation of information can be tolerated without impairing law enforcement
effectiveness. In establishing the requirements, it is necessary to consider effective use of
resources such as radio transmission air time, money, and manpower.
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Communication system response time is discussed in Chapter V, Section V.3.2. If an
average overall response time of three minutes is desired, requirements on the communica-

..

tion system are that the average communication-center delay must be less than 90 seconds
and the average delay in gaining access to the radio channel be less than 5 seconds. When
determining requiremeilts in terms of average desired performance, the variable nature of the
load on the commur.lcation system is to be considered. The delay averaged over a peak
period is longer than the delay averaged over a day or a week. Therefore, the requirements
might be defined in terms of allowable limits for the busy periods.
The limits on communication-center delay and on gaining access to the radio channel
are just two of many requirements which must be met to perform the functions adequately.
The basic approach in determining function requirements is to ask and answer certain questions about the functions. This section will contain examples of questions which should be
asked. The examples are not complete. They indicate the types of questions which should
be asked. The examples should be used to aid the evaluator in thinking of additional questions.
For each function, there are several basic questions which can be asked. "What are the
requirements in regard to accuracy, completeness, reliability, time delays, etc.?" In addition,
"Are there any attributes of the function which give rise to special requirements?" For
example,
•

Are there any special legal considerations?

•

Are there any special situations which would alter the requirements?

Examples of requirements are:
"A legal requirement on monitoring transport of a suspect is that the time the
suspect is placed in the squad car and the time the suspect arrives at the station
must be recorded."
"A requirement on reporting hazardous driving conditions is that Public Works
should be notified of icy intersections before 0400 hours."
The function requirements are determined by answering questions about how well the
function should be performed. In answering these questions, there are things the evaluator
should avoid doing. The function requirements should not be confused with procedures for
performing the functions. Defining current procedures as requirements may introduce biases
of personal preferences or prejudices. The question at this point is not how is the function
going to be implemented, but what results are expected of any procedure. Also, restrictions
imposed by the communication system should not be confused with function requirements.
439-911 0 - 71 - 14

I
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For example, to reduce air time, missing person broadcasts are delayed during busy periods.
This is a system restriction, not a function requirement. This restriction may impair the
overall effectiveness of police service.

However, such a compromise may be necessary in

order to put higher priority messages on the air.
There are function requirements which consider the effective utilization of the resources. One question to be asked is "How can the length of messages be reduced and
still convey the needed information?" A requirement is that APCO "Ten Signals" and
other codes be used whenever possible.
The answers should be as specific as possible. Some of the questions can be answered
in terms of numerical values. For example, "What is the allowable delay in making a complaint assignment?" Some requirements cannot be expressed in numerical terms. For
example, "Is there a risk if the message is monitored by an unauthorized listener?" In other
words, numerical standards can be defined for some requirements but not others.
In most cases, the requirement is either met or not met each time the function is performed. The complaint number is either recorded correctly or it is not. A citizen calling the
police either gets a busy signal or does not get a busy signal. However, these are events which
are repeated many times throughout the year; part of the time the requirement is met, part
of the time it is not met. A standard could be defined as an acceptable percentage of time
the requirement is not met.
Numerical standards can be defined for some requirements. It is up to the department
to establish what the standards should be. Often the standards are quite arbitrary, but they
represent the level of service that the department can reasonably expect to provide. Development of standards should consider the following questions:
•

Do the standards prl vide for the desired level of service?

•

Do the standards con:)der the good will and expectation~ of the citizens?

•

Do the standards consider the needs and expectations of the police
officers?

•

Do the standards take into account efficient use of resources including
manpower?

For example, in setting the standards for permissible delay in transmitting a record check,
was it considered that the officer requesting the check would be idle while he waits for the
check? What is the cummul~tive effect of that idle time? In other words, what would be
the net reduction in effective patrol time? In setting standards for data reduction and summary preparation, was the importance of timely information considered? Will beat assignments be based upon obsolete information?

I
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After the initial determination, requirements should be reviewed to see whether they
are reasonable. I mpossible or unnecessary demands should not be placed on the system.
For example, if a department shares a radio channel with thirty neighboring departmef1ts, it
might be impossible to meet the requirement that the average delay in gaining access to the
radio channel is less than five seconds. Conversely, the requirements should be checked to
see if they are too loose. One way to check if the requirements are tighter or looser than
necessary, is to ask, "What are the consequences if the requirement is not met?" If the consequences are not serious, then the requirement may be too tight. If, however, a serious
problem will arise, the requirement might even be too loose.
The methods for determining the requirements are discussed separately from the
methods for determining the functions. However, in practice, the two activities are sometimes conducted in paraliel. All function requirements should be listed in Column 4 of the
Communication System Function form in Fig. VI-ll.

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Information
Conveyed

Communication
Path
Furnished

Information
Storage

FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS

Complaint

Telephone:
Citizen department

Complaint

Emergency number trunk line
open-busy signal less than
one per hundred.

Dispatch
patrol
unit

Two-way
radio:
basemobile

Patrol unit
status

Communication center delay
less than 90 seconds
(from receipt of complaint
call to end of dispatch
message).

Report
arrival at
scene

Two-way
radio:
basemobile

--

Communication center delay
less than 25 seconds
(from time patrol unit
wants to send arrival message
to end of message).

Fig. VI· 11

Example of Communication System Functions and Requirements
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OF POLICE TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Function Demand

The communication system responds to the information handling needs of the department. These needs constitute a pressure toward action. This pressure is the demand made
on the communication system. The size of the demand determines the response of the system, that is, the m,mber and intensity of the activities undertaken (the things that are done)
to meet the demand. Therefore, the size of the demand can be determined from data which
measures the number and intensity of the system's activities. These data are called demand.
data. An example is the number (volume) of radio messages handled by a system in a given
time period. Another is the proportion of these calls which are emergency in nature.
Simply stated, the demand is the number of times each function must be performed.
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e)~ample of a pair of dispatch

cards is shown in Fig. VI-12. One card is used to describe a complaint and the other to
describe out-of-service or request calls.
A card is prepared each time there is a citizen complaint call, each time an officer
receives an internal request for service~, and each time an officer goes out-of-service (that is,
becomes unavailable for assignment). The cards constitute a complete file of the events
which create demands for the complaint-dispatch functions.
Because of the size of the file, it is difficult to obtain a picture of the demand without
further processing of the information. Data processing, computer, or tabulating equipment
may be a necessity for this task. For smaller volumes, manual tabulating is possible. The
cost of the manual labor should be considered and compared to the costs of mechanical or
electronic processing if the manual approach is considered.
If ";jt J. processing equipment is used, the information must be put into an appropriate
~

.

form, usually by means of punched cards. This step should be considered when the dispatch
card or form is designed. The dispatcher's effort in filling out the form sh0u!d not be significantly increased by key-punch requirements, but key punching should not be made
unnecessarily difficult. Data processing personnel should be consulted when the form is
designed. Experience with data processipg of complaint information indicates that procedures
for processing the data must be established, for example, by a systems analyst or programmer
who has practical police knowledge and a police officer who knows some of the capabilities
and constraints of data processing.
Forms for recording demand data are shown in Section Vl.l.4. The number of radio
messages is entered in Form 2, Dispatch Facilities, and the number of telephone calls is
entered in Form 4, Telephone Lines.
Demands on the complaint-dispatch functions constitute the bulk of the demands on
the system. Others include the demands to enter and cancel messages (stolen vehicles and
articles, missing and wanted persons), process and answer information requests, and prepare
reports. A summary of information retrieval system activities may be provided by the system. The number of information retrieval activities is entered in Form 6, Computer

Terminals and Teletypewriters.
In evaluating a system, one wants to know not only how well the system has perfQrmed
in the past, but also how well it is expected to perform in the future. To find out how the
system will perform in the future, the future demands are predicted.
Techniques which can be used to predict future demands range from the simple to the
complex. Message volumes for past years may be plotted and a straight line extrapolation
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used to estimate future demands. An example of this method is shown in Fig. VI-13. 5 In
this example the message-volume demands displaye:d a fairly stable increase. This method of
predicting demands may not be practical when there has been a sharp increase in demands.
An example of the increase which one department experienced is shown in Fig. VI-14.6 This
department could not use straight line extrapolation.
The demands may be related to the population of the community which the departmert serves. The demands per person would be multiplied by population projections.
Obtaining population projections from municipal or area planning commissions is particularly important if a rapid population growth is expected due to migration or annexation.
More elaborate statistical techniques including time-series analysis and multiple regression
may also be used.
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Example Where Straight Line Extrapolation Cannot Be Used

VI.1.2.3

General System Requirements
General system requirements are requirements which are common to all or almost all

functions. If the system as a whole meets the requirement, those function requirements are
also met. One such requirement is that the system adhere to all FCC rules and regulations.
A discussion of FCC Rules and Regulations is contained in Chapter V, Section V.3.6 and
selected portions are reproduced in Appendix F.
Physical protection of equipment is another requirement on the system. The system
must be reliable. It must be able to operate at all times, regardless of equipment or power
failures. There is a general requirement that the communication staff be capable and trained
to perform the functions assigned to them.
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The organization must be structured so that necessary authority and responsibility is

assigned. These requirements arc discussed in detail in Chapters IV and V.
General system requirements should be listed on a separate sheet of paper.
Vl.l.2.4

Conclusion

The function requirements can be determined by examining each function and deciding
how well the department can reasonably expect the function to be performed. A number of
general requirements which apply to the total system are also obtained. A requirement,
whether of the function or general type, may be subjective in nature or may take the form
of a numerical standard. Just as the functions should be carelJlly checked and updated, the
requirements should also be checked and updated.
Requirements, which currently are impossible to meet, may become feasible in the
future with technical advances or the availability of more resources.
Vl.l.3

Identifying the Existing System

The third type of information used in evaluation is a description of the existing system.
The system is identified in order to answer the following questions: "How is the system
constructed to perform each function?", and "What provisions are made to meet the requirements?"
The description contains identification of the physical as well as organizational configuration of the system. The description should also include documentation of the following:
•

Procedures which are followed to perform each function

•

Provisions which are made to meet the requirements

Vl.l.3.1

Physical Configuration

Documentation of the communication system should include physical descriptions of
radio channels and equipment, telephone equipment, dispatch and complaint facilities and
maintenance service. I n order to simplify the documentation, a number of forms are presented on the following pages. When completed, the forms provide an orderly compilation
of pertinent information which serves a'J a reference for specific system details. Some
forms also have space for recording performance data. Collection of performance data is
discussed in Section Vl.l.4. The description of the physical system, documented in an
orderly manner, gives the evaluator a single place to look to see what provisions have been
made to meet the total system requirements which relate to the physical system. The
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information also al.ows one to check that necessary equipment is available to perform every
system function. When performance data (e.g., failure and maintenance records) are addert
to the forms, current or potential equipment problems can be identified easily. Finally, the
completed forms provide a record of the communication system which serves as a starting
point for planning modifications and improvements.
Some of the questions asked in the forms may not be applicable to every police department. For example, a smaller department might not employ the type communication console which is discussed on Form 1. In such cases, the questions should be ignored. On the
other hand, there may be departments for which the forms are insufficient, in which case,
questions should be added as required.
The spacing indicated on the forms may not provide adequate space for some of the
required information. Each department should prepare forms for its own use which contain
adequate room for answering the applicable questions.
The forms are presented as follows:
Form 1:

Communication Center

Form 2:

Dispatch Facilities

Form 3:

Complaint Room

Form 4:

Telephone Lines

Form 5:

Alarms

Form 6:

Computer Terminals and Teletypewriters

Form 7:

Channel Assignments-Base Stations and Mobiles

Form 8:

Base Station Equipment

Form 9:

Vehicle Equipment

Form 10:

Personal/Portable Unit

Form 11:

Miscellaneous Equipment

Form 12:

Antenna Site

Form 13:

Emergency Power Equipment

Form 14:

Service
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Form 1

Communication Center
Include a blueprint or sketch of the layout which gives dimensions and location of all
equipment.
Is the room air conditioned?
Yes 0
Is the room sound conditioned?
Yes 0·'

No

0

No

0

If the above is yes, describe how.
What special emergency procedures are set-up for the communication center?
What are the provisions for physical security of the communication center?
Are there any other a",tivities in the communication center besides complaint and
dispatch operations (e.g., report typing, handling the reception or complaint desk)?
Yes 0
No 0
If the above is yes, describe the activities.
What is the volume of complaint assignments and the communication center delay?*
(Enter below.)

Shift

Beat

Total Number
of
Assignments
Past Year

Average
Communication
Center Delay
(seconds)

Length of Busy Period (hours)
Time and Date of Monitoring
* Maintain a yearly reco·d.

Average
Commu nication
Center Delay
During
Monitored Busy
.Period
(seconds)
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Form 2
Dispatch Facilities
Nu mber of dispatcher positions?
What is the position manning schedule?
Describe capabilities provided at each position.
Position No. 1
Position No. 2
Are positions comfortable and equipment easy to operate?
Yes 0
No 0
If no, describe difficulties.
Are there any other locations from which base station transmissions can be made?
Yes 0
No 0
Where are these locations?
What kind uf control unit (desk set, small, desk-top console, full console) is employed?

Does the dispatcher have supervisory control over these 10catio'1s?
Yes 0
No 0
Does the dispatcher switch these locations in and out or are they connected at all times?

What locations, if any, monitor the communication system?
Are radiC' channels recorded?
Yes

0

No

0

If yes, describe recorder and what channels are recorded.

WHO
controls status board?
selects car to be dispatched? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
stamps complaint form?
stamps complaint form with case number? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
marks unit back in service?
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Form 2 (Continued)
How many status levels (e.g., available, enroute, on assignment, out of service) are there
for field personnel (vehicles and foot)?
What are they?
Are any levels of status of low priority so that a man assigned to a lower level complaint
can be reassigned to a higher level complaint?
Yes 0
No 0
Describe the status level priorities and who decides to reassign a man.
Are there any priorities assigned to complaint assignments (e.g., immediate dispatch,
delayed dispatch).
No 0
Yes 0
If yes, describe the priorities and how the priority of a complaint is determined.
During the past year, how many times was the priority given lower than the actual level
of the complaint?
%
number
During the past year, how many times was the priority given higher than the actual level
of the complaint?
%
number
What is the volu me of radio messages? * (Enter below.)

Channel

Total Number of
Messages
Past Year

Total Number of
Messages During
Monitored Busy
Period

Average Radio
System Delay
During Busy
Period
(seconds)

Length of Busy Period (hours)
Time and Date of Monitoring

* Maintain a yearly record.
What was the average message length _ _ _ _ seconds?
Does the dispatcher handle radio messages for other services (e.g., fire, public works).
Yes 0
No 0

If yes, which services?
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Form 3
Complaint Room
If telephone calls are received in a separate complaint room or separate positiof's
within the control center, please answer the following:
Number of positions (total). _ _ _ _ __
Yes

Does supervisor have full operating position?

0

No

0

What is the position-manning schedule?
Describe capabilities provided at each position.
Position No.1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position No.2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Are positions comfortable and equipment easy to operate?
Yes 0
No 0
If no, describe difficulties.
Is the complaint room equipped with its own status board?
No 0
Yes 0
What special emergency procedures are set-up for the complaint room?
What are the provisions for physical security of the complaint room?
Is the room air conditioned?
Yes

0

No

0

Is the room sound conditioned?
Yes

0

No

0

If yes, describe how.
Describe any other activity in the complaint room besides the taking of telephone
complaints (e.g., report typing, handling the reception and complaint desk).
How do messages get from the call taker to the dispatcher?
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Form 4
Telephone Lines
Does department have separate emergency and administrative phone numbers?
Yes 0
No 0
If no, how many incoming lines are there? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
If yes, how many incoming lines are there for:
Does the department utilize 911?

Yes 0

If yes, are operators specially trained?

Emergency _ _ _ Administrative
No 0

Yes 0

No 0

What other services (e.g., fire, ambulance) are also using 911? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
How many unlisted number lines does the department have for its own business? _ _
Are telephone lines recorded? Yes 0

No 0

If yes, describe recorder and what lint:s are recorded.
What is the volume of phone calls?
Telephone
Number

*

(Enter below.)
Total Number of Calls
During Monitored
Busy Period

Total Number of Calls
Past Year
Dispatch

Non-Dispatch

Dispatch

Non-Dispatch

Length of Busy Period (hours)
Time and Date of Monitoring

* Maintain a yearly record.
What percent of the time are all lines busy? (If possible, obtain from telephone company
percent of calls which received a busy signal.)
% Administrative lines
%
Emergency lines
(If possible, obtain from telephone company a breakdown on the number of rings before
a call is answered.)
What are the costs? (Enter below.)
Type of Line

Installation

Monthly

Emergency
Admin istrative

Is there any backup telephone equipment?

Yes 0

No 0

If yes, describe backup.
Do the operators handle telephone calls for other services (e.g., fire, public works)?
No 0
Yes 0
If yes, which services? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

EV ALUATION OF POLICE TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Form 5

.,

.1'

At what location are bank or store al?rms monitored? - - - - - - - - - Are there any tape recorded burglar alarms with telephone attachments?
Yes 0
No 0
Are any jail alarms monitored?
Yes

0

No

0

If yes, where? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Are any other types of alarms or closed-circuit television systems monitored? If so,
where is the monitoring point?

How many alarms were received this year?*
Valid Alarms _ _ _ _ _ __
False Alarms
Which alarms h,d the most false alarms?

* Maintain a yearly record.
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,----------------------------------------------------------------------Form 6
Computer and Teletypewriter Terminals
List below the computer and/or teletypewriter terminals the agency uses.
sure to indicate if a terminal is shared between two or more networks or
information retrieval systems.
LETS

Yes

0

No

0

NCIC

Yes

0

No

0

Be

OTHER (Name)
Who operates the terminals? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
If the terminal position is not equipped for radio operation how does the radio
dispatcher send information requests to the terminal operator and get back the
required information?
What are the physical locations of the terminals?
If each terminal is not at a dispatcher location, is the terminal location equipped with
a control unit so that the terminal operator can communicate with field forces?
Yes 0
No 0
Using the agency's present information flow system, how long on the average does it
take to:
Run a license check?

in-state: _ _ seconds

out-of-state: ___ seconds

Run a check on a vehicle registration?
in-state: ____ seconds

out-of-state: _ _ seconds

Run a check on a wanted person?
in-state: ___ seconds

out-of-state: _ _ seconds

For each data file what was the volume of information requests, entered messages,
cancelled messages during past year? (Enter below.)

*

Computer
System

Number of
Information
Requests

* Maintain a yearly record.

Number of
Messages
Entered

Number of
Messages
Cancelled

Number of
Miscellaneous
Uses
(specify what)

•

1

7757

I'

m

<

»
r-

C

»
-!
oZ

o

Form 7
Channel Assignments-Base Stations and Mobiles
Channel
Designator

Frequency
(Base Transmit)

Frequency
(Base Receive)

Tone Squelch
Transmit
Receive

Function

o
.,.,

Portables and
Vehicles

-0

or-

-

C""l

m
-!

m
rm

NOTE: Under "Portables and Vehicles" column indicate, by Y (Yes) or N (No), the type of units which are on channel, e.g.,
Y V - Yes Vehicles
N V - No Vehicles
Y P -

N P -

Yes Portables

C""l

o

No Portables

~
~

C

Z

Form 8

C""l

»
-!

Base Station Equipment
Identification
Number

Item

Qty.

Mfg.

Model

Band

Power

Channel
Capability

Loc.

Control
Rem.1 Rptr.

Rad.

Age

Tone
Squelch

Acquisition
Date

Failure Record
Type of Failure

I
Date

Scheduled

Z

Vl

I
Date

o

Cost

Maintenance Record
Non-Scheduled (State Reason)

-<
Vl

-!

m
~

Vl

NOTE:

Abbreviations:

Qty.
Mfg.
Lac.

-

Quantity
Manufacturer
Local

Rem. Rptr. Rad. -

Remote
Repeater
Radio

N
....
0'1

Form 9
Vehicle Equipment
Identification
Number

Quantity

Item

Manufacturer

Model

Power

:;hannel
Capability

I

Failure Record
Tvoe of Failure

Date

Band

Date

Scheduled

Age

Tone
Squelch

Acquisition
Date

Cost

Maintenance Record
Non-Scheduled (State Reason)

['T'I

<
>rc

);>-

~

o
z
o"'T1

Form 10
Personal/Portable Unit
Identification
Number

Item

Quantity

Manufacturer

Model

Band

Power

Channel
Capability

Power
Source

Age

Acquisition
Date

Tone
Squelch

Cost

,

I

Failure Record
Type of Failure

Date

Date

Maintenance Record
Non-Scheduled (State Reason)

Scheduled

-

."

o

C
Ci

.-

.-

['T'I

-!
['T'I

r['T'I
Ci

o
s:
s:

Form 11
Miscellaneous Equipment
Identification
Number

Date

c

z
!

Item

Description

Failure Record
Type of Failure

Quantity

Manufacturer

I
~ate

Scheduled

Model

I Age
I

Ci

Acquisition
Date

Cost

~
z

o

Maintenance Record
Non-Scheduled (State Reason)

-

IJ)

-<
IJ)
-!

['T'I

s:
Vl

f'\
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Form 12
Antenna Site and Associated Equipment
Site Number
Address and Legal Description _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Latitude (degrees, minutes, seconds) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Longitude {degrees, minutes, seconds} _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Height above ground {feet}
Ground height above mean sea level {feet}
Total height ab0ve mean sea level {feet}
Antenna specifications:
Manufacturer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Model _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Gain (decibels) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Type _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Directional

Yes 0

No 0

If yes, state direction
Type of connector
Wind load (pounds per square foot)
Make and type of tower
Yes 0
No 0
Guyed
Type of lighting _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Type of lighting switch (manual, automatic) ________________
Equipment building
Yes 0
No 0
Size
Name of nearby airport _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Distance (feet)
Transmission line specifications:
Manufacturer _____________
Size
Length (feet) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Direction _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Model _____________
Type _______________
Type connector _ _ _ _ __
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Form 13
Emergency Power Equipment
Describe the type of emergency power equipment used. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Electrical capacity {kilowatts}
Yes 0

No

0

Does the fuel storage system meet fire regulations
and other safety standards?
Yes 0

No

0

Automatic start <lnd load transfer
Describe the type of fuel and the storage system.

Is the power equipment in a separate room from the
communication gear?
Yes 0
If no, are there any electrical interference,
corrosion, vibration, or heat problems?

Yes 0

No 0
No 0

Describe the cooling and ventilation facilit;es. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Is the emergency power equipment run and checked
periodically?
Yes 0
If yes, is a log of the test runs kept?

Yes 0

No 0
No 0
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Form 14

Maintenance Service
Yes 0

No

0

Are any bench positions devoted to specific
equipment servicing?

Yes 0

No

0

Is there a separate stock room for
spare parts?

Yes 0

No

0

Yes 0

No

0

0

No

0

Does agency have own maintenance service organization?
If yes, continue up to Contract or Other Service.
If no, go to Contract or Other Service and provide answers.

Self-Servicing Agency
Personnel
Number of licensed technicians
N"Jmber of unlicensed technicians
Facilities
Square feet shop space
Square feet installation area
Is installation area covered
Number of bench positions

Approximate square feet
Does service shop have a screen room?
Size (feet)
Are there any current plans for serviceshop changes?
What are these plans?

Yes

EVALUATION OF POLICE TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
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Form 14 (Continued)
How far is the service-shop location from police headquarters? _ _ _ _ _ __
Does service shop use service vans or other vehicles?

Yes

0

No

0

How many _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Describe
Test Equipment
List below basic test equipment and quantity on hand.

Spares and Standby Equipment
What policy does the service-shop have regarding spare mobiles, personals, etc.

Are any standby base station facilities provided at
the service shop?

Yes

0

No

0

Describe standby facilities at shop. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Contract or Other Service
Who is servicing agency (company, county, etc.)? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Where are they located? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
;\1ust mobiles go to shop for service?

Yes

0

No

0

Number of technicians
Licensed
Unlicensed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Describe service facility, including installation area. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __._
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Vl.l.3.2

Organizational Configuration
The first step in identifying the organizational configuration is to prepare an organization chart. The purpose of an organization chart is to enumerate the different divisions
and positions in the communications unit and to show the relationships between them.
This information helps to identify the specific personnel involved in the implementation
of each system function. Also, the chart provides a record which may serve as a basis for
planning future system modifications.
Examples of such charts are shown in Figs. VI-15 and VI-16 (see also Fig. V-30).
Figure VI-15 is the organization chart for the records and communications division of a
suburban police department which has 35 sworn personnel and 5 civilian employees. The
population of this suburb is about 25,000J

Figure VI-16 is the organization chart for a

municipal communications department for a community of about 400,000.

RECORDS &COMMUNICATION
DIVISIOIi

.-

ORD CLERK

I--

LIEUTENANT

I

1
DISPATCHER

Fig. VI·15

DISPATCHER

DISPATCHER

Communications Unit

8
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The chart in Fig. VI-15 shows a combined Records and Communications Division.

A Lieutenant is in charge. It consists of civilian dispatchers and clerks and an officer
who compiles statistical data.
Dispatchers operate the base radio station. One police radio channel is for basemobile operations. The other provides point-to-point communication. The operators dlspatch for the Fire Department and monitor the Public Works channel.
Dispatchers handle all incoming telephone calls and serve as desk clerks to deal with
the public at the police building.
The figures are included as examples of the way the organizational configuration can
be displayed. They are not included for the purpose of making any recommendations.
A discussion of recommended attributes of organizational configurations is contained in
Chapter V, Section V.2.5.

SUPER IMTl"OE~T
COHMUH ICATI OMS

ELECTRO" IC HA IlHEMAHCE DI VI5 I ON
(Senior Radio Telephone Technician)

TELEPHONE SERVICE DIVISIOH
(Telephone Service Engineer)

fiXED AHD MOBILE REPAIR
(Radio Telephone Technicians)

Fig. VI-16

Communications Department
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The second step in identifying the organizational configuration is preparing a job description for each entry in the organization chart. Examples of such descriptions are given
in Figs. VI-17 and VI-18. The description in Fig. VI-17 is for a combined dispatcher and
complaint-clerk position. 9 The description in Fig. VI-18 is for a dispatcher position in a
system where the dispatch and complaint operations are separate.

lO

DEFINITION
She functions as a radio dispatcher, receptionist, desk officer, teletype operator, clerk-typist,
police matron/policewoman and records technician. She represents the ,')epartment in the
majority of initial contacts between the Department and the public. She processes requests
for police service, dispatches police units or makes other referral. She assists police officers
in the investigation of offenses involving women and juvenile girls as suspects or victims.
She processes fire calls and dispatches equipment accordingly. She is responsible for many
other service functions, including the preparation of reports, indexing and filing of administrative and crime reports and recording of statistical data.
TYPICAL DUTIES
Operates the fire-police dispatch center, monitoring the teletype, police and fire frequencies and alarm systems.
Dispatches fire equipment in response to fire calls according to fire run cards and Fire
Dispatching Instructions.
Processes incoming calls for police service, dispatching units as needed, and referring calls
to others if necessary.
Functions as receptionist/desk officer in front office, makes preliminary inquiries prior
to referrals and prepares initial reports in minor cases.
Prepares and sends teletype messages and inquiries, processes incoming messages.
Investigates crimes where juvenile girls are involved as suspects or victims, assists in the
investigation, processing or transportation of women arrestees.
Receives and processes monies from parking tickets and bails posted at the Department.
Maintains a daily bulletin of reports covering police activity, reproduces, indexes and
distributes various police reports.
Functions as relief meter maid when required.
Is aware of her role as a city employee and is alert to non-police problems and hazards in
the community taking whatever action is necessary to correct the problem.

Fig. V 1-17

Radio Dispatcher Job Description
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DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF WORK
This is responsible work in operating police base radio and teletype equipment to receive and transmit messages and information.
Employees of this class are mainly responsible for operating central departmental base radiI:' and teletype
equipment in providins accurate and timely transmittal of information and messages that frequently involve emergency situations affecting human welfare or safety. Information is transmitted upon request or accordinll to established procedures. Work also includes related typing and filing work. The employee is expected to exercise considerable judgment in performing routine work under the general direction of a supervisor who is available for
immediate consultation on non-routine matters.
EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED (Anyone position may not include all of the duties listed, nor do the listed
examples Include all tasks which may be found in positions of this class.)
Receives coded forms rr.questing police investigation from the complaint section. Time stamps and assigns
"request forms" to appropriate base radiO operator for notification of responsible field unit.
Operates base radio and maintains constant radio contact with mobile units on assigned frequency. Receives
:nvestigation request forms or telephone calls of messages to be transmitted; transmits and follows up to ensure
accurate receipt and understanding.
Receives radio calls from field units, transmits messages via radio or telephone; makes inquiries of various
sources such as officials, outside agencies and companies, to obtain requested information or services.
Logs information received or transmitted by radio; keeps continuous record of the status of mobile units on
board. Reviews length of time mobile units are on case and notifies supervisor if excessive. Consults supervisor
regarding non-routine matters.
Operates teletype machine to provide written notification, to various sections, of significant police matters
such as complaint investigations and dispositions, stolen cards and other criminal activities.
Operates teletype machine according to precise formats necessary to enter information and make inquiry of
sophisticated computer systems.
Monitors State Highway Department, Fire Department and County Sheriff radio frequencies; also Highway
Patrol network teletype messages. Relays pertinent Information or requests for information to responsible city
personnel.
Receives reports on car thefts. Maintains master file and notifies police personnel of stolen and recovered
cars via radio and teletype.
Prepares activity reports on stolen and recovered cars. Contacts owners of recovered cars to arrange for
return.
Types reports and cards for information files; files data and performs other routine clerical work.
REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES
Working knowledge of Police Department organization, policies, operating procedures and methods.
Workin,g knowledge of the City streets and areas, including geographical layout of operating dis,ricts and
associa ted police problems.
Ability to operate base radio and teletype equipment; to type and perform routine clerical work.
Ability to understand and follow moderately complex oral instructions and to remain calm and effective
under heavy workload and emergency situations..
Ability to speak with a clear, well-modulated and pleasant voice and to use good grammatical construction in
choice of words.
Ability to write legibly, using proper grammar and spelling.
Ability to exercise good judgment in making decisions in acco' .Iance with established procedures and guiding
oncepts used within the assigned department and to maintain effective working relationships with personnel.
DESIRABLE EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING
Some experience in the operation of two-way radio and/or telephone switchboard equipment including
some experience in general typing and clerical worK; graduation from standard high school, including or supplemented by courses in tYPing and clerical procedures.
NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENT
Possession of or ability to obtai'! a restricted radio-telephone operator's permit as issued by the Federal
Communications Commission.

Fig. VI-18

Police Communications Dispatcher Job Description
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A brief discussion of procdures for training a new employee should be attached to the
job description. Training and employee selection are discussed in Chapter IV, Section IV.S.
As the system p.valuation continues, these descriptions may be expailded and refined.
The final job descriptions will be an aid in recruitment, training, job evaluation, and review
of salary structures.
Another aspect of organizational configuration to be identified is the structure of common systems such as mutual aid or emergency systems, information retrieval systems, and
shared coordinated systems. The structure includes rules and regulations, the governing body,
the membership, costs, etc.
In collecting information about the organization configuration, one should document
orovisions for meeting general system requirements which relate to organization. These requirements include requirements for training, supervision, and defined authority.

Vl.l.3.3 Communications Department Procedures
Next, one would identify the communications department procedures by preparing a
written description for each procedure. The description should include a list of provisions
for meeting function requirements. Somr amples of procedure descriptions are given in
Figs. VI-19 and VI-20.

SUBJECT:

I

!

EMERGENCY CALLS

It is imperative that emergency calls received be dispatched as quickly as possible. Many operators
have a tendency to copy all tht:: information before dispatching the calls. This proc 1ure, in emergency cases, is wrong.
The following procedures shall be followed by all operators on emergency calls:

1.

Determine the type of incident and location.

2.

Ask the informant to stay orr line and immediately give the information to the Radio
Operator so the necessary unit or units may be dispatched.

3.

Resume your conversation with the informant, advising him/her that units are on the
way, and obtain the ne,~essary information to complete the dispatch sheet with particular
attention given to the informant's name, address and phone number.

4.

If, during your conversation with the informant, pertinent facts are obtained, these should
be relayed immediately to the Radio Operator for broadcast to the responding units.

Fig. VI·19

Communications Department Procedures
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Subject: Police Dispatch
Citizen Initiated (Telephone)

Effective Date

Responsibility
PBX

Action

1.

2.

Receive all from complainant.
a.

If call received on police emergency (Hot-Line), quickly
screen call and, if a routine business call other than complaint, inform party that they should call regular Police line
and given them that number to call.

b.

If not routine business call, keep party on police emergency
(Hot-Line) line.

If call is of such a nature that the complaint could potentially become a police emergency, place calion one of the urgent lines.
a.

Complaint Desk Personnel

Radio-Telephone Operator

3.

Transfer call to complaint desk personnel using method noted above
to determine whether call is transferred on Hot-Line (ambulance,
police emergency in progress, or burglar alarm) urgent line, or
routine lines.

4.

Complete "Complaint Dispatch" card with all information.

5.

Time stamp card and forward to Radio-Telephone operators.

6.

Dispatch vehicle assign~= to location indicated; time stamp card and
place in time slot.
a.

If hot line, dispatch emergency equipment necessary as per
location indicated and then proceed with card process as
indicated.

b.

If vehicle not available in indicated location, assign vehicle
in adjacent location.

7.

If no response from officer within 15 minutes, and red status lamp
begins to flash, check buff card to ascertain nature of the complaint.

8.

If nature of complaint indicates the officer should be 1008, try to
contact.
a.

9_

Fig. VI-20

If no such potentiality, follow 1.a. above.

If assistance is required, assign vehicles.

When officer reports he is back in service, remove cards from slot,
time stamp, and file.

Communications Department Procedure Manual
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The example in Fig. VI-19 documents the procedures to be followed for a citizeninitiated police dispatch. ll In the central communication system which employs this procedure, the switchboard operators, complaint desk personnel, and the radio-telephone
operators are in three separate rooms. information goes from the compiamt desk to the
radio-telephone operator via a conveyor belt.
In a system where the telephone operators and the radio operators are in the same
room, an example (given in Fig. VI-20) documents the procedures to be followed by the
12

telephone operator for the citizen-initiated police dispatch.
The descriplion of the procedures is input to the qualitative evaluation of the system.
The written descriptions can also be used in training and as a guide for the operating
personnel.
VI.1.3.4 Conclusion
Identification of the existing communication system consists of describing the physical
and organizational configuration and documenting the procedures. The information compiied serves as an order!y reference for specific system details. This reference enables one to
determine how each system function is implemented. The data also aid one in checking that
no system function is overlooked in the overall design. In addition, a record of the communication system is obtained which forms a starting point for planning modifications and
improvements. Information obtained in this way can be used not only in the evaluation
process but also in scheduling, training, and supervising personnel.
V1.1.4 Collecting System Performance Data
Several types of data are required to measure the performance of a communication
system. This information describes:
•
The effectiveness of the response to demands on the system
•

The effectiveness of the physical system

•

The effectiveness of the operational system

In the first category are:
•
Measures of the communication center delay caused by the complaint•

taking process
Measures of the radio system delays in the dispatching of patrol units

The second category includes data on:
•
The failure and maintenance records of specific equipments
•
•

System down time
Areas of poor radio reception
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The third category includes data such as:
•

Frequently viofated operating procedures

•

Productive and non-productive man-hours per shift and position

•
Employee turn-over
The criteria for determining which types of data to collect are based upon the numerical
standards which have been defined to express quantitatively the communication system function requirements.
The objective of the collection of each type of data should be clearly stated. Some
functions of the communication system are to collect data for other users, such as recording
patrol-car odometer readings for use by the vehicle maintenance group. Justification of this
data collection should not be confused with justification of the collection of data to evaluate
the :;ystem. Often the same data can be used to serve several purposes. For example, the
complaint record is used for supervisory evaluation of the patrol units, for compilation of
annual reports, and for measuring the demand on the communication system. An accurate
record should be kept of the collection procedures, of the definitions of each category of
data, and of the rules wh ich were used to resolve conflicts in the classification of data.
For instance, in data taken to analyze communication center delay, was the "initial
time" recorded when the telephone was answered, or was it recorded after the operator
hung up. In other words, the technique used to collect the data must be specified exactly.
To analyze and compare the communication center delay encountered by emergency and
non-emergency calls, a definition of emergency and non-emergency calls must be made. If
the distinction is not clear-cut, there must be rules for deciding into which category each
call will fall.
The collection of system performance data is divided into collection of data about:
•

Performance of the system with respect to system standards and criteria

•

System expenditures with respect to budgetary planning

Vl.l.4.1

Performance Data

Performance data are observed measures of the performance of the system. These
measures include communication delay and the components of that delay, the proportion
of the service area in which radio signal strength is below specifications, and the down time
records of particular equipments.

11
i
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(1) Response Time-Communication Center Delay
A primary measure of performance for a communication system is the communication
center delay-a component of complaint response time. The response time increments are
shown in Fig. VI-21.13

I

I

Fig. VI-21

Communication Center Delay

The dispatch card can provide the basic input data for measuring communication center delay. A time clock can be used to stamp the time the telephone call was received and
the time a unit was dispatched. An example of a listing of these cards is shown in Fig. VI-22.
This listing contains the date and time each complaint was received, the communication

I

II

I.

,

I.

center delay, the field response time, and the required time to handle the complaint. If
there is a large number of complaints, summaries may provide a picture that is easier to
understand and use. An example of a summary is shown in Figure

vl-n.

In this example

the average delay and field response time are computed for each shift on each beat. Data
collected on communication center delay is entered in Form 1, Communication Center,
shown in Section VI.1.3.1.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT DISPATCH INCIDENT REPORT
Elapsed
Time
(Hrs:Min)

Date

Beat No.

Shift

Number of
Complaints

03/02/70

925

3

1

0014

:33

:02

:35

:30

03/02/70

925

3

1

0146

:03

:U2

:05

:16

03/02/70

925

3

1

0008

:04

:02

:06

:47

03/02/70

925

3

1

2350

:05

:04

:09

:19

:45

:10

:55

1 :52

2:26

1:45

4:11

10:21

Shift Totals

4

Beat Totjls
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Fig. VI-22

Time
Received

I

Delay
Travel
(Hrs:Min) (Hrs:Min)

Response
(Hrs:Min)

Example of Complaint Card Listing

POLICE DISPATCH AVERAGE TIME REPORT BY BEAT AND SHI FT
Time
Average
Delay
(Hrs:Min)

Avp.rage
Travel
(Hrs:Min)

Average
Response
(Hrs:Min)

Average
Elapsed
(Hrs:Min)

Beat

Shift

Number of
Complaints

710

1

169

1 :09

1 :06

1: 15

1 :54

710

2

257

1 :09

1 :06

1 :16

1 :45

710

3

107

1 :07

1 :04

1 :12

Beat Totals

J

533

I
Fig. VI-23

1 :36

-

--

--

1 :09

-

1 :06

1 :15

1 :46

Example of Communication Delay
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(2) Telephone-System Delays
The communication center delay, as defined, does not include all of the delay the telecommunication system can cause a citizen. The dispatch card is not stamped until the
telephone is answered. However, the time that the telephone is ringing is a delay too.
Furthermore, if the caller receives a busy signal, his delay is even greater.
In some areas the telephone company can, on request, supply a breakdown on the number of rings and the number of times callers received a busy signal. This information is
entered in Form 4, Telephone Lines.
The expected delay and the expected proportion of calls that will
receive a busy signal may be estimated by queueing models if the frequency distribution of the time between calls and the frequency distribution of the length of calls are known. If the distributions are exponential,
analytic techniques have been developed to compute the delay. Because
of the finite number of telephone lines and the strategy of the persons
who receive a busy signal, the techniques are quite complicated. They
are further complicated if there is more than one complaint clerk. 14
(3) Radio System Delays
One component of the communication-center delay is the dispatching delay encountered because the frequency is busy. A similar delay can be encountered by field requests.
This delay can be estimated by a queueing model.
Several models have been developed which can predict queueing or
delay time, if the tImes between messages arriving have an exponential
distribution.
If the service time (i.e., message length) is also exponentially distributed, the average delay time, wq ' is

wq = _:-,-A.",---:-_

1-1 (1-1- A.)

where
1

= average message length,

A.

= average number of arrivals in unit time.

1-1

and

The assumptions that the police radio message lengths and time between police radio messages have exponential distributions appear valid, based upon the data collected in APeO
Project III Phase 2.15

439-911 0 - 71 - 16
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A stop-watch study is the simplest and cheapest way to determine the average message
length and the average number of messages. The length of each message during a selected
period should be timed and recorded. It is desirable to do the timing from a recording of
the transmissions because there will be less disruption of the system and because a known
busy period can be selected.
A message consists of the complete two-way conversation betweer. users that occurs in
a continuous time period and concerns one subject. In order to establish consistency in
grouping the transmissions into messages, the following rules may be used for deciding which
transmissions make up one message:
•

The transmissions have to be concerned with the same subject. If the
subject of conversation changes during a series of transmissions, two
separate messages are created.

•

The time between the end of one transmission and the beginning of the
next must be less than 5.0 seconds. If not, a new message is created.

•

There must be no interruptions by other users of the channel. If so, the
message ends at the interruption and a new message is started at the first
pertinent transmission after the interruption.

Computed radio system deiays are entered in Form 2, Dispatch Facilities.

(4)

Service Area Signal Strength

Surveys of field-strength measurements in the radio system service area are frequently conducted in preparation for modifications or establishment of base-mobile radio systems. Large
departments may have their own technical staff and facilities to'conduct such surveys.
Smaller departments generally contract commercial organizations for such surveys. They
may also be conducted by equipment vendors as part of the service offered to the buyer.

(5)

Maintenance Records

Maintenance records are useful in that they contain performance data on equipment.
The records are simple to keep and readily summarized. Periodic examination of such
records may indicate system problems caused by equipment failures. Unexpectedly high
failure rates may indicate equipment quality problems, abuse of equipment, or shortcomings
in maintenance procedures. Maintenance and failure records are kept in Forms 8-11, Base

Station Equipment, Vehicle Equipment, Personal/Portable Unit, and Miscellaneous Equipment.
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Expenditures

A communication system cannot be evaluated without reference to cost. Insofar as
possible, the cost should be broken down and related to tt

oJ

activities for which the costs

were incurred. In many departments, this breakdown is made for budgetary and planning
purposes. The budget may provide a complete picture of the activities undertaken by the
department and the funds that were expended for those activities as well as projections for
the next year. Figure VI-24 describes a portion of such a budget. This budget contains the
estimate for the coming year as well as a projection, or "program", for the following year,
thus reflecting and enabling longer range planning.
The budget has another use besides a request for funds. The actual expenditures for
the year should be compared to estimates of expenditures made in the preceding year, and
the reason for major discrepancies established and evaluated.
There are many factors outside the control of the communication staff that can increase
the cost of operating and controlling the communication system. The major factors are increases in the cost of services, materials, and equipment, and increases in demands. These
external factors must be taken into consideration when using cost data to pinpoint problcm
areas. For instance, an unexpected rise in expenses can be an indication that there is an
underlying

pro~lem

which can be resolved by the staff or director of communication. An
unexpected increase in the costs for maintenance and repai:- parts can indicate that there is
an (.quipment problem due possibly to age or improper usage. Requirements for additional
staff which cannot be justified by a proportionate increase in demand can indicate that
proper procedures are not being followed or that inefficient use is made of employee time.
If an increase in budget needs is due to an increase in demand, it is important to recognize it and make plans to meet it. Documentation of an increase in demand on the communication system is most useful as evidence when requesting budget increase.
Vl.l.5 Procedures for Gathering Information
Four general types of information have been discussed in the preceding sections. They
are functions, requirements, system description, and measures of performance. This section
summarizes how the information can be recorded and what other uses there are for the
information.
Functions and function requirements can be entered in the Communication System
Function forms (Fig. VI-2). General system requirements are listed separately. Most system
description and performance data can be entered in Forms 1-14 shown in Section VI.1.3.

-I

I

1
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PROGRAM INFORMATION
B-80
GENERAL FUND

DEPARTMENT 22

COMMUNICATIONS

245. CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION
Custom electronic equipment and components are constructed as required. Mobile radios,
radar, fixed equipment, public address, fire alarm and other electronic equipment and
systems are installed.
Actual
1968-69

Work Program Data
Equipment Installed
Activity Cost
Activity Cost (Final)

Estimated
1969-70
350

280

$

17,628

Program
1970-71

$

20,000

400

$

24,000

251. DISPATCHING SERVICES
252. SENDING AND RECEIVING
All radio equipped City vehicles are dispatched and communications coordinated. Messages
are received and the status of vehicles registered. Messages are relayed to City departments,
agencies and individuals. Outside emergency equipment is dispatched upon request.

Work Program Data
City Vehicles dispatched
Outside Equipment dispatched
Radio Messages processed
Fire Alarms processed
Outside Fire Alarms Processed
Activity Cost
Activity Cost (Final)

Actual
1968-69

Estimated
1969-70

Program
1970-71

354,000

362,000

370,000

38,726

40,364

43,000

4,943,750

5,529,238

5,970,500

10,729

11,700

12,300

2,145

2,450

2,800

$ 230,824

$ 287,000

$ 329,000

Fig. VI-24 Example of Commullications Department Budget

I
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Other descriptive information for which forms are not provided include the organization
chart, job descriptions (including training procedures), procedure descriptions, and rules and
governing regulations for any mutual aid, information retrieval, and shared or compact
systems.
In Section VL1.l, there is a discussion of three methods for determining the functions
of U-:~ system. The selection of a method will, in part, determine the sequence of steps one
should iake to collect the information. If method one is selected and functions are determined from written procedure descriptions, the requirem~nts can be determined when each
function is identified. If method one is selected and the functions are determined by interviewing and observing the communication staff, procedures as well as requirements can be
documented when each function is identified. In addition, the descriptive information
about the complaint and dispatch facilities may be recorded at the same time.
If method two is selected and communication-system functions are obtained from the
functions of the departments, one could record the requirements and the procedures after
each function has been identified, or one could wait until all functions have been identified.
It depends upon which is easier. If the third method, obtain functions from the information
needs of police department personnel, is used, it is probably easier to wait until after all
functions have been identified before recording the additional informiltion.
If the information which has been collected is carefully checked by a supervisor of
communication, some one at the level of clerk-typist could probably record it. There is one
exception-the person who records the descriptive information about the equipment must
be familiar with technical aspects of radio equipment.
It should not be difficult to maintain the information after it has been collected initially.
A change in equipment, organization, or procedures should be entered in the forms. Periodically the performance should be measured, and the measures recorded each time.
Considerable information about the system will have been collected. This information
can be useful in ways other than evaluating the system. Job and procedure descriptions can
be useful in selecting and training new employees and in evaluating and supervising the staff.
The failure and maintenance records can be used in scheduling maintenance. Equipment descriptions can be used by the service man to determine what spare parts he should
have. These additional uses should be considered when the information is collected.
VI.2

Methods for Comparing Performance to Requirements
After the information about the system has been collected, one can determine whether

the system does what it is supposed to do on the basis of the requirements defined. Some
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functions of the communication system listed in the Communication System Function form
(Fig. VI-2) have numerical standards associated with them, which can be compared to the
performance data. By the quantitative comparison, the user will know not only which requirements are not met, but how far the system is from meeting the requirements. This will
help him determine the magnitude of the changes which are required.
If the performance barely measures up to the standards, the user will be alerted to
problems which might arise from a growth in demand. With this information, the user can
plan for future needs which require system modifications. He can also consider those potential
needs when evaluating modifIcations which were proposed to meet other requirements.
An historical record of the measures of performance should be maintained. In this way,
a gradual decrease in performance can be observed, and perhaps the trend can be reversed
before it becomes critical.
Numerical standards have not been e:;tablished for all requirements. In such cases only
a qualitative comparison of the performance to the reqt.:irements is possible. Guidelines for
qualitative comparisons are given in the later pages of this section. Examples of comparing
measures of performance to standards are given in the following paragraphs.
V1.2.1

Communication Center Delay

In Chapter V, Section V.3.2.1, an average communication center delay of 90 seconds
was discussed in connection with three minute overall average response time to complaint.
This requirement may be established for normal weekly busy hours. It may also be applied
to shorter or longer busy periods.
Another approach is applicable when complaint calls are assigned priorities. I n a three
priority system a different requirement may be established for each category. For example,
communication center delay time may be required to be less than
•

25 seconds for emergency calls

•

75 seconds for urgent calls

•

105 seconds for non-urgent calls

These limits may again be applied for overall averages or during specified time periods. If
priorities are assigned to dispatch calls as part of operating procedures, errors in making the
assignment should be measured and compared to a standard error expectancy.
VI.2.2

Radio Delay

Assume the standard is that the average delay in getting a message on the air during a
normal busy period should not exceed 5 seconds-the criterion suggested in Section V.3.2.2
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of Chapter V. By monitoring the channel, counting the number of messages, and measuring
the message lengths during a normal busy period, the average message length and average
number of arrivals in unit time can be computed. The formula of Section VI.1.4.1 may then
be used to calculate the average delay time.
If the channel is not shared with other users and if the department knows exactly how
many messages there were during the busy period, it would not be necessary to measure message length every time the radio delay is computed. Periodically, though, the monitoring
should be repeated to determine if there is a change in average message length.
V1.2.3 Inquiry Delay
When setting standards for inquiry response from information retrieval systems, one
must consider the time delays caused by other agencies involved in supplying the requested
information. Figure V(-25 shows the comparison for a State Police Department. 16

In this

example, only the delay for wanted checks (10-29 in the APeO code) approaches the standard. The delays in obtaining vehicle registration and driver's license checks far exceed the
standards.

Inquiry

Signal

Meaning

10-29

Wanted check

10-28

Vehicle Registration:
License
Ser. No.

10-27

Drivers License
Information

Fig. VI-2S

Measured
Delay

Star.dard for
Delay

3-10 min.

No more than
5 min.

3 min. - 3 hrs.
2 hrs. - 3 wks.
No more than
15 minutes
10 min. - 3 hrs.

Example of Comparison of Performance to Standards
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V1.2.4

Qualitative Comparison of Performance to Requirements

System requirements include general requirements for the total system and requirements
associated with the individual functions of the system. If the function requirements are not
met, the function does not adequately fulfill department information handling needs. 1 he
requirements for each function are listed in the fourth column of the Communication System Function form (see Fig. VI-"). The first step in determining whether the requirements
are met is to evaluate the procedures which have been defined for performance of each function.
The evaluation method consists of answering a series of questions such as the following:
•

Have provisions been made for assuring that all requirements are met?

•

Under what conditions would they not be met?

•
Are there any disadvantages to the existing setup?
Sometimes the answers to the last question are subtle. For example, consider the requirement that evidence be maintained in case of a law'iuit charging police negligence in responding to a complaint. This requirement can be met by recording telephone conversations. An
undesirable side effect could be that the complaint taker may not exert the same effort to
calm the complainant and get the correct information as he would if the conversation were
not recorded. (This ri3k can be minimized by use of the same recordings for training and
supervision.)
For every function there exists the requirement of efficient utilization of equipment
and man-power. The procedures used to perform each function should be examined to
determine whether the maximum efficiency is being realized. 17 Each step in a procedure
should be examined:
•

Are any actions unnecessary?

•

Are there any redundant actions?

•

Could any actions be combined?

•

In general, is there an easier way to accomplish the same tasks?

The physical arrangement of each staff member's working area should also be examined:
•

Is the arrangement efficient?

•

Are all supplies and equipment within easy reach?

•

Is any item in an unwieldly position?

•

Is it necessary to move something to reach something else?

•

Does anyone have to move from one location to another to complete a task?

•

Can that movement be eliminated by changing locations?

,
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The designs of the forms staff members frequently use should be considered:
•

Was the order in which the form is completed considered when the form
was designed?

•
Is it necessary to sl~ip around?
•
Is it necessary to turn the form over?
•
Is the form of a desirable size and shape to fill out, process, and file?
The routes or paths that each form or card takes should be examined:
•

Is each handling of the form or card necessary?

•

Can any of the operations be combined?

•
Is there any backtracking?
Another feature to be examined is the general atmosphere of the working environment:
•

Is it too noisy?

•
Is it too crowded?
•
Is there too much confusion?
Each of these factors can reduce the effectiveness of the staff.
One should also look at the utilization of equipment:
•

Is any equipment more complex than necessary?

•
•
"
•

Can the same task be performed manually?
What problems arise because of down time?
Could a different maintenance policy reduce these problems?
Is a patrol car out of service when the radio is inoperative or is a back-up

radio available?
Another important resource to consider is the spectrum:
•

Is air time being wasted with messages that are longer than necessarYI with
messages which are not needed, with interference, or with poor discipline?

•

Is the radio coverage of the patrol area complete, or are there "dead

spots" which lack two-way communication?
After the procedures have been critically evaluated, it is necessary to determine whether
they are being followed. The procedure documentation and actual practice, unfortunately,
are not always the same. Ensuring that procedures are followed is a responsibility of supervision. The comparison of performance to requirements would not be complete without
establishing that the procedures which have been established are actually being used.
In comparing performance of general system rec1uirements, the provisions (Le., the
arrangements made and steps taken) for meeting the requirements must be identified. These
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provisions are documented in the system identification described in ~;ection Vl.l.3. In the
comparison it is necessary to establish whether the provisions are adequate. To evaluate the
provisions one can ask "Under what conditions or in what situations would the provisions
not be adequate?"
For example, in order to evaluate the adequacy of the provisions for continuous operation of the system, the following questions (among others) should be asked:
•

What can cause a major element of the system to fail?

•

How likely is each possible cause of failure?

•

Is it likely that an element and its back-up will fail at the same time, for
the same reason?

•

Is the cause that produces a failure likely to create also an unusually
heavy demand for police services?

•

Can the primary back-~p provide an adequate level of service in most
situations?

•

If the primary back-up fails, will the secondary back-up (if there is one)

...

be able to maintain an adequate level of service?
•

How quickly can !he back-up facility be put into operation?

•

Is maintenance service provided on a 24-hour per day, 7-day per week
basis to ensure continuous system operation?

•

Are communication equipment and personnel well protected against
damage and interference with their duties?

V1.2.5

Summary of Comparison

When numerical standards h.ive been established, the system performance can be
measured and compared to the standard. When numerical standards cannot be established,
a subjective decision is needed to determine whether the requirements are met. The quantitative and qualitative comparison of performance to requirements made here identifies
current or potential weaknesses in the system.
VI.3

Conclusions
These comparison~complete the final step of the evaluation process. The functions

that a police telecommunication system must perform have been determined. The requirements, that is, standards or criteria, for each function have been established. This information documents the overall requirements of a system, answering the evaluation questions:

"What should the system do?" and "How well should it do them?"
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This part of the process, while disCl!.ssed here in reference to an existing system is
applicable to the planning phase of new system design as wei!. The plans and designs for a
new system depend on the choice of functions it must perform and the standards required
of them. Until these are established a system cannot be designed. The sources of this information will, of course, be different for new system planning than for existing system evaluation. The experience of established systems serving similar needs is a useful source of such
information. The next step in new system design is the procedure described in Chapter VII,
which contains a list of the planning steps required and a list of choices "1vailable to the
designer.
The physical system components ot e,,;sting systems and the way these components are
organized to make a system have been identified. Also, how well the system performs has
been determined. With this information, a comparison has been made between the actual
system and its performance on the one hand, and the desired performance standards that
apply to the required functions, on the other. This comparison should point out the weak
and strong points '1resently existing in a system and should also indicate potential weaknesses
and strengths that may develop in the system in the future.
The choices to be made in deciding on modification of a system found to have deficiencies are given in Chapter VII. Pertinent material from Chapters I II, IV and V is utilized
to establish the variables available for planning either a modification or new design. The
choices available for each variable, and the relative merits of these choices are presented.
The evaluation of needs and performance tells th(: planner if an improvement is needed.
If need for improvement exists, the plarl'er has obiainec! the information he needs to examine
the choices available to him to corr:::ct LtJrrent

weJ.kn('s~('s.

In the design of a new system, by

determining the functions and the r :qudemer:ts, i.he pianner has obtained the information
he needs to examine the design opticns available to him.

CHAPTER VII
DESIGN AND MODIFICATION OF POLICE TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
This chapter is concerned with procedures for making major modifications to existing
police telecommunication s'/stems or designing new systems. The preceding chapters contain
information that is essential for understanding and carrying out these planning functions.
The material in Chapters III, IV and V may be considered to be the data base on which the
evaluation and planning methods of Chapter VI and this chapter are founded. To aid the
planner in using the procedures outlined here, references to the earlier material will be made
where appropriate.
Chapter VI bears a particularly close relationship to the present chapter, since the ability
to evaluate a system or alternative systems is necessary if sound decisions are to be made by
the planner. Thus, the pl~nning process will generally utilize the procedures described in both
these chapters. Although topics treated in earlier chapters will recur here, there is a shift of
emphasis. Step~by-step procedures are described here for solving the telecommunication
planning problems with which departments are faced.
In preparing this text the attempt has been made to present the fundamentals of telecommunication system planning in a way that will be directly useful tc) the small and mediumsized departments, but also will serve as a guide even for the large depanments. It is intended
for use by county and state police Cl'1d planning agencies as well as municl;)al departments.
The methods to be presented in this chapter encompass the entire range of planning
problems, from designing a np,w telecommunication system to modifying part of an existing
system. There are basic principles of good planning practice that should be followed regardless of the magnitude of the problem. A thorough grasp of the communication needs of the
agency and the means by which these may be served is essential in both system design and
modification. In designing a new system, though, there is a broader scope for integrated planning of all telecommunication functions. This includes the opportunity to incorporate the
latest types of equipment and the best operating procedures throughout the system.
On the other hand, major modification of an existing system may in some respects be
more difficult to accomplish satisfactorily than designing a new one. The portion of the system that is added or changed must be closely integrated with the remaining portion in such
a way that overall system performance is improved. At the same time, the entire system
must remain operable, during and after modification. Both the external constraints on the
system and the constraint of interfacing successfully with the unchanged portion must be
satisfied as a result of the modification.
243
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VI1.1

Methods for System Design or Modification
Throughout this text the means whereby police telecommunication is carried out has

been called a system. The term conveys the idea of a whole composed of many different
parts which must act in harmony to produce desired re~ults. The planner must know both
the elements of which such systems can be constructed and the way they can be coordinated
to provide the communication capability necessary for effective law enforcement. This requires knowledge of the present and projected communication needs of the agency, and also
knowledge of the equipment, manpower, and procedures whereby these needs can be met.
The design or modification of the telecommunication system of a police department, or
group of cooperating departments, must be carried out so that efficiency as well as effectiveness is achieved. This means that the cost of a system must be taken into account as wei! as
the performance. A further important aspect is the existence of legal and other constraints
that must be observed.
The process of designing or modifying a police telecommunication system can be carried
out in a more or less formal manner. It should include certain basic steps that are necessary
for successful system planning. The preferred approach, called systems analysis, has been
developed and extensively applied in recent years. The approach was recommended for
application to law enforcement systems by the President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice.' ,2 The steps can be summarized as follows:
1.

Define the desired goals

2.

Specify the alternative ways of reaching or approaching the goals

3.

Determ ine the effectiveness of each alternative

4.

Determine for each alternative the required resourc.e,; or expenditures

5.

Select the most favorable alternative, in terms of both effectiveness and cost

In this chapter a systems-analysis approach to the design and modification of police
telecommunication systems is presented. The steps in the process are described in the sequence
in which they would normally be taken. However, the approach is flexible and can readily
be adapted to meet the special needs of individual police deparments.
The planning steps described in this chapter, and the sections in which they are discussed, are as follows:
VI1.2

Establish the information handling needs
V11.2.1

Geographic area to be covered

V11.2.2

Communication needs to be served

V11.2.3

Performance measures and standards
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VI1.3

Establish legal and other external constraints

VII.4

Identify the specific problem to be solved

VI1.5

Examine the available planning variables
VII.5.1
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Planning variables and options

VI1.6

V11.5.2 List of planning variables
Specify the planning variables and options for the problem to be

VII.7

solved
Formulate alternative plans

VI1.8
VI1.9
VIl.l0

Select the best plan
Implement and evaluate the chosen plan
Use of Mathematical and Computer Techniques in System Planning

This procedure is aided by the use of three planning forms. The first, to help specify
the detailed choices or options open to the planner, is presented in Section VI!.6. The seccond, to help formulate alternative plans, is presented in Section VI!.7. The third, to help
compare and evaluate alternative plans, is presented in Section V11.8. The experienced police
telecommunication system planner may wish to begin with Section VII.S. The earlier sections
may then be referred to as needed.
A planning file should be set up at the outset of a study, regardless of its size. This file
should be maintained throughout to provide a permanent record of what was accomplished.
It should consist of various kinds of documents appropriate to the particular study being conducted. It is recommended that a loose-leaf notebook be kept as the coordinating document.
This usually can contain a large proportion of the planning documents and also an indexed
list of those documents that are not suitable for inclusion in the notebook itself.
Examples of the kinds of documents to be prepared or acquired and included in the
file are as follows:
•
The directive authorizing the planning study, with a statement of the
problem and the aims, scope, and organization of the study (see Section
•
•

VilA)
Progress reports as scheduled
The final report prepared at the end of the study, with conclusions and

•

recommendations as to the best plan of action
Completed analysis and planning forms such as those presented and explained in this text (see Chapter VI and Sections V11.6, VI1.7 and V11.8)

•

Internal memoranda and schedules relating to the study
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•

Notices and minutes of meetings

•

Correspondence

•

Copies of completed official forms (e.g., FCC Form No. 400, Application for Radio Station Authorization)

•

Specifications and requests for quotations on equipment, buildings and
other facil ities

•

Budget estimates and requests

•

Contracts and purchase orders

•
•

Block diagrams of relationships among syst",m components
Job descriptions

•

Organization charts

•

E:.quipment operating and maintenance manuals

•

Training and procedures manuals

•

Manufacturers' brochures and prices

.,

Descriptions of communication services offered and prices

•

Blue prints or diagrams of building and equipment layouts

•
•

Maps
Photographs

•

List of reference book~ and articles consulted

VI1.2

Establish the Information Handling Needs

The information handling needs to be met by the proposed system modification or
design must be clearly defined if the effort is to achieve practical goals. This requires that
the general framework in which the problem must be solved is explicitly stated. This may be
done by defining the geographic area to be covered, the communication needs to be served,
and the performance standards to be met.
V11.2.1

Geographic Area to be Covered

A description of the primary area to be covered by the communication system (Le., the
area directly served by the department or group of cooperating departments) is basic information required by the communication planner. Much of the information can best be pre..
sented in the form of maps. The specific kinds of data on the area that are likely to be of
use to the planner include the following:
•

The official designation of the area (municipality, cooperating group of
municipalities, county, etc.)
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The location of the ?rea (State, metropolitan region, latitude and longitude
coordinates of representative points, etc.)

..
•

The geographical extent of the area (square miles)
The shape (square, rectangular, irregular, etc.; unusual aspects of shape

•

such as extensions into or from adjacent areas)
Terrain (average elevation, mountains or hills, prominent bodies of water;
in particular, any features that might affect propagation of police radio
signals, the department mission in general, the location of facilities, and

•

maintenance requirements)
Population characteristics (total population from U.s. Census, average
population density per square mile, composition of the population by sex,

•

race, age group, income level, etc.)
Population distribution (local population density throughout the area;
names, sizes, and locations of towns and cities if not the same as the area)

•

Transportation facilities (road network, railroad network and stations,

•

airport locations)
Crime statistics (data on the occurrence of crimes in the area and incidence
of other events requiring immediate police response, such as traffic violations,

•

vandalism, etc.)
The geographical organization of the police force or forces (districts, beat

•

areas, location of main and sate!!ite headquarters)
The present locations of the police radio facilities (communication center,

•

remote transmitters and receivers, antennas)
Telephone service (locations of exchanges and geographical boundaries
of the districts served, special calling numbers for communication with
the police department, the existing arrangements for emergency and non-

•

emergency calls to and from the department)
Ca!1 boxes (locations, media of transmission such as lanJ-line or radio,

o

and modes of usage)
Alarm detectors which send signals to the police department (schools,

businesses, etc.)
The geographical framework within which the law-enforcement organization and its
communication system must function is established b'y data of the types that have been
listed. This information on the primary area to be covered by the communication system
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needs to be supplemented. Additional information is needed concerning the external areas
with which there are likely to be substantial interactions, either cooperative or conflicting.
Any of the types of information listed above describing the primary area covered by
the agency may, depending upon circumstances, also be required for external areas by the
communication-system planner. Again, m«ps can conveniently present some of the information. Radio charts showing the locations of all fixed antennas which emit potentially interfering signals are useful. The assigned frequencies and powers of the transmitters, type of
modulation, antenna heights, radiation patterns, and terrain features affecting the interfering
signal strength can be 9isplayed on such a chart.
V11.2.2

Communication Needs to be Served

The cornerstone on which analysis of police communication systems must be based is
the nature of the needs to be served. In the detailed description of police telecommunication
systems given earlier, it has been made clear how the various functions that a police organization performs give rise to corresponding needs for communication (Sections V.l and V.3.1).
The performance requirements on the communication system itself must be established with
the aim of aiding the police agency to function effectively over its entire range of duties.
The volume of information required to be conveyed, the form that the information
tc:i(es, the content of the messages, and the time allowed for its transmission are factors of
baj,~ i'YJportance in characterizing the demands that the communication system must satisfy.

The i;:, ,!(: on the system is the total of all the demands. The load varies due to
•

The random distribution of demand over short intervals of time

•

Daily, weekly, and annual patterns of individual and community
activities

•
•

Modification of those patterns due to weather and other conditions
The scheduling of special events

•

The occurrence of emergencies and disasters which inevitably place
heavy demands upon the police

Load variation due to all these factors is treated in Section V.3.
The police communication system must be capauie of handling the peak demands placed
upon it. The average demand on the system over a period of time (hour, day, week, or year)
is not an adequate measure of the necessary capacity. To establish the volume of messages,
or load, which the communication system must be able to handle, the planner must examine
the demands which are placed on the system during the peal< periods.
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In a rapidly growing area, it may not be sufficient, or possible, to
examine the previous peak loads on the system. In Project Three of the
APeD Project Series Foundation, 3 the weekly peak-hour radio loodings
of eighteen suburban police departments were monitored. The populations
of these suburbs ranged from less than 7,000 to about 70,000. For two
weeks the number of base-mobile radio messages during the busiest two
hours of each week were counted. Regression analysis was used to develop
a prediaion equation for the average time between messages during a
busy hour, based upon the population of thE community. The resulting

,

regression equation is
Y = antilog e (5.03 - 0.Oa0027P)
where
Y = average time between messages in seconds
P = population of the community
Using this equation, an estimate of the average time between police
radio messages in a community of given size can be computed. The
average number of messages per busy hour, for example, is then obtained by dividing 3600, the number of seconds per hour, by the
average time between messages in seconds. The results for three
values of population are shown in Table VIl-7. The estimates given
by this equation become less accurate, the greater is the difference
between the community population and the average population in
the sample used to develop the equation. Therefore, considerable
error can be expectpd if the population exceeds 60,000.
TABLE VIi-l
ESTIMATES OF AVERAGE POLICE RADIO MESSAGE
LOADS PER HOU R
---.

t

Population
Served

Average Time
Between Messages
(seconds)

Averap-e Number
of Messages
(per busy hour)

10,000
25,000
60,000

124
90
43

29
40
84
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While it may be helpfl../ to use such an equation in estimating message volume for a police department, caution is advisable on several
grounds. The hourly allerage is the average one would expect over a
succession of weeks. In some weeks the busy hour average would be
lower or higher. For example, in the long run a community of 60,000
could expect the average number of messages per busy hour to be more
than 7Of) in one out of ten weeks. A Iso, the messages will not be equally
spaced throughout the hour. During an hour one can expect at least one
five-minute period to occur when the average time between messages is
30 percent less than the hourly average. The number of messages during
such a five minute period will be 30 percent greater than the hourly
average. Another cautionary note is that the data were collected in 7969
in the Lake Michigan Metropolitan area. The conditions which gave rise
to communication demanr:!s there at that time may not be the same as the
conditions at a different place and time.
Safety factors, often referred to as system usage factors, should be included in the prediction of future demand on a system. Upper and iower estimates may be made in addition
to an extrapolation of the historical trend. Factors whose impact should be considered include economic growth, technical innovations, changes in the area covered, the size and
composition of the population, and crime rates.
I\tiethods for determining the functions which a particular police communication system
must perform are given in Section VI.1.1. Methods for the collection of data on the present
communication load, and for the predictk.l of future loads, are given in Section Vl.l.2.2.
The parts of Chapters V and VI to which references have been made in this section
should be reviewed preparatory to undertaking the design or modification of a pol ice telecommunication system.

V11.2.3

Measures and Standards of Performance

Measures and standards of performance for police telecommunications are necessary if
sound decisions are to be made concerning the design of a new system or modifications to
an existing system. The selection of appropriate measures of effectiveness depends to a large
extent upon the misc;ionc; to be performed by the agency. The communication load generated
in the performance of these missions can be described in tPorms of basic message characteristics wh ich have been discussed in Chapter V I, Secti on V 1.1.

,

~I
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Performance standards are specified values of selected measures of system performance
that can be used in determining the acceptability of an existing or proposed plan. A performance standard may be an exact value which must be attained. More frequently such a
standard will be an extreme value, i.e., a minimum value that should be equalled or exceeded
or a maximum value that should not be exceeded. If both a minimum and a maximum value
are specified for a performance measure, then a range of acceptable values is defined. In some
instances a single target value may be specified together with the allowable extreme limits of
variation above and below the target value.
In police communication systems, as in other systems generally, there is a degree of
uncertainty concerning the exact conditions that will

~ encountered. For example, the

number of telephone calls requesting police aid that will occur in some future time interval
cannot be known in advance. A central concept in coping with uncertainty is that of probability. This is a numerical measure of the relative frequency of occurrence of alternative
conditions or events. The probability, P, of occurrence of one condition or event

111

contrast

to all the alternatives that are considered possible is a number between zero and one; the
probability associated with all the alternatives is then the complement of P, Le., l-P.
The proper use of probabilities in conjunction with police telecommunication system
evaluation and planning introduces a degree of realism that would otherwise be lacking. For
example, the provision of a sufficient number of telephone lines to assure that no incoming
call will ever receive a busy signal would be operationally desirable. However, the number
and cost of lines to meet this requirement would be prohibitive. A realistic goal would be,
for example, provision of the minimum number of lines such that the probability of an
incoming call receiving a busy signal is 0.01 or less. Hence the complementary probability of
the call going through is 0.99 or more.
Performance standards may be expressed in terms of probabilities in conjunction with
extreme values or intervals. The standard will in these instances, include a maximum probability that an event will fall above or below the extreme value, or outside the interval. The
end points of the interval or the extreme values are, when associated with a probability of
being violated, called tolerance limits. So, for example, the performance standard for radio

.

coverage may be expressed as a tolerance limit. The curves in Appendix A are computed to
insure 97 percent coverage; that is, the received signal input power will exceed the amount
needed to produce a 12 dB SINAD ratio* in 97 percent of the area to be covered.
*A 12 dB SINAD ratio (signal plus noise and distorition-to-noise and distortion ratio) is the standard set by Electronic
Industries Association as the condition for an intelligible receiver output (see Appendix A and Chapter IV I Section IV.2.1).
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Standards are set in different ways. Reasonable standards will reflect the current state

of communications technology as well as the practical needs of law enforcement and the fiscal
resources that can be made available. One source of performance standards is a survey of
the operations of existing police telecommunication systems. In particular, those systems
that exhibit the highest levels of performance should be examined. Another source of standards is a critical analysis of the needs to be served and the inherent capabilities of communications equipment, personnel, and procedures. A third source of standards is the collective
judgment of persons with extensive experience in the design and operation of such systems.
Combinations of these approaches may be appropriate.
There is no unique and comprehensive set of performance standards applying to law
enforcement telecommunication systems that an agency can turn to without question when
evaluation or design questions arise. There are too many factors that vary from one situation
to another to make universal standards practical. On the other hand, some set of standards
is necessary for rational planning. A compromise approach, and the one adopted here, is to
explicitly state standards of performanc~ that have been established or recommended by
various persons or groups, but to treat these as examples or guidelines and not as absolute
requirements. A particular department may decide to adhere to standards that have been
developed in other situations, or it may set up its own standards that make more sense under
local conditions. In any case, the standards should be explicit and defensible.
The preceding discussion applies to standards other than those which have legal status.
The applicable FCC Rules and Regulations, for example, must be observed by all police communication sections,
The following standards are set forth as guidelines for police telecommunication planning. These are in addition to the standards for police radio transmission published by the
FCC.
•

The probability that an incoming emergency telephone call to the police
department will receive a busy signal should be in the order of 0.01 or
less under all m,.-mal conditions, including normal busy periods.

•

If an average response time of 3.0 minutes between receipt of an emergency call by the police department and arrival of police at the scene is
taken as a satisfactory o'/erall operational standard, and if the average
field response time is half of this total time (Le., 1.5 minutes), then the
average communication center time to process an emergency call should
not exceed 1.5 minutes.

t
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The average waiting or delay time in getting a message on the air on the
base-mobile channel during a normal busy period should not exceed five

•

seconds.
The minimum level of desired signal presented to any police radio receiver

•

should produce a 12 dB or greater SINAD ratio.
The police radio communication system should be in an operational state
virtually :,~ all times, i.e., with an extremely small probability of failure
(0.0001 or less). This implies, among other things, continuous staffing and
the provision of adequate security and back-up equipment ann power.

VII.3 Establish Legal and Other External Constraints
The existence of numerous external constraints on the range of possible solutions constitutes a large part of the challenge in planning police telecommunication systems. System::;
must comply with these constraints, which can be of a technical, legal, or fiscal nature.
Awareness of all the applicable external constraints is necessary prior to designing or modifying
a system.
One of the principal external constraints is the limited portion of the radio spectrum
that is available. This is fundamentally a physical limitation, but in practice is expressed in
the form of legal requirements that apply to the use of two-way radio systems. The FCC is
the agency of the Federal government that exercises this authority, through regulations and
rulings on cases brought before it.
FCC authorization is not limited to the frequency channels which a department can
use, but includes also factors such as the power levels at which transmitters can be operated,
and the locdtions, radiation patterns, gains, and heights of antennas. FCC Rules and Regulations are treated in detail in Section V.3.6, cind frequency coordination procedures in Section
V.3.7. Selected portions of the FCC Rules and Regulations are reproduced in Appendix F.
All legal requirements on police communication systems in addition to those imposed
by the FCC must also of course be met. Federal agencies other than the FCC may require
compliance with certain rules and regulations affecting police telecommunication systems.
An example is the height limitation and marking of antenna structures required in certain

*

areas by the Federal Aviation Administration for flight safety. Some staLes have applicable
legal requirements (see Section V.3.8). These relate for the most part to inter-agency
agreements.
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If the cooperating police agencies are located in different states, special interstate com-

pacts may be required. In some instances, municipal, county, or other local laws may apply
to certain aspects of police communication systems. For example, zoning ordinances and
building codes may apply to the construction of buildings to house commllnication equipment.
Other external system constraints are of a fiscal nature. These are discussed in Chapter
III and Section V.3.8 of Chapter V. The fiscal resources that a police agency can draw upon
for communication or for other purposes are never unlimited, and may be quite restrictive.
It should be emphasized that all costs should be included in that portion of the department
budget that covers construction or revision, maintenance, and operation of the communication system. Equipment and building depreciation should be included along with maintenance
and operating costs. For planning purposes, a fair comparison among alternative designs or
modifications can only be made by comparing the respective overall costs. This can be accomplished by preparation of tentative budgets for the alternative plans, applying uniform
accounting principles in all cases.
VII.4

Identify the Specific Problem to be Solved

Problems associated with police telecommunication systems arise in a number of different ways. We are concerned here with problems that require for their proper solution
some form of system planning. Other problems that can be handled through routine maintenance and repair procedures will not be considered. System planning is required both in
the design of new systems and in the major modification of existing systems.
In relation to the techniques presented in this Chapter, any modification that cannot
be handled by means of routine repair and maintenance procedures should be considered a
major one. It is understood, of course, thit a major modification of a communications system in a small police department may to a large department seem like a minor change. The
use of system planning techniques is, however, not so much a matter of the absolute size of
the undertaking as of its relative impact on the system being changed. Thus, system planning
techniques presented here should be used when the prop(;sed modifications of a system will
produce significant changes in it.
The need to design a new system generally comes about for one of the following reasons:

•
•

A new police agency is created through government reorganization or to
serve a developing municipality or other area
Two or more police agencies agree to form a cooperative communication
system replacing in whole or in part their separate systems
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An existing system is considered sufficiently obsolete or inadequate to
warrant consideration of one or more entirely new systems instead of,
or along with, consideration of major modifications to the existing

system
The need to modify a system that is already in operation will generally occur for one or more
of these reasons:
•
The communication load changes in ~ize or nature. Population growth
in the area served by the police a~ency is one likely cause of increase in
the volume of complaints. Another cause is increases or decreases in
the rates of certain types of crime, or crime in general
•

The geographical area over which the department requires communication
coverage expands or contracts. For instance, the community boundaries
may be enlarged through incorporation of additional land. In some cases
a department may agree to provide complaint answering and vehicle dispatching on behalf of one or more other departments through a cooperative arrangement. Conversely, the department may relinquish part of its
own communication activity to another department through ~ cooperative

•

•

arrangement
Technical innovation in the field of telecommunication equipment makes
the existing equipment obsolete relative to what can be accomplished
with newer devices. New equipment may replace old or be introduced
to perform a new function
FCC regulations or other legal requirements change, permitting or necessitating a modification in equipment and/or operating procedures. For
example, a different segment of the electromagnetic spectrum may become
available for police use, enabling the system to shift to new operating

•

.,

•

I

•

frequencies
The police agency itself is restructured in a way that involves the communication function
Other police agencies with which the given agency is in active communication undergo charlges and the given agency must adapt to them
Budgetary restrictions are imposed, requiring cutbacks in th~ expenditures
for communication. The question this raises 1s how to economize with
the least possible reduction in effectiveness
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•

Another important class of occasions for modifying an existing police
communication system arises from a recognition that operational improvement is needed, or at least that a study looking toward the possibilities of improvement, is needed. In such instances a critical examination of al! aspects of the communication system is indicated, with the
aim of identifying the deficiencies and determining remedial measures

•

The procedures for continuing or periodic evaluation of a system presented in Chapter VI will detect deficiencies as they arise

It is evident from the examples that have been given that communication system problems
can arise in many different ways and be very different in nature.
Following the recognition that a problem exists, it is necessary to state it as clearly as
possible. There are several elements to be considered. The existence of the problem implies
that there are one or more goals that are not now met. These need to be thought through
and stated explicitly. Furthermore, there is no well defined problem unless there is some
way of gauging the relative merits of different solutions that may be proposed. In other
words, there must be criteria or measures of effectiveness that can be applied to distinguish
between better and worse proposals for system design or modification. Then there must be
system variables that can be controlled in seeking to bring about desired values or changes
in the measures of effectiveness.
There will always be constraints on the possible values of the controllable variables.
The variables may interact with each other so that changes in the measures of effectiveness
due to altering one variable depend on the values at which the other variables are set. A
particularly important aspect in communication systems is the degree of unpredictability, or
uncertainty, concerning the demands thot will be placed on the system.
A statement of the particular telecommunicatio!1 system planning problem with which
an agency is faced should be prepared in writ;ng by the proper authority at the outset of the
planning effort. The content and length of this problem statement will depend upon the
n~.ture of the prcblem and the way the agency intends to seek a solution. This document will,

in effect, be the charter under which the planning effort is carried out. The following items
are suggested for inclusion in the problem statement. Some of these points will always be
relevant; others mayor may not be relevant in a particular case; additional points should,
of course, also be covered if applicable.

....

e

Identification of the agency that is faced with the telecommunication
system planning problem

•

The auth0l'ity by which the problem statement has been prepared

•I
r

~
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•

The date of preparation of the statement

•

The scope of the problem (e.g., to design a new system or to improve
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a specified portion of an existing system)
•

The general goals to which the planning effort is to be directed (e.g.,
to provide two-way radio communication over a specified area using
the most suitable equipment available and proven operating procedures)

•

Applicable performance standards

•
•

Legal requirements
Technical or organizational constraints

e

Budgetary limitations

•

Coordination required with other agencies

•

The individual or group that is authorized to conduct the planning study

•

The planning tasks and the time schedule for completion

VI1.5

Examine the Available Planning Variables

V11.5.1

Planning Variables and Options

In designing a new police communication system or modifying an existing system, there
are many variables that must be taken into account. Some of the variables are directly controllable. Others may not be subject to direct control, yet must be considered to anticipate
possible difficulties. Examples of variables that can be controlled range from the geographical
losation of an antenna to selection of men or women as complaint operators. Examples of
variables not subject to control range from weather conditions to circuit noise in a radio
receiver. Systems are designed or modified by choosing among the available options of the
controllable variables.
The variables listed in Section VII.S.2 are subject to control in the design or modification
of police telecommunication systems; they are the planning variables or "policy variables"
of these systems. The number and identity of the planning variables which should be controlled will depend on the problem to be solved. At one extreme, perhaps only one or two
variables will need to be considered in searching for a way to overcome a fault \71 an existing
system. At the other extreme, all or nearly all of the variables will need to be considered in
the design of a new system.
In some instances there may be a question whether to make a major modification to
the existing system or to replat.e it with a new system. A fundamental decision must be made

~

I
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at some point in time as to which direction to take. The new system and the modification of
the old system can be treated as planning alternatives by the procedures presented here.
Likewise, different designs for a new system or different modifications to an existing
system can be evaluated as planning alternatives. In other situations the question may arise
whether it is better to keep the existing system unchanged or to make a proposed modi-fication. Keeping the existing system unchanged is then one of the planning alternatives. In the
case of a newly created police agency there will be no existing communication system and
hence the only alternatives will be different designs for the new system.
The options that are open for each variable are indicated, in most cases, in Section V11.5.
Where they are not, the options are either obvious or they are discussed in the referenced
sections of previous chapters. Only the major options are treated in this text. Further options,
such as make and model of items of equipment, will be clelr from the information obtained
in connection with a particular planning study. The options themselves may consist of a set
of discrete alternatives or may be successive po;nts on an essentially continuous scale of possible values of the variable.
V11.5.2

List of Planning Variables

As a convenient way of organizing the presentation of the major planning variables and
the available choices or options for each vari~ble, nine subsystems of the telecommunication
system have been distinguished. These subsystems are identified as:
1. Organization and staffing
2.
3.

Operating procedures and staff training
Communication center

4.
5.

Telephone subsystem
Radio subsystem

6.

Teletypewriter subsystem

7.
8.
9.

Computers and associated data transmission facilities
Emergency equipment and procedures
Maintenance

In an actual system, the subsystems are not completely distinct entities with clear-cut
boundaries. Hence, the division into subsystems is somewhat arbitrary. Planning variables
may interact strongly with each other. A decision made in regard to one subsystem can
affect the options which are available in other subsystems.

I
J

"
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VII.5.2.1 Organization and Staffing
The two major planning variables for organization and staffing of the communication
unit are:

1.

Text
Reference
V.2.S.1

Options

Planning Variable
Placement of communications
unit within the department or
group of cooperating agencies

a.
b.

c.
d.

Staff section.
Part of a line unit, e.g.,
the Patrol Division.
Separate municipal (or
county) communications
agency.
Separate unit formed by
two or more cooperating
police departments.

2.

Organization of communications unit

(see text)

V.2.S.2

3.

Total number of communications personnel

1,2,3, ...

V.2.2.2

4.

Number of complaint
operators

1,2,3, ...

V.2.2.2

5.

Number of dispatchers

1,2,3, ...

V.2.2.2, V.2.4.3

6.

Number of maintenance
technicians

1,2,3, ...

V.3.3.4

If the procedures for handling the complaint-dispatch functions do not separate the complaint
and dispatch operations, Nos. 4 and 5 above are no longer planning variables. These procedures
are the planning variable in the next section. If contract (or other external) maintenance service
is used, planning variable No.6

:<;

removed. This choice is made for the planning variable in

Section VII.S.9.
Another planning variable regarding the staff is the type of personnel.

7.

Type of personnel

a.
b.
c.
d.

Sworn-male
Sworn-female
Civilian-male
Civilian-female

IV.S
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VII.S.2.2

Operating Procedures and Staff Training

Complaint processing and radio procedures are the main planning variables affecting procedures. The primary staff training variable is the means for training personnel.
Planning Variable

1.

Complaint Processing

Options
a.
h.

c.

One-stage
Two-stage
I h ree-stage

2.

Radio Procedures

(see Ref.)

3.

Training Method

a.
b.

VII.S.2.3

Text
Reference
V.2.2.2

APeo Standard
Operating Procedure
Manual 4

On the job
Local APCO Seminars

IV.S

Communication Center

The communication center planning variables will affect, and be affected by, the choices
made for the radio and telephone subsystems.
Planning Variable

Options

Text
Reference

1.

Type of control unit

a.
b.
c.

2.

Number of control units

1,2,3, ...

IV.2.3

3.

Location of control units

a.
b.
c.

IV.2.3

4.

Number of contrvl points
(positions with supervisory
capabilities)

1,2,3, ...

5.

Type of status equipment

a.

6.

Use of voice recorder
6 1 Tvpe of recorder
6.2

Replay feature

Desk set
Desk-top control console
Control console

In same room
Each in separate room
Single and separate room
grouping

b.

Status boards
Status cards

a.
b.

No
Yes

1.

IV.2.3

IV.2.3

IV.2.3.2
111,IV.2.3.2

2.

Tape
Stylus

1.
2.

(nstant replay
No instant replay

4
l

I.

'I

I
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V11.5.3 Telephone Subsystem
There are a number of planning variables associated with the telephone subsy~tem.

These variables are not completely independent of one another or of the planning variables
for the communication center and procedures. A list of the most significant planning variables and their options is as follows:
Text
Options

Planning Variable

References

1.
2.

Total number of lines

1,2,3, .. .

iV.2.6, V.2.2

Number of emergency lines

1,2,3, .. .

IV.2.6, V.2.2

3.

Number of administrat:ve lines

0,1,2, .. .

IV.2.6, V.2.2

4.

Number of unlisted lines

0,1,2, .. .

IV.2.6, V.2.2

5.

Number of tape recorded lines

J, 1,2, .. .

IV.2.6, V.2.2

6.

Number of recorder channels

0,1,2, .. .

IV.2.6, V.2.2

7.

Use of 911 emergency number

Yes, No

8.

Types of lines

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

9.

Types of phones

a.

b.
c.

10. Type of call routing
equipment

a.
b.
c.

*Registered service mark of the Bell Systp.m.

IV.2.6

Switched network
Two-way automatic private
line
Push butwn automatic
private line
Push button - push button
private line
Intercommunicating private
line

IV.2.6

Dial
Touch-Tone *
Card di;Jer

IV.2.6

Switchboard
Private Branch Exchange
(PBX)
Centrex

IV.2.6, V.2.2.1
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VII.S.S

The Radio Subsystem

The design of the radio subsysteL. wnsists of choosing values for the variables which
allow a set of accepted standards and objectives to be met. A list of the most significant planning variables and their options is as follows:
Planning Variable
1.

Modulation type

Options
a.
b.

Amplitude modulation
(AM)
Frequ.cncy modulation

Text
References
111,IV.2.1

(FM)
2.

Frequency band(s)

3.

Antenl1a height and towers

4.

Antenna type

a.
b.
c.
d.

Low band
High band
UHF band
Other

IV.l

IV.2.2, IV.3.3,
Appendix A
a.
b.

Directiona~

Non-direcZional

iV.2.2, IV.3.3,
Appendix A

5.

Antenna gain

(see text)

IV.2.2,IV.3.3,
Appendix A

6.

Antenna locatior

(see tex t)

IV.2.2, IV.3.3,
Appendix A,
Appendix B

7.

Transmitter power

(see text)

IV.2.1 . IV.3.1,
AlJpendix A

8.

Squelch type

a.
b.

Carrier
Tone coded

IV.2.1,IV.3.1,
IVA.7.1

9.

Digital transmission
capabil i ties

a.
b.
c.

Base to vehicle
Veh icle to base
Mobile telepriJlters

IVA.2, !VA.3

10. Location of dispatching

a.
b.

Central
Dispersed

V.2.3, V.2A.3

a.
b.

Central
Dispersed

V.2.3, V.2A.2

points

11. Location of base station
radio equipment
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Planning Variable

12. Number of frequencies per

Options
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Text
References

1 or 2

V.2.3, V.2A.l

1,2,3, ...

V.2.3, V.2.3.3

a.

I!I, V.2.3, V.2A.1

channel

13. Number of channels per
network

14. Simplex, half-duplex or

b.
c.

Simplex
Half-duplex
Duplex

15. Direct or repeater operation

a.
b.

Direct
Repeater

16. Number of radio equipped

1,2,3, ...

VI.1.3.1

17. Number of portable radios

0, 1, 2, ...

Vl.l.3.1

18.

Yes, No

IVA.1

Yes, No

IV.3.S

Yes, No

IVA.9

duplex operation of channels

III, V.2.3

vehicles

Employment of voice privacy
equipment

19. Employment of communication vans

20. Employment of satellite
receivers and voting equipment

21. Employment of vehicle location equipment

22.

Employment of microwave
equipment

VII.5.S

a.
b.
c.

None
Manual
Aatomatic

IV.2.4, Appendix B

Yes, No

Teletypewriter Subsystem

f
Options

Planning Variable
1.

Number of teletypewriter
terminals

0,1,2, ...

2.

Transmission speed (words
per minute) and type of
circuit

a.

439-~11

IV.6, Appendix E

O· 71 - 18

b.

Leased teletypewriter
circuits
Purchased teletypewriter
circuits

Text
References

IV.2.S, V!.1.3.1
Ill,IV.2.S
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Planning Variable

Options

Text
References

c/d. Leased/purchased circuits
shared with other data
term inals (data-phone,
time-shared computer
terminals)
3.

Type of code employed

VII.S.6

a.
b.
c.
d.

Baudot
ASCII
USASCII
etc.

IV.2.S

Computers and Associated Data Transmission Facilities

There are two types of plann;ng variables associated with computer subsystems. One
type relates to external or centralized information retrieval systems. These are discussed in
Section V.l.S.3. The systems which are available to a department are limited by location and
jurisdiction. For a system which is available there are two options: either the department
uses the service or it does not.
The various planning variables of computer systems dedicated to the needs of individual
departments or groups of cooperating departments are treated in Section V.l.S.2.
VII.S.7

Emugency Equipment and Procedures
Planning Variable

l.

2.

Options

Reserve capacity for emergency a.
radio message loads
b.

Types of power plants

c.

Standby emergency
channels
Reserve capacity in
regular channels
Shared emergency capacity

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Diesel
Gasoline
Liquified petroleum (LP)
Butane
Propane
Natural gas
Manufactured gas
Gas turbine
Solar cell

Text
References
V.3.S

iV.2.7.2, VI.1.3.l

1
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(see text)

Text
References
IV.2.7.2, VI.1.3.1

(see text)

IV.2.7.2

Cooling methods

(see text)

IV.2.7.2

6.

Type of starting

a.
b.

Automatic
Manual

IV.2.7.2

7.

Type of load transfer
equipment

a.
b.

Automatic
Manual

IV.2.7.2

Options

Planning Variable
capacitie~

3.

Fuel tank

4.

Power generating

5.

VII.S.8

c~

acities

Maintenance
Options

Planning Variable
1.

Type of service

a.
b.
c.
d.

Self-service
Contract service
Separate governmental
agency
Cooperative police agency
service

2.

Number of technicians

0,1,2, ...

3.

Types of standby equipment

(see text)

Text
References

V.3.3A, VI.1.3.1

VI.1.3.1
V.3.3A, VI.1.3.1

VI1.6

Specify the Planning Variables and Options for the Probiem to be Solved
It is assumed that the problem to be solved has been defined in accordance with Section
VilA. The major planning variables and options available to the planner have been listed in
Section VII.5. The planning variables applicable to the problem under consideration should
be selected from this check list and recorded for reference during the remainder of the plan·ng process. The check list should help the planner to identify all the major variables and
options that are available to him for solving the problem with which he is dealing. It should
also help to make him aware of the relationships ilmong the variables.
General factors that must be taken into account in identifying the relevant variables

j ••

any telecommunication planning problem include the technical possibilities, human performance capabilities, and the dollar cost. The system is composed of the operating staff, organization and procedures, and phyc;ical facilities, It is an error for the planner to be "gadget-
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minded", that is, to concentrate on the "hardware" variables without paying enough attention to human needs and abilities under the circumstances and stresses of system operation.
It is equally an error to ignore the advantages that might be realized by obtaining and using
superior equipment.
At every stage of the planning process some estimate of the likely costs must guide the
choicf. of alternatives. At first the cost estimates may be rough, serving to rule out alternatives that are clearly uneconomic. Later, the estimates must be refined so !hat (;umpeting
alternatives can be fairly and accurately assessed on the basis of cost as well as technical and
human factors.
As an aid in the planning process, three forms are described in this chapter. They will
aid in recording the essential information required for design or modification of police telecommunication systems. Further, they will contribute to the analysis and evaluation of the
alternatives that should be considered. The three forms correspond to logical steps the
planner or planning group should take to arrive at a solution to the problem at hand. The
forms are titled as follows:
Planning Form No.1:

Specification of Options for a Planning Variable

Planning Form No.2:

Formulation of an Alternative Plan

Planning Form No.3:

Comparison and Evaluation of Alternative Plans

The first form is discussed in this section. Planning forms No.2 and No.3 are discussed in
Sections VI1.7 and V11.8, respectively.
Each of the forms has provision for common items of information. These identify the
particular planning task: (1) the police agency requiring the plan, (2) the specific problem
to be solved, (3) the person or group performing the work, ar.d (4) the date of preparation
or completion of the form.
The first form (Planning Form No.1) is devoted to specifying possible choices or options
for a single planning variable. The list of planning variables of police telecommunication
systems in Section VI1.2 includes references to the pertinent dbcussions of these variables
in Chapters III, IV, V, and VI. This information is needed to specify the variables for any
particular planning problem and the detailed choices that are available.
The particular planning variable, e.g., antenna location or type of control unit in the
communication center, is placed on the form following the common information. Any performance standards that apply to this variable, e.g., minimum signal-to-noise-p!us-interference
ratio over the area covered by the radio system, are given next. Any constraints that restrict
the possible choices of values of the varlahie are also stated, e.g., the antenna tower height
must be below a limit set by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
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Other information called for is a list of those planning variables that interact strongly
with the given variable. For example, base-station transmitter antenna location and antenna
height might be treated as separate planning variables. Both directly affect the received
signal strength in the proposed reception area of the system and also in other areas where
the signal is not wanted. I n such instances the interacting variables should be cross-referenced.
Then the net effects of changes can be properly assessed.
An alternative way of handling two or more interacting variables is to define a new planning variable which is, in effect, a combination of these. For example, instead of treating
antenna location and antenna height as separate variables (which they are physically), a new
variable can be d~fined. For this variable, the possible values or conditions are the feasible
combinations of antenna lo~ation and height within the local area. This may be especially
appropriate if not all valu,:s of one variable can occur with all values of another variable.
A single tall building may be available as one site for placement of an antenna, whereas other
available sites may be on level terrain.
The particular choices available to the planner are specified after the definition of the
variable in question and the statements about applicable performance standards, constraints,
and related variables. Space for specifying twu C:iOlces is provided on Planning Form No.1.
Any number of choices can be included by drawing up an extended form. The choices listed
under a planning variable should be distinct from each other. They should also cove, all the
alternatives that are reasonable.
In most cases the options will be discrete alternatives, i.e., either A or B or C or some
oth(:r particular choice will be made, with no intermediate values possible for the variable.
An example is the manufacturer/model of an antenna. On the other hand, some choices will
consist of a continuous range of values for the variable within limits, e.g., the height of the
antenna. Here, representative discrete values of the variable can be listed as options for choice
by the system planner.
For each option under a planning variable, space is provided in Form No.1 for indicating the advantages and disadvantages relative to the other options. Space is also provided
for listing the costs associated with each option. The advantages and disadvantages to be
.~oted here are primarily technical and operational. Cost advantag~s and disadvantages could

be inCluded. However, any dollar amounts that are given will tend tv speak for themselves.
1n some cases there may be no difference in cost among the options.
Since advantage and disadvantage are inherently relative terms, the points of contrast
between options can be presented under the heading of advantages, or under the heading of
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~-----------------------------------------------------------------.---

Planning Form No.1:
Specification of Options for a Planning Variable
Agency ________________________________

0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

Problem Identification ____________________________________________
Planner(s)

Date ___________

The Plan ning Variable __________________________________________
Performan ce 5 tan dards ________________________________________
Constraints _______________________________________________
Related Variables ___________________________________________
Option No. and Descri ption _______________________________________
Advantages
Disadvantages _____________________________________________

Cost Elements

Option No. and Description
Advantages ______________________________________________
Disadvantages ___________________________________________

Cost Elements
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disadvantages, or under both heading"'. Contra~ts between options, in terms of the advantages
and disadvantages, will involve the performance standards and constraints given in the upper
portion of the form. Thus, one option may be advantageous as comparf'd with others in that
a certain minimum performance standard is surpassed to a greater degree. Or, an option may
be disadvantageou:; because it is uncertain whether or not a particular constraint will be satisfied under actual operating conditions. There can be many points on which the choices
differ for planning purposes, i.e., with respect to which they are better or worse. It is obvious,
too, that any choice of a planning variable may be superior on some points and inf .!rior on

..

others.
Careful consideration of the available options for each major variable will payoff in
later stages of system design or modification. It is particularly important not to overlook
options that may not be immediately apparent to the person or group doing the planning but
may in fact have substantial benefits to offer. Technical innovation is a potential source of
advantageous options, but so also is imaginative formulation of alternative facility layouts
and operating procedures.
Advantages and disadvantages may be made manifest only under certain circumstances.
Therefore, it behooves the planner to review in his own mind, or with others in the department, the range of situations that may arise in the operation of the system. He must also
consider the way system response is dependent upon the alternative options that might be
selected for the variable under consideration.

VI I. 7

Formulate Alternative Plans
The options for the planning v;ui:lbles are the elements or building blocks for alterna-

dve systems or modifications. The formulation of candidate designs or plans for meeting the
telecommunication needs of a police agency is th~ next step in the planning process. This
creative step of synthesizing designs and plans from the system elements and choices is the
subject of this sect\on.
Planning Form No.2 is an aid in developing a candidate plan for the design or modification of a police telecommunication system. This !s an intermediate step in the planning
process. It lies between specification of the individual planning variables and options (considered in the previous section), and the somparison and evaluation of different designs and
plans (to be considered in the next section). Any number of alternative designs and plans
can be developed, as appropriate within limitations of planning budzets and deadlines. It
is advisable, and usually possible, to keep the number reasonably small in order not to be
swamped by a mass of detail.
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Planning Form No.2:
Formulation of an Alternative Plan
Agency ______________________________________________________
Problem Identification ___________________________________________
Planner(s)

Date _________

Plan Designation

Planning Variable ____________________________________________
Option
Expected Performance

Esti mated Cost ___________________________________________
Comments ______________________________________________

Planning Variable ______________________________________________
Option
Fxpected Performance ________________________________________

Esti mated Cost _________________________________________
Comments

..
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One approach that can be taken is to formulate initially two or more a! ternative plans
that differ in their basic concepts. For example, one alternative fer achieving adequate radio
coverage over a wide area may be the use of a mobile relay system with one central mobile
relay station. The other alternative may to be utilize a satellite receiver system with a number of receivers placed throughout the area. Choice can often be narrowed to one or more
of these general alternatives without going into great detail. Detailed plans within the framework of the chosen general alternatives can then be developed for a second stage of the
planning process. More than two stages in the planning process may be advantageous for
complicated problems.
A single candidate plan is developed by selecting one of the available options for each
of the relevant planning variables. Any number of planning variables car, be handled by repetition or extension of Planning Form No.2. Under each planning variable the specific option
selected is listed. The expected performance of the system is stated in so far as it is affected
by the option which was selected. If applicable, the estimated cost of implementing tl11t
option is

alSO

recarded on the form.

Space is provided for comments pertaining to the variable and the particular option as
elements of the candidate design or plan. Cross reference to other elements of the plan can
be made here. For example, suppose the planning variable is the type of console and the
choice is a certain manufacturer/mood of console. Then an appropriate comment could be
that there is a good match between this console and a certain manufacturer/model of base
transmitter and receiver specified in this plan under the base transmitter and receiver planning
variable. Reference can also be made back to the available options for the planning variable
(e.g., console type) listed on Form No.1. Other information would be delivery time for a
piece of equiprr.ent, modifications that are required to adapt a standard piece of equipment
to meet local conditions, retraining of personnel to operate new equipment, etc.
Any number of alternative designs and modification plans may be developed. Sometimes, only one alternative may appear worthy of consideration, and this may in fact turn out
to be the best solution. Even here, however, it may be desirable to search for alternative solutions to the design problem. A better plan may sometimes be found. If not, the conclusion
is strengthened that the best course of action is being adopted. Each plan should be developed
as a serious proposal, with realistic performance and cost estimates. There is little to be
gained from setting up a "straw man", Le., an obviously unworkable or uneconomic approach
to the problem. The aim should be to formulate competitive plans so that a good choice can
be made in the next step of planning.
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A useful planning strategy, where feasible, is to divide the overall problem into parts
that are largely independent of each other. Alternative plans are then formulated for each
separate sub-problem. This leads to a smaller number of overall plans than if all combinations
are explicitly considered. An example would be the treatment of antenna location and communication center staffing as separate problems in designing a communication system.
Caution must be observed, however, that interactions are not overlooked in sllch a procedure.
The plans that appear best for the different portions or aspects of the system then mllst be
combined into a single overall plan. Any difficulties which arise must finally be rel.':lnciled
prior to final adoption of the plan.
VI1.8

Select the

Be~L

Plan

The set of candidate plans formulated as alternative ways of meeting the information
handling needs of the agency must be compared and evaluated fairly in order that the final
decision may be a wise one. Objective criteria should be applied as far as pcssible, so that
well-informed judgments can be made, with minimum reliance on preconceived opinions or
prejudices. Decisions necessarily involve subjective aspects because of the intangible factors
that are always present, but the factual foundation should be as strong as it can be made with
reasonable (or even unreasonable) effort.
Planning Form No.3 is designed to aid in the comparison and evaluation of alternative
plans. Space is provided on the form for information concerning three candidate plans. The
plans are to be specified by name or number on the left and the items of information pertaining to each plan are to be entered in successive columns to the right. The entries are:
first, thc ratings of the candidate plans with respect to the critical performance goals; next,
the overall performance rating of the plans and the overall cost estimates; finally, the overall
ranking of the plans for purpose of recommendation or decision.
Provision is made for four critical performance goals. Any number of candidate plans
and any number of critical performance goals can be handled by use of multiple forms or
by drawing up an extended form.
The candidate plans are those that have been formulated separately with the aid of
Planning Form No.2 or its equivalent. T' .ere is thus a close connection between the items
of information called for on Forms No.2 and No.3. The information assembled on Furm
No.3 is that which is essential for determining the relative merit of the different plans from
an overall point of "view. The' main points on which the plans differ are therefore emphasized, while the points of similarity and the detailcd data which have been gathered are
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Planning Form No.3:
Comparison and Evaluation of Alternative Plans*

Agency __________________________________________________________

Problem Identification
Planner(s) _________________________________________

Date _ _

Critical Performance Goals (Specify)
Alternative Goal: ___ Goal:_ Goal:_ Goal:_
Plans
(Specify)

Overall
Performance

Overall
Cost

Rank

Plan: _ _

Plan: _____

-

:--

Plan: _____

*

The entries to be made in the columns labeled "Goal" are the ratings of the
alternative plans with respect to each critical performance goal. These are
followed by the overall performance rating, the estimated overall costs, and
finally the overall ranking for purposes of recommendation or decision.

I
1
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<ie-emphasized. The critical performance goals are those important system characteristics in
which there are contrasts among the candidate plans. For example, a critical performance
goal might be average delay in establishing radio contact between a police vehicle and the
base station, if the plans under consideration differ in this characteristic. The critical performance goals of a given problem are to be named in the column headings of Planning Form
No.3 and the alternative plans are to be rated under each such heading.
The rating of the candidate plans with respect to a critical performance goal can be done
in various ways. The method that is most suitable will depend upon the nature of the goal
alvj the patterr of l.ontrasts that exists among the plans. In some instances the plans will
differ in an all-or-none sense, that is, anyone plan either has a certain feature or it does not.
An example is the use of tone-coded squelch. If the use of tone-coded squelch is considered
a desirable feature, then this would be a plus factor for those plans that incorporate it and a
minus factor for those 'plans that do not.
In other instances, the plans may differ in a quantitative sense, i.e., in providing levels
of performance that are measurable on a more or less continuous scale. Thus, no two plans
may provide identical anticipated performance with respect to a critical goal such as average
delay time. In a situation such (1.S this, the plans can be ranked in order of increasing average
delay time.
In still other instances it may not be feasible to estimate performance on a quantitative
scale of measurement, yet the plans can be ranked in terms of having more or less of a given
property. An example is the vulnerability of a communication center to sabotage.
A column is included in Planning Form No.3 for an overall performance rating of the
candidate plans. This rating will be made after the r.:ltings have been completed for the individual critical performance goals. Whoever carries out an overall performance rating should
fully take into account the results of the separate critical goai ratings. Again, different rating
schemes are possible.
The simplest scheme is perhaps to classify each plan either as "acceptable" or "unacceptable" if this accurately reflects a fundamer.tal division into the two categories. For any
plan that does not qualify as acceptable, the reasons for disqualification should be noted on
the planning form. In some cases it may be possible to rate overall performance on a numerical scale of measurement. For example, a modification of the telephone subsystem may
consist primarily of adding trunk lines, the question being how many to add. The probability
of a caller getting a busy signal might be an adequate overall performance figure, which would
vary depending on the number of lines added. In many situations the overall performance
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rating will be simply a ranking of the various plans based on the analysis of the critical performance goals combined with subjective judgment.
T~e

estimated overall cost of each of the candidate plans is to be entered in the next-to-

last column of Planning Form No.3. This will ordinaril'Y be a dollar amount, but other resources, such as man-hours of department personnel time, or use of existing facilities may
be ~pecified. A breakdown of the costs associated with each of the candidate plans, by the
major variables and options, will have been presented on Planring Forni No.2.
If the plans under consideration are relatively elaborate, it may be advisable to prepare
a separate budget estimate in conjunction with each of the plans, The form that the budget
estimates take should follow uniform departmental practice. The overall cost figures from
these budget estimates can then be transferred to Planning Form No.3.
If the preceding steps have been completed, the analysis of the candidate plans in terms
of their cost relative to their overall effectiveness can be undertaken, leading to the selection
of the preferred plan. The final column in Planning Form No.3 is to be used for ranking the
plans on the basis of performance and cost considered jointly. The set of candidate plans at
this stage will consist of those which have survived initial and subsequent screenings and are
serious contenders for the ultimate selecfon. If only one candidate plan remains in contention, the choice has already been made. Otherwise, a decision procedure must be cdrried out.
The competitive relationships among the plans may vary rather widely. For instance, it
could turn out that al! candidate plans are acceptable in terms of performance, but one is
least costly. Generally, the situation will be more complex. The more costly plans will in
many cases rate higher in performance than the less costly plans. In other words, there are
tradeoffs among the plans. Dollars may be traded off for benefits in terms of superior performance, or superior performance in some areas may be traded off for superior performance
in other areas.
The final ranking of the candidate plans may be made by one person or may be made
by a group. If made by a single person, that person must weigh the alternative plans carefully, taking into account the tradeoffs that have become apparent from the analysis of the
costs and the performance goals, and also the less tangible implications of each plan. In some
situati'ons c;~t will turn out to be the predominant factor, in others performance ratings will
be most important, and in still others a balance will be struck between cost and performance.
Consider next situations in which the final ranking of the candidate plans is the responsibility of a group. An example is the design of a coordinated dispatching system to serve
several police departments, each of which has a representative on the policy making council.
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It is possible that a consensus m.-·y emerge that points to one of the plans as clearly preferable
to all the others. If this is not the case, some group decision procedure akin to voting can be
carried out. One way of doinr, this is for each member of the group to independently rank
the candidate plans just as if hE: alone were responsible for the outcome. Average ranks can
then be computed for all the plans and the recommendation or decision can be made in
favor of the plan with the highest average rank. Many other group decision procedures are
possible.
VI1.9

Implement and Evaluate the Chosen Plan

Once a decision has been reached as to the best plan for the design or modification of a
police telecommunication system, there remain the practical steps of implementing the plan
and evaluating the results achieved in comparison with the results anticipated. One important
aspect of plan implementation is budgetary. Other important aspects are the scheduled introduction or replacement of physical facilities and equipment, and the training and operational deployment of department staff members.
The actual operating budget which covers the plan adopted will reflect the budget estimate prepared in conjunction with the plan it<;elf. Telecommunications is, of course, only
one of the many activities engaged in by a police d,epartment in pursuit of its objectives.
Likewise, it accounts for only a portion of the expenditures that are required to sustain the
department. Departments in general operate on an annual budget which covers all items of
expenditure.
The preparation of a budget proposal, including the telecommunications component,
usually will be a responsibility of the chief officer. He may request advance budget estimates
from members of the department who are responsible for the various line and support activities. These estimates are likely to be due well in advance of the beginning of the fiscal year
to which the budget will actually apply. Therefore, advance planning and cost estimation
must be carried out even earlier to ensure that the budget request is realistic. Communications is usually considered a general support function of a police force, in contrast to a line
function, and will enter the budget in accordance with the place it occupies on the organization chart.
In addition to the municipal, county, state or other budget within which tht: police
organization operates as the law enforcement arm of that unit of government, there are
other sources of funds for selected police needs. Communications is, of course, one of the
areas eligible for such support. This financial aid may come to a local department from the
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State, from the Federal government, from other sources, or from a combination of these.
Some of these are discussed in Chapter III.
An application for funds outside of, or to supplement, the regular budget of a police
agency will generally require the preparation of a detailed document in support of the application. This proposal-which may be for the system design or modification planned by using
the procedures outlined here-will include a statement of the reasons justifying the request,
the objectives to be attained, a discussion of the approach adopted, the plan of action, the
personnel who will be involved in the supervision and execution of the project, the time
schedule, and the amount requested, with a breakdown of costs in as much detail as is appropriate. Provision for the preparation of progress and final rep,.;rts on the project will also be
required. If the procedures suggested in this chapter have been followed, this material will
be already at hand.
If the request involves the acquisition of communication equipment, specifications and
cost figures will be included in the proposal. Likewise, if the support of an outside organization or individual consultants is needed in the execution of the project, details of the services
to be furnished and the subcontracts will be included.
The strongest argument for fiscal support of the communication section of a department
is a clear demonstration of needs, tog:\!ther with convincing evidence that the proposed system
modification or design will contribute to meeting those needs in a cost-effective manner.
Ultimately there must be a satisfactory return to the citizens of the community in terms of
police protection for the tax dollars expended.
In the execution of the plan that has been adopted for setting up or modifying a telecommunication system a realistic time ~chedule for the key events should be drawn up end
adhered to as far a:: humanly practicable. In this way the required actions can be coordir.ated,
and a reasonably smooth transition can be made to the new or modified system. In the
original formulation of the plan there will usually be at least a rough indication of the sequence
of steps that is required to put the plan into effect, including the time requirements.
A refined schedule should be prepared at or near the date on which final approval is
granted. Commitments on delivery and installation times can be obtained from outside con·
tractors, if any are involved, and integrated with the activities within the department itself
or other units of government with which cooperation is necessary. A slear assignment of
responsibility and authority within the police or other agency should be made for monitoring
progress on the implementation 0f the plan and taking whatever measures are required to
coordinate the various lines of activity and correct any difficulties that arise.
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The impact that the system design or modification will have on the headquarters and
field personnel and the way in which they will react, either favorably or unfavorably, to
the innovation are of crucial importance for the success of the entire effort. It is a universal
truth that any system design, no matter how good it appears on paper, can fail in practice if
the people involved are not committed to making it work. On the othe:- hand, a design that
looks awkward on paper may succeed in actuality if there is sufficient determination to
achieve the goals to which the organization is dedicated.
A degree of leadership, depending on the magnitude and scope of the plan being ;ntroduced, should be exerted by the administriitive officers to prepare the stall for the cr.anges
that are to come. if those working at headquarters and in the field underst,lnd the rian, the
effect it will have on the tasks they perform, and how telecommunications will be facilitated,
their reaction is likely to be active cooperation and perhaps even enthusiasm.
The telecommunication system that has been designed and constructed, or the modification that has been carried out, must be thoroughly tested to ensure that the work has been
done correctly and that the system performs as intended. The performance standards wh ich
were set forth in the formulation of the plan are the main criteria agai,lst which the system
is to be checked out. Additional criteria may be introduced as the plan becomes a reality.
For example, the agency will need to observe or conduct tests proving that all the manufacturers' equipment specifications are mer and that there is full compliance with the terms of
the contracts that have been entered into.
Some tests can usually be made on the component parts of the system while oH,ers will
be made on the system in its entirety or on major subsystems. As the system or modified
subsystem is phased into a condition of operational readiness and then becomes fully operational, close monitoring of its performance will be mandatory. Any system of any considerable complexity will exhibit ~ome unexpected traits when it first goes operational. Defects
or "bugs" may appear as well as characteristics that are neutral or even desirable but not
anticipated in advance. This is in part a matter of making equipment corrections and in part
a learning process for those administering and operating the system. At the end of the transition period, if the plan has proved successful, the system will be standardized, requiring only
normal maintenance and monitoring.
VI 1.1 0

Use of Mathematical and Computer Techniques in System Planning

The system planning process has been presented in terms of the basic steps that should
be taken. The prosedures have been kept as s:mple as possible. In many cases they can be
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applied by a department without drawing on specialized planning skills. It is the purpose in
this section to point out that there are advanced planning techniques which can be used to
air] in solving large or difficult telecommunication system problems.
The methods which will be mentioned have two characteristics in common: (1) a
mathematical representation or model of the system, or portion of the system, is constructed;
(2) computers are generally employed to analyze the model and derive results which would
not otherwise be apparent. If the results are satisfactory, they can be applied in the design
or management of the system itself. Special proficiency in these techniques is required if
they are to be used successfully. Compucers, with associated programs, make it feasible to
perform the extensive

~alculations

which are often encountered in the analysis of the model.

Good judgment is, of course, required throughout the planning process whether the
methods are simple or complex. There are inevitably aspects of the structure and operation
of con,munication systems that are difficult or impossible to quantify in a realistic way.
Selected methods will be mentioned which have applications to the planning of police
telecommunication systems. In some instances results presented in the text have been
derived through the use of these methods.
•

Statistical regression analysis

Prediction equations can be developer! from historical or other data.
For example, volume of police two-way radio traffic can be related
to population of the area served by analysis of data on cities with
known population and radio traffic. Population itself can be predicted from a growth equation based on past census figures. The
uncertainty of the predicted values can be estimated.

•

•

Queueing theory

The behavior of communication systems under various kinds of loadinq,
including random occurrence of calls, can be analyzed. For example,
the minimum number of emer!J~ncy-number telephone trunk lines can
be determined which will yield a probability of O. 07 or less that a call
will receive a busy signal during a normal busy period.
Simulation

Models can be formulated to represent time sequences of interacting
events in complex systems. The detailed behavior of a system can be
investigated in response to specified inputs. Some or all inputs may be
randQm. For example, the processing of calls to a police department
439-911 0 - 71 - 19
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•

•

can be simulated step by step under various assumptions as to communication equipment and operating procedures. Alternative system plans
can be compared on the basis of the simulation results.
Linear programming
This is a method for maximizing or minimizing a quantity that depends,
in a linear sense, on a number of control/able variables, where there are
various constraints (again linear) on the values that can be assigned to
the variables. Potential applications to police telecommunication systems include the assignment of transmitter frequencies and powers to
achieve satisfactory transmission of desired signals with a minimum of
interference to receivers outside the areas to be covered.
Critical Path Scheduling
The model is a network of activities and events occurring in time, where
some activities must be completed before others can be started. The
model can be applied for the purpose of scheduling and monitoring the
construction of a communication system so that the completion date is
as early as possible.

I
I

J
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APPENDIX A
RADIO TRANSMISSION, PROPAGATION, AND ANTENNA':;
Basically, a radio communication link is comprised of the following components:

r
I

•

A transmitter, or source of radio frequency (RF) energy

•

A transmission line to convey the RF energy from the transmitter to the

!

transmitting antenna
•

A transmitting antenna to couple the RF energy from the transmission

I

line into space

I

•

A receiving antenna to intercept the propagated energy ,1nG couple it

fit

into a transmission line
A receiver transmission line to convey the received energy from antenna
to receiver

r

•

A radi0 receiver

Transmitting

Antcnna'>f::::~on

Path

.)

------.. :->1<
Message
Si gnal
Input •

--.----.<

Receiving Antenna

Radio Frequency Signal

Transmission Line

k

Transmitter

Radio Frequency Signal

Receiver

Message
Siqnal
Output

Fig. A-1

A Basic Communication Link

The relationships between these components are schematically illustrated in Fig. A-l. Each

"

of these system components has a set of operating characteristics which governs its performance. The characteristics of each compuneni ~re expressed in various ways and a number of
pertinent figures of merit can be employed to estimate and compare different aspects of
competing equipment.
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The following sections will deal with the fundamental performance requirements imposed UpOfl +t,e system components by the basic system design. A method for estimating
the necessary transmitter RF output power for a given range ot operation and the important
relationships between radiated power requirement.:, ~Ild antenna height and gain, are given.
Since these sections are primarily concerned with radio transmission, antennas, and propagation, only those parameters of the transmitter and receiver which directly affect radio transmission, antennas, and propagation will be discussed. Specifically,

•

•
•
•
will be of

..i

Transmitter RF output power
Receiver sensitivity
Receiver capture ratio
interest.

I

]

A.1

Receiver Sensitivity, Local Noise and Interference
The basic demands imposed upon the transmitted power level and the antennas in a
radio communication system are simply that a sufficient power level must be available at the
receiver at all times. The receiver input power level wh ich can be considered sufficient is

dependent upon three principal factors.
1. The design of the receiver, in particular the receiver sensitivity
2. The ambient level of local (man-made) electrical noise
3. The possible presence of an interfering signal at the same frequency as
the signal of interest (co-chan nel interference)
If the receiver is designed to meet Electronic Industries Association (E.I.A.) specifications,l the conditions for satisfactory operation will be expressed as the minimum receiver
input voltage necessary to provide an intelligible receiver output. This is termed: the receiver sensitivity for 12 dB SINAD, and the receiver input is usually expressed in microvolts.
Four our purposes this minimum input is more conveniently expressed as an input power
level into a 50 ohm receiver input impedance. Using Fig. A-2, microvolts can be directly
converted to decibels relative to one watt (dBW). In this form the minimum acceptable
input power will be termed the receiver sensitivity (SR)' It is primarily limited by internal
receiver noise (thermal, tube and transistor noise) and is measured in the absence of external
electrical noise. This ambient noise is generated by automobiles, electrical motors, and other
electrical and electronic devices as well as by natural phenomena such as lightning. Predictably, it tends to be at a considerably higher level in urban and suburban areas than it is in
rural regions. If the various sources of external noise are considered collectively in each type

II

I
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Conversion from Microvolts (Across 50 Ohms) to Decibels Relative to One Watt

of area, then an approximate guide to the probable ambient noise level can be established on
a statistical basis. 2 It can then be stated that for a receiver to meet E.I.A. specifications, in
a noisy environment, it is necessary for the minimum input power requirement to be increased
to (SR +N) dBW where N is an external ambient noise compensation factor expressed in
decibels. The external ambient noise compensation factor, which will be employed in the
calculations to follow, has been derived from data collected from several sources, but largely
from that given in Reference 2. The curves given here are intended only as an approximate
guide in the absence of detailed survey information on the service area for each specific
system.
Although a receiver can, in general, discriminate between a desired signal and interfering
signals which differ in frequency, the presence of an interfering signal on the same frequency
as the desired signal may demand an increase in the signal power to a level above that given
by (SR +N) dBW. The effectiveness with which a given FM receiver can discriminate between

1
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two signals at the same frequency is expressed in terms of the capture ratio of the receiver.
The capture ratio merely indicates how much larger than one signal another signal must be,
in order for its audio modulation to be detected by the receiver. If the ratio of the desired
signal power to the interfering signal power exceeds the capture ratio, then the receiver output will be the desired signal only. Under these circumstances, the desired signal is said to
have 'captured' the receiver.
The capture ratio of a receiver is not always available from the manufacturer and the
power level of interfering signals may be difficult to determine. If the interfering signal
originates from a known source, such as a second radio communication system, then it may
be possibie to predict the maximum level of this signal occurring at points within the service
area. If the interfering source is less well defined, it may be necessary to mc,ke a worst case
estimate of its signal strength based on field measurements. If the power level of a cochannel interfering signal can be determined, then the minimum acceptable receiver input
signal power is given by (I+C) dBW, where I is the power level of the interfering signal, in
decibels relative to one watt (dBW) and C is the capture ratio of the receiver, in decibel,,:.
However, if (I+C) dBW is less than (SR +N) dBW, then the minimum acceptable power level
is given by the larger power level.
If no information is available with regard to power levels of possible co-channel interfering signals, then the minimum acceptable power level at the receiver can be taken as that
given by the sum (in decibel measure) of the receiver sensitivity (SR) and the ambient noise
factor (N). However, it is understood that the minimum power requirements so derived will
be sufficient only in the absence of co-channel interference.
A.2

Transmitter RF Power and Propagation Loss
For a base station-to-mobile communication system it is desired that the minimum
acceptable signal level be achieved or exceeded at all points within the defined service area.
Ignoring, for the moment, topographical peculiarities of a given service area, it is evident that,
in general, the critical signal strength will occur at points which are farthest from the base
station. Since it is neither economically desirable nor legally permissible to employ excessive
levels of transmitted power, it is obviously of value to make some estimation of the minimum
system radiated power requirements. The minimum system transmitter power required
could be defined as that power which provides the minimum acceptable signal level at distances corresponding to the maximum range from the base station. We shall denote this
ladio frequency (RF) power level Pmin.

l

I
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To determine the value of Pmin for a given maximum range it is necessary to estimate
the anticipated propagation loss suffered by the signal travelling the path between the transmitting and receiving antennas. If we consider initially two ideal, lossless half-wave dipole
,1

antennas at given heights above a flat earth, then it is possible to calculate theoretically the
propagation loss incurred at any given range. The propagation loss between these dipole
antennas can be expressed simply as the ratio of the power received to that transmitted. It
will be del';'.mdent only on the respective heights of the antennas and the distance separating
them. The use of directional antennas can then be taken into account by reducing this propagation loss by the relative power gains of the specific antennas. While this approach can be
extended to account for the curvature of the earth's surface, the theoretical model of a smooth
earth still bears little resemblance to the irregular terrain of most service areas.
Without a detailed field survey of the service area in question the propagation loss involved can only be estimated on a statistical basis. Using statistical techniques it is possible
to arrive at an estimate of the probable propagation loss incurred between base and mobile

I

t

antennas or mobile-to-mobile antennas over irregular terrain. 3 This probable propagation
loss is dependent on antenna heights and range as before, but also on the operating frequency
and the percentage of locations one could expect to cover statistically at a predescribed
range. For example, if at a radial range of 10 miles the maximum range circle is divided into

100 parts and each division represented by a point, then 90 percent coverage would imply
that 90 of the points would receive satisfactory or better transmission, while 10 would not
have satisfactory reception. In terms of propagation 105s directly, this percentage indicates
that the given propagation los5 would be valid for 90 percent of the locations at that range,
while 10 percent would have a greater loss. To simplify the procedure, the figures given in
the graphs to follow will assume 97 percent coverage as a constant system requirement. Data
for other percentag.c coverages may be obtained from the referenced work.
A.3

3

Overall System Power Losses and Gains
The propagation loss between transmitting and receiving antennas does not constitute

the only power loss in the overall system. The total power losses will include the dissipative
losses in the transmission lines between transmitter and receiver and their respective antennas,
and additional losses arising from impedance mismatching occurring between the antennas and
their transmission lines. However, these additional losses may be partially compensated by
the reduction in propagation loss achieved by the power gain of the antennas .

..

,
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The overall power losses and gains of a radio communication link can be usefully illustrated in tabular form, and it is convenient to express each of the losses and gains in decibel
measure. In Table A-1, each source of power loss (-\), or gain (B), in the overall system is
described and the form in which the loss or gain is usually given is indicated.
TABLE A-l
OVERALL SYSTEM LOSSES AND GAINS

Power Loss
Item

Descri ption

A,

Attentuation loss in transmitter transmission line

A2

Mismatch loss between transmission line and
transmitting antenna

A3

A4

As

Propagation loss between two half-wave dipoles at
heights 'h, " 'h2' and range 'd' at frequency 'f' Hz
over irregular terrain
Mismatch loss between receiver antenna and
receiver transmission line
Attenuation loss in receiver transmission line

Commonly given as
dB per 100 feet of line

VSWR

h, , h2' f and d

VSWR
dB per 100 feet of line

Power Gain
B,

B2
B3
B4

Power output of transmitter (as measured into a
matched load)

Watts or dBW

Power gain of transmitting antenna } Relative
to a halfPower gain of receiving antenna
wave dipole

dB

Either (i), receiver sensitivity plus ambient noise
factor (SR +N) dBW, or (ii) known power level of
a co-channel interfering ';ignal plus capture ratio
of receiver (I + C) dBW

microvolts
dBm or DBW

•
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Notes on Table A-l.
Al

Some typical coaxial cable attenuation factors are shown in Fig. A-3.
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A2

A3

A4

Knowing the Total Cable Attenuation Loss (from A1 ) and the VSWR,
the Graph Provides the Mismatch Loss (for A2 )

To convert the Voltage-Standing-Wave-Ratio (VSWR), to power loss in decibels usc
Fig. A-4 and the total cable attenuation obtained in A 1 . VSWR values are generally less
than 2 : 1 and typically of the order of 1.S : 1.
The propagation loss is obtained from Figs. A-S, A-6 and A-7. Knowing the maximum
range Cd' use Fig. A-S to determine the range loss; knowing each antenna height 'h I',
'h2' use Fig. A-6 to determine the height gain for each antenna; knowing the frequL'ncy
If' use Fig. A-7 to determine the terrain (loss) factor. The propagdtion lo'>s i" thL' ,>lIm
of range loss plus terrain factor less the two antenna height gains.
See note A2 ctbove.
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For conversion from power in watts to dBW use Fig. A-8. For example, 16 watts is 12
dBW, 2 watts is 3 dBW and 1/10 watt is -10 dBW. The matched load used to measure
the transmitter output power should have the same impedance as the system transmitter transmission line. A 50 ohm impedance is normally standard.

B4

If the power level of the interfering signal (I) is known, use (I + C) dBW, providing it is
greater than (SR +N) dB. Otherwise use (SR +N) dBW. (Note that SR is usually negative
while both Nand C have positive values. Note also that, for example; -130 dBW is

greater than -140 dBW). For receiver sensitivities expressed in terms of microvolts into
a 50 ohm input impedance, the conversion to dBW is given in Fig. A-2.
Where the loss or gain is provided in units other than decibels, the relevant numbered notes,
following the table, give instructions on the conversion to decibels. For conversions from
decibels relative to one milliwatt (dBm) to decibels relative to one watt (dBW), subtract 30
dB (e;g., 120 dBm = 90 dBW and -120 dBm = -150 dBW).
The height of the antenna is taken as the height of the base of the radiating element
above the surrounding terrain. Thus a hill or mountain top location will effectively add to
the antenna height.
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The Ambient Noise Compensation Factor for Suburban Man-Made Noise

To determine the indigenous ambient noise compensation factor (N) refer to Fig. A-9,
and use the curve corresponding to the manufacturer's quoted receiver sensitivity. (E.g.,
a 0.35 \-LV sensitivity for a 12 dB SINAD output would be a typical value.) The curves are
based on a receiver noise bandwidth of 10kHz, and are given for both suburban and rural
noise (Fig. A-10). The suburban curve may be used for suburban and urban regions if the
maximum range of either system will exist outside of a downtown or heavily industrial area.
For purely rural areas the lower compensation given by the set of rural curves will apply.
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Applications of System Losses and Gains Table
When each item has been exp(essed in decibels, or decibels relative to one watt, then the

decibel sum of AT to As constitutes the overall system loss, while B1 + B2 + B3 - B 4 indicates the overall system gain. For this system to be operable the B group total or system gain
must be at least as great as the A group total or system loss. The critical condition of minimum acceptable sigqal at the receiver and minimum transmitter power (P min) is indicated
when the totals are equal.
A tabulatior along the lines of that shown in Table A-1 can be prepared either to analyze
an existing system or to obtain estimates for an intended system. Having prepared the table,
trade-offs can be studied and a variety of basic systems evaluated.
Obvious trade-offs can be made by increasing either antenna height or antenna power
gain to achieve either a reduction in the required transmitter power output or to extend the
range of the system. An ;ncrease in the height of the base station antenna, for example, can
be employed to reduce the propagation loss, say, by 3 dB (see Figure A-6). To maintain the
same balance of gains and losses either the range can be increased to bring the propagation
loss at maximum range back to its original level (see Figure A-6), or the transmitted power
can be reduced by 3 dB (i:e., halved). Trade-offs of this nature, and their economic aspects
a.re discussed in the relevant sections on fixed and mobile equipment. Use of the table also

I
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indicates the relative importance of several commonly specified component parameters, including, voltage-standing-wave-ratios (VSWR) of antennas, receiver sensitivity, antenna power
gain, and coaxial cable attenuation factors.
An example of the tabulation is illustrated in Table A-2. Assume that we wish to
determine th~ approximate transmitter RF power requirements suitable for the following 150
MHz suburban system specification: Maximum range 20 miles, base-station antenna height
150 feet, mobile antenna height 6 feet, base-station antenna gain 7 dB , mobile antenna gain
o dB (over a half-wave dipole in each case). The item number:: below correspond to those of
Table A-1, and while the middle column indicates the raw data, the final column gives the
decibel measure using the conversion graphs. The transmitted power requirement (P min) has
been chosen to balanc(' the total losses and gains of the sY5tem.
TABLE A-2
EXAMPLE OF LOSSF.:S AND GAINS TABULATION
Item
A1
A2
A3
A4

Raw Data
200 feet of 7/8" Heliax cable at 0.6 dB/1 00 feet
VSWR = 1.2 : 1
h1 = 150 feet, h2 = 6 feet, d=20 miles
f= 150 MHz
VSWR = 2: 1

Decibels
1.2
Negligible
161
0.5
0.5
163.2

As

20 feet of RG-8JU at 2.5 dB/1 00 feet
Total Loss

B1

Transmitter Power (P min) (166 W)

B2

Antenna power gain

7

B3

Antenna power gain

0

B4

Receiver sensitivity 0.35 ~V (for 12 dB
SINAD), suburban noise (-146 + 12)
Total Gain

22.2

-134
163.2
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Base Staticn Antenna Specifications
Before a specification for the base station antenna can be developed, it is necessary to

consider the location of the base station within the service area of interest. Two of the fundamental parameters of the antenna system are the height of the antenna relative to the surrounding terrain and the desired radiation pattern of the antenna itself. Since the effective
height of the antenna is relative to the surrounding terrain and since we have seen in Section
A.3.1 that an increase in antenna height can be employed to reduce the transmitted power
requirements of the system, it is desirable in many cases to locate the base station antennas
on a high point, such as a moui1tain or hillside or upon a large building. However, because
many channels Clre used by several neighboring communities, locating the base station antenna

1

at the highest point available is not always (he best choice. The best antenna location is one
that achieves a compromise between transmitter power and antenna height; one that allows
the required area to have sufficient signal strength for reliable operation, and, at the same
time, minimizes interference to other departments operating on the same channel. 4 A lineof-sight path between transmitter anJ receiver is desir:lble ideally, but this c .. n rarely be
achieved for all locations in practice. Fortunately, due to reflection and diffraction effects,
r,dio communication can be achieved beyond this limit, although the presence of large obstructions in the signal path can create shadowed regions where communication is either poor
or non-existent.
The antenna location need not necessarily be that of the base station. The RF transmitter and antenna at a remote station can be adequately controlled with a land line to the
base station proper. Another alternative is to locate an unmanned repeater station on a high
point and use a secondary transmitter and antenna at the base station to send the signal to
the repeater. Either of these, or a variety of similar techniques, may be employed to achieve
a greater range of service without use of excessive quantities of transmitter power. The employment of a rem0te antenna site which makes use of available terrain height-gain may also
prove to be more economical than the construction of a large tower at the base station.
Obviously, the radiation pattern requirements of the antenna are dependent upon the
location of the antenna within the service area in question and the direction, or directions,
to which power is to be radiated. If the base station antenna is centrally located within the
service area, then, in the horizontal plane, the antenna ITrUSt transmit equally to all points of
the compass. Since antenna gain is only achieved by reinforcing the radiation in one direction at the expense of other directions, it is apparent that gain can only be achieved in this
case by electrically "squeezing" the radiation pattern in the vertical direction. However, the

I
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vertical beamwidth of the antenna radiation must not be made too narrow, since the radiation must illuminate both hill tops and valleys in the service area. The minimum accE'ptable
vertical beamwidth may vary in specific cases, but a minimum of six degrees between the
directions in which the radiated power falls to half its peak value might be typical for flat
or gently undulating terrain. To achieve this "squeezing" (or directivity gal:--;) the antenna
structure will tend to be large in terms of wavelengths in the vertical direction. As a result,
at lower frequencies, when the wavelength is large, the physical size of the antenna structure
may become a limiting factor.
As an illustration of the development of the base station antenna specification, let us
consider the case of the centrally located base station (within the service arE' a) and un undulating terrain with no particular height advantages. The antenna will be based on a tower or
mast and, from the above, it i~ apparent .hat the required radiation pattern will be uniform
in the horizontal direction and with as great a power gain as can be obtained without allowing
the vertical beamwidth to become less than six degrees.
The antenna will be used in conjunction with a transmission line which connects the
antenna to the tenninal equipment. To provide a best match condition, between the antenna
and the transmission line, it is necessary that the input impedance of the antenna b" equal
to the transmission line characteristic impedance (nominal:y 50 ohms). The Voltage Standing
Wave Ratio (VSWR) is a measure of this match and the antenna VSWR should not exceed
2 : lover the band of frequencies of interest.
For a single operating channel the required antenna bandwidth is very narrow in any of
the available bands; (i.e., less than 0.01 percent of the operating frequency). If the antenna
has to handle more than one channel, then the antenna bandwidth required is given by the
greatest frequency separation of the channels employed. However, except at low-band

(oJ 7.02-46.02 MHz) the maximum frequency separation will still be less than 3 percent of the
operating frequency. Thus in most cases a narrow-band antenna which is designed to operate
at the band's center frequency will provide adequate bandwidth for these channels. Nevertheless, for mUltiple channel operation and, in particular, in the low band case, carE' should be
taken that the antenna selected will perform satisfactorily over the necessary bandwidth. In
general, for operation over wider bandwidths, a price has to be paid in the form of a small
reduction of the antenna power gain and a worsening in the VSWR over the range of frequencies concerned. For antennas providing significant din.. ctional gain, some deterioration
of the radiation pattern may also occur with wide-band operation.
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Since the antenna must handle the total transmitted power, it is necessary to ensure
that its RF power handling capabilities exceed the total transmitteJ power. The total transmitted power can be determined by use of the tabulation in Section A.3. For this example
we will assume an antenna power handling capability of 250 watts.
The base station antenna will, in general, be vertically polarized to optimize communications with the vertical receiving antennas on the mobiles. However, although it is not in
general use for police communications, there are certain advantages to be obtained in the
use of circular polarization at the base station. While a given vertically polarized transmitted
signal produces a maximum received signal when the recc'iving antenna is vertical, it produces
little or no received signal when the receiving antenna is horizontal. A circularly polarized
transmission of the same transmitted power results in a 3 dB decrease in signal at the vertical
antenna, but the received signal remains constant regardless of the orientation of the receiver
antenna. This characteristic of circular polarization may find applications in the future,
particularly with rer-ard to communication with hand-held portables. For the example consitlered here we will assume a conventional arrangemer, with a vertically polarized base
antenna.
;'inally, attention must be given to the overall weight and the mechanical strength of the
antenna and its supporting structure. The possible conditions in the service area may include
corrosive air pollution, large temperature variations, high winds, lightning, rain, snow and
ice--all of which must be borne by the antenna with an absolute minimum of maintenance.
If we assume that mechanical requirements dictate that the antenna structure should not
exceed 25 feet in height (excluding the tower), then from examination of manufacturers'
catalogues the following antennas might be selected. The high-band and UHF antennas are
basically the same design and are suitable for operation at specified frequencies within the
range 144-174 IvlHz and 450-470 MHz, respectively. The low-band antenna operates at a
specified frequency in the range 25-100 MHz. The full antenna specifications, as taken
from the catalogue, are given in Table A-3 and Table A-4. A bandwidth requirement of
0.5 percent has been assumed. The antennas are illustrated in Fig. A-11. The series-fed
collinear array shown in the figure employs periodic annular slots in the outer conductor
of a coaxial line to excite half-wave dipoles formed by adding skirts symmetrically about
the slots.
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TABLE A-3
HIGH-BAND AND UHF ANTENNA SPECIFICATIONS

Electrical Specifications

Antenna 1 (High-Band)

Antenna 2 (UHF)

Frequency range *

144-174 MHz

450-470 MHz

Power gain (over a half-wave dipole)

5.8 dB

10.0dB

VSWR over 0.5% bandwidth

Less than 1.5 : 1

Less than 1.8 : 1

Nominal input impedance

50 ohms

50 ohms

IV 1ximum power input

500 watts

300 watts

Polarization

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical beamwidth (to half power points)

18 degrees

6 degrees

Horizontal pattern

Omnidirectional

Omnidirectional

Termination (for connection to line)

Type N female

Type N female

<II
i

l

*Frcquency to be specified when ordered.

Mechanical Specifications

Antenna 1 (High-Band)

Antenna 2 (UHF)

Antenna radome

Fiberglass

Fiberglass

Support tube (galvanized steel)

2-3/8" diam. x 24" long

2-3/8" diam. x 24" long

Groundplane rods

18" long

6-1/2" long

Radiating elements

Copper or brass

Copper or brass

Rated wind velocity

100 mph

100 mph

Weight

291bs

30lbs

Overall length

20' 3"

21 feet

1
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TABLE A-4
LOW-BAND ANTENNA SPECIFICATIONS

Electrical Specifications

Antenna 3 {Low-Band}

Frequency range *

25 - 100 MHz

Power gain (over a half-wave dipole)

OdB (unity gain)

VSWR over 0.5% bandwidth

Less than 2 : 1

Nominal input impedance

50 ohms

Maximum power input

650 watts

Polarization

Vertical

Vertical beamwidth

60 degrees (approx.)

Horizontal pattern

Omnidirectional

Termination (for connection to line)

Type N female

*Frequency to be specified on ordering.

Mechanical Specifications

Antenna 3 (Low-Band)

Skirt, aluminum Cliloy

2" diameter

Support tube (galvanized steel)

1-5/16" diameter

Whip, aluminum alloy with iridite finish

13/32" diameter

Rated wind velocity

100 mph

Weight

20-401bs

Length

25 feet (approx.)

From an examination of the antenna specifications above, it can be seen that only the
UHF antenna (No.2) has sufficient gain to provide a vertical beamwidth approaching the six
degree limit. Antennas 1 and 3 are both limited by the physical size constraint Antenna 1,
for example, would have to be approximately 63 feet long to achieve the same vertical beamwidth and gain as Antenna 2, although both antennas are basically the same design. This
arises because the gain of any given antenna type is related to its dimensions in wavelengths.
Thus, since a wavelength in the high-band is approximately three times greater than a wave-
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length at UHF, the necessary dimensions to achieve the same gain tend to approach the
same ratio. Similarly, it will be found that, for the same antenna type, the beamwidth at
UHF will be approximately one-third times that at high-band, when the antennas have the
same physical dimensions. From the physical point of view, the shorter and smaller antenna
elements required for the UHF band represent an advantage over high-and low-band antennas.
AA.l

Base Antenna Locations Other Than Central

If the base antenna is located other than centrally within the service area, it may be
advantageous to use an antenna which provides a radiation pattern which is also directional
in the horizontal plane. Using a suitable antenna with a correctly shaped radiation pattern
can thus provide increased gain in the directions of interest and reduce the radiation of power
outside the service area.
In this case, for flat or undulating terrain, an antenna is required which provides the
maximum possible gain, with a vertical radiation pattern having a beamwidth of not less than
six degrees and a horizontal radiation pattern providing radiation in the directions of interest.
Again, the antenna specifications will include factors such as VSWR and capability to operate
over the required bandwidth, mechanical factors, etc. A variety of antenna types can be
employed to achieve adequate Pl:1 formance; these include arrays of radiating elements (including Vagi types) and combinations of driven and reflecting elements, corner reflectors,
and parabolic reflectors.
A.S

Point-to-Point Communications

If the main base antenna is located with its transmitter on a remote site, communications with the base station may be achieved either by land-line or by a secondary radio
system. For point-to-point communications of this nature, both of the secondary antennas
should ideally provide pencil type beams, with narrow beam widths in both the horizontal
and vertical planes. Such radiation patterns imply high gain antennas which are more practicable at the higher frequencies since the physical size necessary to achieve high gain at lower
frequencies becomes a limiting factor. This performance can again be achieved by use of
suitable antenna arrays and/or reflector systems. To achieve a narrow beam in both principal
planes, the radiating elements can be arrayed in two dimensions to form a plane, while a
typical reflector system would be of the parabolic type.
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A.6

Repeater Stations
Even with a relatively good base antenna location it is possible that a mountain, hill or
other obstruction may result in a shadow region where received signal strengths are extremely
weak. In such cases, rather than attempting to improve signal strengths by increasing the
power radiated by the base ~tation and the mobiles, it may be worthwhile to incorporate an
unmanned repeater station which is located such that it can receive the transmitted signal
from the base station and redirect it into the shadow region, and vice versa. In some cases
the repeater station could comprise a purely passive device which merely intercepts and
redirects the base station (or mobile) transmission, by means of a suitable antenna or
reflector system. However, it is often necessary to incorporate additional signal gain at the
repeater. In this case, a suitable receiver and transmitter combination will be used at the
repeater, in addition to the antenna system.
A.7

Transmission Lines
The transmission lines employed in police communication systems will, in general, be
of the 50 ohm (characteristic impedance) coaxial cable type. The attenuation losses in these
cables, which are normally expressed in decibels per 100 feet, have been discussed and are
obviously of major importance when selecting cables for specific applications. Low-loss cable
types are available, and for long runs of tine (e.g .. l00 feet or more), the additional cost of
low-loss cable becomes an economic proposition when compared with the alternatives necessary to obtain a required level of radiated power. Low-loss cables can be of the fully flexible
type, or for very low loss applications a semi-rigid or completely rigid coaxial line can he
adopted. For most purposes the flexible types will be sufficient.
In addition to cable attenuation, another important characteristic of the transmission
line is its maximum average power handling capacity. As for attenuation, the power handling
capacity of a cable is, in general, a function of frequency. For example, Fig. A-12 shows the
power handling capacities of the three cable types whose attenuation characteristics were
given in Fig. A-3.
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Maximum Average Power Handling Capacity for 3 Coaxial Cables

The characteristic impedance, attenuation and power handling capcity of a coaxial
cable are the principal electrical features of interest here. However, from the practical viewpoint, the size, weight, flexibility, and cost must be considered, such that the chosen cable
for a particular application should not be 'over engineered' electrically at the expense of the
practical and economic considerations.
A.S

Improving the Performance of an Existing System

If it is necessary to im'Prove the range or general effectiveness of a given fixed mobile
system, four possibilities can be immediately examined. The possibilities are: (1) increase
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transm itter power and/or receiver sensitivity, (2) increase the height of the base station
antenna, (3) increase the gain of the base station antenna, and (4) reduce any system transmission line losses. The relative change :1ecessary for each of these possible solutions to
produce the same overall improvement can be estimated by referring to Table A-l and the
associated graphs in Section A.2. For example, an increase in received power of 6 dB
demands either an increase of four times in the transmitter power, or a doubling of the base
antenna height, or 6 dB increase in the antenna gains, or a 6 dB reduction in transmission line
losses, or some combination of lesser improvements. It is assumed here that the system has
already been examined for obvious faults such as a damaged or mismatched antenna, a faulty
transmission line, etc.
Increasing the transmitter power provides an apparently simple solution to the problem.
However, the cost of new terminal equipment, or extensions to terminal equipment, b not
small and the solution is often not attractive economically. Secondly, the FCC regulations
impose an upper limitation on the level of radiated power, and an increase beyond the limit
for which the station is presently licensed may involve considerable legal problems. In addition, an increase in the transmitted power may resolve the problem of base-to-mobile communications but will not improve the mobile-to-base link. It may also increase the problems
of intermodulation interference to other stations. Overall, an increase in transmitter power
is a competitive solution only if the station is operating below its legal maximum limit, and
providing the effectiveness of the system is particularly poor in the base-to-mobile direction.
To improve the mobile-to-base link by acquiring new receiving equipment will only
prove effective providing that reception is limited by the receiver sensitivity and not by the
ambient noise level. This can best be determined by noise measurements at the receiver.
However, Fig. A-13 gives some approximate guidance to the maximum usable receiver sensitivity in terms of the operating frequency and the receiver location. Figure A-13 is based
upon the Ambient Noise Compensation Factors (N) described in Section A.2.
Increasing the height of the base station antenna will have the effect of reducing the
propagation loss between fixed and mobile antennas and will provide, in general, improved
communication in both directions. An increase in the base station antenna height can be
achieved by either raising the tower or mast to which the antenna is fixed, or completely
relocating the antenna. Obviously, relocation is not an inexpensive solution and thus it
becomes attractive only if the alternative solutions have either been tried, or are even less
desirable. Other than on purely economic grounds, relocation should only be considered if
the present antenna location is particularly poor.
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Increase of Receiver Sensitivity Below Value Indicated
Will Be Unlikely to Increase Effective System Gain

Increasing the gain of the base station antennas provides what is probably the most
economical way of improving two way communications. To determine how economical
this might be for a particular system, a specification should be prepared for the particular
base station antenna, along the lines of Section AA. This specification should then be compared with that of the present antenna and with available antenna manufacturers' literature.
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If it is found that another antenna can meet the necessary specification with improved gain,
then the cost of the improvement can be estimated immediately.
The transmission lines interconnect the antennas with the terminal equipment. For the
majority of systems coaxial transmission lines will be employed and while t~e attenuation
losses of short lengths of such lines are usually negligible, longer runs may involve significant
losses. Hence, to minimize these losses, the distance between the terminal equipment and
the antennas should be kept as small as possible. Where a large separation between the
antennas and base control is unavoidable, it may be desirable to locate the transmitter closer
to the antenna and operate the equipment by remote control. Similarly, the losses in the
cable in the receiving direction may be reduced by locating a pre-amplifier close to the antenna
with the main receiver in the control area.
If the coaxial cables employed as transmission lines are of the flexible type, a reduction
in attenuatinn loss can often be achieved by using more expensive low-loss types or semirigid, or even rigid cables with lower attenuation losses. Some typical cable attenuation factors
are given in Fig. A-3.
To determine the most economical way of improving an existing system, each of the suggested solutions should be considered and a rough estimate of the cost of each solution
obtained. Obviously, the total gain could comprise some combination of partial improvements in more than one of the areas discussed above.
A.9

lVlobile Equipment Antennas
Mobile antennas are, in general, types which are suitable for mounting on motor vehi-

cles and as such, suffer from greater restrictions with respect to physical size and ruggedness
than does the base-station antenna.
For general applications, the mobile antenna will have the same direction of polarization
as the base station; i.e., conventionally vertical. The radiation pattern will be omnidirectional
in the horizontal plane and thus any directivity gain achieved will be obtained via a narrowing
of the antenna beamwidth in the vertical plane. To achieve such gain it is necessary that the
antenna vertical dimensions should be long with respect to the oper:lting wavelength.
Since in the low-band the wavelength is of the order of 39 feet, it is apparent that the
gain of a practical antenna in this band will be small. In the high-band, the wavelength is of
the order of eight feet and thus only small directivity gains are to be expected. At UHF the
wavelength is approximately 2.5 feet and moderate power gains can be achieved with comparatively compact structures.
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For example, a collinear element antenna of the type illustrated in Fig. A-ll can
be designed for a vehicle metal rooftop mounting (with the radial ground plane elements,
shown ir. Fig. A-ll removed) such that, in the UHF-band, a power gain of 4.5 dB, over a
half-wave dipole, is achieved with an antenna length of 4.3 feet. A simple whip antenna of
the same length and operating in the high-band might provide 2.5 dB of power gain if
similarly located. A 4.3-foot whip antenna operating in the low-band would require an
additional tuned coil at the base of the antenna for efficient operation. The directivity
gain of this arrangement is unlikely to exceed 0 dB while the power gain may be less than
o dB due to losses originating in the coil.
A considerable variety of mobile antennas is available commer,~ially. These include
antennas for permanent and temporary installation, and, also, especially rugged types which
are protected by a radome cover to prevent damage.
The important electrical specifications of the mobile antenna are the same as those
discussed for the hase antenna; i.e., radiation patterns, input impedance (VSWR), power
gain, bandwidth and polarization. The mechanical specifications must take particular
account of the hard wear and ei,treme cor.ditions to which the antenna may well be exposed.

APPENDIX B
MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
B.l

Introduction
Microwave line-of-sight systems have been in practical use for a long time for short and

long distance high capacity communication purposes. Over the last decade, such systems
have been used more and more by private as well as public agencies like police departments.
Such systems are, in fact, preferred to the conventional wire or cable communication systems in rough, mountainous areas where the cost of installing and maintaining s ... ,h a system
is excessive. I n most practical systems, transm ission over distances exceeding the maximum
line-of-sight range is covered by installing a number of repeater stations arranged in tandem.
Given reasonable well-designed microwave equipment, the performance of a system is
directly related to the quality of the fundamental engineering of the route, antenna sizes
and elevations. I n the following sections, a brief description of the various factors affecting
the design of such a system are discussed.
B.2

Propagation Influences
In a typical microwave relay system, a pair of highly directive microwave antennas

pointing toward each other are located within a line-of-sight distance usually in the range of
10 to 40 miles. The radiation pattern of the antennas is made highly directive to ensure that
most of the radiated and received energy is confined within a narrow beam centered on the
line-of-sight path between the antennas. If every point on the path were far enough removed
from the underlying terrain, free space propagation would result. However, the profile of
the intervening terrain may range from smooth to mountainous. Moreover, in practice, some
part of the terrain intercepts a portion of the radiation, This is then reflected onto a path
leading to the receiving antenna. Receiving signals that have travelerl two or more paths in
this way cause interference (multipath propagation). Besides this, multipath propagation can
arise directly due to non-uniformity in the atmospherz itself and due to abnormal changes
in refraction within the line-of-sight path.
Multipath propagation discussed above is time varying, It is found in practice that there
are random path length variations between different components of the received signal. Consequently, the resultant received signal is found to vary with time. In such cases, the signal
is said to fade, and the process whereby signal loss occurs through such causes is called
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fading. Generally, fading is classified as either slow or fast fading depending on the rate.
Slow fading is generally due to refractive bending and ground reflection phenomena. Fast
fading, on the other hand, is mainly due to atmospheric multipath.
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Fig. 8-1

Typical Fading Characteristics in the Worst Month on 30 to 40 Mile
Line of-Sight Paths with 50 to 100 Foot Clearance (from Ref. 1)

It is customary to describe the behavior of a fading signal in statistical terms through a
function defined as follows. The function is defined as the probability that the signal will be
received at or less than a specified power level. This is usually taken as the power level at
which the signal will be received in absence of the fading. The function may also be interpreted as the fraction of time that the signal is expected to be received at or less than the
median value. Representative values of fading on a path with adequate clearance are shown
in Fig. 8-1 (see Ref. 1).
The above discussion has shown that in spite of providing enough clearance, thus avoiding ground reflection, the received signal fades. The most effective means used to combat
fading is the dlnrsity technique. Methods commonly discussed in the literature are (1)
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frequency diversity, (2) space diversity, and (3) polarization diversity. Frequency Jiversity
is not permissible in the Public-Safety Slervice under FCC regulations. Space diversity is most
commonly used because it is more effective than polarization diversity.
B.3

General Discussion
A block diagram of a typical microwave line-of-sight system is shown in Fig. 8-2. The

system consists of two terminal stations A, 8 and one or more repeater stations. Many police
and municipal microwave systems are direct, however, and do not use any repeater stations.
The stations have a transmitter and a receiver connected to the same antenna for two-way
transmission. The frequencies of the transmitted and the received signals are differcl: ( so that
the respective signals can be separated by filters. Polarization is also used in many ca~es as
an additional means to separate two signals wh ich are too close in frequen.:y to be separated
by practical filters.
Consider the operation of the system of Fig. 8-2. The input signals are in the form ot
voice or digital data. In general, a large number of such signals are to be transmitted sirnultaneously. It is customary to assign a channel number to each of these signals as shown in
Fig. 8-2. The signal from each channel is fed into a frequency division multiplexer which
converts them into a single video signal using single-sideband modulators.
The video signal is then used to frequency modulate a radio frequency (RF) si~nal. The
frequency modulated (FM) signal is ft..d to the transmitter via a transmission line. The transmitter location need not necessarily be th:1t of the terminal station. The transmitter heterodynes the RF signal to the desired microwave frequency and amplifies it for radiation to the
next station. In some cases, the video signal is used directly to FM modulate a klystron, the
output of which is :ransmitted. The receiver at the next station heterodynes the microwave
signal down tn the IF frequency for amplification ar d equalization. The output is connected
to another transmitter for transmis~ion farther down t'''e route or may be connected to an
FM receiver through a transmission litle. The FM receivcr demodulates the signal and
delivers the video signal to the terminating equipmrnt where it is separated into the original
channels.
B.3.1

System Design Considerations
There are various factors for consideration in th,~ design of a system described above.

These factors will now be discussed:
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8.3.2 Antenna System
A large portion of the expense of any line-of-sight relay system is the cost of repeater
sites, access roads and towers to support the antennas. Any new system should be designed
to utilize the repeater sites and towers of older systems if at all possible.
The parabolic antenna is used in most line-of-sight systems. The antenna consists of a
solid-surface aluminum parabolic reflector with a primary radiator feed at the focal point of
the reflector. These antennas make a reliable, economic choice for the majority of users.
Antennas are available in standard sizes from 4 to 16 feet in diameter.
Two of the fundamental parameters of the antenna system are the height of the antenna
relative to the surrounding terrain and the antenna electrical characteristics. The antennas
should be installed as high as possible so that the intervening terrain has enough physical
clearance from the line-of-sight path receiving antennas. The electrical characteristics of
importance are gain, beamwidth, and radiation pattern.
The gain aJld beamwidth of a parabolic antenna depend on its size, frequency and feed
design. Typical gains and beamwidths of microwave parabolic antennas are given in Table B-1
and Table B-2.

Table B-1
Parabolic Antenna Gains

Antenna
Diameter (ft.)

Gain (in dB)
2 GHz

6.5 GHz

12.7GHz

4

25.4

35.8

41.4

6

29.0

39.3

44.9

8

31.5

41.8

47.4

10

33.4

4.J.~

48.6

12

35.0

45.4

...

........
- ......

15

37.0

47.3

16

38.0

47.8

439-911 0 - 71 - 21

- .. -
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Table B-2
Parabolic Antenna Beamwidths
Antenna beamwidths (in degrees)
Antenna
Diameter (ft. )

2 GHz

6.5 GHz

12.7 GHz

4

8.74

2.72

1.38

6

5.83

1.82

0.92

8

4.37

1.36

0.69

10

3.4

1.1

0.55

12

2.9

0.91

15

2.33

0.72

16

2.29

0.68

- - --- --- - -

These beamwidth are quite narrow running from approximately 1.10 at 6 GHz to 3.4 0
at 2 GHz for a 10ft. diameter antenna. The main lobe drops off to a null at 1.20 off axis.
This factor brings out the importance of sturdy mounts and careful tower design.
The importance of the radiation patterns of antennas has b~come more apparent with
an increase in microwave congestion and the need to prevent potential interference from
other microwave systems. In planning a route, it is necessary to determine the potential
interference fru,n other sources operating at the same frequency within a 100 to 200 mile
radius. If the carrier to interference ratio is better than 90 dB, interfering noise may be neglected. However, in moderate capacity systems, if this ratio is 50 dB or lower, preventive
measures should be taken.
8.3.3

Frequency Allocation

The frequency allocation in the system should provide maximum utilization of the
assigned band consistent with the transmission objective. Interference between transmitter
and receiver in the same station is minimized by operating the transmitter in one half of the
assigned bandwidth and the receiver in the other half.
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Type of Modulation

The type of modulation of the RF carrier should be chosen to give the best compromise
between noise and distortion performance on the one hand and bandwidth and practical
equipment limitations on the other. The main contenders are (1) pulse modulation systems,

(2) wideband FM systems, (3) single-sideband suppressed carrier systems, and (4) narrowband FM systems. The first two systems can be designed to give excellent noise and distortion performance but are generally not used because of their large bandwidth requirements.
Single-sideband suppressed carrier systems, on the other hand, make efficient use of the
available bandwidth but require a high degree of linearity in the amplifiers for small or
negligible distortion. Such systems are used in a number of cases where such distortion is
to!erable. However, narrow-band FM systems are widely used.
B.3.5 Diversity System
System reliability can be improved through the use of space diversity systems to combat the frequency selective multipath effects. In a typical space diversity system, the signal
from a single transmitter is received by two antennas installed on the same tower having a
vertical separation of 30 to 80 ft. The two independently received signals are connected to a
diversity switch which selects that signal which has the higher power level, and disregards the
other. In some cases a diversity coml-iner is used instead of a diversity switch. This may
result in a gain of 1 or 2 dB at the cost of extra equipment complexity.
B.4
8.4.1

System Parameters
I nterference Between Direct and Reflected Rays
The presence of the ground modifies the generation and propagation of radio waves so

that the received power, or fie)d intensity, is ordinarily less than that expected in free space.
For the case of one reflected ray combining with the direct ray at the receiving antenna, the
resulting field intensity is given by 1

where E
Ed

= resulting field strength, ~volts/meter
= direct ray field strength, t-Lvolts/meter
= transmitting and receiving antenna heights
= distance between transmitting and receiving antennas

wavelength.

•
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In practice, the line-of-sight links are designed to use highly directive antennas with narrow beamwidths so that the ground reflection problems are minimized. For this purpose,
the antenna heights are chosen to provide sufficient clearance between the intervening terrain and radio line-of-sight ray. Under such conditions, mean free-space propagation conditions may be assumed to apply.
B.4.2 Required Path Clearance
A criterion to determine whether the intervening terrain is sufficiently removed from
the direct line-of-sight path is to have the first Fresnel zone (see Ref. 1) clear ail obstacles
in the path of the ray. The radius of the first Fresnel zone at a point P (see Fig. B-3) is given
byl
R
1

where d 1
d2
f
d

::::
::::

::::
::::

:::: 2280 (d 1 d 2
fd

j

J

1/2

distance between the transmitter and point P in miles
distance between the receiver and point P in miles
frequency in MHz
distance between transmitter and receiver in miles.

Path
Clearanc
Transmitter

Receiver

4~------------d ----~~:--------------~--

Fig. B-3

Interference Between Direct and Reflected Ray
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Referring to Fig. B-3, if the p'ath clearance H is made greater than or equal to the first
Fresnel-zone radius, mean free-space propagation conditions may be assumed to apply.
Consequently, while designing a microwave route, the location and the heights of the transmitting and receiving antennas should be properly chosen to provide sufficient path clearance.
B.4.3 " I dnsmitter Power Requirements
Once the antenna heights and locations have been selected, the transmitter power requirements can be obtained from the following equations: 2
The required transmitter power for a single-hop line-of-sight link operating under normal
free-space propagation conditions is given by:
_ L1 L2
P ---

2.5
In presence of fading, the above equation should be modified to include a fading margin
parameter o. Under such conditions the transmitter power required for a single-hop link is
t

given by:

p :::: L1 L2
t

2.5

Bd 2 F ls~ 0
f2 D4

\NJm

For multi-relay transmission in n hops in ~resence of fading, the transmitter power at
the terminal station and each of the repeater stations can be obtained from the above equation. In such cases, the distance d should be the distance between the transmitter and receiver of the hop for which calculations are made. In practice, the repeater stations are
approximately at equal distances from each other and consequently, similar transmitters are
used at each station.
The variables in the equations above are defined as follows:
Pt - power, in watts, available at transmitter output terminals
L1 :::: loss power ratio (numerical) due to transmission line at transmitter
L2
B

d
f
D
F

::::

same as L1 at receiver
root-mean-square bandwidth (generally approximated to bandwidth between

:::
:::
::::
:::

3-decibel attenuation points), in megaHertz
total length of transmission, in miles
carrier frequency, in megaHertz
diameter of parabolic reflectors in feet
power-ratio noise figure of receiver (a numerical factor)

::::
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a

= numerical ratio between available signal power in case of normal propagation

to available signal power in case of maximum expected fading
required signal-to-noise power ratio at receiver
minimum required signal-to-noise power ratio in case of maximum expected
fading

SIN
(S/N)m

=
=

(SIN) nm
(S/N)lm
n

= same as above

=
=

in case of n hops, at repeater number n
same as above at first repeater
number of equal hops

The parameter 0" may be considered as fading margin and its choice is dependent on the
required degree of reliability in accordance with Table B-3.

Table B-3
Reception Reliability for Various Fading Margins

B.4.4

a

a

(numerical radio)

(dB)

Reliability
(per cent)

10
100
1,000
10,000

10
20
30
40

90
99
99.9
99.99

I

Summary

In the design of a microwave line-of-sight communication system, the most important
problem to be tackled is the route design. The locations and antenna heights at the base and
repeater stations should be selected to ensure that the intervening terrain does not obstruct
and reflect the direct line-of-sight ray path. Seasonal variations, such as tree foliage, should
be taken into account. Once these locations have been selected, the transmitter power requirements can be determined from the equations discussed in Section B.4.3.
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8.5

Automatic Protection System
An automatic protection switching system is required to ensure continuity of service
in case of transmission equipment failure. In a hot standby station, two receivers and transmitters are used. Both transmitters are operated simultanwusly with one disconnected from
the antenna. Both receivers are also operated simultaneously with the output of the receivers
combined into a single output. Fault sensing equipment senses failures of the equipment and
causes automatic switchover of the transmitters if a failure occurs in the operating transmitters,
or disconnects the failed receiver if a receiver fails. Switchover requires only a few millionths
of a second. The over-all reliability of the system is thereby very substantially improved.
8.6

Conclusion
A brief description of the microwave line-of-sight communication link has been presented. In such systems, a number of channels of baseband voice and/or digital data signals
are multiplexed into a single video signal. The video signal then frequency modulates an intermediate frequency (I F) signal which is transmitted at microwave frequencie!) after proper frequency conversion and power amplifications.
It has been shown that fluctuations in the propagation medium give rise to fading of the
received signal. In most cases, sufficient fading margin is provided to ensure reliable communication. Space diversity reception is also used in some cases to improve the reliability.
Route design is a most critical problem in the overall design of the multi-hop microwave
links. Proper care should be taken in selecting the locations and antenna heights of the
base and repeater stations.
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APPENDIX C
INTERFERENCE IN POLICE TELLCOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

C.l
C.1.l

Mechanisms of Interference Effects
General Nonlinear Theory
Where interference to a radio receiver by other radio equipments does not fall into the

category of simple co-channel interference, the chances are that at least one of several "nonlinear" mechanisms is at work. This is not always the case, but since it is so often true, this
appendix will begin with a discussion of some general nonlinear effects. They will in turn be
applied to various cases of interest in the following sectit,ns.
This discussion of specific cases will be somewhat receiver oriented. However, many of
these effects can appear in both transmitters and the environment, as w'.!l1 as in receivers.
1

The references give more complete discussions of several specific nonline(;.r effects. ,2 ,3
All electronic circuits are nonlinear. By this is meant that the output quantity is not
strictly proportional to the input quantity. Certainly, amplifiers can be built that have a high
degree of linearity, but a large enough input will overload rlny practical amplifier. It is physically impossible for an amplifier to supply an unlimited u~_put, so at some point, the output
must cease to be proportional to the input.
It is characteristic of nonlinear circuits that, if one or more pure tone frequencies are
applied to the input, the output will contain new frequencies in addition to those applied.
This is true not only of amplifiers, but of many other devices. Thus, a rusty tin can lying on
a metal roof can act as a short antenna and can form a rectifying contact with the roof. It
can pick up radio signals, combine them to yield new frequencies, and radiate these new frequencies. This type of effect is a source of interference in practice.
Nonlinear effects are not always undesirable. The radio receiver is a practical device
largely because it uses the superheterodyne technique. Incoming signals are combined with
a local oscillator signa! in nonlinear mi;:ers to yield (lower) intermediate frequency signals
that can be amplified more easily. In transmitters, nonlinear frequency mUltiplying circuits
are used-doublers and triplers-to enable crystal frequency control and to overcome the
natural limitations on operating frequency typical of practical crystals. Thus, nonlinearity
is not inherently a bad thing.
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One aspect of nonlinear behavior ~hr.t needs to be pointed out is that the number of frequencies generated by a nonlinearity 01- any kind tends to grow much more rapidly than the
number of frequencies applied to it. For example, if f1 and f2 are applied, the two frequencit::s
f1 + f2 and f1 - f2 (that is, the sum and difference frequencies) are typical low order products
that could appear. If f3 is added, f1 ± f3 and f2 ± f3 appear, and perhaps f1 ± f2 ± f 3 also.
This simple illustration should help the reader to understand why nonlinear interference problems are growing out of proportion to the number of new transm itters in use. The actual
mathematical relations between the number of sources and the number of nonlinear products
involve factorial numbers, which means that the number of outputs grows very rapidly as
inputs are added.
C.l.2
C.l.2.1

Specific Cases of Interest
Intermodulation

The term intermodulation is sometimes used in a very general sense to mean any generation of new frequencies that takes place in a nonlinear circuit. In this broad sense it could
include harmonics, or the desired output of a mixer. However, it is used here in another frequently used sense. Intermodulation is the combination of two signals at closely spaced frequencies to yield a signal at a new frequency which is close to the first two.
This is best illustrated by the most common example; namely, third order intermodulation. This is the combination of frequencies of the following form:
2f1 - f2
If f1 = f2' then 2f1 - f 2 = f 1 · Thus, two undesired signals that are close to a desired frequency
can cause a large interference signal at the desired frequency. The frequency relationships
are such that receiver selectivity cannot eliminate this type of interference entirely. Thus,
two transmitters at 155.43 and 155.46 MHz could combine in a receiver to yield an interference product at the desired frequency of 155.49 MHz. A cavity filter ahead of the receiver would not be effective in keeping out the undesired signals.
Other special odd order difference products such as the fifth order product at 3f, - 2f2
and the seventh order product at 4f 1 - 3f 2 have this same type of frequency behavior, namely,
that the generated product lies close to the input frequencies.
Intermodulation is a major potential problem in police radio communication systems.
The assignmrmt plans used by frequency coordinators usually avoid certain frequency
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combinations for police radio systems that are located near each other geographically, in
order to prevent intermodulation interference.

C.L 2. 2

Other I nterference Effects
There are some interference effects of concern in the Police Radio Service which are

not caused by co-channel stations and which are not of a nonlinear nature. These will be
discussed here. The more commonly knov,n effects are those which result in detecting an
undesired signal or garbling of the desired signal. Interference which desensitizes a receiver
may be equally serious, but it is harder to detect, because no undesired signal is heard (or
decoded).

Adjacent Channel Interference comes about when an adjacent channel signal is so strong
that it is not rejected by the receiver selectivity. This is not a major problem because typical
receivers have large amour.ts of adjacent channel rejection, and because assignment plans
take account of adjacent channel rejection characteristics. There do, however, appear to be
cases in which receivers are used on channels which are narrower than the channels for which
the receiver was originally designed, leading to some interference problems. This may occur
when older receivers, built for wid~r channels, are used on the narrower, split channels. In
the high-band, for instance, channels have been split twice, so that spacing between the
"tertiary" channels and adjacent ones is only 15 kHz. At UHF, spacing was 50 kHz but is
now 25 kHz. Obviously, it is not reasonable to expect a receiver to operate successfully under
conditions for which it was not designed.
Broadband Splatter comes L.~out when a transmitter radiates over a whole frequency
band instead of on one channel. Overmodulation is the main cause. It can also happen, for
instance, if filter capacitors fail.
Transmitter Noise is the term used to describe the signal spectrum of transmitters which
occurs outside of the intended transmission channel. All transmitters radiate energy over a
wide frequency range, because of hum, oscillator noise, thermal noise, etc. This energy is
generally very far below the carrier level, but is occasionally picked up by a nearby receiver
tuned to a different channel.
This dicussion of interference mechanisms is a short listing of the variety of effects that
can cause interference in typical land-mobile systems.
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C. 2

Physical Sou rces of Interference Effects
The previous discussion described the mechanisms that can give rise to interferencf.'. This
portion of the appendix will list some of the specific physical nonlinearities that give rise to
interference generation in practice.

C. 2. 1 Receivers
The internal circuitry of a receiver can give rise to intermodulation and related interference effects. The receiver is most susceptible to incoming signals that lie within the passband
of the front end tuned circuits (and cavity filter, if any).
C.2.2 Transmitters
The circuits of transmitters are of the amplifier and mixer (or mUltiplier) variety, and
hence they are nonlinear. Some interference signals are, in fact, generated in transmitters.
This type of interference usually involves one or more outside signals traveling backward
along the output cable, leaching the transmitter, and combining there with each other or
with the transmitter signal. The resultant interference signal then travels back on the output
cable to the antenna to be radiated, or possibly to a duplexer which feeds a receiver directly.
The output amplifier is the nonlinear component in which most transmitter interfe.lnce is
generated, and the OLltput tuned circuit will restrict the range of frequencies which cause
interference.
Possible exceptions to this general rule are hard-wired connections to the transmitter
capable of conducting inputs into transmitter circuitry. These may include microphone cables,
other audio or telephone lines, and power lines. Depending on the manner in which they are
filtered, these wired connections can pick up signals at various frequencies and route them
to nonlinear transmitter stages, where they can combine with the transmitter signal.
C.2.3 Environmental Nonlinearity
There are many physical objects in the operating environment of transmitters and receivers. Some of these objects can display nonlinear behavior. If the metal objects are in
fact rods or wires, radio frequency signals can be picked up efficiently and the nonlinear
'voltages which are generated in the contact can be re-radiated. The classic case is the slack
guy wire, broken by eyes or a turnbuckle. Othe~ demonstrated problem areas have involved
coaxial feed lines touching towers, screens on ventilator shafts which are not adequately
fastened, roof gutters with corroded joints, and even rusty tin cans lying on metal roof.~
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The most severe interference generation can take place in loose or corroded connections in
the antennas themselves or in antenna coupling or duplexing networks.
Another type of nonlinearity comes about from the use of steel center pins in coaxial
cable connectors, of the hermetic type. Also, steel wires with copper plating are used as the
center conductors of some kind' of coaxial cable. These too can generate nonlinear interference, becaw~ of the magnetic properties of steel. A small magnet may be used to identify
these steel components.
C.3

Identifying Sources of Interference
In most practical situations, identification of the sources of interference is a difficult

p,·jblem. It has two phases; identifying the transmitter or transmitters which are contributing
to tht interference, and locating the nonlinearity in which the transmitter signals are combining to form the interfering signal. Each will be discussed separately.
C.3.1

Identifying the Transmitters Involved
To tackle the problem of transmitter identification, one starts with some knowledge

about the possible frequency relatiulI:.i,i[J:S (from general nonlinear theory) and the fact that
the interference signal will contain components of all of the modulations on all of the contributing signals. The manner in which an interference comes and goes will yield some information about its sources-es~ecjally if a test can be arranged in which possible sources can be
turned on and off. (Obviously this is easier to accomplish if the sources are cooperating
public-safety services than if they are continuously broadcasting stations.)
The modulations mayor may not be recoverable from the receiver being interfered
with. However, special ized receivers can be of help in recovering all modulation, when necessary. It is usually possible to obtain some clues about the interference source from its
"sound". For one thing, all broadcasters are required to identify themselves periodically.
Regular icentification by all units is thus an invaluable aid in trouble shooting interference
problems.
In the absence of such identificCition, there are other clues that can be used to determine
which of hundreds of oossible radio transmitters are contributing to an interference situation.
There is the content of the message being transmitted. I n addition there are other clues in
the modulation. Some transmitters use tone squelch modulations or selective calling signals.
There may be some hum or noise which characterizes a given transmitter. The dispatcher or
operator may be in the same room with other people, teletypewriters or radio receivers used
to monitor other services. These "background noises" can help to identify sources of interference.
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Interference which occurs intermittently is almost certainly the result of intermodulation involving two or more transmitters. Bits and pieces of detected intelligence. such as
conversation, is a prime identifying symptom. Thr:; transmitters are most likely ~o be of the
communications type rather than of the broadcast type, since these latter may cause continuous interference. Ideally, one would like to run tests to verify interference sources but
in practice this is often not possible.
C.3.2

Locating the Nonlinearities Involved

When the transmitters have been identified and the significant frequency relations
determined, it is still nece~sary to pin down the physical nonlinearity causing the interf2rence.
Only when this latter task has been accomplished is it possible to determine how best to
reduce the interference. It has been explained that nonlinearities can appear in transmitters,
receivers, or the environment. The first clue as to which is respor:sible can be obtained by
observing whether the interference IS being heard equally on all ret eivers tuned to a channel.
If so, the SlJurce is probably the transmitter, or an environmental nonlinearity near the transmitter. If not, the source is logically within the receiver which has the interference problem,
or in the environment near that receiver.
Once this determination has been made, the problem becomes more difficult. Various
equipment adjustments and substitutions will sometimes yield an insight into nonlinearity
location. Attenuators can be inserted in transmission lines feeding receivers and transmitters.
Attenuator pads, if used carefully, are a valuable tool for the identification of nonlinearity
location. This is true because the amplitude of a nonlinear product is generally not directly
proportional to the amplitudes of the signals which cause it. Nonlinear products can be proportional to the square, the cube, etc. of the various signals which generate them. This
knowledge can be used to determine whether a linear attenuating pad is attenuating either
the nonlinear product, or the signals which caused it, or even both.
In general, the amplitude of the nonlinear product, in decibels, wlll be proportional to
the integer multipliers of the term in the frequency relationships. In more concrete terms, a
fifth order product of the form 3f 1 - 2f 2 would be proportional to the cube of the f 1 signal
and the square of the f2 signal. The net effect of the 10 dB pad ahead of the nonlinearity
would be a 50 dB reduction in this fifth order product. Thus, the attenuating pad can be
us~d as a valuable tool for nonlinear interference identification and location, if the user
understands the amplitude relationships and signal paths which are involved.
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If an environmental problem is suspected, there are two general approaches to its
location. The first is to use a well shielded portable receiver and directional anter,na to
search out the point of strongest interference. This approach is straightforward but the
receiver is expensive. A highly linear receiver of the field effect transistor (FET) type is
desirable. As an alternative to the use of a portable receiver, it may be possible to use the
system receiver with a length of flexible coax and a portable antenna to "sniff out" nonlinearities.
The second approach is to listen to the interference on existing receivers while an
assistant mechanically disturbs various possible interference sources, typically by using a
rubber mallet to strike various guys, screens, and other metal objects. One begins with items
closest to the antennas of interest and works progressively farther away. Also, significant
nonlinearities may be hidden behind nonmetal walls or below roofs on decking that are
transparent to radio signals. These can often be located by pounding or hammering on the
walls in question.

CA

Remedies for Interference Situations
There are several remedies that have found widespread acceptance in interference situa-

tions. These include the rather common use of cavity filters ahead of receivers in congested
environments, and the increasing use of ferrite isolation devices (along with cavities) at
transmitter outputs when several transmitters must be located together. These cavities,
incidentally, are made of a low temperature coefficient, ferrous alloy (lnvar) that is potentially nonlinear at high current densities!
The trend toward locating a number of transmi~.els together is unfortunate from an
interference point of view. It is usually motivated by a desire to operate from the tallest
building in an area. However, this is not always necessary. Interference problems can often
be avoided by separating transmitters. In other situations, the best remedy might be to
move transmitters which are located in close proximity.
Out-of-band pickup of conventional monopoles can be avoided by using folded monopoles ("trombone" antennas) or shunt fed antennas. These antennas have a DC path from
active element to ground that eliminates low frequency pickup. Array antennas have several
elements that are sometimes enclosed in a weather-tight package so that it is not possible :u
determine the configuration by visual examination. An ohmmeter can be used to determine
whether or not a DC path is present in such an antenna. If it is not, one can be inserted in
the system by using a filter with a DC path to ground or a loop-fed cavity-preferably close
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to the antenna.

It may be advisable to update the antenna itself where low frequency

pickup is suspected. It has now been generally recognized that a DC path will also reduce
induced pickup from nearby lightning strokes, so that most new antenna designs are of the
type that incorporate such a path.
When an environmental nonlinearity has been positively identified, the remedy consists
of removing it, or (if that is not practical) shunting it with a good low impedance conducting
path. A short, wide, flexible strap is ideal. It has become common practice to weld joints
in and around antenna towers and systems to prevent nonlinearities from developing. Similarly, feedlines should be insulated completely through the use of jacketed cables and nylon
ties.
Where one of the unwanted signals is entering a system through a power or telephone line,
a suitable filter must be obtained and installed to eliminate it. In some instances, replacing
tubes in transmitters has reduced nonlinear interference. I n other cases, returning or switching to a spare transmitter has had a noticeable effect. In cases like this, there are two possible
attitudes. One is to do something to reduce the interference, and stop at that point. The
second is to determine the exact cause of interference and follow up by letting appropriate
people know about the problem, i.e" service personnel, manufacturers, etc. Obviously the
latter approach is preferable as interference proliferates. in fact, specialized study programs
may prove effective in identifying common interference causes and focusing attention on
them.
The user and system planner must be aware of the potential interference problems in

1
J

1
}

his sytem. This includes the forms of interference discussed here, in addition to co-channel

i,.

interference ~xamined in Sections V.2.3.1 and V.2.3.2 of Chapter V. Consideration of this

~~

potential at the planning stage can reduce these problems by incorporating sound engineering
practices in specifications for new equipment and overall system design. Many interference
problems can be prevented more effectively before they occur than they can be remedied
afterward.
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APPENDIX D

I

FACSIMILE SYSTEMS
Facsimile is a form of communication that reproduces graphic copy at a remote point
by electronic means. A facsimile system systematically converts a picture on other fixed
graphic copy into electrical signals which are transmitted by wire or radio to a receiving point
where they are converted back into a replica of the original. Although the time it ta.kes to
transmit a complete copy can vary from as little as 7.5 s~conds to as long as ten minutes, this
system of sending graphic material is superior to other time consuming methods such as mail
or courier. This savir.,'s of time along with new technical developments that have provided
reliable, low cost equipment, have aided in the rapid growth of this means of communication.
Table 0-1 is an outline of current capabilities of facsimile equipment.

D.l

Copy Parameters
To make optimum use of the facsimile system, the equipment capabilities should be

matched to the copy parameters of the majority of material to be transmitted. If the equipment capabilities exceed that required for faithful reproduction of the copy, the equipment
and transmission link costs will be excessive.

D.l.1

Copy Size
Commercial equipment is available which spans the range of copy sizes indicated in Fig.

D-l plus 16 mm microfilm, 35 mm aperture cards, and 105 mm or 8" x 10" positives. Some

I
,

transmitters allow folding the copy. Copy wider than the specified width can be transmitted
in a number of passes.

D.l.2

Copy Resolution

The resolution, or density, of the transmitted copy is usually specified in lines per inch.
This indicates the number of scans of the copy made by the facsimile scanner per inch of
copy travel. The greater the density in lines per inch the finer will be the detail of the transmitted copy. Densities ranging over 48, 75, 80, 90, 96, 100, 120, 135, 166, 192, 1,000, and
1,460 lines per inch are currentiy available in commercial equipment. The majority of commercially available scanners for transmitting typewritten material and graphic material use 90
to 100 lines per inch resolution. Equipment manufactured specifically for transmitting fingerprints uses 200 lines per inch resolution. It must be noted that increasing the facsimile
density not only increases the complexity and cost of the equipment, but either the band-
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Table D-1
Capabilities of Facsimile
CAPABILITY

REMARKS

Permanent Copy Record

The durability of the copy is,
in general, quite good for office
use, however, carbon copy
facsimilies are susceptible to
smudging and some light sensitive papers lose contrast after
prolonged exposure to light.

Minimum Clerical Handling

No encoding is required as in the
case of a teleprinter application
where written data must be typed.

Transmission of any
Message Format

Typed material, handwritten,
maps, or photographs may be
transmitted.

Fast Transmission

The transmission time ranges
from 7.5 seconds to ten minutes
per page depending upon copy
parameters.

Base Station and/or Mobile
Operation

Equipment is available which is
compatible with police car
power and radio systems. Size
and weight are of the order of
one cubic foot and 50 pounds.

Automatic Remote Access to
Microfilm Data

Equipment is available to access
stored data remotely via telephone links.

Automatic Graphic Generation

The weather bureau presently
employs a system which generates weather maps from information gathered from several
sources.

i

j
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width of the transmission link or transmission time required is also increased. For example,
the bandwith or transmission time increases by a factor of four when the density is doubled.
2"

B" 8.5" 9"

II"

!
I

I
8"

,

II'

/4-"

Unl imited

-Fig. D-l

Facsimile Cc.py Sizes

D.l.3

Grey Scale
The grey scale indicates the number of tones or shades of grey from black to white which

are to be distinguished in the received copy. The number of grey scale transmitted is limited
by the

transmi~:dion

link and the receiver. In general, if the number of grey scale

exr"~ds

1 0,

a photographic recording is used for obtaining sharpness and the best fidelity of the picture
grey scale. The most severe limitations on the grey scale is imposed by the transmission link,
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sinl-t. a high signal-to-noise ratio is required for a large grey scale. For this reason the majority
of commercially available equipment operating over standard telephone lines is high contrast
or black and white recording. However, commercial equipment is currently available with
grey scales of 4, 8, 10, 14, 16, and 32.
D.2

Facsimile Equipment Characteristics
A large variety of optical scanning, modulation and recordi ng techniques are used in

commercial facsimile systems. The major differences in the equipment are discussed here
relative to their influence on system design and performance.
D.2.1

Scanning Systems
Most common scanning systems use a very small incandescent lamp which is focused in

a small spot on the surface of the copy. This spot, which covers a distinct area, is often referred to as an element. The spot is uniformly scanned across the copy at a constant scan
rate as the copy is being advanced, or transported across the scanning system. A phototube,
mounted close to the copy, picks up light reflected from the copy and converts it into electrical signals proportional to the brightness. These signals may be either DC voltages or
amplitude modulated signals. Many different scanning systems are available, however, copy
quality stability, ease of maintenance, and reliability provide the best evaluation of the scanning technique used. There are two basic types of copy transport mechanisms.

•

Drum scanner: requires clamping the copy to a cylinder which rotates
as the copy is scanned. This type limits the copy dimensions to that of
the drum area or smaller.

•

Flat bed scanner: allows a continuous feed copy with any width up to
the specified width, if the receiver will permit this type of operation. Depending upon the transport design, the copy may be folded for transmission of wide copy using several passes through the scanner.

D.2.2 Signal Characteristics
Depending on the copy to be transmitted and the transmission link used, two types of
electrical output signals are avaiidble. First, if the output signal is a voltage proportional to
the copy reflectivity (or transmission in the case of film), it is called the video or baseband
output. This type of output is desirable for the following systems:

'I
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With equipment which performs the desired modulation; e.g., radio
transmitters in police vehicles and the Bell Syc;tem Data Phone

•

For very short dedicated phone lines where the line bandwidths and
linear phase characteristics must extend to DC

Secondly, amplitude modulation is used for transmission on telephone linc.l, since the lines
have the same characteristics as the transmitting and receiving equipment.
A double sideband amplitude modulated (AM) output doubles the bandwidth required
for the signal but removes the requirement for transmitting DC. For example, a signal whose
resolution is 100 lines per inch, with a line width of 8.5 inches, and a scan rate of 80 lines per
minute can be transmitted on normal telephone lines with amplitude modulation. Singlesideband or vestigal-sideband amplitude modulation, requiring a bandwidth approximately
equal to that of the video signal, can be used. With this improvement in bandwidth, speed of
transmission or resolution can also be improved. For example, a scan rate of 360 lines per
minute could be employed in the above system. However, this modulation is as susceptible
to noise as double sideband AM and in general requires a telephone line with better characteristics.
In addition to amplitude modulation, various frequency and phase modulation systems
are available which are more imrPune to noise. These are used to transmit high contrast copy
over the telephone lines, since a large grey scale requires either a very long transmission time
or a wide bandwidth transmission link.
D.2.3

Phasing

Phasing refers to a control signal generally sent to the receiver prior to copy transmission.
This signal is needed to position, or phase, the two drums together, thereby centering the recorded image on the film. Thus, the write mechanism is always in phase with the read mechanism of the transmitter. In some high speed, high resolution facsimile systems a continuous
phasing signal is sent during the copy transmission. However, in most commercial facsimile
systems the phasing signal is sent for a period of 10 to 20 seconds prior to copy transmission.
The phasing mechanism may be mechanical or electrical ;n the receiver. The electrical phasing
systems are, in general, more reliable and may be preferred to the older mechanical types.
D.2.4 Synchronization
A synchronizing signal is needed at each end to keep the speed of the two drums almost
exactly the same. As the transmitted copy and the received copy are being scanned, skewing

1
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of the received copy will occur if the speed of the two drums is not in step. Three types of
synchronization are employed in

•

pr,~sent

day facsimile systems.

Continuous during transmission: A synchronizing pulse, positioned at
the beginning of each scan line, is used to control drum speed. This
system is not normally employed over normal ordinary telephone lines.

•

Power line: In the eastern portion of the United States, where a large
inter-connected power system is used, this system will operate with the
60 Hz power signal. If, 'nowever, the transmitter and receiver are in
separate power systems the frequency drift between the systems may
cause a skew ill the recorded copy.

•

.

Frequency standard: A fork or crystal oscillator is employed in both
the transmitter and receiver. The stability of these oscillators is sufficient
to prevent a detectable skew over the duration of the copy transmission.

0.2.5

Record Medium

Conversion of the received electrical signal in the recorder to a facsimile of the transmitted copy is accomplished b . the methods listed in Table 0-2. The facsimile quality for
a given printing technique may vary considerably due to the paper and mechanical differ-

l
"

ences between equipments.

0.2.6

Pressure Sensitive Printouts

The pressure sensitive system consists of a drum with a wire wrapped in a single helical
turn around it, along with a blade placed parallel to the axis of the drum with recording
paper passing between them. The recording is made with pressure sensitive techniques
usually employing carbon paper for the copy. This system has the advantage of low cost
paper although the copy is susceptible to smudging.

0.2.7

Electrosensitive and Electrolytic Printout

The electrosensitive and electrolytic printout system uses a helical drum and blade similar to that used in the pressure sensitive system. This system, though, employs a moist paper
which utilizes a chemical change due to current passing through the paper. Current passing
between the blade and the helical wire prints the i mage on the paper. This system is capable of providing a high quality, durable record and is more reliable than the carbon paper
system. However, the electrolytic paper is more expensive than carbon and the writing blades
require periodic replacement.

1
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Table 0-2
Facsimile Printout Methods

Printout

Print Densities
Lines Per Inch

Pressure Sensitive

up to 100

High contrast with
limited grey scale

Electrosensitive)
Electrolytic
)

up to 200

Grey scale up to 10Requires moist paper

Electrostatic

up to 200

Limited Grey scaleHumidity may be a
problem

Photo-Sensitive

I

up to 1400

Observations

Largest Grey scale (32)
Highest transmission
speed

0.2.8 Electrostatic Printout
In the electrostatic system an electrostatic charge pattern resembling the transmitted
copy is placed on the paper or a transfer medium. Charged carbon particles are then
attracted to the paper or transfer medium and subsequently fused into the paper providing
a permanent record. High quality copy is provided with low paper costs. Also, unless an
optical screen is employed in the transmitter, large black areas will tend to wash out in the
received copy.
0.2.9 Photo Sensitive Printout
The photo sensitive technique uses a modulated light source in the receiver. The received signal controls the brightness of the light which is focused in a small spot (approximately identical to the size in the transmitter) on photo sensitive film. This sytem alleviates many of the electromechanical wear and adjustment problems encountered with other
systems. The paper costs are high and the paper exposure method and wet development of
the copy may be undesirable. To end this problem, an alternative photosensitive paper is
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used in some systems which is developed thermally or with ultraviolet light. The copy
quality, however, is much poorer than the normal wet developed photographic paper.
D.3

Transmission Link
Phase and frequency nonlinearities, narrow bandwidth and low signal to noise ratio
of the transmission link can effect the transmission time and copy quality of facsimile.
While facsimile equipment is available for use with voice radio communication systems,
two factors must be considered before using facsimile on this transmission link.
The transmitting and receiving equipment should have linear phase
•
characteristics over the 3 kHz passband. Even though this characteristic is not important in voice communications it can be a problem with
facsimile since it causes envelope delay disturtion.
•
If a video or baseband output from the facsimile is used, the modulation and demodulation equipment in the radio transmitter and receiver must have a bandwidth which extends from DC to 3 kHz. If
however, the facsimile has a normal amplitude modulated output,
which usually extends from 300 Hz to 3 kHz for telephone applications,
it can be used directly with voice communications equipment.
The signal-to-noise ratio (voice quality) of tre channel should be satisfactory for high
contrast facsimile if problems are not encountereu with voice communications. Legible copy
will usually be received even when voice communications are marginal. Most people appear
to be better oriented visually than aurally due to factors such as accents, choice of words,
etc. Facsimile, by its nature, is more immune to noise.

Fig. D-2

Facsimile Transmission with Errors
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Figure 0-2 considers numerals 0.080 inches (typing normally runs 0.100 inches) high
with 100 lines per inch facsimile density. The numeral on the right contains five missing
resolution elements due to noise pulses and is still clearly legible. A corresponding transmission to a digital type printer would probably have generated a message with errors.
A variety of transmission lines are available from telephone companies and other
sources. Standard bandwidths available are 3, 4, 10, 16, 24,48,96 and 240 kHz. The
radio link transmission requirements apply here, observing that phase distortion is often a
more serious problem. The most popular leased line is the standard 3 kHz band\'lidth line
which can be classed into three categories shown in Fig. 0-3.'
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.----1__
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OFF ICE
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CUSTOMER
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~r:Jv10TE
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I--~-'

CUSTOMER
OFFICE

~-"

TYPE 200 I
Fig. 0-3

Leased Telephol"if: lines

Une type 4002 is a leased line corditioned to provid'~ bandwidth and phase characteristics req~lired by facsimile. The line extends between the transmitter ar.d receiver directly.
This is the most expensive 3 kHz line but it is capable of higher speeds. The type 2006
line is a leased line to the exchange of the facsimile receiver. Here a given long distance
trunk line is leased and, as such, its characteristics can be specified. The line is switched
through the remote exchange allowing access to any facsimile receiver which may tie to
lines in that exchange but the attenuation and phase characteristics of the line are degraded
by the switches.

~

i

,
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The type 2001 line allows for complete flexibility since any two telephone terminals in
the system can be used. This line is also the least expensive. The transmission characteristics,
though, may vary considerably since different long distance trunks will be used. The line
characteristics must be assumed to be equal to or better than the worst line in the telephone
system between the two points.
Terminal Equipment
If 4002 line is used, telephone terminal equipment is not required since the line is available for continuous use. However, an amplitude modulated facsimile output is required
since the bandwidth of telephone lines does not extend to DC. The 2006 and 2001 type
lines can be used with three types of terminal equipment:
•
Data Access Telephone allows normal dial up of the remote station.
Switches at both ends of the telephone line must be switched from
the talk to the data position. Then, a modulated facsimile signal
(300 ~ to 3 kHz) can be fed directly into the telephone line.
Dataphone Terminal operation is the same as the above. In this
system the facsimile output signal must be a two level DC signal
allowing only the transmission of high contrast copy (unless some
binary coding is employed in the facsimile equipment). The terminal equipment transfers this signal into an FM signal which provides the ability to differentiate against telephone line noise.
•
Acoustic Couplers use the normal telephone, but the facsimile signal
is acoustically cu.;pled into the head set. If an amplitude modulated
facsimile signal i~ (lcoustically coupled, the phase distortion of the
transmission link is increased. A frequency modulated signal can be
used to eliminate this problem.

I

I

I
~

D.4

,

•

D.S

Police Applications

The primary police use of facsimile equipment has been the transmission of fingerprints.
The obvious extension of this is the automatic access of police records which includes typed
material, photographs and fingerprints. Equipment is commercially available to perform this
function. Another application of facsimile is the base-to-mobile transmission of "wanted"
photographs or search and arrest warrants, since mobile facsimile units are also commercially
available. The alternate means of communication of fingerprints and photographs involves
the maiL or use of a courier. If speed is required, the virtually instant arrival of facsimile
copies is an obvious advantage of that means of transmitting graphic materials.

j

APPENDIX E
AUTOMATIC VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEMS

There are several types of automatic vehicle monitoring methods under development.
All have the following characteristics in common:
•
A maximum vehicle capacity
•
A certain amount of error
•
A limit to how frequently a given number of vehicles can be located
•
A display board for the dispatcher
•
A small central computer
A certain amount of radio spectrum space
Fairly high cost
While there are a large number of prssible monitoring methods, only six appear to be
feasible for police agencies where the routes taken by vehicles are not fixed, but random. 1
These six methods are more complex and costly than those for fixed-routes. Four of these
methods make use of geometrical relationships to locate a vehicle.
The triangulation method uses the intersection of two lines at angles measured from a
third line which connects two reference points as the means uf location. In such a fTlethod,

•
•

Vehicle

Reference

Reference

Point A

Point 8

Fig. E-l

Triangulation Method

the vehicle usually emits a signal which is received by highly directional antennas at points A
and B. Knowing the angles of the antennas and the fixed distance D between points A and
B, the location of the vehicle can be determined. The drawback of this approach is that large
antennas are required for accurate determillation of the angles shown in Fig. E-l.
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The polar method makes use of the "range and bearing" technique of location. If the
location angle or bearing ex and the range R relative to a reference point are found, as shown
in Fig. E-2, the position is known directly. This method usually employs a radar-type system

~

R

a

\

Reference F oint

Fig. 1:-2

Polar Method

at the reference point for range and bearing determination. This approach also suffers from
inaccuracy in determination of the angle, especially in densely populated urban areas with
many buildings.
The circular method uses the intersection of two range measurements (by radar-type
equipment) from two reference points as the means of locating the vehicle. In this system

Reference
Point A

~--------------------~D~-------------------4

Fig. E-3

Reference
PointB

Circular Method

no angles are measured, which is a definite advantage. (See Fig. E-3.) The system does have
one disadvantage, however, in that two locations for the vehicle are possible for any RA and
RB • If the reference points A and B are on the edge of the patrol area then no problem exists,
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since the second possible location will lie outside of the area. (See Fig. E-4.) If the two

reference points cannot be placed at the edge of the patrol area, a third reference point C
can be added to eliminate the problem, as shown in Fig. E-5.

One Possible Location

R,

Reference

Area

Reference

Point B

Point A

Fig. E-4

Two Possible Locations with Two Reference Points
Reference
/

Rc

Pointe

/

Only Possible Location

Reference
Point A
Reference
Point B

Fig. E-5

One Possible Location with Three Reference Points
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The hyperbolic method uses the geometric notion of a hyperbola. A hyperbola is a

curve for which the difference of the distances from each point on the curve to two fixed
reference points is a constant. The form of this curve is shown in Fig. E-6. To locate a

for all points
on the curve

R,
Reference
Point A

Reference Point B

Fig. E-6

Definition of a Hyperbola

vehicle, three reference points are used, as sh~'wn in Fig. E-7. When the range difference
RO'lference Point C

Reference Point A
Reference Point B

Fig. E-7

Hyperbolic Method

...
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RA - RB is known for points A and B and the difference RA - Rc is known for points A and
C, two intersecting hyperbolas can be drawn using standard mathematical techniques. The
point of intersection of the two hyperbolas thus drawn gives the location of the vehicle. This
method has the advantage that no angles have to be determined; only the two range differences
are required.
Two feasible methods remaining are the check-in or signpost and the inertial navigation
methods. In the check-in system a grid of receivers within the beat area is established. The
vehicles are equipped with transmitters which emit coded signals. These signals are monitored
by the nearby receivers and relayed to a central point where the identity of the vehicle and its
location are decoded and displayed. The signals can be sent to the dispatch point via telephone
lines or radio links. If telephone lines are used, no radio spectrum space is needed, of course.
The accuracy of this method is dependent on the number and positions of receivers used. A
variation of this method is the signpost system. A grid of transmitters emit location codes
that are received and stored by the vehicle as it passes by. When an interrogation command is
received from the station, the location code and the vehicle identification code are relayed to
the station. The accuracy of this system is dependent to a large extent on how far the
vehicle travels from the signpost before it is interrogated.
The final method, that of inertial navigation, uses equipment completely contained by
the vehicle to determine location. The distance and direction of travel are monitored by this
equipment so that the position of the vehicle is known at any time. This information is then
transmitted to a central point upon receipt of a command.
While systems using these various methods are still under development, it appears that
location of a maximum of 2000 to 10,000 vehicles to an accuracy of ±350 feet over a large
area is feasible. For greater accuracy, additional reference points could be used or several
successive measurements taken and averaged to reduce the error.
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APPENDIX F
FCC RULES AND REGULATIONS,
VOLUME V, PART 89
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has established a stt of standards
and requirements which must be met by all radio stations seeking to obtain a new
license, or maintain or modify an existing one.

These standards are documented in tl,e

ten volumes of the FCC Rules and Regulations, obtainable from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

20402.

A short index

to these ten volumes is given in Table F-1.

In order to provide a convenient reference, several sections of the document which
most directly concern police radio operation are reproduced in this appendix.

Pre-

sented here are Sections 89.1 through 89.309 from Volume V, Part 89, Public Safety
Radio Services.

Topics considered include the filing of applications, standard forms,

frequencies, operating procedure, and station limitations.

In addition to the Police

Radio Service regulations, those governing the Local Government Radio Service are also
included, since police users may obtain aSjignments on Local Government frequendes.
The appropriate sectio'1s of Part 89 of the Rules and Regulations, including a table of
contents, are presented in the remainder of this appendix.

For additional information

from tI-Je FCC, write to Federal Communications Commission, Safety and Special Services
Division, 1919 M Street, N. W., Washington, D.C. 20554.
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Table F-1
FCC RULES AND REGULATIONS

Notice

The FCC Rules and Regulations are grouped into ten volumes and
sold in volume units by the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office. The price of the volume enticles the purchaser
to receive i!S amended l'lIges for an indefinite period.
The ten volumes are comprised of individual Parts, as follows:
Va.LUME VIC

VDLUME I

Part 21, Domestic Public Radio Services
(Other Than Maritime Mobile)
Part 23, International Fixed Public Radiocommunication Services
Part 25, Satellite Communications

Part 0, Commission Organization
Part 1. Practice and Procedure
Part 13. Commercial Radio Operators
Part 17. Construction. Marking, and
Lighting of Antenna Structures
Part 19. Employee Responsibilities and
Conduct

VOLUME VIII

Part 31, Uniform System of Accounts
for Class A and Class B Telephone
Companies
Part 33, Uniform System of Accounts for
Class C Telephone Companies

VOLUMi<: ..
P.lrt 2, Frequem:y Allocations and Radio

Treaty Matters; General Rules and
Regulations
!'.lft 5. Experimenral Radio Services
(Other Than Broadcast)
Parr 15. Radio Frequency Devices
Part 18, Industrial. Scientific. and Medical
Equipment

VOLUME IX

, .ift 34, Uniform System of Accounts for
Radiotelegraph Carriers
Part 35, Uniform System of Accounts for
Wire-Telegraph and Ocean-Cable Carriers

VQLUME III

Part 73, Radio Broadcast Services
Part 74, Exoerimental, Auxiliary, and
Special Broadl'ast and Other Program
Distributional Services

VOLUME X

Part 41, Telegraph and Telephone Franks
Part 42, Preservation of Recor.ds of Communicat: In Common Carriers
Part 43, Reports of Communication Common Carriers and Certain Affiliates
Part 51, Occupational Clusification and
Compensation of Employees of Telephone Companies
Part 52, Classification of Wire-Telegraph
Employees
Part 61, Tariffs
Part 62, Application to Hold Interlocking
Directorates
Part 63, Extension of Lines and Dhconunuant:e of Service by Carrier~
Part 64, Miscellaneous Rules Relating
to Common Carriers
Part 66, Applications Relating to Consolidation, Acquidtion, or Control of
Telephone Companies
Part 67, Jurisdictional Separations

VOLUME IV

Part 81, Stations on Land in the Maritime Services
Part 83, Slati ,.15 on Shipboard in the
Maritime S .tvices
Part 85, Publit fixed Stations and Stadons of the J iaritime Services in Alaska
VOLUME V

Part 87, Aviadon Service,
Part 89, Public Safety Radio Services
Part 91, Industrial Radio Services
Part 93, Land Transportation Radio
Services
VOLUMI::: VI

Part 95, Citizens Radio Service
Part 97, Amateur Radio Service
Part 99, Disaster Communications Service

(EeL 1/'/0)
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Contents-Part 89
Subpart A-General Information
Sc<>.

so.]

IiO.:!
80.5

SIM
!lO.O
80.11
SO.lS

nasls and purpose.
Definitions.
Organization and applicability or rnlcs.
Generalllmitntlon on nsc.
General citlzensblp restrictions.
Gencral restrictions on transr~r and assign·
mt'nt or station authorization.
Coopernth·e ust' ot radio stntion" In tbe mobile
service.

1;0.14

69.15
SO.17

Cooperath·e UIU! ot fixed radio stations.
Frequ~ncy coordination procedurl'8.
Civil defense.

Sec.
SO.]50
R{).161
h9.1(~1

SO.IU5
811.167
81l.169

MO.l71

89.173
80.li5
89.177
S9.17!l

.fo:mcrgency operation ot mobile stations at
tlxerlloentlons.
Communication with otber stations.
Oprrator requlreUlents.
Posting of operator license.
Posting station licenses nnd tranB"lltter Iden·
tUlcntion cards or plales.
Inspection at stntlous.
Inspection and mnlntellu , of tower markln!:
(,nd associated control equipment.
Answers to a notice or vlolatioll.
Contents ot station records.
Form ot station records.
Retention of station records.

ApPUCATIO!fS, AUTHORIZATIONS. AND NOTIFICATIONS

80.51
~.53

89.55
S9.57
SO.50
69.61
8\).6S
SO.65
SO.Ci
89.09
89.i1
BO.73
89.75
8\).77
8\).79

Station autborlzntlon retlulred.
Procedure lor obtalulng a radio station au·
thorlzntlon and for colllmencement of opera·
tlon.
Filing ot applications.
Who \IIay sign applications.
Stnmlard torms to be used.
Rt"luest for special temporary authority.
Supplementary Intormatlon to be sublDitted
wltl1 II ppllcn tlon.
Partinl grant.
Detective npplicnUons.
Amendment or dismissal nt applications.
Construction period.
License term.
Changes In authorized stations.
Discontinuance ot station opernUon.
International police rodlocommunlcntlon.
TECIINICAL STANPARDS

SO.lot Frequenrles.
!-IlI.I02 Radio eall box opemtlons In tbe 72-76 MHz
80.103
8\).100
8\).107
SO.109
89.111
!l9.113

80.115
8\).117
8\).119
89.121
89.122

band.
Frequency stability.
Types or emission.
EmIssion limitations.
Modulation requlrementa.
Power and antenna height.
Transmitter control requirements.
Transmitter measurements.
Acceptability of transmitters for licensing.
Type acceptance of eqUipment.
Microwave technical stondards.
Interim provlnlons for operation of radloteleprinters In the Pollee and Fire RadJo

Subpart B- [R..ervedl
Sub!2art e--oevelopmenlal Operallon
Eligibility.
Sbowlng required.
Limitations on use.
Frequencies available tor assignment.
Interference.
Speclnl provisions.
Change or cancellation of authorization withont hearing.
89.215 Report of operation.

60.201
89.203
80.205
89.207
80.200
SO.211
80.213

Subpart D-tR..ervedl
S&:bpart E-Local Government Radio Service
89.251
89.2ml
89.255
89.257
89.250

Eligibility.
Permissible communications.
Polnta of communication.
Station limitations.
Frequencies available to the Local Govern·
ment Radio Service.

Subpart F-[Reservedl
Subpart G-Police Radio Service
80.SOl
89.303
89.305
SO.S07
89.309

Eligibility.
Permissible communications.
Polnta of communication,
Station lImltntlono.
Frequencies available to the Police Radio

Semce.

Services.
OPElUTINO REQUJIlI:IlENTB

89.151
89.1M
89.155
1/9.157

Operating procednre.
Station Identillcation.
SuapeDIIlon of transmission required.
Mobile InstallatioDII II>. vehicles not under the
continnoUB control of the Ilcenset.
(T.S. V(70)-3)
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SUBPART A-GENERAL INFORMAnON
189.1 Buia &I.d pul'JlOlMlo
(a) The basis tor this part is the Communications
Act ot 1934, as amended, and applicable treaties and
agreements to which thll United States Is a party.
'l'hla part Is Issued pursuant to authority contained in
Title III ot the Communications Act ot 1934, as amended, which vests authority In the Federal Communlcationa Commission to regulste radio transmissions and
to Issue licenses tor radio stations.
(b) This part Is desi&ned to provide a service of
radio communication essential either to the discharge
ot non-Federal IOvernmental tunctlons or to the alleviation ot an e!Dergenry endalllering lite or property.

i 89.3 DeflnltlonL
For the purpose ot this part the tollowlng definitions
shall be applicable. (For other deftnltlons, refer to
Part 2 ot this chapter) :
(a) Definitions of services:
Fire Radio Bervlce. A public safety Eervlce of radio
communication elJ8ential to official lire activities.
FiDled
A service ot radio communlcatlou
between specltled IIxed poln ts.
Fore,'rll·Oon'enJali"" Radio 8erv'ce. A public
safety service ot radio commnnlcation essential to
tore8try-conservatlon activities.
HIg1!wali Ma/,"enaIlC'l Rad.lo 8ervico. A public
safety service ot radio communication essential to
officlsl highway activities.
Land mobUe .ervlce. A mobile service between base
statlona and land mobile stations, or between land
mobile stations.
Local Governmtml RadIo Bervlce. A service of radio
communication essential to officlsl activities of states,
possessions, and territories, Including counties, towns,
cltles, and similar governmantal subdivisions.
Moblla ,ervice. A service ot radio communication
between mobile and land. stations, or between mobile
stations.
Police lWdla Bervioo. A public safety servk-e ot
radio COl tmunlcatlon llfIsentiai to official police activities.
PvbUo '!Jfelll radio .erIJ/ce8. Any service of radiocommunlca, Ion essential eltber to the dlacharge ot nonFederal iovn-mnent tunctlons or the alleviation of an
emerllency eL <langering lite or property, the radio
transmitting tl ~llIties of which are defined llS hoed,
land, mobile, ( "ldiolocatlon ItatlOns.
Radloloeal".., Radlodetermlnatlon I18ed tor purposes other than those ot radlonavlgaUon. ,(For the
purpoees ot this f art, radiolocatlon will Include speed
meaaurilll d6vlcel.)
Radio ,~, .in administrative subdivision ot the
Ileld of radio communication. In an 6llId.neering sense
the lubdivlalons may be made according to the method
ot operation; .. tor example, mobUe aervl~ and ftxed
aervlce. In a regu1ato1"J aenll8, the lubdivlsions may
be deecrlpt!ve 01. ptlrticular JrOlI~ of 1 1 _ ; 811 for

,erv/oe.
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example, the groupe and subgrou~ ot personu licensed
under this pert.
/:Je/elll BenJIoe. A radiocommunlcation service I18ed
perwanently or temporarily for the sateguarding of
human lite and property.
Special EmerlletlCl/ Ra(f./o Hennee. A public satety
service ot radio communIcation essential to the alleviation ot an emergency endanlrerlllIlife or property.
Blate Guard Radio Heroics. A public safety aervlce
ot radio communication essential to oIIIclal activities
ot state guards or comparable orllanlaatlons ot .tatell,
territories, posseeslons, or the Dlltrict ot Columbia.
(b) Dellnltlons of stations:
Baae dallon. A land station in the land mobUe
service carrylllI on a service with land mobile atattollL
0031rol Blallon. An operational Ixed sb\tion, the
transmillaions of which are used to control, antomatlcally, the emissions or operation of another radio station at a specl1led loea tlon.
F/QJed dallon. A station in the Axed l!ervice.
FiDled ralall IIat;.".. Au operational flxed station
established tor the automatic retranamiulon ot radio
communications received trom either ODe or more Axed
atatlons or from a combination ot Ixed and mobile
stations and directed to a specUled location.
Inleri8Ofl6 IIallon. A Axed station in the Police Badlo Service uslnr radiotelegraphy (AI em1aaioD) tor
communication with zone stations within the sone and
with Intersone stations In other lIOneL
Land IIallon_ A station in the mobile sernce not
intended to be used wh1le in motion.
Mob/Ie alallon. A station in the mobile service intended to be used wh1le in motion or during halts Iolt
unspecl1led points.
M obUe relay IIaliot\.. A baae station established tor
the automatic retransmission of mobile aervice communications which originate OD the transmitting frequ(!ncy ot the mobile stations and which are retranamltted on the receiving frequency of the m9blle
stations.
Operalional jUled IIallot\.. A Axed atatton, Dot open
to public correspondence, operated by and for the sole
Ilse ot those agencies opera tiIlI their own radio communication facilities in the Puhllc Safet7, Industrial,
Land Transportation, Marine, or Aviation Servlcee.
Radlolocallon mobile IIr;t;ot\.. A station in the radiolocation service Intended to be used whUe in motion
or during halts at W1.8peCilled points.
RllfJealer ,'allon. A1J. opera!:iOllllllxed station established tor the automatic retranamlaalon of radio communications received from aD7 &tatlon in the Mobile
Service.
Z0H8 daliotl. A Axed IItstion in the POlice Badio
Service naiIlI radiotelecrallhT (At emIa1on) tor c0mmunication with other IlimUar at&tIoua in the same BODe
and with an interzone atatlou.
(c) KacelJ.aneoUII deGnit101111:
Am_ IInwftw6l. The term "antenn& atructure"
includ811 the radlatJ.nc QBter\, lt11111J1)11011;1q strocture.,
andaD7 aurmOUDtJ.nc~
(114.
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A.rigft8tl !requmtON. The frequeucy appearing on a
statIon authorlZaUon tram wblch the carrier fJroquency
may deviate by an amount not to exceed that permitted
by the frequeney tolerance.
AldhorLled bandwidth. The manmum width of the
band at frequencies, as spec!tled In the authorb:aUon8,
to be.oCcuple<! by an emluion.
Bandwidth OCCtIr,ned bll all emu"'"". The wIdth of
the frequency band (normally specified In kilohertz)
containing those trequencles upon which a total ot
99 percent ot the radIated power appears, extended to
Include any dlscreoo frequency upon whlch the power
Is at least 0.25 perccnt of the totsl radIated power.
Oamer freq"e!lCII. The !requeuey ot the carrIer.
Harmful 'nterference. Any em18s100. radlaUon or
Induction wblcb endangers the functioning of a radionavigation service or ot other safety services or serl·
ously degrades. obstructs 01' repeatedly interrupts a
radlocommunlcatlon service operating la accordance
wltb this chapter.
Lafldlno area. A landing area means any locality,
eIther land or water, including airports and intermediate landing lIelda, which Is uDed, or Intended to be used,
tor the lan~ and tuke-olr of alrcratt whether or
not facUlties are provided for shelter, servl~, or
repair of aIrcraft, or for receiving or dlschal'lin&' pas·
sengers or cargo.
Bla/1011 au'lIIirizallo1t. Any construcUon permit, 11·
cell!!e, or special temporary authCrrltt- tion 188Ued by
the Uommluion.

1189.5 Organization and applicability of mleL
The rules III this part are divided illto 11 subparts
ot which Subparts A and C contaIn rules of a general
nature which apply to every station authorized under
this part. Subparts E to R, Inclusive. lire specific and
apply only to the stations authorIzed uuder the particular subpart.

1189.7 General Iimb.tlop -;n uae.
The radio :faclUUee '.l1thor\zed under thin yan shall
not be uoed to carry procram material of any ldnd for
nse In Cllnnectioll with radio broadcalltl:ag and shall not
be uoed to render a communications common carrier
&C'rnce except tor stations In the Speclal E1ilergenC7
Radio Service while being used to bridge gapa In common carrier wire facilltieL
1189.9 General cltizell8hip re.trictiou.

A station license shall not be l1'anted to or held by,
(a) Any allen or the reprelleDtatlve ot any allen;
(b) Any foreign government or the repre8entatlve
thereof;
(c) Any corporation organised nuder the laws of
any foreign government;
(d) Any corporation of whlch any olllcer or director
flj lID

aileD;

(e) Any corporation of which morn than one-llfth.
ot the capital stock flj owned of reoord or voted by:
AlIens or their rep_tativee; a forelp govermJlent
(JDcL l/lO)

or reprel!entatlve thereof; or any corporation
nlzed under the laws of a foreign country;

.~

(t) Any corporation directly or indirectly controlled
by any other corporation of which any olllcer or more
than one·tourth ot the directors are allen9, if the CommlBSlon linda that the public Interest will be served by
the retusal or revocation ot such license; or
(g) Any corporation directly or indirectly controlled
by any other corporation of which more than on&fourth of the capItal stock is owned of record or voted
by: Aliens or theIr representaUves; a torelgn govern·
ment or representative thereot; or any corporation
organized un,ler the laws of a torelgn government,
It the Commission 1Inds that the pub11c Interest will
be served by refusal or revocation ot such license.

1189.11 General restrictions on transfer and Malgno
ment of .tation authorisation.
A station authorb.ation; the frequencies authorl><ed
to be used by the grantee ot BUch authorbatlon; and

the rlgbta therein granted by such authorl:r.ation sIIali
not be transferred, assigned, or In any manner either
voluntarily or Involuntarily dispo8ed of, or indirectly
by transfer ot control of any corporation holding IIUch
authorIzation to any person. unless the Commisalon
shall, after securing fullintormation, decide that aid
transter Is In the public Interest, and mall give its
consent In wrlUnr. Requests tor authority to aasiin
or transter control of II statlou authorb:atlon may be
submItted In accordance wlth '89.1i9 (b) or (d),
whichever Is applicable.

1189.13 Cooperative uae of radio stations In the JIlobile
servite.
Arrangements may be made between two or more
persons tor the cooperatIve use of radio otation taclllties In the mobile redlo service provided all persons
sharing In the UBe of a station are ellglble to hold
licenses to operate the p!lrticular type ot station
ahared. Such cooperative arrangements shall be
F,LVerned by the following:
(a) .40reem8fltB relatlllO to oontrol. (1) A irouP
of persons eligible for a license In the same publlc
safety radio service may a1:lare the use of s haae station or a base and mobUe station licensed to one member of the group provided there flj on 1I1e with the
Commission, aud maintained with the recorda ot the
station, a copy ot the agreement under whlch luch
shared operation shall take plaC0. Such a&rei!DIent
should provIde that the 1I~ ot the .tatlon Ihall be
In control of the operation of the station and that aU
\l8Il of Its tacUltiM shall take place only under the
dIroot1on and supemldon of an t'mployee ot the
1lcenaM.

(2) 8ubecrlbera to such aervlce may either obtain
separate Ucense to cove~ the mobile tranlllllltten
which they \l8Il or the mobne traumltterB D1Il.T be Included In the Ucenae of the baBe .tation from which
lemce 111 rendered. In the latter case the coordinated
IMIrvlce agreemElllt mould ipeel!leally cover 1l.1li of Inch
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mobUe units and Indicate that the IIceasee would be
In <'Ontrol ot cuch units.
(b) Oomribuliot18 to operating coliS. Coordinated
setvlce may be rendel'ed without cost to subscribers or
contributions to capital and operating expenses may
be accepted by the licensee. Such contributions must
be on a cost-sharing basis and pro-rated on an equltabl" basis among all persons who are purties to the
<'001' .'atlve arrangement. Records which refiect the
cost of the service and Its nonprOfit, cost-sharing
nature shall be maintained by the base station licensee
and hell1 a vaJiable for inspection by a Oommlsslon
reprelieiltatlv8.
(c) Leiter to accompanll application. Each application for a mobile station proposing to receive coordlnllted service sball be accompnnled by " letter from
the licensee of the base station com'ernet! indicating
that the proposed coordinated service wll! be rendered.

II 89.14 Cooperative use of fixed radio stations.
(a) Licensees and persons ellgllJle to become 11censees of operational 1Ixed station" under this part
may mllke cooperathe use ot such licensed facilities
u'lder the condltlonl! and subject to the limitations
specified In this section.
(b) Such licensed facilities may b~ cooperatively
nsed and shared only by: (1) PersoD. licensed or
ellglble to be llcensed within the same radio service;
or hy (2) Government entltleu, Hnlts or "ubunits rightof-way companies, or enterprises whose rates and
services are regulated by a governm~ntal authority
or body, regardless ot whethe,' s1lch entities, units,
subnnlts, companies, or enterprises are licensed or
eligible to he licensed within the same radio Ilervlce.
(c) The cooperative use of licensed facilities Is authorized only on frequencies for which 1111 participants
would be separately eligible tor assignment.
(d) Licensed facilities may be cooperntively used
under this section only (1) without charge to nny of
the partl~lpants In its use, or (~) on a nonprofit, costsharing basis pursuant to a written contract between
tha partlea Involved whlcb provides that the licensee
shall have control of the licensed facilities and that
contributions to capital and operating expenses are
accepted cniy on a cost-sharing, nonprofit hasls, pronteti equitably among all participants using the
facllltiN.
(e) Each licensee sharing Its facilities under this
sectlou shall maintain records showing the cost of the
facilities and their operation and use, the charges made
to and pa.yments made by each of those nalnl: the
taclUties or contribUting to their capital cost or operatIng expense, and the Information specilled below, end
Inch records shall be available for Inspection by the
Commlsa1on.
(f) l!Jach licensee sharing Its fac1l1t1es under thle
section shall 41e a notification with the Commission
80 days prior to the U88 ot Its facllltl0.a by any other
person that has not been specified In Its llcenaa appll-
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cation or In a prior notification to the Commission
containing the following Information:
(1) N:lme and description of the licensee;
(2) Call sign of the station or stations;
(8) The radio service In which the station Is
licensed;
(4) The names of all prospective participants In the
cooperative use of the station and a description of each
participant sulllclent to show Its eligibility for participation under this section and Its eligibility to me
the freqnencies assigned to the station; and
(I» A copy of the contract between the parties for
the cooperative use of thE facilities.
(g) The licensee may Institute the service described
In the notification filed pursuant to paragra.tlh (f) of
this section SO days after flUng unless the Commission
during that period notilles the licensee that the information supplied Is Inadequate or that the proposed
service Is not authorized under these regnlatlons, and
the licensee shall then have the right to amend or to
file another notillcation to remedy the Inadeqnacy or
detect and to institute service SO days thereafter, or
at such earlier date as the Commission may set upon
finding that the Inadequacy or defect has been
r ..medled.
(h) Each licensee sharing Its faclUtI ..s under this
section on a nonprofit, cost-sharing basis shall file an
annual report with the Commission, nalng FCC Form
4OZ-A, within 90 days of the close ot its fiscal year
containing:
(1) A financial statement ot operations· during the
preceding fiscal year In sufficient detal! to show compliance with the reqalrements ot this section;
(2) The names ot those who have shared the use
of the facilities during the preceding fiscal year;
(8) A brief statement as to the use of the faclUtles
made by each person sharing the use and an estimate
of the approximate percentage of use by each participant during ~he preceding fiscal year; and
(4) Any ch',nge In the items previously reported to
the Commission concerning such facUities or their use
In the application for the license or in a notification
under this section.
(I) When radio facilities are shared under the provisions of this section without chargc and w/thaut any
othe'? consideration fiowlng from any of the J'Ilrtlclpall"', or when the facilities are »ured solely by
governmental entities, in lieu ot the statements required to be filed by paragraph (h) ot this section,
the licensee shall file with the Commission within
ninety days after the close of his fiscal year a statement advising the Commis.lon of that fact.
(j) ~'he 11censee shall Inform the Commission whenever the cooperative use of any of Its fac1Utles In accordance with this section Is permanently discontinued.
(k) This eectIon auU.orizes the sharing of tac1Uttes
ot fixed stations using mobile frequencies In the 2IHiO,
100-178, and 450-470 MHz bands on a sel.'ondary basis
only by persons all ot whom are licensed or are eli&ible
to be licensed In the same radio service.
(lIId.. 1/70)
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189.15 Frequency coordination procedure-.

(a) EXCCllt for applications troUl States requesting
frequencles In accordance wltb a geograpblcal asslgnDlent plan, applications In the Speclal EUlergency
Radio Service, lind applications requesting assignment
of fNquencl~ In the 21'.23--27_28 MHz ba.nd or frequencies above 470 MHz, the following applications sball
be accompanied by Information required by either paralP'aph (b) or (c) ot this section:
ll} Requests tor aBIIlgnment of a new frequency; or
(2) Requests to coange existing taclllties by increasIng the autborlzed power Input, or raising tbe authorIzed height ot the antenna, or moving the authorized
station location (including the antenna), or by adding
a ilUse station within the IIcensL>e's nxlsting area of
operation.
(b) ttl A statement that all "xlstlng licensee. 10catpd within a radius ot 75 miles ot the location ot the
stallon and authorized to opetate on frequencies wltbln
30 kHz of the frequency or frequencies IUl8lgned or
r!'quested have been notified of the applicant's intention
to lIle bls application; and
\2) A report, hased on a field study coverlug the area
within a radius ot 75 miles of tbe location of the station.
h..llcatlllg tbe probabl~ interference to existing staUons authorized to operate within 30 kHz of the irequenpy or frequeucles requested or a>lslgned.
IC) A statement from a frequencyadvltiOry committee commentlug upon the frequency or frequencies re'Iu~sted or the proposed cbanges in tbe u uthorlzed
station lind giving the opinion of tbe commlttp~ regurdIng th .. probable Interferenee of the proposal to existing
stations. Where the frequency or frequencies requested or assigned are within 30 kHz ot a frequency
wblch Is available to another radio service, and Is
assignable only atter coordination, tbe committee's
stalement shall atDrmatively sbow tbat ciJordlnation
with a slDlltar committee for the otber service bas been
,u-oompli>hed; or, lu Ileu tbereof, that aU licensees In
the other service wlthin 75 mUes ot tbe location of the
station op<'rating 011 the frL'(juency requested or assigned have been notified oi the applicant's intention
to 1I1e tbe appllcatl,)n. The committee's statements
should, wbere feaSible, also Include comments regarding technicul factors sucb as power, antenna helgbt,
and cbaracterlstics wbkb may sene to mitigate any
~ontemplated Interlerence situation. The frequency
advisory eommittee must be so organized as to be
representative of all persons who are eligible tor radio
fac1l1ties In the service concerned in the area tbe committee purports to serve. Tbe functions of frequency
advisory committees are purely advisory In character;
their comments are not binding upon eltber tbe applicant or the Commission; and must not contain statementa wblch would Imply that frequency advisory
collllWttees have any authority to lP'ant or dl:DJ'
appllcatloll8,
(d) In addition to tlIe pro-.1s1ous ot parqraph <a)
of tbI. MCtIoo, in order to minimize possible harmtul
(lild. 1/'10)
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Interference at the National Radio A.stronomy Observatory site located at Green Bank, Pocahontas
County, West Vlrglnla, and at the NaTal lladln Research Observatory site at Sugar Gro"e, Pendir,toD
County, West V1rgInla, any appUcant for a station
authorization otbl\'>: thaD mobUe, temporary base, or
temporary fixed seeking a station llcense tor a new
station, a construction permit to construct a new station or to modify an e:drItIn& station lJ.cense In a manner which would challlfe either the frequency, power,
antenna belght or dlrect1'l'lty, or location of mcb a
station within the area bounded b7 39'~5' N. on the
nortb, 78'30' W. on the east, 87'80' N, on the lOUth,
aud 8O'SO' W. on the west I!baIl, at the time of ftllng
sucb application wltb the Commission, slmultaneoWll,y
notify the Director, National Radio t..atronomy Obser~atory, P. O. Box No.2, Green Bank, West Virginia
241\44, In writing, of the tecbnlcal particu1.an of the
proposed station. Suc1"'_ notlAcation sbAll Include the
geograpblcal coordlnllte8 of the antenna, antenna
belght, antenna dlrecthity If ADY, ~rop08ed frequency,
type of emission, and power. In add.;a,on, the appUcaut shall indlrete in his appUcation to the Commlasion the date notillcation waa made to the Observatory.
Atter receipt of such applicatiollll, the Commission
wlll allow a period of 20 days for commenta or
obJedlons in respo~ to the notlAcatiouslndlcated- If
all objection to the proposed operation Is recei"ed during tbe 2O-day period !rom the NatiolUll Radlo Astronomy Observatory for Itselt or on heha1t ot the
Naval Radio Research Observatory, the Commission
will consider all aspects of the problem and take
wh..
<4cliuu lli deemedapproprlate.

lc',,"

1l89.17 Civil defense.
A station licensed under thia put mal' tranamtt
commuuleatious necessary tor the Implementation ot
ciVil defense activities assigned II11ch ltation by tbe
local clvll defense authorities during an actual or
simulated emergency, IncludlD,g drI11e aM teats: Provided, Tbat such communications l'elate to the act1T1ty
or actlvlt!( 1 wblch form the baaI& ot the Ucensee's
eUglb1llty In the radio servlce in wblch authorised.
Al'PLlO.LTIONB, AUTR01llZJt.T10NB, Alfl> Nonno.LT10IlB

1189.51 Siatien authorization required.

No radio transmitter sball be operated In the Public Safety Radio Bervlcea except under I.Ild in accordance with a proper station author1llation rranted by
the Federal Communications Comm\ll8loD§ 89.58 Proeedure for obtainbla a radio ata&a aDthorisUion and tor co _ _nt of operation.

<a) Persons desiring to lut&ll ~ operate radio
trausmlttlnc equipment should Ilrat aublnlt an application for a radio station authOrization In accordance
w1th 189.119 (a).
(b) When construction perlnlt 0111" baa t,,-u \aaUed
tor a base, fixed or mobile station ana ix.,.t:a..:Ulltion baa
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veen complelt'll In accordauce with the terms of the
COll8truction permit and ILe applicable rules of the
Commlsslou, the permittee shall proceed further as
(oliows:
(1) Notify the Engillccr In Charge of the local radio
district of the ,late on whl,·v the transmitter will first
be tested In such manner us to 11rodu"" radiation, glvlug name of the permittee, station location, calt Sign,
aud frequencies on which tests art! to be conducted.
This notlll,'ation shall be made in writing at least two
dllYs In Ildvance of the t~st date. FCC Form 450 may
he used for this purpose. No reply from the radio
district om"e Is necessary before the tests are begun.
(2) After testing, but on or before the date the
station Is used for operational purposes, mall to the
('ommlsslon In Washington, D.C., 203M, un application
on FCC J!'orm 400 or in tbe ,'ase of mi~ro\\'a\'e station
on 1<'CO Form 402 for license or l!lodificatlon ollicell8c
as appropriate in the partl,'ular Nlse. '1'be station
may thereafter be used as thouJ:h 1I('~nsed, Ileudlug
Commission 'ktion on tbe license uPI,ilcation.
(c) Wheu a construction permit and license for a
new base, fixed or mobile station are Issued simultaneously, tbe licensee shall notify the Engineer In
!'hllrge of tbe local rudlo district of the date on which
tbe transmitter will be placed In operation, giving
nil me of licensee, station location, call sign, and operating frequencies. This notlllrntion sball be made
In writing on or before the day on "'hlch operation Is
commenced. FCC Form 4156 may be used tor this
purpose.
(d) When a construction nermlt and modification of
license for a base, axed or mobile station are Issued
slmultnneously, operation may be commenced without
notlllcation to the Engineer In Charge of the locai
radio district, except where c.peration on 0. new or
different frequency results by rellson ot sueh modification, In which event the notification procedure set forth
in paragraph (c) of this redion must be observed.

1189.55 Fillnlf ot appUcatlollll.
(a) To assure that necessary Info=atlon Is supplied
In a consistent mall_er by all persons, stnndard forms
are prescribed for use In connection with the majority
ot applic:ltions and reports submitted for Commission
consideration. Standard numbered forms applicable
to the Public Safety Radio Servlca are discussed In
18\).119, and may be obtained .trom the Waahlngton,
D. C., 2C~, ofilce ot the CommiSSion, or from any of
Its engineering fielil ofilces. Concerning 1.Jiitters where
no standai'd form Is applicable, the procedure outlined
In I 89.61 should be followed.
(b) Any application tor radio etatlon authorization
and all corre.spondence relating thereto shall be submitted In the Comm!lalon'. ofilce at Washlngt?n, D.C.,
20l5Il4, dlreI)ted to the attention ot the Secretary. An
IIpplicat!on for cOlDLlercisI radio operator' permit or
lI~enae mar be submitted to any o! the Commiulon'.
eD,lneerilllf neld ofticea, or to the Commiaalon'. o~
at Walh\uJton, D.O., 2OIIM.

(c) Unless otherwise specified, an application shan
be llled at least 60 days 11rior to the uate ou which
it Is desired that Commission action thereon be completed. In particular, applications Involving the in~ta11atlon of new equipment shall be filed at least 60
IIIIYs prlol' to thc contemplated Installation.
(d) ~'nilure on the part of the applicant to provide
nil tb(' Information requIred by the application form
"r to S"llply the necessary exhlb!t~ or snpplementary
"tnterncllt" IOny constitute a defect in the application.
(e) .\ppllcatlons I,,~olvlng operatIon at temporary
lOl'utiouB:
(1) When one or more Individual t.ransmltte1'8 Ilre
iutclHled to be operated as a base station or as a fixed
stution .It unspecUled or temporal', locatio". lor ludptermlnnh' periods, sucb transmitters may be conshIered to ('ompl'lse a single statlou Intended to be opcrMed at temporary locations. An application for
n-ltllOrity to operntG a base station or a fixed station
at temporary 1000'1ltlons shall specify the general googrllphlc aren within which the operation will be confined. The Htea speCified may be a city, a county or
counties, or a state or states.
(2) When a base station or fixed stntlon authorlztu
to operate at t~mporary locations remains at a single
location for ll\ore than ane year, an application for
modillcation of the stntion authorization to specify the
permanent location shall be filed within 80 days
after eX!llratlon of the 1 year period.
(f) a[lpllcante propOSing to construct a radio staUon
ou a site located on land under the jurlsdlctlon of the
U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Depr.rtment of Agriculture,
or the Burellu of Land Management, U.S. Department
of th<> Interior, must supply t!te information and must
follow the procedure prescr!bed by 11.70 of this
chapter.
§ ~9.57

Who may sign ailPUcatloD.l.

(a) Exc"V" lUI providE'd in paragraph (b) of this
section, appUcations, amendments thereto, and related
statements of tact required by the Commission shnIl
be personally signed by the appllcant, It the applicant
Is an Individual; by one of the partnel'B, If the applicant Is a partnel'llhlp; by an ofilcer. !r the appllcant Is
a cf'rporatlon; or by a member who Is an ofilcer,lf the
applicant III an umnco:llorated association. Applications, amendments, and related etatements of fact filed
on bebalf of elIgible government entit!!l8, such flS states
aud territories of the United States and political BIIbdlvlslona thereof, the Dlatrlct of Oolumbla, and unlts
of locsI government, including incorvorated municipalities, shall be signed hy such duly elected or appointed
oft1clals as may be competent to do 80 under the law.
of the appllcable jurisdiction.
(b) Applications, amendments thereto, and related
atatt"ments of tact reqnlred by the Commillslon may be
signed by the applicant's a ttnmey In case of the applY
cant'. physiCAl dlBabll1ty or ot his absence trom the
Unlted States. Tho attorney shall in thIIlt event 1IeP&l'ILte\y BOt forth the _
why the appUcatw.4 la not

(!lid. :1,/10)
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.\pled by the applicant. In addition, It any matter Is
stated on the ballia ot the attorney's belief only
(rather thin bls knowledge), he shall separately set
forth hl~ reason. tor believing that such statemento are

true.

(e) Only the original of appllcatloll.ll, amendmenta,
or nla.Wi statements of tact, need be .Igned; copies
IllIlY be canfora:)d.
(d) AppUcat,on~, amendmenla, acd related slatementa of tllet need not be signed under oath. Willful
false Il.atelilallia DlA!!c therein, however, ate punishablo by fIDe and imprisonment, U.S. Code, Title 18, section 1001, and by appropriate administrative sanctions,
tncludine revocation of station license pn1'IIuant to
eectlon 812(a) (1) ot the IJoUllliunlcations Act of lllS4,
8.11 amended.

II 89.59 Standard forma to be uaed.
(a) Except a. pronded In paragraph (b) ot this
section, a separate application shall be submitted on
FCC Form 400 for the following':
(1) New station authorlzn.tlon tor II base or IIxed
.tatlon.
(2) New station authorizations for any required
number of mobile units (Including hand·carrled or
pack-ellrrled unlla) or any required number of units
of a bBR~ station or fixed stotlon to be operated at
temporary locations In the same service.
NO~: An applleation tor mobUe units m&, bP. comb'ned
with an a.PPUlCatlon fot' to. 1II1n;le bue .tatlon In ~bolle ca&es

by transfer of stock-ownershlp, tlw control of a corporatA> permittee or licensee.
(e) An appllcaUon not submitted on a atandard
form prescribed by the Oommlsslon I. considered to
be an informal appllcatloo. llIach Informel application
shaH be submitted In dupilcate, nonnally In letter
form, and with the original properly signed. Each
IIPpHcatlon shall be clear and complete wlthln ltaelt AI
to the facts prec;ented and the action desired.
(f) FCC Form 456 "Notification of Clompletlon ot
Radio Station Oonatruct!on" may be used to adYillfo
the Elnrlneer-In-Charge of the local dl.8trlct 01l!.ce that
construction ot the station Is complete and that operational tests will begin.
(g) Application for renewal of station license &hall
be submitted on FCC 405-A. All applications for renewal must be made during the lic1!nse term and should
be filed within 00 days but not later than 80 days prior
to the end of the license term. In any case In which
the licensee has, in accordance with the proT1slons vt
thIs chapter, made timely and st,mcient aprncation
for renewal of license, no license with reference to any
activity of a continuing nature shall expire unt!l BUch
application shall have been finalJy determined.
(h) Appllca tlon for construction pene;'~ ilcense.
modUleation or aaalll1ment thereof tor an operational
lixed station using frequencies above 1lII2 ltlBs (a 80called microwave station) shall be suhmitted on FCO
Form 402.
§ 89.61 Request for special ttoDlp9rarJ anthority.

where the mobUe Dntte will operate with that base station
&. stu lIe radio communicatIon .ystem.

(a> In clrcumatances requiring immediate or tempora ry use of faclll ties, requM may be ma:le for specIal
teruporary authority to Install and operate Il~W equipment or to operate licensed equipment In a IllIlnner
dl«erent than that autbol1sed In the staUon Ucense.
Any such rrquest IIIA.f be In letter form, submitted In
duplicate, and a\t;ned In accordance with ,89.li7:
Provide", That in caselI of emergency Involving danger
to 11'" or property or due to damage to equipment, such
c"'I.U""t lUay I.oe watIe by telephone or telegraph under
the condition that written requeat IB submitted within
10 days trom the date of BUCh reqoeet. In the event
that the Comm!asion lIDda tbat such an emerseDCT
exists, temporary authorization may be granted for
the duration of the emergency. ANI BUd> requeet ahall
be cloor and complete wU'J1n iblelt u to the action
desired.
(b) Speelsl temporuy authority IIIA.f also be requested tor the vUrpGse of conductlnr a field aune7
to determine neceasar;y data In connection with the
IIllnr ot formal appJlcaUons for installation of a rodio
system und.~r this part. In this cue, the authority,
If Issued, "ill be tor deveJopll1enbil operation only
and the appllCllble ileCtiODl of Subpart 0 shill a:t.o
appl:r ~ the rrant.
(c) Request tor IIlNlclal temporary authority ~hall
contain the folJo~ lntormatlon:
(1) NaDle, addNtlB, aud cltlseDlhlp &tam of

In

(3) Llcenee tor any class

ot station opolllompletion

of construction or Installation In aC"ordance with the
terms and condltion8 set forth In the construction
permit.
(4) Modification of combined construction permit
and station license for cbanges outlined In § S9.7~ (&).
(5) ModllIcatlon of construction permit.
(6) Modification of station license.
Any of the foregoing applications will, upon approval and authentication by the Commission, be
retumed to the allpllcant .," 1! specifically deslgnav. ~
type of authori:>lation.
(b) When tlw holder of a 8tatlon authorization desires to 111181111 to another puson the privilege to construct or ~ a radio statio~, he shill submit to the
Commlaalon a letter aettlnr forth hie desire to aAlm
all right, t'tle, and Interest In and to such autl1orlsatiOll, statln&' tlw call IIign and location of litation.
'l'his letter ahall ~Iao Include a statement that the
assignor w1ll snllmlt his current station auth.lrlt:ation
tor cancellation upon complet1on or tbe 8lI8lgnJDent.
lilncloeed with thle letter shall be an appUcation for
ABaicmnent of Authorization on 1"00 Form 400 prepared by and In t"e name of the P\1ftOn to whom the
statlon 1a beIDa uelpe4.
(c) [RMerYed)

(4) A /lep&rate applIcation sball be IUllmitted

awn-

OIl

roo :i'orm 70S wheneTer It 1a propoaecJ. to chanse. AI
(lilt!.

lI'll)

cant.
til)
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§ 1;0.69

Need for special nction, Including a description

ot any emergency or damage to ellulpment.
Type of operntlon to be couducted.
Purpose of operation.
'rime nnd dnte of operation desired.
Class ot stution nnd nnture of service.
(7) !,ocutlon of stntlon.
(8) Equlpwent to be usell, s(>edfylng lUallufacturer,
model numlxor nndnuwber of units.
(0) Frequency(s) desirell.
(10) "Iate power Input to final rudlo frequency
stalle.
(11) Type ot emission.
(l2) Description of antennn to be used, Inclulllnr
belght.
(d) Except In emergencies Involving safety of life
(8)
(4)
(5)
(6)

or propprty or tim) to

tlalllng~

to

lltJniJllllt'ut. I'PtlUf'Nt

fur

special temporary nuthorlty shnll be submitted to the
Commission at least ten days prior to the date of proposed operutlon, or It must be accompanied by a statement of reasons for the delAY In submitting such requelt.
§ 89.63 Supplementary information to he submitted
with application.

Each applil'atlon for station authorization shall be
nC('olllpanll'll by sucb sUl>plelllenlul Inforlllation listed
helow as may be required :
(a) IltutclIlent with rcspect III fr~lllll'Jll'y Belcetln"
and coordlnn tlon :
(1) Any statements or shOWings, required by the
applicable subpart of these rules, In connection with
the use of the frequency requested.
(2) Evidence of frequency coordination as required
by § BO.llS_
(b) S~'ltements justifying the need when more frequem'leN are desired t1UIll nre llorlllUlly nSNlgne,1 to n
single applicant under the applicable snbpart of thIs
part.
(c) StatclIlPnt describing the t~'/lc (If l'lIIlselon to he
used If It rnnnot be llesl'rlhed ns "8A3," "20Fa," or
"40F3" pursnunt to Subpart A of this part,
(d) [Rl'Rerl'ed]
(e) A funetloDal system diagralll and u detailed description 01 the Inallner III whIch the Interrelated stations will o[,ernte when tbe station Is, or wlll be, part
of a system IL ,'olvlng two or more stations at d!l'ferent
fixed locations.
(f) Copies or nil agreements and stntements which
may be required nnder I BO.13 If operation Is desired
In <-.>nnection wllh Rny cooperatlve use of the proposell radio communIcation facilltles.
(g) Statements rl!l]ulred by the rules In this part la
coanectlon
vlth de\'eloplnental operaUons. Soo
II 80.203, 80.:..00, BO.218.

(h) DE!S<'rlption or nny equipment proposed to be
used, whll'h dnes not 0p/lear on the CommissIon's List
of ~;qulpment Aceeptnble for Licensing and designated
for lise In the Public Safety, Indnstrlnl and Lnnd
'rrnnS[Hlrtntion Radio Services,

(I) Aay statements or other data required under
"pedal eircumstances us S2t tor th In thl' UI1l>llcuble
subpart of tbls [,art, or rLoqlllred upon rCl\nest by th~
ColUmlsslon.

§ 89.65 Partial grant.

Wbere the COlllmission, withollt u beurlll!\', g"unls
nn applleutlon in purt, or with any prIvileges, terms,
or conditions other than those requested, the tletion ot
the COlllmlsslon shnll be considered as n grant or such
al>pllcuUon unless the appliennt sball, within 30 days
from the date on which publle aunllUntemcnt or such
grant Is made, or from Its el'fectlve date It u Illter date
Is "peciflell, file with the COlllllllsslon a \\'ritte:> I'Kluest
rejC'!ting the grant as mnde. Upon receIpt of such request, the Commission wlll vacate Its orlglnul Rctlon
unll set the Rp\Jllcn tlon for hearing In the anme manner as other Rppllrutlons are set for hearing.
§ 89.67

Defective applications.

(a) Applications whlcb ure Incomplete with respect
to completen~8S of ul>swers, supplementary statements,
execution or other nlatters of a formul chnractpr shall
bc lleemeli to be defN'live and may be retnrned to the
nppliennt with a brief statement ns to such defects.
(b) Applicutlons wlll also be deemed to be defective
and muy be returaed to the applicant In the foliowlng
cases:
(1) Statutory disqualification ot applieant, e. g.,
nliens under section 310 ot the Commllnlcatlolls Act;
(2) Proposed use or purpose of station would be
unluwful;
(8) Reqllested frequency Is not allocated for assignment for the service proposed.
(c) Applications whlrh nre not In accc.rdaacl! with
the provisions of thIs chapter, or other rl!lJulrementa
of the Commission wlli be considered defective and
may be dismissed unless accom\Jllnled either oy (1) a
petition to amend <lily ntle or regulation with whIch
the upplleatlon Is in contllct, or (2) a request pI the
appllennt for waiver of, or exception to, any rUI' regulation, or requirement wIth which the application Is
In conflict. Such request 'Ihall show the nature of the
waiver or exception desired and set forth the reasons
In sllpport thereuf. Applications may be dismissed, It
the accompanying petition for waiver or nmendment of
rules does not set forth reasons which, sufficient It
trlle, would justify a waiver or chdnge of the rules.
(d) It an appllcaat Is reqnested by the Commission
to file any additional docnments or Information not
Included In the prescribed application form, fullure to
comply with ollch request will be deemed to rpnder
the application defective, nnd Euch uppllcatloll may be
dismissed.

!l89.GB Amendment or cli.mi_1 of appllcatlona.
(a) Any appllcatlon may be amended upou reqlleet
of the applicant II'; a matter of right prior to the time
the application Is grnnted or designated tor hearing,
Each amendment to an application shall be signed and
(Ed. 1/70)
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189.71
lubmltted In the ABme m!lnn~r and with the same n~m
ber at copies us required for original application.
(b) Any application may. upon written rcq .le!'t
signed by the applicant or his nttoruey. be dismissed
wltllout prejudice as a matter of rlgbt prior to the
time the application Is granted or deslgnlllLod for
hedrlng.

1189.71 C1ilDstrudlon perilld.
(al En~b radiO station con"tructlon permit Issued
by tile CUOlmlRslou w\ll specify tbe date of grnnt us the
earliest date of l'oDlmencemcnt of l'onatructlon 'Illd Instnllatlon. nOli a maxllllum ot eight monthM ther~nfter
as tbe time within wblcb construction sball be com·
pleted nnd the stutlon rendy for o\lI!rntion. IInle~.
otberwlse determined by the Comml.slon In nny partlculo l' l'llse.
(b) In cascs where thestnlilln Is lI11t r~ady fllr opel'a·
tional use au or Wfore tbe eXllh'ntlon date of tbe cnn·
structlun permit. nppllciltion tor extcnMlon of time to
cllnstrUl't shull I>e IIled OIl I.'CC Form 400, or on Fce
Form 402, as npproprlate.

• 89.73 LI~enlle term.
(a) I.I'·I'U"PM for HbltionH In tIl!' l'uhllc Aaf"ty R.U.itfl
R,'n'lce" \l'll\ normully hI' Issup(\ 101' n lI'rlll IIf r. ,Nir"
frlJlu th~ date of original I""unn~. mnJor modltl('ntion,
or rPlwwnl.

Each station license will be Issued tor n term
1 to t:i years from the el'lectlve date of grant,
the term varying as may be necessary to permit the
orl\~rly scheduling of renewnl nppl\C(ll\onB.
(2) Eneb station license normally will be renpwed.
upon proper application, for a term of ;; years from
the el'lecllve date o( renewal.
(b) Authorization tor stations engaged In develoJ>mental operation will be made upon R tempornry basIs
(or a specific period at time, but In no event to extend
beyond 1 year from dete of grant.
(1)

or tram

[180.'13(0) amcnded ct!, 9-15-70: V (70)-2]
§ 89.75 Changes in authorized atatlon••
Authority tor certain cbanges In anthorlzed stations
Inust be obtained from the Commission b~fore these
cbanges are made, wblle otber cllanges do not require
prior Commission approval, The followIng paragraphs describe the cundltlons under whlcb prior Commloslon approl'nl Is or Is not necesSIlry,
(a) Proposed cbanges whlcb will reanlt In operation
Inconsistent witb any at tbe terms ot tbe current
autborlzation require tbat an application tor modillcatlon of construction permit nnd/or license be submlttd
to tbe Commission and sbaH be submitted on FCC Form
400, or, In tbe case at ml-zrownve stntions, on FCC Form
402, and shall be accompanied by e:zhlhlts and suppl""
mentary statements aa required by 189.63,
(b) [Reserved]
(c) Proposed chnn,~es wblch will not depart from
any of tbe terDls of the outstanding authorization lor
tbe station Involved Illay be made without prior Com·
mission npprovnl. Induded lu such cltal;iges Is tlte

(T.S. V(70)-2)
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substitution of varIous makes of transmitting equlJ>ment at any station prol'lded the partirulur eqnipment
to bp. In~tnlll!d Is Included In tbe COIIIIIIIAsion's "List
ot .::quillment Acceptable for Licensing" and deslg·
nuted for nse In the Public Sutety. Industrial. and
r.llnd TranAportution Radio Services and pro\'I<1ed the
Bulostltutc equIpment employ. the same type of emls·
slon nfld docs lIot eXI'eed the power limitations aa set
forth In tile Mtatlon authorlzntlon.
(d) When the name of II licensee IR. ehn nrPl! (with·
out changeH In the ownerHhlp, control. nr ~orporate
structure), or when the mailing addrl!ss Is changed
(without cltanglng tbe autltorlzed loratlnn of the bnse
or filted Htallon or tlte area ot OJll!ratioll of mobile
stntions) a formnl nppllcathm for DlodiOca\lon ot
Urcnse Is not required. HO\leVer, the lI~enftee sbaH
1I0tlf)' tbe OommlsRlon promptly of thpAe "banles.
The notice, which may be In lett..r form, sball cOlltaln
th~ namp and alldreR8 ot the IIcenRee ns they appear
In the CommIssion's records. thl' new name nnd/or
IIlltlres8. aB tbe case IIIUY be. the call sll;n8 und clastJe8
III ull radio stRtions autborlzed to the licensee under
thl~ pllrt and tbe radio service In IVblcb eacb station
Is Duthorlzed. Tbe notice sball be sent to (II Secre·
tary, J;'ed~ral Commnulcatlons Commission, Wastington, D,C,. 205.'14, and (2) tbe Engineer In Charge of
the Rudlo District In ;vhleh the station Is loca ted, !lnd
a copy shall be maintained wltb tile license of each
station until a new license Is Issned.
§ 89.77 Discontinuance of .tatlon operation.
In CDse at dls~ontlnuance at oj1eratJon for a period
ot ont' year or more ot a base or lilted station In these
.erl'lres, or In case ot dlscontinuancc tor It perIod Qt
one year or more of operation of all transmitter units
listed In tbe license tor a DlobIle station In tbese servIces, tbe licensee shaIl forward tbe atatlon license to
tlls Washington, D.C .. 200M, otl\ce at' tbe COmmission
for canceIla tion. A copy of tbe request tor CSDcellation at tbe license sball be forwarded to tbe Comml.aslon's Engineer In Charge of the district tn wblch the
station Is located.
§ 89.79 International police radiocommulIlClltion.
Police radio licensees wblcb am located In close
proximity to the borders of the United Sta.tes may be
authorised to commnnlcate Internationally. Request
tor such anthorlty ,,~all be written arJd signed anel.
submitted In duplicate. Tbe request r.ball include Information as to the station with which commnnlcatlon
will be condncted, and the frequency, power, emIssIon,
etc., that will be used. If lluthorlZed, sucb International communication must be conducted In accordance
with Article Ii of tbe Inter-Amerknn Radio Agreement,
Washlnston, D.C" 1940 which r.eatIa as fol1owo:
AaTlCLII D. polloe
Wben the ...merton
couatrl••• otbort.. tbelr poll"" r.dlo .tallonw to esobonr·
emerceDo, IDrOtDatloD bt radIo wltb almllor .t.tlnn. 01 aa·
olher COUDnt. tbe toJIo... la~ rul . . .b.ll h'. applied,
(al ODI1 police radio ol£llou. lo,,&lod ·,Iole to tbe bouad·
arle. of CODtI""OOI coUDI.'ea .ball be al •• .".ed 10 excllance
thla Worm.lloll,

r."'o .'.lloft..
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(b) In ~(Iner[ll. only Imtl0rtnnt poll(,t' meS8QJ.;cs I:Ihnll 1)('
h:tncllt.>tJ. sUl'h fltt thtHll' wbJrh would 10KP their ,'ulu(' hl't~nuKI'
~11I\\'u('l'Il:l nnll tlml" limitations Ir sent on oliH'I' (.'ornmunh'n·
lIun liy",tt'mll.
('1 1,'r'ijllf'IU'l<'s IIRNt (or Tilulut4'lt')lhnnn romn11lul"uUnns
1',dtll Inuhlit. II1111n' uuit", shull not bC' USN1 (ur T;ullutroJ,';,;:r;1I1h

{It

1·IHlImllnh'ntlon~.

(d) Hlidlotplt"llhonr ('nnlluUlllclltlnlUl !ihull III' ('CIIul1rf'tI'd
(,nh on frl'qlll'lll'If'''' lIssiJ,:lIf'd rill' I'I1dlutl'icllliou,)'.
u'j ltndh1t,·It'}.;-I'Ullh rOlDalllllll'otlOJlS shall hC' l'unclu('tf'tl on
till' fllllll\\tllJ; tn'l)tlt'nci('t;:
:!"'UI loU/. ('j1Hlut:
!.'~II~ hlh \\Urklllg
!:'I!.! I..Jl7. ""Tkill':

illO:; kHz dill' rRlllng
:il:J:'i kllz. dit)' working
5140 kll~ tluy wurklnl-:

MHz
72.02
72.04
72.06
72.08
72.10
72.12
72.14
72.10
72.18
72.20
72.22
72.24
72.26
72.28
72.30
72.32
72.84

'fhe l:ih~IIHtllrl' Hhall luclude the UiW.· anu title

TEC'H:IICAL STANDAIWB

Frequencies.

(II) Fri!Qurn~les

pl'oridt'll ill

s ~B.l02.

tlU' f()llowip~:

_IIH:

.\Illz

1'/71))-

JIHz

(1) AU llutborlzatlOl:S are Bubject to the condition
thut no harmfullnterterence will be caused to television
r""eption on channels 4 nnd r;.
(2) The applicant agrecs to elimlnnte any barmful
interference caused by bls operation to TV reception
on eitll('r channel 4 or 5 that mlgbt develop by wbntever
means lire found necessary wltbln 90 days of the time
knowledge of snld illterfer~nce Is first brought to his
attention by tbe Commission. If said Interference Is
not cleared up wltbln the 9O-day period, operation of
tbe fixed station will be discontinued.
(3) Vertical polarization 18 used.
(4) Whene\-er It Is proposed to loeate n 72-70 ~IHz
fixell station less t.hnn SO, but more tban 10 miles from
the site of u TV transmitter operating on either channel 4 or 5, or from tbe post office of n community in
which such channels are assigned but not in operntion,
the fixed station sbaH be nutborized only If Were are
fewer than 100 fnmlly dweJllnh' units (as defined by
tbe U.S. Bureau of the Census), excluding units 70
or more miles dlstnnt from the TV antennll slle. located within n circle centered ut the location of the
proposed fixed station. The radius sbaH be determined by use of tbe ebart entitled, "Cburt fo .. Determining Radlns From Fixed Station In 72-i6 ~rHz
Band to Interference Contour Along Whlcb 10 Percent
of Service From Adjacent Chnnnel Television Station
Would Be Destroyed": two charts are available. one
for channel 4, and one for cbannel IS. Tbe Commls.
slon may, In a particular case, authorize the l<Y.!atlon
of a fixed station witbln a clrele, ns determined UDd~r

The tnt mny III' .'1(1 1 1'r In 11};lln Innl;lIu::,c- or cuclt.;

of the pf.'rson oliCluutlllJ: th(' nH'Nsage,

§ 89.101

liS

7Z.86
72.80
7~.60
72.38
U.82
711.68
72.40
72.S4
7fi.70
72.42
72.86
n.72
72.46
72.88
75.74
72.50
72.90
7n.70
72,54
72.02
75.78
72.58
72.04
7n.80
72.02
72.96
7n.82
72.04
72.98
75.84
72.00
7n.42
75.80
72.68
75.46
75.88
72.70
75.50
75.00
72.72
75.54
7n.92
72.74
75.58
75.94
72.70
7562
75.00
72.78
75.64
75.08
NOTE: Stations nutborlzt'd tor operation u or belore De.
cf!D1bt>r 1, 1UOl, In the frequency bond 73.0-7.,.0 MHz JUay
continue sucll operation; but DO new stntlons w1ll be author~
Ized In tbls bond, nor wJIl expn...oslOD ot exIsting systems be
permitted,

meBt\nj::r:
~'IQ'"I1"re.

(c·) Bx('ppt

fr"'1"l'uries in tlw hawl 7:!-m )IIIz llIoy he outhlll'lze.1
lIud use,\ oul)' In 'ICeOl'd"",·" with the ('rlt~rlu 'I't forth
11l6UUl10rngraphs (1) tu (Ill uf this 1ll1rllgrn)Jb.
[§8'?lOllc) illtro fezt al/JClII/c,1 (·!I.lli-IV-70;
;/]

to ,,'hl' f'llIlrll('t(lrla:;tlc~s uf POl1t'l' Tllll10 statluns authorized
to rxrhnna.:t' IlIfnrmlltJnn Hhnll bf' notillt'll to th(' Intl:'rnntlunal
Tl'l('cUllIlIIllllli'utlon Unlun, GrJw\'n. Swltzt'rlnlltl.
(i;) Tl,~ nbbrl'\'JntloIiH ruutalnfld In '\IIIIf>nlll~ 0 c.r nil'
Atlnntlc City Hntlio Ul'J.('ulntlunl' ftholl hl' I1lirtl ttl the ~r('atpdt
pu~"lble cxt(lut.
Sl't\'tcc Indh'lltluuH nre os (oll'I\\'s: "P",
prlorlly. tor IIIl'S:tngeJol tbat .tre to be IIfnt iUlJlI('ctlnteJ.,', re~
gnrdl~lI. ot the I1l1mbl'r or othpr 1lI(1l\lIn~I'tt on fill',
It no
lIer9lct' Icllll'lIllon Is Jth'PlI, the Dlf'lfF.ngl':O; ore tu b~ tr,tIl8IIllttl'llln the ordt·r of r('ct'hlr.
(hl 'l'he meii8n~t' shall ('ontuln the pr('nmble, alh1f(1~R, t('xr,
nnd !oIiI:naturl', liS tollo\\'~:
PrtQmbll', The tirealllble ot the meSSDGe ~bnU conshit of
tho (ullon-Ing: tbe serial Humber IlrC'(,f.'c}(I() IJy the lettl'rb
liNn": fier\'It."e Indications. os Dpprollrinte: the l:rOUII count
R('C'oraJlng to p.tnndJru {'able count s),stt'm ; the l{1ttf'r'i "CK",
fullowl'd b~· nuntt'rnls Indtl"utlng thC' DumlH'r ot wurthl ron.
tnlnl'11 Itl thr. ted ot tlle m('sfoinge; offir't.' nnd C'ourtry of
Irlgln (liut nhbTl'"lntiotls) : day, month, nnd hour ot filing:
Adtlrell'. 'fh" ndelft·lts !I1th-.t bl' DR Contlllrtf."' U8 Jlo~slble nut!
.hnll Inclull<.> the IIUIIII' (If thf.' nddr('ss('(.· with nnr Mtllille.
meDlary IHtrtlculDTs Ut'{,f':-Sllry for hnmedlitte fll'lh'C'ry ot thr
Tert.

npproprlate showing by tbe applicnnt thnt such aSBlfiDment Is ne~essory for Inter-communlcatlon wltb govrrnmrnt stlltlons or l'equlrrd tor coor(lInation wltb
nctlvltles of Federal Go¥el'nment, and wbere the ComlIli,slon filllls, IIttet· ('ousultlltlon with tbe npproprlnte
government n:;cncy or ngencles, thnt such assignment
Is n""essary.

nlb"r thun Iho,e shown In tbe np-

IIII<-uhl<' "UUlll1l't of this port are not aynllahle for lisslgnnll'nt e""ept liS 11I'0\'lded In parngrnpbs (bl. (d),
(fl. (b), und IJ) of this section, ond except tbat II('rn".... hOlldlng n \'Hlid anlhorlzlltlon on June 30, 1058,
lUn~', upon proller uppll"ntlon, continue til be nuthorlzClI
for such ollerlltlon, Illduding ""IIIlnslon of eXisting sy.t,·m., I1ntll slI('h time as harl1lfllllnterference Is rauseel
to the uperatlon of nny authorized statlou otber tban
those 1I~~I1R~d In the Public SlIfety Rudlo Sen·lces. AJI
nppll('onls for, and the licensees of, stations In the s~rv
I~~s In tbls part shoJI cooperate In the selection nnd use
ot th~ designated fl'equendes to minimize Interference
"ud 10 make eff",'t!\'c use of the frequencies oselgned.
"'re(/uencles IIst~d In tbls part will not be assigned
exclusively to anyone applicant. Tbe use of any freQuency ot n !:Iven geographlrallocatlon may be denied
when In the judgment of the CommlGslon I~s use In
th"t Ill('ntlou IR not In the p"bll~ Interest: the use at
IIny fl'equcncy may ue restricted to one or mQre geogrlll'hl,,"1 areas.
(b) Frequencies sS81i11ed to government radio Itatlon8 under EXE!<'utive Order at the President may be
authorized tor UBe ot station. In these services upon
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FOR CHANNEL 5
CHART FOR DETERMINING RADIUS FROM FIXED STATION IN
72-76 MHz BAND TO INTERFERENCE CONTOUR ALONG WHICH 10% OF
SERVICO: FROM ADJACENT TELEVISION STATION WOULD BE DESTROYED
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normally assigned to stntlons In (hose 8ervires under
tbe Indlcnted conditions nnd lImilnl1ollH. Ie Indlvld,
nlll I'll Res It mllY be hnpractlcnblc to unthorize the
normally asslgnahle frequeneies becau,e of potentlal
Interference to existing frequency USE' In the nrea .... :o\"l'd. In such eases substitute fr~quencles, which
nlC In nrrordnnrc with the Commlssion's tnhle of frLh
qucncy nllocatlons nnd cOlIllmtll>le with existing
United Stntes and foreib'11 asslrnments made pursunnt
to ou tstnnlling illtl'rllntionnl ngreements, may be
Ilutborlzed cven though sueb frequencies Ilrc not lIsted
In this pnrt.
(f) The freqt.~ncy bnnds 153.7325 to 1153.74~5 and
lr,t1,472;; to 15!l.4RO MHz may be authorized for developmentnl operntion to nny eligible npplicant In the
l'u!JlIc Safety Radio Senices for narrow bnnd systems
only: Provided. Thnt:
(1) The bn nd of frequencies occnpicd by tbe emissinn is at nil times confined within the blind listed:
(:!) The l'1'oposcd station locution Is removed by nt
It'nst 10 IIIl1es from the stntlon location of eacb otber
stntion authorized to otber than the appUcant on the
SUIIlC or nfljncent channels. at the time nppllcatlon Is

Ute OIlIO;(\ cnUtlitiollS. cuutalning 100 or lllorc famli.v

lhn'llinl: uults upon n ~howlnl'i thnt:
111 Thl' proposed site IS the Duly 8\Iltable location.
Iii) It Is not it'DSlble. technlcnlly or otherwise. to usc
.. ther amilauie frequencies.
011) The applim<lt hns p plan to cOlltl'ol nny interft'rpnf(' thnt mh:ht ,1cycloJi to 'l'\P
tlllflratinns.

r(l-('~Il'tillil

from his

(Ivi ~'IIL' nppllcnnt Is finnnclnlly uble nn<1 IIgrees to
l11:1ke snch n<lJustl11ents In tbe 'r" recel"ers IIfCt'cted as
l11ay be necessary to elltnlnnte luterference cnnsed by
his operntlons.
(G) All aPlllicntions ~eci(illg nuthorlty to o[ll'rnte
with a sellomtlon of less thnn 10 mllrs will he rl'tm-IlI'e!
wlthont IIctlon.
l U\ CUlllplaint,.; of flltC"l'fpl't'lH.'(' to n fix(ltl :-.rr\"lc·(· 01'
opl'ratiollnl lb:t:u l"l'c{li\'cr u.siug \\ itle·bp,llu C'qnilllllt'1l1
will unt be rerognl7.Nl as mild if "ausl'd h~- n tr:msudtlC'l" opl~rntlng in :\('('Ol'clluI(,(' with the nun'ow·bund
(Cl'rhni,'nl stHJHlart1~ un n fre'l1ll'nt'Y oue 01' morp dHlII~
B\ltS 1"\'IIHl\'l'\l (rum the Ct'('(lu('n('y (If the l'l'('(li\ l'r

,

"fI'ected.
(II} The frequencies 27.235, 27.245, 21.255, 27,265,
nnd 27.27:; ~fHz may be Quthorl:wd to nny I'lIglble nppllcant In t he Public Sufety nadie Services subject
to thp folloll'inl( con,IItiCln.; nnd Ihnltatlons:
(1) C\otwlth8tnmllng the I'U\O provisions relntlng to
pel'missihle l~lInlln\lniC'nlion~. points of (.'ulllmunietltlon nnll emissions in the appl\,'ublc subpart (If tbis

IIlnue; and

t 3) The npplicntlon Is accompanied by a signed
81"t1'11ICIII that thl' licensees of nil stntions loco ted
within II r:ullus of 75 miles of the proposed location nnd
nuthnrizl'li to opernte on the snme or adjacent channcl< hOI-e cnncUl'red wIth such assignment, or is accOillpllnled h~' a report bnsed on n field study which
ilullcntes the probable Interference to tbe operntlon of
('~istlng stations. togcther with n signed stfitement
(hnt till' licenSl'e. "f nil stations located within a
radius of 75 mile" of the proposed location and nuthorl7.cli to ollernte on the sallie or ndjncent chnnneis
hal'l' iJepn notilled of nppllcnnt's Intention to request
the nSBlglIIllent.
(g) Persons nutborized pursunnt to tMs part to
ol'N'ate radio stntlans on freqnencles In the band 'l5--50
Mllz mnst recognize thnt the band Is shared with various serl'ices ill other countl'Ies; thnt hnrmfnl Interfer('nce may be cnuserl by tropo"phe"11' and lonospberk
IIl'ulmgation of signnls from dlstnnt stations of all ser,,IeI'" of tile Unlted,Stntes nnd other countries operating
011 (reqnellcles III this band; (lnd thut 11(1 protection
from sncll harmful Interf~rellce generally cnn be expected. Persons desiring to avoid such harmful In-

pnrt. the frequenciC!s 2j.!!:~:J, 27.!!-ifi. 27.255, 27.205, nntl

27.275 MHz mDS' be uSNl to a('('ompH"}1 :lnY mlllo communication l'equlremp.nt "'hll'h Is necessnry to the 11rensee's nrtlvlty: Provide,', Thn t nil operntlons nrc
otherwise In nrcordnncl' with the rules In thl8 d.nl.ter;
thnt the bnndwidth of I'mi8.lolI <lops not I'x('('('U S kHz;
nnd thnt power Is limited to no more than 30 wntts
Input to the IInnl rndlo frequency stnge.
(2) Tbe frequencIes 27.2.%, 27.2-!G. :!7.255. 27.265,
nnll 27.275 MHz are r."nllnble for nsslgnment In the
Public Snfety Rndlo Services for use on n sbared bnsls
with stnUons In otber servIces. All fixed and moblle
operntions on the~e frequen!'ies nrc subject to Interterence from the operntIon of Industrial, sclentillc, and
medical devices on the frequency 27,12 MHz,
(e) ll'requencles below 21'i megahertz lIsted In the
vnrlous services ot tbls part are the frequencies
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terr,'rence should !'Onsider o~ratlon on available
rr('qUt'nrles higher In tbe radio spectrum not generally
Sill Jet't (0 (his type or difficulty,
(h) 'i'IIP rollowln~ tahle [mlll'ntes the bands ot frc·
Iluellrles tor ml('rOll'll\'l' ollernliull, the classes of sta·
tllllls to II'hlch tlwy are normally available, and the
"1lPI'illc asalgunwnt llmllntillns \\'hl£'ll are developed in
[Iaragrn[lh (l) or Ihls sel'lInn,
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(I) Explnnatlon ot assl"nment lImltatlons appearing
In the frequenry tabulatlon of parail'aph (h) or this
Secti'JII :
(1) Limited to developmental operation only with
the IIssigDed fl'equen"y and particulars of opera tlon
specified In ench authorization,
(2) Subject to no protection from Interference due
to the operation of Industrial, SCientific, and medlCllI
devices In this bnnd.
(8) Thc band 10,1\00-10,IIlIO lIofHz Is restricted to
systems using tYlte AO eml8slcn with a power not (0
exceed 40 watts Into the antenna,
(4) Radlolocation Innd stations an;!. radlolocation
mohlle stations, Includlnll speed measuring devices,
may be lIuthorl:ied to use frequencies In the band 24502t5OO MHz on the condition thnt har.nful Interference
wlU not be caused to the bed nnd mOhlle services,

(5) Avnllnble for nsslgnment In accordance with the
pnlrlng plan as contained In paragraph (j)
ur this section.
(U) Stations nuthorlzed to opernte on those frequen·
cles above 052 MHz, whleh are not restrIcted to assign·
ment for del'eLopmentnl operation only, shall be con·
structed anll used In such a manner as to conform
with all technlclli and operating requirements of Sub·
pnrt A or this Pnrt, unl~ss devIatIon therefrom Is
speclfienlly 11rovl<1e<1 for In the station nuthorlntlon,
(7) AV{lllable on n nevelopmcntnl basis ollly for
omnldlre~tionnl opcrntion .
(8) Ollly operutlonal fixed stntlons employing tele·
l'I,lon trnnsmlsslons will be authorized In this band.
The transmitting ('f\ulpment tor such stations must
meet the. technlcnl stnndnrds tor InstructIonal Tele1·1.lon Y,'ix('d .tatlons as cOlltalned In Part 74, Subpart
T, I 74.001, et seq., ot this chapter. Operational fixed
systems uuthorized in this band prior to Sept!!mber 0,
1003, may continue to be authorized herein. Such sys·
tems may nlso be modified, or expanded by the uddltlou
ot !lew stations, upon appropriate appllcatlon theretor,
(0) The non·Government radlolocntlon service In
this band Is secondary to the mnrltlme radlonavlgatlon
service and to the Government radlolocatloI: service,
(10) Speed measurIng devices will not be authorized
In this band.
(11) This band Is allocated to the radlolocatlon servo
Ice on II secondary basis to those services having
primary status liS ah~wn In the Commission's Table
ot Frequency Alloelltlons contained In 12.106 of this
chapter.
(12) The non·Government radlolocatlon service In
thl. bnnd 18 aecondary to the rndlonavigatlon servIce
nnd to the Government radlolocntlon service,
(18) In this band the radlolocation service Is limIted to survey operntlons using transmitters with a
I)('ak power not to exceed 5 watts Into the antenna,
(14) The non-Oovernment radlolocatlon service In
this bund Is secondnry to the aeronautical radlonavill'l\tion service and to the Government radlolocatlou
service,
(15) Radlolocatlon Installations will he coordinated
with the meteorological aids service, lind, Insofar !iii
practicable, whl be adjulted to meet the needs of the
meteorological aida service.
(16) The non·Government rndlolocatlon sen'lce in
this band 1s secondary to the Government fadlolocation
service,
(17) The non·Government fadlolocntion servIce In
thla band Is secondary to the Govermneut rndlolocntlon
service und to airborne doppler radnrs at 8800 111Hz,
trequell~y

1
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11~) III thiR bnn(l harmful intl'rf~rpnr{' shall not he
('nllt-:P(l til tlw flmnh'ur radio l"t'r\'f(ol', rlll~etl (lwissiollFi
"I'I' jll'ohlhitpu.
[~~!I.I011 i) (I.!) !llI/ttHlel1 d' (18) ",Well "D. 12-10-70]

f

(j) The freqncncies between

ve
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r,

9112 and 960 MIIz will
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~ A\'nllnhlu on 0. de\'eJopmcntnl bn!!lti unly for omnldlrcc·
Hanni 0p\'rnUon, £lnu for oUler Hum the ~onlrot
trame
~i,;ual~.

nrt! c1etermlu('d from the o [1Pl1 1H1IX, pn~(l 22U, ot the
U.S. Commel'('u IJI.bllcntIon ":_11' Line Dlntnn('e Be-

tween Cltips In (he United Rtates." Urbanized areas of
200.000 or more populatlun nre defined In the U.S.
e'ensu. of Popnlation, 1UOO, vol. I, table 23. pnge l-llO.

Pall'ed /requcllcjclI (AJlIz)
05!}.o-~-95G 3 j
(Ii,!)
"05ft2 1
O.i!J. j- -miG.t

IDllximum of two frequencle. anll lUust pUI(llor IIlrec'
tlonal /Iulennus witlJ a fl'Ont-tu·bn(·k rntIo of III leust
15 dB. For two· frequency system" the B('pllration !Jet'WNI trnnsmlt-rt'<.'t'ive frequencies is (; MIIz. The CNII('rs of U1'vnnlzc<l Jlrcns of 200.000 "1' nlOre populntllln

0'

4~1.275

451.800
451.32~

:z Avallnhl(l tor n~slJ;:nmt'nt ouJy tor omnidIrectional UflllG'1.'

45i.3M
4~1.376

to control trame Hllnal •.
:s The lunxJmllID rat(ld llOWt't output or trunsmltten (ut

4Gl.~OO

omnllllrectlonal operntlou5 nutbotlzed to operate OD tl11:s ere·

451.426
4~1.450

Queney 18 100 watts.

Operation 011 frp(juenry plllrs llutlJOrl?erJ prior
to July 20, 1961, which are not In uCl'ordunre with
the ~vo,'c plan of frequency pairing may ('OlltiIlUP
provided interfcrencl' 10 not enused to the operatiou of
"ystems which nre utlllzing chllnn~ls In Ilccordance
with thllt plnn.
(1) 'I'be frequency bonds 31.00 to 32.00 ~IHz, 33.00
to 33.01 MIIz, 83.00 to 34.00 MHz, 37.00 10 38.00 MIIz.
30.00 to 30,01 ?tIIIz, 39.00 to 40.00 MHz, and 42.00 to
42.01 MlIz may he authorized tor developmet,lal operation to any eligible t..olplicnnt in the Puvlic ::laiely
Radio Services.
(m) [Reserved)
(n) [neserved]
(0) [Reserved]
(p) Tbe foliowing frequencies !!tal' be assigned to
lb:ed stntions In the Puhlic Satety Radio Services ou a
secondary noninterterelll'e baals to land mobIle operations In tbe Industrial (except Business) nnd Land
Trllnsportntion Radio Sen' ices. Ail such use of these
frequencies for fixed systems i9 limited to locations
100 or IUOfe mlles from the center ot any urbanized area
of 200,000 or more populatiun, except tbat the distance
may ve 7" miles If tbe plate input power does not excwl 30 wa tis. An sucb fixed systems are limited to a
(k)

(T.S. V(70)-3)
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461.476
451.600
451 525
451.GM
461.575
451.600
461.626
451.650
451.075
461.700
451.725
461.750
451.775
46UOO
451.826

?"quencle. (lIHe)
462.160
466.420
t~2.175
406.400
462.200
450.475
'IG2.22~
400.600
452.260
4M.52~
452.276
456.61}0
4:;0.576
4~2.S00
432.325
456.000
4~2.a60

4ft2.37fi
41}2.400
462.426
452.460
4G2.476
4fi2.600
41}2.625
452.060
462.075
452.700
4::;2,72:5
4G2.700
452.175
452.BOO
452.821>
4~2.85()

462.025
462.060

452.875
462.000
{02.070
453.000
456.025
456.050
406.076
456.100
400.120
406.160
466.171}
466.200
456.225
400.250
456.271}
406.800
400.325

452.07~

4~~.SOO

4~2.100

"M.R76
45P.460

4~1.860

461.876
451.000
461.926
4al.930
4~1.976
4~2.600

~52.126

4G6.625
450.05~

450.070
450.roO
456.725
4G6.750
·156.776
4~0 800
450.826
450.850
456.876
>~;..;;w

456.026
4fiO.1)50
4:;0.075
41}7.000
457.025
457.050
457.075
407_100
457.121}
457.150
457.175
457.200
457.225
467_250
451.271}
467.300
4~1.&2ti

4~7.~50

457.370
457.400
451.~11

461.650
457.675
457.100
467.725
467.760
41}7.175
457.800
461.820
457.850
467.811}
467.900
{I}T.OT6
4~8.000

462.200
402.225
402.200
402.276
462.300
·162.825
402.31}0
462.370
462.400
462.426
462.4~0

462.4711
462.000
462J'j2tS
4<17.2QO
467.225
467.250
467.276
407.S00
467.325
407.350
407.375
467.400
467.425
467.4aG
467.475
467.500
467.525

457.450
401.476
401.600
41}7.620

(q) Flxeil stations authorized prior to June 1, 1968,
for operation 0'1 1,equencies In tb~ region 450-470
MHz, \C located ]JO or more miles from Rny urbDnlz~d
area of 200,000 or more population, may continue until

(Tlte ltCllIt page Is as-A)
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§ R9.107

UE(;PLATIONS

---------------------

",,11 tillll' ," U lO"IlIIkution Infolviug new facilities Is

"""i'",,'c1 .\t Ihllt tim!' tu!' "ystem must be mocllfied to
flt·IIIIt'n";o, 1I,,:i1nbh' !,ursullnt to pnragrapb (Jl) or
!hb

lo'TeQueorv

tilln.

!'ope

~!'.102

RadIo call box oP<'rntions in the 72-76 MHz

.vII:

Uelow2.5 ............. _....... .
50 ............... ~ •. _.¥ ..
OOt04W ..................... .
"50 to 470 •...••.. * •• *.~ •.•••
470 to 950_. '_'_""_'._.".'
~to

',,' The fn''itll'twl,'s Iist"t1 In § 89.101 (c) mny be
a ..... i~llI·ll in thp Loral Ho'''~rIllllent Radio Servlee fur

Abovo 9.50 ..... _••..•••. _••••

tlll"latillll IIf radio l~t\1l box(ls to be USl~ by the publk

to a half·\\;ln' clipoll'j in an~' {Ure-ction.
\'('1"1 it'al llolal'izntioll or nn,tt-'uJins lUay 1>£1

Il'lTl'cl
I

(Jlil~'

aI

1U'l'Il1i!tt'll.

"I. Thp illltrnl1<.l ntHl it's snpporting
Itlll

stl'Ul'tnr~

must

l'e·C't1i1
fI.O'!

~g

.::lt51
.0005
.000.1

(I)

',000:;
,006
(I)

Types of "mission.
Except ns provided In paragrapbs (e) and (d)
of tbls section. stations In these services will be autborlzpd to use only A3 or Fa emission for radlotelepbany. Tbe lIuthorization to use All or 11':: emission Is
constrned to Inclmle tbe use of tone signals or signaling
devlres tbl' function of wblcb Is limited to establlsbIng or maintaining voice communications or to actuatIng emergency warning devices used solely for the
purpose of advising tbp general public or emergency
Pl'rsooncl of nn Impending emergency situation.
(b) Tbe use of Fa emlBlllon In these services will be
authorized only on frequencies above 30 MHz.
(c) Zone and Intel'llone stations wUI be lIutborlzed
to use only Al emission.
(d) Otber types ~t emission not d ·gcrlbed In paragrapbs (n) or (c) of tbls section may be authorized
upon ~ ",q tlsfactory sbowlng of need theretor. An aprilcatlc}!! requesting sucb authorization sball fully
describe tbe emission desired, sball Indicate the bondwldtb required for satisfactory communlcntlon, nnd
sball state tbe purpose for wblcb sucb emission Is required. For Information regarding tbe c\Qsslt1~ation
of emissions and tbe ealculatlon of tbe bandwldtb.
reterence sbould be mode to Part 2 of tbls chapter.

(or 11uitmtl',

All trnnsmitter. install,'u nfter De,,'utber 10.

l!"iU, ,,-hall ht' ftll'llislwd with UIItOlHoth' menus to
dl',ldi\~llt· tbp tralismittt'r in till' l'n~lIt tlltl ('nrrit'l'
IlI,l;n;~ on for n lwriod in ('X'C'PSH of 3 lllinl.ltPK Tlw nuto·
lUal ii' t ntotr !'-y.stt-'tn llIIIst Itt' hli upsigul'd tltnt tlil' trullb'

,'I-

IIlJttl'r ("unllot be- reoC'tinltpd anti! llHilluolly r('t-iet.
I!)) 11'f£lIIU(lnl'Y splt>{'tion must UP muup with t]ue re·
;'::11',1 to rl'('('(Ition uf te)pvisl"n stations Oil t'ha1ll1e-~C! 4
t(~}·j'2 ~IIIz) Ilud ~~ ,7'} ~~ ~,lHz} and sl •.mld maini.lill
illt· grt'utl'st possihle freljllem',Y 8~[laration 'from I '~~ .. , ...
"I' hllth of thps,' ,b.lIlilels If they arl' nsslgned ill th •. '
nfl'G

,10\ l :l1tl1 further oroer of the Commission, tbe
maximum number of radio "011 boxes tbat may be autllurlz,'tlln nny ,'nlllJox system Is 250.
I h\ Uadlo cnll box systems authoriz!'d before De,,'mller 10, l\J70. may contlnue to be authorIzed subj," I tel tb .. pruvisions of § 89.101 (r).

<tllde(! cD. 10-19-70; V(70h~]

(n) A IIl'rmlttt'e or llet'nsee In tbese services shall
malntuln Ihe cltrrler rrquency ot encb autborized
trullsmltter within tbe tollowlng P<'rl't'ntage of tbe nssigned frequency:

I'

(II)

~pal'E'11

Frequ"ncy stability.

'. UOO25
.0005

J'trCenl
0(,1

§ 89.105

r('}ll~utt'(l lIot I1lOft' titan two tiUH'H ut
illtl'rnlls within tilt" following an Sf«'OIHlb;
tl1l'rt":lftpr, thp nnthorizf'{l t'ydl' may not hf" rpndi·

!It' uutolllati('ull)

[~89.10J

1,0005
(.)

1

(b) ~'or the purpose of detprmlnlng tbe frequency
toleranre applicable to a particular trnntmlltter io accordance with tbe foregoing provisions of this section,
the power of a transmitter sball be tbe maximum rated
plnte power Input to It~ final radio frequency stage, liS
specified by tbe manufacturer.

Exce"t for test purp,)';es, each transmission

§ 89,103

002

I(J:V~~~~:~~~ ~!::~mc!~~~~I~~~:c~n~~~~lt~gn~~:II~r::~.~~t~~~~;

ht, Htuih'd to U lIHIXilllUtI1 Itt :.! sl'('ono:-; and UlH.\"

I.~)

U.ll

occurs. shall be within tho :luthonz.ed (requancy ba.nd and <;11811 not htl
closer than I.SiT MIlz to tbo upper and lower limits of tho authOr(loj
(reQuency band where T Is the pulse flurntion in m}r'rn5('I.'Onds. For
other radlolocntfon equipment, tol~rnnces wtH he 5ptJl.'iflf'd In thtl ststlOIi
autham.r.tlon, Seo /llso 9 IS'J,L!l.
I EllecUve !<lov, 1. 1007, St;}tions nuthonlcd iJo(f}re ~ov. 1. 19fi7,
Inay ('on~lnuc .. o operala With 0 frer]ul'ncy tnlMunce of () I)()()!j perccnt
0.00.5 pert'ent for mobile staUDns with powl'rofJ Wlltt" nr icS!I, untU Nov,
1. Hl71

Itt'r,'t'lll

\·;I~·'r1

PeruJU

I Stations authorltcd (or o?cratton on or before Dec, I, tum, In the
frequency bnnd 73,o-7~,6 MHz may operate with a t"'Quen~y toiera.nC£' of

,;II .\1. .\!!, }i~1. 01' J..'2 t'lIlissiun only may lIe
:tntill/l'izl.I.
,HI 'l'l'nnSl1llttl'l' fl'l'qUI'lh'Y toll'ruut'£' shull ht' 0,00;)
(7)

I

I

0,005 percent.

l':\I'PI'll :!O 1"1'('1 111 lU'i~ht nlloH' tilt> ~r()nnd,

11I1I~1

A II_
mobUe'Stations
__
_ _ _ _ __
I
Over 3
3 watts or

- - - - - - - - - - - ' ' - - - - . . . ! ._ _ . _ - - - -

l'l'IPJl· .. t I\l't'. IUIHI-t", luullUlnIH't', ro.ld sprvil'e antI
:l'.. Si~tHlH·l· ~ulJjl'(.'t tu the fo!lo\\;ng

IIllwl' "IIWI'I-!:I'lit~·

I'ouditioll" a1ltllllllitntilillS
11) \Ln;. illJ 11 III tr;llIslIIittpl" powpr pitiwr 2.:; wntts
1'1 Itl' illillit to th,' lillili ~t;I1.;(· Ill' nm' W!ltt onttmt.
121 .\lItl'lIIlil ;.:aill !lillY not {,\l'l'f'd zpro tIBd [n°·

\.IJ filt\d
base
stations

1D~

---------1----- !-- ~~~~--- -~--

halld.

III

ro.n20

§ 89.107 Emission Iimitatioll.'l.
(a) Eac!h autborWition Issued to a station oP<'rat.
Ing In tbese services will sbow. &.s the prefix te. tbe
emission Cla8'Alfiea tion, a figure specifying tbe maxi.
mum anthorlzed bandwidth In Idlohertz to be 0CCtl-

ClB-A.

(The lie.. ' page ta 69)
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§ 1,9.109

~~----~---.----------------

I,ieu I,y the clUlssioll. The spe~ified bond shnll contoin those frequendes upon whleh a total of 00 Iler'l'l1t
of -.Ie rndiatPd power appenrs, extended to Inciude uny
disLrete frequen,·y Ul'Ol1 whit'h the power is at least
O.:!fi percent of thl' totai radiated power. Any mdlation In exceSs of thl' IIlUits sJle<'lfied In pnragrnph (l')
ot lhls section Is considered to Le on unouthorlzed
emission.
(b) The lI!uxlmmll authorized bnndwiflth of ~l\1is
slon "orrespondlng to th .. types of ullission sl,~c1f1et1
in § 1'0.105 (a) and (~), nnd the IUllxlmum lIuthorizeu
frequency de\'iathm In the ~nse of fre-<]uellcy or phas"
lIIouulall'il emissIon, shnll be as follows:
(1) For 1111 type A3 el\1lsslons. the maximum authorized hnnuwldth shall be R kHz.
(2) For nIl lt~3 eJllis~i(ln, tht· llIaximum uuthlJrizE~d
hnll(lwidth nnd maximum nulllOriz('u frpquen('Y de\'IH~

tillll "hnlllJe os follows:
Authorized I Jo'

bandwidth

Frequency band (!\IJJz)

(kHzl

tl,:.:\~~:;,~t
(kHz)

------------1----:-----

5
'5

~r~~~~~:::::~~:::~~~ -: -:::~~~: :::::::._._\j
4711 to

g50.~

5

15
15

____ .~_~_._._+

--'--~---

- -'-

---

(3) For all type A1 emlsslnm, the maximum authorIz~d

bandwidth sholl be 0.25 kHz.
(c) The mean power of emissions shall be attenuated
bel\lw the mean output power of the transmitter in
accordance with the following schednle :
(1) On any frequency removed from the assigned
frequency by more than 110 percent up to and Including
100 percent of the authorized baudwldths: At least
21' decibels;
(2) On ony frequency removed from the 8sslgned
frequency by more than 100 percent up to and lI!cludlng
250 percent of the a.Jthorized bandwidth: At leftst 35
decibels;
(3) On any freqnency removed trom the assigned
frequency 'ly more than25C percent of the anthorlzed
bandwidth: At lesst 43 pIns 10 Log" (mean output
power In watts) decibels or 80 deelbels, whichever Is
the lesser attennation.
{d) When an unanthorlzed emission results In harmtnllnterterence, the Oommis8lon may, in Its dillCretion,
require appropr!ate technical changes In equipment to
alleviate the Interference.

-

-------------~----~------.--

§ 89.109 Modulation reqnirements.
(tl I '!'I!u maximulIl uutiio frequeury l"(I{Juircd CUC' .satbrae'tnrJ rutliotelclJllOne inlc1lig:iLility ill thl':o,c :)er\"il'~s
Is w",ldercu to be :lOOO bertz.
(h) WI",,, lIU1plitud~ IIw<iulaUfllI i. u,ed for t"Ii'plumy. lite mUliuiutlOu Vl:rn.. utngp !:juull 11f> t:iufiklcnt til
proville effic'leul ('UlJIlllllllil'utilln aou normally :-;LlUll he
lIIuiutuiUl'd auovp 70 V~rt"""t on p\.'skl:l. bUl shull not
('Xl'jOl,d 100 )iPI'('('nt on DE'gati \'c lJ(~nkB.
1<') I':a<-ll trnll,mittel' shull he equlJlped with n derJc·e whirh uutuullI,tit'"llr IU','H:!lltH lUuuuiJltion ill p"{t'e:--...
uf that ~l)(!'('HleLl ill lhiM suullarl whkll way be l'U\I:,pu
IIj p;n·nler thau nUl'lJlul uuuiu leVt~I; l'I'(Jvitlcd, huu1.
f vcr. l'hat this requlrelJlent ,hull not IJe applicable tu

trllnsmitters authorized to o(Jl'l'ute as mobIle staticlIls

with" maximulJI l,late powl'r luput to the finnl radio
frequency stage of 3 watts or less.
(d) Each trallsmiller In the frequency ranges 2Ii to
;;0, 150.8 to 102, 'lIId ·150 to 400 .MHz shall be eqnipped
with all uudlo 10W-PRSS lIlter. Such filter shaH be In"tulled between the mouulation lim'ter und the modulllteu sInge and Hhall meet lhe spec.ficatiOl.B contained
in Illlrngraph (h) of this section. The provisions of
Ihis paragraph do 1I0t upply to trausmitters of 11cl'lIsed rue\locomOlunlt-nUolls systems operated wholly
wlthlu the limits of oue or more uf tile territories or
poRsc"slon" of the ['nitro Stntes, or Alaska or H'lwall.
I e) Elich transmitter in tbe frequency ranges 72.073.0 Illld 75.4--76.0 MHz sbaH be equipped with a device
whlt·h flutomntkllily lll'e"~nts modulation In excess of
tbat specified III this subpart which muy III' caused by
I;rentl'r thnn normal audio level.
I f) Each transmitter lu the frequency ronges 72.073.0 nnd 75.4-76.0 MHz shnll be equipped with nn audio
luw-pass filter. The required filter shnn be Instaned
betwl'E'n the modulutlon limiter and the modulated
stoge and shnn meet the speclficotlons contained in
puragraph (h) of this sectiou.
(g) Each transmitter III the frequency range 73.07J,.G MHz first authorized otter July 1, 1950, must be
"quippeu with a device which automatll'ally prevents
mouulatlon In excess or that specified In this subport
which mll:'- b,' caused by a greater than uormal audio
level. ,\ II a uulo low-psss filter Is not required reo
garJles3 of thb date of authorization.
(hI Except ns pro"ltlee} In parugraph (I) lIf this
section, at audio frequenCies between 3 ItHz nnd 15 kHz,
th,' low·pass filter required by the prmlslonN of pllrngl'Uph (d) of this section shall have h'. attenuntlun
greater than the attenuation at 1 kHz by at least:
40 log" (f/3) decibels
where "f" Is the audio freqnen<'y In kHz. At audio
frequencies above 15 kHz, the attenuation shall be at
least 28 decibels greater then the attenuation at 1 kHz.
(I) For stations authorized In the 400-470 MHz band
on or after November 1, 1967. at audio frequencIes between 3 kHz and 20 kHz, the low-pass tlIter required
by the provisions of paragraphs (d) and (f) of this
(lild. 1/10)
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(8) It Is a position at which a person Immediately
respollslble tor the operation ot tbe transmitter Is
stationed,
(c) Euch station which Is not authorized tor un·
IIttended operation shall be provided with a control
point, the location of which wlll be specified In the
license. Ullattended stations may be provided with a
colltrol point It nuthorlzt'll. by the Commission. Iu
urban ureas the location wm be specified "same as
trllnsmltter" unleBs the control point Is at a street
address tllll'erent from that ot the transmitter. In
rural ureas the location will be specified "same as
tritnslllitter" unless the control point Is more thau
500 feet from the transmittl'r, In which case the apprOXimate location will be specified In distance and
direction trom the tflLDsmltter In terms of feet and
geogl'aphlcnl quadrant, respertlveIy, It will be as.!lDled that the location ot the control point Is the
same as the loea tlon of the tr.!.nsmltter unless the
uJlplication Includes a request tor a dH'I'erent location
dp>crlbed In appropriate terms as Indicated In this
parugraph. Autborlty must be obtained from the
Commission tor the Installatloo of additloool control
poluts.
(d) A dispatch point Is nny position from which
messages ma] be transmitted under the supervision of
the perRon at a control point who Is responsible for
the operation of the transmitter, Dispatch poluts may
be Installed without authorization.
(e) At each control point:, the following facilities
shall be Installed:
(1) A carrier operated device which wdll provide
continuous visual Indication when the ,transmitter \s
radiating; or, In lieu thereof, a pilot lamp or meter
which will provide contllJuous visual Indication when
the transmitter control circuits have been placed In
n condition to produce radiation: Prot>Uled h.owever,
That the provisions of this subparagraph shall not
apply to hand-carrled or pack-carried transmitters or
to transmitters Installed on motorcycles;
(2) Equipment to permit the person responsible tor
the operation of tile tranMmltter to aurally monitor al1
transmissions originating at dlopatch points under his
supervision;
(Il) Facilities whIch will permit the person responsible for the operation of the transmitter either to
disconnect the dlspntch point circuits from the transmitter or to render the transmitter Inope"ratlve from
nny dispatch point under hIs supervision; and
(4) Faclllties which will permit the person responsible for the operation of the transmitter to turn
the transmitter carrier on and ot! at will,

Sl'ctlou .h,,11 hl1\'e fin olt~nuutlon grpater thnn the
att"nul1tinu at 1 kHz by at lenst:
GO logl!' (1'/3) derlbe1s
wher~ "f" I, Ih~
tl'l'lIU~nclrs IIbll'i'~

nudlo tr('{ju~llcy In I<lIz, At audio
20 kHz, th~ ntt~nuntlon ,hall be nt
l(ln'~t i)() ,Il'!'flwh:l grpnll'l' thnn tlH' atll'nuntion at 1
kHz, Trall~1llItll'r8 nuthorlzed In the ,15O--!70 MHz
Imud belm'c XII,'cmber 1. l~O'i. wll he required tn rom1'1~' with till' Jlro\'lsl'l\I~ of ,his pnrugrnph by November
1. Il1n,
§ 89.111

Power and antenna height.

(a) The power whleh may he used by n station In
th~'" sen'lccH shnll hi" no mol'" thnn thc minimum
requil'e,l tOl' ""tlstllctory teohnlonl cpprutlou ('OUI'
lllC'IlSnrnte with thl :;lz(I of thp. llrVfi to hE" ~Rlrvl·t1 uuu
local condltlons which affert radio transmission nn,1
receptlon. In cases or hrrmful Interferem'p. Ih,' t '"tnmission may order a chauge In Jlower or unwulIR
height, or both.
l

NOTil: Allpllclltiona for authorizations ftlet! on or after
April 11. 1967. mUlt specify DO more power tbaD the actual
pOWt'T necessory tor snUstllctory opE'ra Uon.

(b) Except where the mnxhnum power thnt may
be used on a particular frequency Is specillcally deslgnnted In connection with the use of such frequen~y.
plate power Input to the final radio frequency "tage
In exc~ss of the following tabulation will not be nuthorIzed:
.\[a~fm"m
plate power

4nput to the

/Ina I radio
/rt!qutJnev

Fr('quenc:y range:

Btaoe (tooth,.)

1.6 to 8 MHz ____________________________ "____
8 to
MHz_________________________________
to 100 MHz_______________________________
100 to 400 MHz______________________________
400 MHz_______________________________
2~

2~

"~bov.

1

2,000

1.000

aoo

600
(I)

To be specified In thu atation authorisation.

(c) The plate power Input to the IIlIal r. t. stage
under actual operation shali not ('xceed by more than
10 percent the plate power Input shown In the Rlldlo
Equipment List, Part C, for transmitters Included In
this list, 01' the manufacturer's mted plRte power Input
for tbe partlculur transmllter specillcally listed on the
authorization.

1189.113 Tranamltter control reqllire:mentIJ.
(a) Each transmitter shall b~ 80 Installed Rnd protected thnt It Is not accessible to or capable ot operatlon
by pcrsolls other than those duly authorized by the
licensee.
(b) A control point Is an operating position which
meeta all of the following conditions:
(1) '£he poSition must be untlllr the control Rnd
supervision of the licensee;
(2) It 19 a pOSition at which the monitoring facilities
required by this section are Installed; and

(Ed. 1/70)

1189.115 Transmitter measurementIJ.
(a) The licensee at each station shall employ II
suitable procedure to determine that the ca..rler frequency of each triRnsm4tter, authorized to opernte with
a plate Input power to the 1J.naJ radio frequency stage
In excess of 8 watts, Is maintained within thP tolerance prescribed In this part. Thls determination .hall
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be made, and the results thereof entered In the station

dltlons equivalent to actuul operating rondltlons, and
provided further, that after Installation the tran"mltter
Is given a routille check to determine fhat It Is capable
of being satletactorlly received by au appropriate
rl1celver.

recorda, In accordauce with the following:
(1) When the transmitter Is Initially Installed;
(2) When any chnnge Is made In the transmitter
which may nffect the l'nrrler treqnency or the stahlllty
thereof;
(3) At Intervals nllt to ex"eed one yenr. for transtllitters elll[lloylllg crystlli-l'ontrolled oscillators;
(4) At Intervals lIot to exceed one month, for
transmitters not employing l'rYHtal-controlled oscll\atot·s.
(b) The licensee of eal'h station shall employ II
suitable proct~lur~ to determine that the plute pOlVer
Input to the lInal ra(i!o frequency stage of each base
stntton <lr IIxed Brntlon trnnsmltter, nuthorlzed to
operate with a plate inlJut power to the final radio
frelluency stag" ill excess of :I lVattB, does nilt exceed
the JUllximum tignrl' "llCCllied on the rurrent statIou
nutborizatloll. Where the transmitter is so cnnstructert
tbat a direct m,'II'nrrment of plate current III the filial
rllulo frequenl', st:tg.. Is not practicable, the illutt'
input power may bt' tlNermlned from 11 measurement
ot the cathode curreut In the final radio frequency
stage. Wben the pillte input to thu final rartlo fre~uency stnge Is determined rro~ a measurement of
the "uthode current. tbe l'I'qulrud entry shall indlcat£,
clearly the quuntltIes thllt were measured, the moosured vnlues thereof, and the method of det&rmining
the plate power Input from the lIleasured vnlue", This
ieterUlinntiou sball lie made, nnd the resuit. thereof
cutered In the station records, In accorrtance with the
following:
(1) Wben the transmitter Is Initially !lIstalled;
(2) When any cbange Is made In the transmitter
which may inl!l'eRse the tl'!lnsmltter power Input;
(II) At Intervals not to exceed one year.
(c) The licensee ot each station shall employ a
~ultable procedure to determine that the modulation
of each transmitter, authorized to <lperate wilh a plate
Input po""er to the final rndlo frequency stage In
l'XceSS of 3 watts, does not exceed the limits specified
In this part. This determination shall be made and
tho results thereot entered In the station records, in
nccordance with the following:
(1) Wh6n the transmitter Is Initially Installed;
(2) When any change Is '.uade In the transmitter
which may Ki!'i!Ct the modulation characteristics;
(3) At Intervals not to exceed one yep.r.
(d) The determinations required by paragraphs (a),
(b) and (c) ot this section may, at the option of the
licensee, be made by any qualified engineering measurement service, In which case, the required record entrlea shall show the name and address of the engineerIng measurement service as well as the name of the
person maidng the measurements.
(0) In the calle ot mobile tranamltters, the determlnationa required by paragraphs (a) and (c) ot
this section may be made at a test or eervlca bench;
provided, tho meaauremenu are made under load con-

§ 89.117 Acceptability of transmlttel'1l for licensing.

(a) From time to time the Commission wll\ publish a list of equipment entitled "Radio Equipment
LiSt, Part C, List of Equipment Acceptable for LIcenSing." Copies of this list are u "aUable for Inspection at the Commission's 01llces In Washington, D. C.,
and at l!ach of Its field 01llces. This list will Include
type approved and type accepted equipment and equipult'nt which was luclnded In this list on May 16, 1955.
Such equipment will contlnue to be Included on the
list unless It Is removed therefrom by C<lmmlsslon
action.
(b) Except for transmitters used In develo!Jmental
stutious, transmitters authorized as of January 1, 1005,
ill [Jolicl' z~nl' and Interzone stations, and transmitters
In radlolO'~ntlon stations during the term of any llcense
Issued prior to January 1, 10;3, each transmitter utillzpd by a station authorlzl'd fDr operation under this
part must be of a type which Is Included on the Commission's current Radio Equipment List and Is desIgnnt~d for Use under thla part or be of a type which
has been type accepted by the Commission for use
under this part,
(c) Transmitters to Ill' "perated in any ot Ute frequency bauds between OJ2 nnd 12,700 MHz, except the
!l400-8500 MHz band. authorized under this part shall
be tYlJl! ncccptcd It spcdn"d In an application filed after
July 20, 1062, except that equipment authDrized prior
therpto may rontlnue to be used provided such operathlll do~s not result ill hnrmful Interference to other
station~ or systems which are conforming to the mlcrownve technical stnlldardB in I RO.121.

II 89.119 Type acceptance o! equipment.
(a) Any manufacturer of a transmitter to be built
tor use In this service may request "type acceptance"
tor such transmitter following the type at"Ceptnnce prO'cedure set forth In Part 2 of this chapter.
(b) Type acceptance for an indlvlduai transmitter
may al80 be reque8ted by an applicant for a station
authorization by fol!owlng the type acceptance procedures set forth in Part 2 of this chapter. Such
transmitters, If accepted, will not normally be Included on the Commission's "Rndlo Equipment List,
Part C, List of Equipment Acceptable for Licensing"
but will be individually enumerated on the station authorization.
(c) Additional rules with respect to type acceptance
are set torth In Part 2 ot this chapter. These ruiN
Include Information with respect to withdrawal of
type acceptance, mOOlllcatlol!. of type accepted equipment and limitations un the findings upon which type
acceptauce Is baled.
'11
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§ 89.121

--------------

Ilrollused ratllot('lpprinter hase station and the nearest
co("h"!1nel bOMe station of another lie('nsee operating a
voic" system is 75 miles for the sing-Ip fre'luency mode
of opernllou or 3~ miles for the two fre'luem'y mode
of OIK'rutlon, or
(2) W1IPrI' the minimum mileage Sell"rlltion that
would bp I1[1pll("lIhl .. untll'r subparngraph (1) of this
[II ragrIlJlh ('annot hI' achlt'vpd, Information is submlt"'tl with till' uppli<·l1tion sillm ing that 8b'l"e,'mcnt to the
nsf' of li'2 ur FO (ltnisslnn for rndlote11'pril't.'f opprntlon

§ 89.121

Microwave technical standards.
The t('"huienl stundards Indicatetl In the table In this
.,'('lion shull I':<>vorn. beginning July 20, 1961, the
issuaot"e of untiJOrizntiulls for private mirrow8\"~ sys·
wms using till' Crequell('Y band. Bbove 952 ~(Hz listed
ill the tablt·. However, thesl' stundards shull Ilot be
nPI:lit'able tu trnnsJllltting- ,"!uipmellt (Iu('\mling an·
lNllIilS) whit'h wert! lluUlUrlzpd to bl' o[l('rntl"d on lhe~l!
treqlJenei,'~ priur to July 20, lOUl, or for whieh un
Iluthorlzutirl is issuetl hllsed un un BPllliclllion lilt..1
with tI'" COlllmisslon prior to ,July 20, HlIlI. SIIl·h
Ii"l'nsloes of equ,pment und systems not subj<!<'t to th,'se
tN'hull'al stnndardN t ilJt'luding their SUex'essors nr "ssigns in busilless, will he lK'rmitted to utillzt' such
equillmeut provltletl su,·h O[leratlon doeB not rL'Sult in
harmful interference to another stal iOIl or system which
Is cOllforming to these tet'huicnl stundarus. In cnse
of surh harmful illtel"ierellce. su('h nOIl-"ollforllling licensee will be required to take whatever rorrec:lve
m,'asures are necessary to alleviate the interference.

--------,,---,-----,.- Power

I

(watts)

952-96t)••• __ ~. __ •••
ISID-1 990 __________ _
2130-2150 __________ _
2150-21f,(L _______ ... _
21So-~:!OO __ • __ ~_" __ _
2tro-:!500 4•••• ____ _
2,"itXI-26\lO 1•• ____ • __
(j5:!5-aS75...... ____ ._.
__________ _
IOS50-IOOllO ________ _

130

18

15
15
15
12
12
7
7

Tolera.nce
(percent)

0.0005

-~---

I

DnDdwldttl:

10 Mnz .••• _.w~. __ •
~OO kHz __ •• _____ ..
is' .... _•• ~ ~ _.
~ ~_
" M.lfT._ .. _~ __ •• ___ •

0"

:o-i

(3)

~oo

+.

_

_

;.!5Mnz. __ ._~ •..

l'milloy .. d or In lieu thl'rpuf contains a detailed technlt'al (jesN'iillion of the SYBt"ill and emitted ratlloteleprln!t'r <lurn Inn!lIJRge_
(41 Tht, provisluns In this part applleable to use of F3
,'missloll Ilr(' ,lisa appllcahle to use of F2 or F9 emission for rn'lioteleprlnters. The station IdentUlcRtion
r<'lmlrt'd lIy § "9.153 8ba11 be by .. olce.
(5) Freljut'ncles wlll not be assigned exclusively
for I'~ (·hlhol·~iClU for rndlotplplIrJntpr.
(6) TrflllslIIitterH tYPt' aec!'pted under this part for
liS" of 1<'3 t'1"h.ioll may alMl be used for F'..! or F9 emission fOl" ratliotl'leprinter, provided, for eacb of these
emissions, the audio keying sil;nal Is pa"s~tl through
the low lJUS' audio fre'luency IlIter required to be provided iII the transmitter for ];'3 emission. The transmitter must be sO IIdjllsted and operated that the In5tantaneous frt'ljuency deviation does not exceed thp
maximulll value allowed for ~'3 emission.

""

10

kHz _._ .... __

10

~t60

10

(S)

10

10 MIIL ____ ._ __
5
2UIH •. _.... _._._.
~
5
l'l
12200-12700•••
w_
5
.OS
20 ~1Iz.
MIl ...
('l 4
Abuve 1600IL. ____ _
50
__ ••• ______ I
(Il
_ _ _ _ _ _ c'-_ _-'--_ _--"-__________
'--.
__
_
1

u.l7~76

_o _ _

,

'l'h,' npplica',on Ii,ts the mnnufadurer and

IIwd,'1 numher of the radlotcleprlnter system to be

width-

lde~rces)

8 MIIL_._._._. __ •

l'l

prillh'r oIIt'rntion.

BealD-

100 kH •. _. __ • ___ •

.02

.001

IIsing voice emission within the applicahle '-' 'lenge
11m II s. If it tlevelops that agrpement was not r<!<'1'1 "etl
from nil p,xisling (10CbnnIwl lic(lnsee- and the rndiotel"~
(lrinter operation Interf!'r"s with the Ilcen~ee'" "oke
Olll'rntions, th!' licensee of the rodloteleprlnter syst'm
is re"IHlINible for eliminating the int",'ferenc('. New
Ii,'en,,','" of voice opl'ratlons sbarlng a frequen<,y with
any pstablished ruuloteleprlnter operation mllst tol.. rntp "ny intl'rference re,'eiv~d from the rndiotel!'-

-,---

.001
.UOl

hns h,'('n r('l'l'ived from all cxh;ting coclJannl. 1 liCl'IlSeeS

.02

·----·---1

OPERATING REqUJJIElLENTS

§ 89.151

(II) All communications, regllrdless of their "ature,
shall be restricted to the minimum practlcBDle traIl8missiOil time, and an e1IIcient operating procedure shall
be ..mployed by each llcellSeC(b) ContlnuoWl radiation of an unmoduIated carrier Is prohibited except when required for test
purposes.
(c) Zone and Interzone stations "ball employ the
standard operating procedure Ilreecrlbed by the CommlssioIl- Copies of such procetlure are avallable for
dlstrlhution to persoI18 having II legitimate need theretor, Requesta for eoples should be addressed to the
Secretary, li'ederal Commnnlcatlons ComI.lsslon,
Washington, D.O., 2OM4_
(d) The Commission expects each licensee t, take
reasonable precautions to prevent nnnecessary Inter-

§ 89.122 Interim provisions for operation of radiote!eprinters in the Police and Fire Radio Services.
(Il) F2 or F9 emission (audio fre'lueney tone shift
or tone phase shift) for radloteleprlnter or audio passbund multiplexed radiotelephony/radloteleprlnter, respectively, will he authorized tor hase stotlon use vnly
In the Police and Fire Radio Services, exc~pt on mohlle
only frequencies, snbJect to the !ollowinrr conditions:
(1) Information Is suhmltted with the appllcatlc.
to estabUsh that the mlnlmnm separation between the
(Ed. 1/70)

Operating procedure.
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§ R9.163

(('rence. If hnl'mful interfprencf' develolls, th~ CUlllmission may r~quire any or nil stations to monitor
the trnn"mitting frequency prior t,) transmission.
(e) 'rests mllY be conducted by any licensed "tntion
as r(,(]lIired for proppr station and Sr"t~m mniute·
nn!!ce, bllt SllI'h tpst& shall 1)(' kept to a minilllum and
precautious shall b.. taken to avoid int~rference to
olher stations.
§ 89.153 Station identification.

mlnlstratlvely established for the aervl"e in <\blrh th!'
radio system operates.
(g) A slatlon whirh IS transmitting tor telpmetering
purp"'"" or for the uctuatlon or deVil-e., or which Is
retransmitting by splf-actuntlng means a mdlo signal
rp,'pil'pd r:-o," allother radio station or stations, will be
conslclered for exemption from the requIrements of
parngrllllh (d) of this sediou In "peelfle Instances, upon
request.
§ 89.155 Suspension of transmission required.

Except as provided In pllrllgraph (b) of this
thl~ required h]pntW('atlon fur 'Itations in thp~ll
s~rvicps shnll be the assigned cnll signal.
(b) In lieu of meeting the requirements of puraItrallh (a) of this section, mobile units in the Pc:llce,
Fire, jo'orestrYConservatlon, Highway Mnintpnan('e,
nnd Local Government Radio Servlt'es operating above
30 MHz lIIay 1<lentlfy by mean" of lin Idl'ntifi,'r nther
than thp assigned cnll si!;nlll: 1'l'IJvidt'd, Tha t Hudl
Idpntifipr contain, as a minimum, the name of the gov.. rumenlal subdlvlslun Imdl'r wh1<'h thp unit I. Il{,Plls('d;
that the Idpntlfier is not compo"(·d of I('ttprs ur lett"rs
and digits arl'Unged iu a lllUntl('r whleh ('ould be confused with au assigned rndio stullon call "Ignnt; rilld
provided flirt her, That tit" Ikensep notlflps, in writtng,
the Engineer In Charge of the District in wltlch the unit
operates concerning the specific iclentlfiprs being used
by the mobile units.
(c) Nothing In this s~rllon shoil be construed as prohibiting the trnnsml_Rlon of additlonul Atatlon or unit
Identifiers which may b!' necessol'y for systems operatlon; Prodded, hOlcever, Such additional Identifiers
shall not be composed of letters or letters and digits
arranged In a manner which could be confused with an
assigned radio station call signal.
(d) Except as indicated In paragraphs (e), (f), and
(g) of this section, each station In these services shall
tran,""lt the required identification at tbe pnd of each
transmission or exchange of transmissions, or once
pach 30 minutes of the operating pprlod, as the
licensee may prefer.
(e) A mobile station authorized to the licensee of the
associated base station and which transmits only on
the transmitting frequeney of the associated base St8tlon Is not req;Jlred to transmit any Identification.
(t) Except 8S Indicated In paragraph (e) of this section, a mobile staUon sh!lll transmit an Identification
at the end ot each transmission or exchange of trlmsmissions, or once !'acn 30 minnt!'s of the operating
period, a8 the licensee may preter. Where election Is
made to transmit the Identification at 3O-minute
lntervals, a single mobile unit In en~h general ge0graphic area may be assigned the responslhlllty tor
Il1lch transmlSBlon and thereby eliminate any necessity
tor every unit ot the mobile station to transmit tbe
Identification, For the purpose ot this paragraph the
t.erm "each general geographic area" means an area not
IImaller than a sIngle city or county all(' not larger than
/I single dIstrict ot a State wbere the dlatrlct Is ad(Il)

S(lCtiOIl,

'l'be radintlons of the transmitter shnll b., suspended
illlmedlately upon detection or notlflcatioll of a d~\-l
utilln frolll the technl('1l1 rC(luirrmpntR of the slntion
11I1Ihorization until sU('h devlutlon Is correeted, (,XCI'pt
for trIUl"ml .. lons cnn,'ernlng th<, Immediate snfety ot
life or IJropprty, ill whl('h rns!' the trnnsmlsslons sball
he suspended as "non as tb .. emergency is terminated.
§ 89.157 Mobile installations ill vehicles not under
the rontinuous control of the licensee•

A llIoblie radln station IIrensed in these servlr!'s may
uot I,e lustalled or maintained In n vehicle, aircraft,
IIr \·pssel. whkh Is not at al1 times controlled exclusively hy the lice lisee, lInlpss precnutlons have heen
laken to elimluate ('ffe,'tively the possibility ot the
IIcensr>d trallslnltter b"llIg operated dllr!nt; the period
thnt thp vehicle, aircraft, or vPQ-;el Is not under the
cnntrol of the IIceuspe.
§ 89.159 Emergency operation of mobile stations at
fixed locations.

During an emergency requiring a local communication ('enter, any authorized mobile transmitter may be
operated temporarily as a base station at Ii fixed loca·
tlon tor a period not to exceed ten days. If operation
for a longer period Is required, such operation muat
be specifically authorized.
§ 89,161

Communication with other stationa.

In those cases which rpquJre cooperation or coordInation of activities, ststions In the Publle Satety
Radio Services Dlay communicate wJth stations In
other servlees nnd with U. S. Government ststlons.
§ 89.163

Operator requirements.

Operatio» during tile ('ourae of "onnal rendition
of BC"t'jee-radiotelt'pl!one. (1) The following classes
(a)

of stations trnnsmltting on frequencies above 25 MHz
may be operated by an unlicensed yerson, It authorized
to do so by the station licensee:
(I) l~rom a control poInt-a mobile, a base or fixed
station.
(Il) From a dispatch point-it bllse or fixed station.
(2) Mobile stations trsnsmlttlng on frequencies ~
low 25 MHz may be o;>crated by an unlicensed pel'llon
",hpn such staUon Is associated with and under the
operational control ot a base station of the Same Ucensee, Mobile stations not associated with such a base
station must he operated by a person holding a com7B

(Ed. 1/70)
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§ 89.165

mercial radio OPl'l'lltur lkNI!:iP or lwrmit of auy clnss
homed by thp CUllllui""iou.
(3) Has" stulions nud IIxl'u "lalit/us transmitting au
freqlll'ncleH bplow 25 MHz ,hull ill' OP('r'II<'UIiS follows:
(I J ~'rom II <'olltrot \Ioint, ont~ a 11l'I'HOn hotding a
t'llmlupr('inl rudio upf'rntcll' li{'l'llSP or Ilermit of nny
('ln~~ iss\wtl by thl' CHu\lnis~ion ~h1\n Hlll·ruhl u. bas\:"

$tntlo" or tlxed stution.
(II) Frum u dlspllteh lloln , an 11ll1it-l'll"'U Ill'rHun
fliUr lIiJPratC' n l>nsl' statiotl (lr ,IXl,.1 :-;tntiull after Ilf'iug

autlwrized to do so by the ,lotion license!': P,.f>t'idl'I',
/JIJU'f't'Cr, TIUlt sHell uJJl1rntifIJi 1'-111111 lip nutler thl' dlr(l('t
MUlwl'\')slolJ nIH) rpspollsillilit), of a Ilt'rSon whn lwhls
n C"OlI1JJlPr('lnl radio opt'rntOl' lil'l'lIse or pt'rmit or any
hy till' ('III1lJllissiflll nwl who is on rluty ut
n l'ontrul point Hll'ptilJ.g' thl' t'I'ljl1il'pUll'nt!o{ of § st). 11:J.
Ill) Opcrfltitm dul'itiV tlIC'CO"l'S(, of "ornwl r('ntlilion
Of .'1crri('('"- radmteli'!/rllplJ
Only n 11prSOll huh]jH~ u
('(J1IlIlll·rt'lul l'luJiotl'lpt:;l'flph operutlJr lfcemw or llflormit
of nll~' I'lm~s i":-;Iwu lIy the- Coltlmi~~lun Hhnll oI)l'rntp H
S!lltioli wlwll II'Ul1sl1litthl,t::" rntliotl1it'l{l'UlIhy hy IUlY· t.VI)('
of the Mordl' Cudc-.
(c) .1(Uill/I'IIUIII'I' or/, ,<I DIlI'ration... All transmltt ... 1'
(l(ljnstnll'ntM or tt,,,,ts ttl\l·tll~ tH' cOitU'iUl'llt with the itt('hiSS i~~lH'd

slollnlloll, ,,'rv Ic-I Ill:, 01' lIIalntl'nOIll'1' of II raulo statlulI,
whi~h may ncr"I't th,· prol'~r Illlf'l'ntloll of "Hch station,
shall be mllt1~ loy Ill' IImh'1' the Imuwcllate snllervlslo1l
and rI'Npon"lhl!lI,' "f n 1'~r"On hottllng a first· or lleet)lI11
rlaNs cOlnllll'l'rlnl radlll "peralllr licellse, elth~r roellotelephone 01' raulutt'(l'l:rnph, who "hall ue l'esponHluh'
for the 11l'III,er fUIH·tlonlng at the ,llltion elllli\lm~nt:
Prodded, //111)'1 r"r, Tlml only persons ;io!tlltj~ II ral]1olpl,'graph fil"'.- "r ri<'c()nu-dass Ollerator license sholl
pertorm such '"nctlons at radiotelegraph statlona
trnnHlIllttlng hy any t~'IlP ot tho l\Iorse Code.
(d) rrllallChdl'd 01" /'Ittlon, No (lorson Is required
to be In attenlhuH'(' lit tl slRtlon when transmitting durIng normnl l'enllltion ot Hcrv1ce nnd when either:
(1) Transmitting for telfmeterlng purposeH or
(2) Retransmitting by s('lf'actuating menns,a radio
signal received frolll another rndlo station or atatluns,
(e) Llcenscd o/,cra/or rl'qllired, Notwithstanding
any other provlRtdnH of tltiR se<'t\Otl, unte~s the trans·
mltter Is 80 deslgnt~1 thut nune ot the operations necessary to be pertorlllNI <luring' ttle course ot normal
rt'nultlon of service may ('all~e otf-frequpncy operation
or result In any unauthorized radiation, and unless the
transmitter Is so Installed that all controls which may
~ause Improper operation or radiation are not readily
IIccet!silJle to the person operating the transmitter, snch
transmitter shall he operated by a peraon holding a
first- or second-class commercial radio oJ)l'rator license,
either radiotelephone or radiotelegraph as may he appropriate for the type ot ('mission being IIsed, lssued
by the CommlB8lon.
(t) Lloensee resllonslbllltll, The prOVisions at this,
section authorizing certain unlicensed persons to operate certain stations, or authOrizing unattended operation at stations In certain circumstances, shall not he
construed to change or diminish In any respect the
(Ed. 1/'1'0)
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l't'spllnsiiJillty of statioll lI"ensc~s to have and to main·
tllin cuntrol ov~J' the stations IIcen8('d 10 thl'm (In..Incliug all trulI"mittl'1' lInits the.eoO, or for th" proper
t'llJll't i"nillg' I1nd "I'l'rl1tioll of thosl' stntlnn" (inrludlng
nil (rnnsmitter "lilts therl'of) in aCl'CmIUlll'<' with the
tt'rms

Clr tllP

§ 89,165

1i('PI1''<'s of

tllOSt'

stutions.

Posting pf operator license.

(a) The orlglnnl license of each uase or fixed statlnn operator, other than an operator exelush'ely
perfol'mlng service and maintenance unties, sholl be
pUtiteel or kept Immediately available at the place
where he Is on dnty as an operato": ProvUled, hoU'el'er, ~'hat If au operator who Is on duty holds a
restricted radlotptellhonp operutor permit of ti,e lard
forlll (u~ distinguished trom snch duci. men~ of the
diploma form) or holds fi \'ollll llrense verification
curd (l<'CC Form 75S--F) nttestln~ to the existence
of any other vallcl cOlllluerclnl raulo operath. IIcC'n"e,
he may hn VI' such permit or verlllcation cord, ... s the
case may Ile, in his persoDol possession,
(b l Whenev~r a licensed operator Is required tor
a mobile station, the orlgixl8ll1cense ot each such operator, other thall nn operator elCclusl'rely performing
sl'rvice anl! mllilltenance duties, shall be kept In his
personal possession whenever he performs the duties
of an operator at Huch station: ProlJ/ded, That In lieu
of Ull orlginnl lkense of the diploma 10rm (as distinguished trom such document ot Ihe card torm) he
way hal'e In his personal possession a valid verification card at testing to Its existence,
(c) The Original license of every station operator
who exclusively performH service and maintenance
duties at that station shal! be posted at the transmitter
Involved whenever tbe transmitter Is In actual opel'atlon while service or maintenance work Is being
pertormed by him or under his immediate supervision
and responsibility: ProlJ/~ed, That In lieu ot posting
hl.B license. he may have on his person either his
license or a valid verlllctltlon card,

\} 89.167 Posting station licenses and transmitter
Identltlcation cards or plates.
(a) The current authorization for each mohlle sta·
tlon nnd each hase or fixed station authorized to be
operated at temporary loca tiona shall he retained as a
permanent part of the station record~, but need not be
posted, In addition, an executed Transmitter Identification Card (FCO Form 452-0) or a plate of metal or
other durable substance, legibly Indicating the call
sign and the licensee's name and address, alIal! he afllxed
readily visible for Inspection, to each at such tranBmittel's: ProlJided, That, If the transmitter Is not In
vIew ot the operating position or Is n&t readily accessible tor Inspection, then snch card or plate shall he
afllxed to the control eqnipment at the transmitter
operating position or postoo adjacent thereto,
(b) The current authorization, or a clenrly legible
photocopy thereot, for each baee or llxed 'station at a
fixed location sball be poeted at the prIncipal control
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point ot the station, Ilnd a photocopy ot such authorization shall also be posted at all other control points
listed on the authorization. It a photocopy ot the authorization Is posted at th& principal control point, the
location ot the original shall be stated on tbat photocopy. in addition, an executed 1.'ransmltter Identification Oard (FCO Form 452-0) or a plute ot metal or
other durable snbstance, legibly indicating the call sign
and the licensee's name and address, shall be affixed,
readily vialble for Inspection, to each transmitter
operated at a fixed locetlon, when such transmitter Is
not In view of, or Is not reedlly accessible to, the operator at thE' principal control point.

1189.169 Inapection of atatlona.
All statlona and records ot stations In these services
shall be made available for inspection at any time
while the station is In operation or shall be made
available for Inspection upon reasonable request ot
an authorised representative of the Commission.
II B9.171 Inspection and maintenance of tower markIna' and aaaoelated control equipment.
The licensee ot any radio station which has an antenna structure required to be painted or illuminated
pursuant to the prOVisions of section 803 (q) ot the
(l:)mmnnlcationa Act ot 1984, a8 amended, and/or Part
17 of this chapter shall comply with the provisloUB
ot th1J section In the operation and maintenance of
snch tower marklni as tollows:
(a) Shall make an obaervc.tion ot the tower lights
at least once each 24 honra eltLer visually or by observing an automatic and properly maintained indl·
cator designed to register Ilny failure of such lights,
to IDBtll~e that all such lights are functioning properly
as required; or alternatively.
(b) Shall provide and properly maintain an automatic alarm system designed to detect any falll're ot
such lIgJ:ts and to provide Indication of such faUure
to the licensee.
(c) Shall report ImmedIately by telephone or tel&graph to the nearest Flight Service Station or office of
the Federal Aviation Agency any observed or otherwise known failure of a code or rotating beacon light
O~ top light not corrected within 30 minutes,
regardless ot the cause ot such tallure. Further
noUftcntion by telephone or telegraph shall be given
immediatelY upon resumption ot the required illumination.
(d) Shall Inspect at intervals not to exceed 8
months all automatic or mechal\lcal control devices,
Indicators and alarm systems IlBBOClated with the
tower Ughtlng to insure that such apparatus Is
lunctionlng properly.
(e) Shall exhibit &11 lighting from sunset to sn,rille unless otherwise specl1led.
(f) Shall maintain a supply of spare hulbs suttlclent tor immediate replacement purposes at all
times.
(I!;) Shall clean and repaint ali towers as otten
.. neceIIIIIU'Y to maintain JlOOd vislbillty.

§ 89.113 Answers to a notice of violation.
Any licensee recalving otllcial notice of a violation
of the terms of the Oommnnlcatioas .Act or 1964, ...
amended, any legislative act or treaty to whlch the
United States is a party, or the ruleB and regulationa
of the Federal Communications Oomm1sslon, shall,
within 10 days from snch receipt or such other period
as may be specllled, aend a written answer to the otllce
ot the Oommlsslon orlglnatini the otllclal notice. It an
answer cannot be sent, or an acknowledgment made
within such period, acknowledgment and answer shall
be made at the earliest practicable date with a satisfactory explanation ot the delay. The answer to each
notice shall be complete in Itself and shall not be
abbreviatro by reference to other communications or
answers to other notices. The reply ~'ulll set forth
the steps taken to prevent a recurrence ot Improper
operation.
§ 89.175 Content of .tatlon recorda.

Each licensee of a station In these services .hall
maintain records In accordance with the following:
(a) For al\ stations, the results and datea ot the
transmitter measurements required by these rules and
the name of the person or llersoUli makln; the mea.urements.
(b) For aU stations, when service or maintenance
dntles are performed, the responsible operator .shall
sign and date an entry In the station record ilvlni:
(1) Pertinent details of al\ dnties performed by
him or under hls lupervi.B1on;
(2) His name and address, lind
(3) The clasS, Be~lal nnmber and expiration date
of his license: Provlded, That the information cal\ed
for by Bubparagraphs (2) and (8) of th1a paragraph
SO long as It remnlns the SlIme, need be entered only
once In the station record at any station where the
responsible operator Is regularly employed on a full
time basis and at wblch his license is properly posted.
(c) For al\ base and fu:ed stations except BUch
stations which are anthorlud to be operated at temporary locations or for unattended operation, the name
or names of persons responsible for the operation of
the transmitting equipment each day, together with the
period of their duty. Each snch person aball sign,
not lnltlal, the record both when coming on and when
going off duty.
(d) [Beaervadl
(e) For stations whose antenna or antenna supporting structure Is l'equlred to be lllnmlnated a record
in accordance with the !ollowlnl!':
(1) The time the tower lIihts are turneu on and
off each day If mannally controlled.
(2) The time the dally check of proper operation of
the tower llghts was made.
(8) In the event of any obaerved or oth9rwUe
known failure ot a tower lliht:
(1) Nature of snch failure.
(11) Date and time the failure wu obIIerTed, or
otherw1ae noted.
(ElcL 1/10)
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(ill) Date, time and natnre of the adjustments, ra~airli,

or replucements thnt were made.
(Iv) Identification ot the Fllght Service Station
(FAA) notified ot the failure ot any code or rotating
be>\con lIghl or top light nut corrected within thirt)'
mln~tea, and the date and time snch notice WIlS given.
(v) Date and time notice WllM given to the Flight
Rerviee Stution (FAA) tbat tbe required illumination
was resumed.
(4) Upon the completlon ot the periodic Inspection
req'lired at least once each three months:
(I) The dnte of the Inspection and tbe condltlon of
all tower llghts and associated tower lighting control
devices, indicators and alarm systems.
(Ill Any adjustments, repiacements, or repnird
made to in"ure COlT -Hance with the ligbtlng requirements aad tbe dute ~urb adjustments, replacements,
or repairs were made.
§ 89.177 Form of station recorda.

(a) Tbe records sball be kept In Itn urderly manner
and in sncb detail that tbe data required are readily
available. Key letters or abbreviations may be used
if proper meaning or explanation Is set fortb in the
record.
(b) Ellcn entry in the recurds shall be signed by a
person Iluullficd to do su hnving actunl kuowledge at
the facts to be recorded.
(c) No ret,Jed or portion tbereof ~hall \w ern Red,
obliterated, or w;llfully destroyed within the required
retention period. \ny necessary correction mny be
InDde only by tb') persons originating the entry who
shall 3tr1ke ont the erroneous portion, initial the correction mnde nnd Indicate tbe date of the correction.

II 89.179 Retention of station records.
Records required to be kept by this pllrt shall be
retained by the licensee for a period of at lellst one
year.

SUBPART B-[Reservedl

SUBPART (-DEVELOPMENTAL
C.'PERATION
689.201 Eligibility.
An authorizatlou for developmental operation In any
of the services nnder this part win be issued only to
those persons who are eligible to operate stations in
such servIce on a regular basia.

II 89.203 Showing required.
(a) Elxcept aa provided in paragraph (b) of this
sectlon, each application tor developmental operation
shall he accompanied by a showing that:
(1) The appllcant bas an orgtUllzed plan of development leailJng to a apecltlc objective;
(2) A. point has been reached in the program where
actual trr.nsmlsalon hy radio Is essential to the further
P'-QFe88 thereof;
(Ed. 1/70)

(3) The program bas reasonable llromlse ot Bub·
stantlal contrIhution to the expanslou or esten.ion of
the radio art, or is along Unes not already invl'.Btignted;
(4) The program wUl be conducted uy quallfied
personnel;
(5) The npplicant Is legally and t1uanclally quall!led, and posseasl's adequate technical facilities for
conduct of tbe program as proposed; and
(6) The public Interest, conveni!'flre, or neresslty
will be served by tbe proposed operation.
(b) Thl' provisions of paragraph (a) of this section
do not apply when an application Is made for developm~ntal operation solely for the reason that the frequency requested Is restricted to such developmental
use.

§ 89.205

Limitations on use.

Statlous used for developmental operation shall be
constructed and used in such a manner as to conform
with all of the tecbnical and operating requirements
of Subpart A at this part, unless deviation therefrom
is specifically provided for In the station authorization.
§ 89.207 Freqnencies available for assignment.

Stations engaged in developmental operation mey
oe authorized to use Ii frequency, or frequencies, available for the service in Which they propose to operate.
The nllD1ber of cbannels assigned wlll depend upon
the ~peclfic requirements of the developmental program Itself, and th2 number of frequencies available
In the particular Ilrea where the station will be
operated.
§ 89.209 Interference.

All developmental operation sball be subject to the
condition tbllt no barmful Interference Is caused to
the operation of stations licensed on a regUlar basis
under aoy Pllrt ot this cbapter.
§ 89.211 Special provisions.

(a) The developmental program as described by
the appllcnnt In the application for authorization shall
be substantially followed unless the Commission shall
otherwise direct.
(b) Where BOme phases of tbe developmental program are not covered by general rules of the Commission nnd the roles in this pllrt, th" Cowwi~.ion may
speclJy supplemental or additional requirements or
conditions in each esse, as deemed necessary in the
public Interest, convenience, or necesSity.
(c) The CommlS8lon may, tram time to time, reqnlre
Ii station engaged in developmental work to condnct
special tests which nre reasonable and desirable to
the authorized developmental program.
§ 89.213 Change or eanceUation of anthorlution with.

out hearing.
Every application tor authority to engage in developmental operation 8ball he accompanied by a atate-
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ment signed by tbe applicant In wblch It Is "greed
that any uuthurlzatlon Issued purRuant tbereto wlll
he nc!'cptecl with the express understundlng of tbe
u('\lU,'unt thnt It Is subject to chnlJge In uny of Its
h'rms or to enneellation In Its entirety at nny time,
11\'"'' roa"unuble no tiC!' but without a hearing, If, In
!Iw uplnlolJ of tb!' Comlllisslon, circulllstnnces sbould
'<ttl n>qulre.
Report of operation,
A ,,'pllrt on the rUBull" of tbe r1evelo)lll1entnl pro·
grnm .hnll be filed wltb and mnde II purt of e!l.ch
uppllcation for renewal ot nuthorlzatlon, or In cases
where no renewal Is rel1uestNI, such rellort shnll be
tiled within 00 dill'S of the explrntioD of sucb authol'lzntion. Matters whlcb tbe nppllcant does not wlsll to
disclose llubllc1y may be so Inheled; they wlll be used
2?lel r for the Commission's Infonn(ltlon, nnd will not
be publicly disclosed without p"rmlsslon lit the upplleunt. The report sball 1lI"lucle "()IIIIJ1'elll'nKlvl! amI
clutaned Information on th!' following:
(II) Tbe finnl ot.,1ectlve.
(b) Hesnltaotollerntion todate.
(c) Analysis of tl", r,'sultR obtllilled.
(d) COllleso! allY pul>l\,hcd rep..rt •.
(e) Need for continllatlon or the pro!,rnm.
(f) Number ot!lOurs of operation 011 I'lwh frequenl'l'·

§ Q9.21fi

SUBPART D-!Reservedl

SUBPART E-LOCAL GOVERNMEMT
RADIO SERVICE
§ 89.251

EIIglbllity.

Authorizations tor stations In tbe LOl'al Government
Undlo Service will be issued only to terrltorl ..~, pOOHesslons, Htates, other governmentnl subdivision" Ineludlng
counties, cltles, towns Slid similar governllll'lItal entities Including dlstrlets snd nuthorltles but not Including
school districts or park authorities.
§ 89.253 Permissible communications.

Stations In tbe Local Government Radio Service are
authorized to transmit communications essential to
otllclal activities of the licensee.
§ 89.255 Points of communication.

(a) Local government base stations are authorized
to Intercommunicate with local government mobile stations. Local government mobile stations are authorized
to Intercommnnlcate with local government blll!e sta·
tlons Slid other local government mobile stations.
(b) LocalllOvernment base and mobile statlonn are
also authorized to Intercommunicate with other etatiolUl
In tbe Public Satell' Radio Services and to traDllmlt to
receivers at ftxed locations: Provided, That no harmtol

II 80.257
interference wlll be cnused to tbe bURe-mobile operations of uny authorized station.
r,o!'111 government Ilxe(l statloll< nr" Ilutl>orlzl'tl
to Intt'reommullicate with otller tlxe!1 .. Iations 10 the
PubliC Satety Uadlo Sel'vlc~s and to trnn'Jllt to
re~eh'ers at tlxed loentlons.

«.)

§ 89.257

Station limitations.

relay HtatiOI1" In the Lol'dl Uuvt'ruUlent
Rndlo Sprvlee wlll b(' ulltilOdzed only un frequencies
"Iw\'e HiO ;\IIIz whlelJ art', PIll'sl,nllt lu til,' 1,,'o\'lalolls
of ~ bO.:!;;!) (f), n valluble for base or mobile stn tlous.
Enl'll mobile relay station authorized pursullut to the
provisions of this serUoD whkh Is Intended to b" nct!vat,,<! by signals transmitted Oil u fr<''1uency below riO
~lUz shnll be "" !!eslgnell an<1 installNI that:
(1) Normally It will be nctlvnte!! only by menns of
th,' coded ..Iguu! or Higuuls or such other means as
"Ill ,'ft"etlvely pI'event its activation by undesired
(U) Muult"

~iAnnls ~
(2) It will be deuctivated automatically when Its
"."m·luted receivers ure not receiving tbe signal 0\\
Ihl' trl'q\\en~y 'lr trt'<luen~lps wblch normally u('tlvllte
It; Rnd
(3) It will be deactil'ated upon receipt or cessation
of u ('oded slgnlll Or .qlgnalH, or shall be provided with
an nutomatic time t!elny or dock device which will
deactIvate the station IIOt more than three mInutes
atter Its activation.
(b) A control .tatlon associated with one or more
mobile relny station •• suthorlzpd pursuant to this Se<'tlon, mny be assigned the mobile service trequen('y
Ilsslgned to the a88o('ln ted mobile station. Use of the
lIIoblle service frequency by such control station I.
subject to the condition thnt barmful Interference not
be caused to stations ot other lIccnBeed operating In
tb" mob lie 8I!rvlce in accordance with the table of
frequency ul1ocatiODS as set torth In Part 2 of thls
c1mpter.
(c) Voice, tone, or Impulse signalling, for t;le pur·
poses enumerated in Bub-p!lragraph (I) of thi.. para·
graph, may be used, on a secondary bllllis, to the ,>,tent
provided in this SUbpart on the mobile service frequenoles above 25 MHz in the Local Government Radio
Service, provided a showing is made that such operations will not cause harmful interference to the pri·
mary operations of any co-channeillcensee, and subjeot
to the condition that harmful int.~rference is not call8ed
to tbe primary operations of any licensee. All lIuch
eecondo.ry slgna\llng shall be subjeot to the following
limitations:
(1) Seoondary voice, tone or impulse signalling may
be used only for the foliowing purposes:
(I) Automatic indication of equipment malfunction;
(ii) Actuation of a device to Indicate the presence
of an intruder or fire on property under the protection
of the licensee.
(2) Anyone alarm or wbrning shall be Ilmited to
not more than live transml8slons, not to exceed 6
seconds each.
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(3) The bandwidth shall not exceed that authorized
to the licensee for its primary operations on the
frequency concerned.
(4) Frequency loadinl( resulting from the use of sec·
ondary voice, tone flr impulse signalling will not hc
considered in who!': .'r In purt us u justificBtloll for
authorizing additional frequencies in the licensee's
mobll~ service system.
(oj A mobile service frequency may not be used
exclusively for secondary voice, tone or impulse
slgna)jng.
(6) The plate power input to the final radio fre·
quency stage sho.ll not exceed 50 watts.
(7) Only AI, A2, A3, FI, F2, or F3 emIssions will
be authorized.
(8) Automatic means shall be provided to dp·acti""te
the transmitt.er in the event the carrier remnins on for
0. period in excess of 3 minutes.
§ 89.259 Frequencies availahle to the Local Govern·

ment Radio Service.
(a) The frequencies or bands ot frequencies listed
bE'relu are available tor IlssIglllDent to stutions In the
Local Government 11orllo Service subject to the con·
dltlons and limItation. ot thIs section.
(b) The frequencIes below 450 MHz ahown In para·
graph (t) ot this aectlon as beIng available for asl!ign·
ment to moblle stations only may be authorIzed for usc
by balK' stations only atter ~oordln!ltlon wIth IIlfected
licensees In the area and subject to thE' condition that
no harmful int.erfer~lIce will be caused to til!' servl~e
ot any mobile station usIng the particular frequency.
Evidence of the required coordlnf 'Ion shall ue sub·
mltted with any request for such use.
(c) Tile amount of .epnratlon between assIgnable
trequencles llsted In paragraph (f) ot thl! section doc.
not nccellal'lly 'ndlcate tbe amount ot frequency sepa·
ration required for 1,.ltema oper!ltlon; accordIngly,
grants of adjacent channel a8slgnments In aU bands
sh.ll be In the dIscretion of the Comml.. lon.
(d) NormaUy, no more than two frequencIes will b~
aNllfned unlesl a reqnest thereto~ Is adequately supported by a aatlstactory sbowlng ot need, provIded
that requE'st tor operation OD the frequency 89.06 MHz
will be approved upon satisfactory showIng of a need
even though the licensee already has been asslgneti
~wo other frequencies or provided that an appllcant
who obtains authorization to operate on the trequency
89.06 MHz shall still be allowed to request and obtain
two other frequency 8Bslgnments in thIs service.
(e) Control and repeater stations, except a8 provided for hy § 89.257 (b). in the Local Government
RadIo Service will be authorized only on frequencies
all()('ated to operational 1Ixed stations.
(f) The following tabulation IndIcates the frequen·
eles or bands ot freqnencles, class of stations to whIch
they are normally avallabJe, and the specl1lc assignment
IImltntlonll, which are developed In paragraph (I) of
tble section:
(Ed. 1/10)

Limitations

r.1:lSS ofstatlon(s)

io'rcqUl'ncy or band

.------------------

Mll.

37.10~~4~_~_ ••. _•• " _._._.

BaSC3ndmoblJo........ __

8

37.18 ••. _....................... do............ _.. _... ..
37.26 •••.. _.... _•••••• _•••• __ .. du.......................
39.00 •• _..... _.•... _••.• __ Moblle ••.•.• _. ........ ..••.
30.10... _______ . _____ • ____ DBSGnUU mobihl ........ __ •• ..
39.18 ••. -.. __ . ___ ._._ •..•.••• _do .••••... __ .........
30.M .. _ •.. _____________ .•.•. _.do. ____
__ .. __ .___
3'it.5S ... __ . ____ •.••..
UO.. _______ .• ____ •.• _..

8

8

n.".9
~

a

~_.

e ___ . _ .

_~ __ ...

.. __ . __ . __ ..• _.. ________ do~ ••• ___ .~ __ • __ .. _._._
-15.12 .... __ •• _.. _
~
do _____________ •

4.5~oA_

__ ..

H

1\

_a..

39.82 •• -.. _ ....•..•••...•.•• do......................
39.00 ••. _._ ........• ,._, _....~o.......................
39.1"!.. ..• _..... _••. _.... • •• do ......... _.•.. _..... _.
a ________

8

~._

_._ ...

8

8

e_

~_._

-e· - _. - _

- ___

8

O. 0.---.--

-.

.~-

45.16 ... ___ • ______ •••• _________ .. do ____ "._ ••• _._ •. ~ ____ ... -._.--.- --

46.20 ........ _...... _._ ....... _.do....................... - .•.•.•• -. .
46.24 ••
_........................ do•••••.• _....... _... _•.• -......... ..
_______ .• _________ ___ ._._ .. llo..._______ • ____ .••. _ .• ___ a_ .- -. __
4.5.~

~

~

46.32 ...... _•.•.• _... _.......... do •••••••••. _._ ........... -

45.36."_' __

. 0 _ _ _ _ _ a_oM_oM.

4.5.40 ..... __ •••• _a _ _ _ _ _ •

_ ••

.•.. -••..•

__ . _ ..

do ____ ... ______ <_~

_ _ _ _ ..

do. ____ •• _.. _______ ._._.~ ..• --- •.•••••

__ a _ .

" ___ • • _ .

-----

4M~ ..........................do..................... - ..•...••••••

_ •• _dO. __ ~_w ••. _._~ _. __ .•• _ ..
45.5:.!. __ ••••••••• ~~ __ • ___ .• _.... do_. __ •. _._ .• ~_._._~ __ • __ -- .. - •. ----~46.M •• _. . . . . . . . _ ............ do••• _ .•..•• _......... _._ -.-.- ...•.

45_4.8_w .• __ ._ ••••• ____ ~__

4.5.f1Cl __ .• _. __ •• _______ Oo'''' ._~~_do ___ • ___ •___ •• __ ~._ ~ Oo··
45.1A .......................... do ••••••••• _..... _•.• _.. _ ............. .
46.52 •• _..... _........ _.••••.• .<lo•••••••••••••••••.•••.•.•• -'."-- ••
40.M •• -._._ . . . . . _....•• _..• J!o ...................... -.•. -.--•• -.
4fi.li6._ .••••• _~ .•. _ .• _~ .• ~~ ..••• do .. ____ ............ _•• __ ••.• _ .- .••. ~- •. ~ ••

40.68 .......................... do •••••••.••••••• _............ -... --•••

r~~6~0.:~:OO'::::::::::::::
~Iil'i~.~~~~.~~::::::::.::: _.._ ....~
153.785_._. __ •. __ •.• _............ do ............. _•• _.• ____ ••• _ •. - .... -- .. _._11>3.800...................... do ........................... -....... .
II>3.Rl~ ......................... do.................................... .
163.8!6 ••• _.....................do •••••.•.••••••..• _._ .. _ •..••..•••••••
1~.800",

... _. ___ ~ •• _. ___ • __ ••• __ ..clo ..... ____ .. _.. _.. ____ ....... _ ••.

_ e . . . . . . . . . . ..

II>3.B76 .......... _..............do •••••.••••••••••••••.••••••••• _•••••
163.1106•••••••••••.•••••••••••••do•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••
168.~ ......................... do .................................. .
168.035 ••••••• _••••.••••••••••••do .................................... .
II>3.1JO.\ ................. _....... do.................................. ..
163.\180.... _.................... do .................................... .
II>3.gg6 •••. _.................... do .................................... .
IM.026 ........... _•.•••• _ BOlO and mobil......................... .
15.1.040•••..• __ ._ ..• _........ do............... .......
10
1111.015........................ do.......................
10
IM.OS5 .........................do....... ...............
10
161.100 ......................... do._ ••.•••••••.•••• _....
10
161.115 •••••••••••••••••••••••••do.......................
10
lM.!~Z5-1M.lro............

1IIxed.......................

I. ~

IM.91lo1 •••••••••••••••••••. Bu. and mobU •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
164.980......................... do •• _ ............................... .
16UIl6 •••••••••••••••••••••••• do................................... .
168.026....... ••• .. ............do .................................... .
16M'O.... ...... . •••••••••••• do .................................... .
168.066........................ do .................................. .

l~:m:::::::::::::::::::: :::::~g:::::::::.:::::.::::::: ::::::::::....

166.116........................do ••• _ ............................... .

liN1L:::::::'::::::::: :::::~~:::::::::::::::::.::::~ ::::::::::::::
166.746_ .................. _ ••••• do ••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
lM.7CO ......................... 40 ••• _ ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••
166.77~ ......................... 40_ ............................ -.... -.
168.805._ ••••••••••••••••••••••do .................................... .
166.820 •••••••••••.••••••••••••• do•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
165.1!36_ .......... _••••••..•••••do •••••••••••••••.••..•••••••••••••••••
166.806._ ......... _. __ ...•••••• do._..... _.......................... .

156.880.............. __ .• , ••••••do.................................... .
166.1H15_ •• _••••• _................ d•••• _ ............................... .
166.1126_ •••• _•••• _••••••••••••••do•• _ ••••.••••••••• _................ .
IS6.040_ .. _____ •• _. __ ._.~ ... _ •• __ ..do.... _____ .. ____ .. ___ • _••.• ~ .. ----... --.... 166.966 ••••••••••••••.•.•••••••• do __ •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••
165.!'M.. .••••. •••• ........ MobU._••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••

166.000 ••••••••••••• _••••••••••• do. __ •••••.•••••••• _•••••••••••••••. 1116.016 •••••••••••••••••••••••••do •••• _••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••
158.745.................... B... and mobU•••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•
158.700 •••••.••••••••••••.•••••• do__ ••••••••••••.•.•...•••••••••••.•
168.716 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• do.................... _••. _•••• _••••.••
158.805 ••••••••••••••••••••••••do••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••
158.820 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• do ••••• _••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.•
158.835._ ••.••••••••••••••••••••do•••••.• _•••••••.•••••.•••••••.•••••.•
158.865.................... Mobil .................................... .
158.SSO••••••••••••••••••••••••• do __•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
168.8115 •••••••••••••••••••••••••do•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••
168.m
do......
••__.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1:;s.;.{O ••••••••••••••••••••
___ .... _.. __ ..... _. __ ._. •••••
___ .. _do
______ •• __ ._. ___ ... _____ .. __ .. ____._
168.956.... ••••••• ••••••• • •••• _do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:~:~:::_~::::::::::::::: _~~~~..~~~~~::_:::::::::

:~:F~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::
m:m:.::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::

458.176 •••••.•••••••••••••••••••• do............. ••••••••••

&Il~

I~
5,1~

6,

6,11
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Mil'
4-63.200 ______
._._. _______ ._ Ba.sc ~t\d mqbUc
4oa.22~ •••••••••••.••••••••••.•. do ••••••••••••••••••••••
41l3.2W •••••••••••••••••••••••••do•..•.••..•.•.••••• ·• •••
4oa.276.. •••••••••••••••••••••••• do •.•••.•••••..••••••••• •
463.300 •••••••••••••••••••••.•• do ••..•••••.•.••••••.•••.
4oa.326 ......................... do ................. ..
4oa.3W ......................... do ..................... .
loa.376 ......................... do..................... .
loa.400......................... do.................... .
loa.426 ......................... do.
4&a.4~0 ......................... do •
413.176 ......................... no.
.83.600._ •.... _._ •••••. __ ••••. do .. _
4oa.121 ........................ 00. . ............. ..
4oa.II6O............... .., ..... do ...
468.671.. ................. .. ... do ..
403.600 ..................... _... do .... , ............ ..
16U26 ........................ do ..
463.1160 ......................... do....
.... ...... ..
163.671........................ do ..
1~3.700 ........................ do . ..
j~3.7"l6._ ...................... do. ...... .. ......... ..
463.760......................... do ..... ..
.!83.77lS __ .. ___ • ___ •••• __ . _0_ • ___ .dl>.•...•.. _.
463.800.................. • .... do....... ..
4oa.826 ......................... do .... ..
163.860........................ ~o.

(63,875 ••• ___ • _____ • __ • _

'0 ___ •

__

do __ .

1&a.gOO....................... do
463.925 ......................... do
(baNlO. .............
110.
45;U~75 ___ •. _. ___ ._. __ .
.- _.do.
4..,5.025 ______ . __ ..

Mobile Dilly
458.~O______
.. _. do
.(f\8..G1~ __ ._._
_ du
458.100. ___ .. __ . __ . __ •. __ - . . do
---- .. 458.125 ____ • _____ .... _____ • _____ odo. ___ - - ..• - .•• ---._--"0" _ • • •

458.160.__
..... do .
158.m....... _............ do
158.200 ............. -. __ ...... do ............ .
403.221..... .........
. ..... do.
458.250.....
.. ... do ... .
468.276.....
. .... do ... .
458.3OG.......
.. ........ do ... .
158.3'21- ....................... do .. .
468.350 __ • ____ • _______ ._0_

Hz and the maxlnlUm frequency deviation may not
exceed 2.5 kHz. },'or AM transmitt&rs the hlgbest modu·
lating frequency may not exceed 2000 Hz. The carrier
frequency must be maintained within 0.0005 percent of
the center of the frequency band,
(3) The frequencies nvaliable In the bllnd 72 lu 76
MHz are listed In § 8ll.101 l c). These frequencies, whlcb
are abared with otber servlce~, are available only In
acordance with the provisions at 189.101.
l 4) COnll'()1 stations asso('\ated with mobile relay
sUltiuns may be authorized to operate on Ihe lllnd
mobile service frequenry assigned to the n-gocluted
mobile station. B".-:-ever, when locawd less than 75
miles trom the center of Rny urbanized area of 200,000
or 1Il0re l!Opnllltion such stations Ulust employ dlrectlunal antennas having a front·to-back ratlu of at lellst
I:> dB and may radiate a signal that, when measured
nt the Ilntenna terminals ot tbe mobile reillY slatlon
receiver, does not exceed the slgnnl .qtrength·M a mo·
bile station operating from tbe cOlilrol eUlllon loclltiun
by more than 6 dB. To make this measurempnt the

LbnltaUotll!.

Olua 01 alallon(a)

Frequency or band

~

6
~

6

6
6

•n
5

u
h

5

•
5
5

•
6

•
•
6
6

5

5
5

"55
"
4.lJ

mobile station may he mo,'p(} no Wore thnn (lJle~unrter
lillie away trom the control loeatlon If necessary to pro·

"

4

t.ll

4,11

4

4,11

4,5

4••• 7

4,5
4,5,7
4,5
t,!;,7

•..•. do ___ _

458.37:L.~__

___ do, 458.400..
4;$8.426. ______ .
_____.do.
do .. IM.450..
.~o
15Il.175... ........
.. • do ..
458.600... ••• .
. ......... do. .. ..
458.62.......... .. .......... do .. .
458.650 ........................ do ..
458.576 ......................... ~o .. .
468.600 ...................... do .... .
458.625 ......... __ "',.,' ..... do ...
: •. 660.. .. ....... ... .. .. do ........ "' ...... ·
458.671 ...................... _do .................. ..
468.700.....
__ .••• do._._ .• __ ~ •• _•• ~
468.7"l5 ................... ..... do ... ..
458.760................... _... do ...... - .. -....... "
468.771 ............... _ ....... do................. ..
158.800...... _............... do .......... -......... ..
468.825 ...................... do ....... -- .... - ....... .
41>8.860........ .. •
. ..... do .................. ..
458.875 ...................... do .................... ..
468.900............... . ....... do ................ ..
4&l.025 ....................... do ................... .
4&l.96O......................... do .................... .
168.1l75....................... do __ ................. ..
_M __ _

..5

4,r·, 7
-I.

~

4.5.7

4,5
4,5,7

4,.

4.6,7
1,5
4.,5,7
4,5

4,6,7
4,5
4,5,7
4,6
4,6,7
4.5
-1,5,7
4.5

4,6,7

4,.

4,5,7
4,6

4,5,7
4.5

4"',7

(For frequencies 952 MHz;

ond abovo, ... \lin. lUI.)

(g) Explanation of assignment limitations apjl1!ar·
ing In the freqnency tabulation of paragrapb (t) ot
this section:
(1) Tbls frequllncy Is available for assignment to
fixed stltions for the purpose of providing emergency
call box serviee. The maxtmum power output of the
transmitter is 20 watts. At, A2, Fl, or n emission may
be authorized; however, the aulJ'.orlzed bandwidth
may not exeeed 6 kHz.
•
(2) For FJ.{ trallllmlttetB the sum of the highest
modulating frequency In Hertz and the amount ot freqnency deviation or swinl' In Bertz may not exeeed 2800

t

vide a satisfactory signal a t the mobile relay receIver.
An t'ngineerlng sUltt-ment Iltwstlng to complillDce
with this slgnn! I('vel I!mlllltloll sball accompany ead.
control atation appllclltion. Vrbanlzed ureas of 200,000
or more pop')lation are defined In the U.S. Census of
Population, 1960, vol. 1, table 23, page 1-50. The cen·
ters of urballized arells are determined trom the up·
l'"mllx, llnge 226 of the U.S. Commpl'ce pubUratlon
"All' Hne Distance Between Cities In the lJnlted
SUlles." Control stntlons authorized prior 1:0 June 1,
WOS, must ronform to this requirement no later thun
Novelll!:.er I, 1971.
(ill For two·frequency systemH, sepllrlltion he tween
base and moblle trtlnsmlt frequencies Is 5 MHz, bow·
ever, a mobile station may be a"slgned the frequency
of au associated bllse SUltiou. (Surh operation WbY,
bowewr, subject the single-frequency system to Inter·
ference that would not occur to a two-frequency
system.)
(6) Available for assignment: PrtWided, That the
waxlmum plate Input power to tbe final radio frequency stage of any transmitter authorized to operate
on this frequency sball not exceed 3 watta.
(7) This frequency will be a8Signed tor mobile operation within normal twO"way communication range
of any associated base stations.
(8) This frequency Is shllred with the Police Radio
l3ervlce.
(9) Appllcanta for this frequency need not demon·
strate compltance with the provisions ot I 89.11>.
(10) This frequency Is Dot available tor assignment
to stations In the Local Government Radio Service at
any location In Pnerto Rico or the Virgin Islands,
(11) Reserved for possible future use for commnnl·
cation related to safety on blghways.
(Ed. !,nO)

f
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(h) Freqnencle'J oll'eet by 7.11 kHz or less trom those
In the ]112 to 162 MHB band listed In paragraph (t) ot
this section may be assigned for developmental operation upon on r,dequate sbowlnc ot the need tor Ruch
Irregnlar assignment together with an acceptable engineering report Indicating that harmtnl interference
to the operation at e::tisting atatlons will not be caused.

SUBPART F-[\le.orvedl

SUBPART G-POLICE RADIO SERVICE
1189.301 EUgiblUty.
(a) Authorizations tor stations In the Pollc~ Radio
Service will be IS8ued only to statel, territories, possessions an'} otber governmental subdivisions lnclmlIng counties, cities, towns and similar governfllcntn!
entJ.tles.
(b) The eligibility set torth In paragraph (a) of
thlB section Includes govprnmentallnstltllt!ons In tbose
cases where s'lch Institution Is authoTlzed lly law to
provide Its own police protection.

II 89.303 Permissible communications.
Stations In the Police Rallio Service are authorized
to transmit communications essential to ollIclal pollee
activities ot the licensee.

1189.305 Points of communieationn.
(a) Police base stations are autborlzed to Intercommunicate with pollce mobile statlons, Police mobile stations are authorized to Intercommlmlonte wltb
police base stations and otber police moblie stations.
(b) PoUce base and mobile stations are also authorized to Intercommunicate with otber stations In
the Publlc Satety Radio Services and to transmit to
receivers at fixed locations: Provlded, Tbat no harmtul Interterence wlll be caused to the base-mobile
operations ot any authorized station.
(c) Police fixed stations are uutborized to Intercommunicate with other had stations In the !'ubllc
Satety Radio Services and to transmit to receivers at
fixed locations.
(d) Pollce IIOne and Interzone stations are au<horIzed to Intercommunicate In accordance with the operating procedure prescribed by the Commission. Caples
ot such procedure nre pVllllable tor distribution to
persons having a legitimate need theretor_ Requests
for copies should be addressed to the Secretary,
Federal Communications CommiSSion, Washington,
D.O.,20M4.
1189.307 Station UnrltatiOi'ls,
(a) Hoblle relay stations In the PoUce Radio
Service will be authorized only on frequencies above
1110 MHz wblcll are, pursuant to the provisions at
I 89.8()9(g) , avallable tor base or mobile statiODL'
Each mobile relay station authorized pursuant to the
provl.l1ona ot tb1a aection which ill Intended to lie
(lild. :1170)

activated hy signals transmitted on a frequency below
50 MHz shall be so designed and Installed that:
(1) Normally It will be activated only by moons ot
the coded signal or signals or such other .neans as wI\!
effectively prevent Its activation by undesired signals;
(2) It will be deactivated automatically when its
associated recelvera are not receiving the signal on tbe
frequency or trequencles which normally activate It;
and
(3) It will be deactivated upon receipt or cessation
of a coded algnal or signals, or shall be provided wit.h
an automatic time delay or clock device which will
denctlvate the station Dot more than three minutes
after Its activation.
(b) Subject to the provisions ot I 89.1117, communlrntlon units of a lIc-ansed police mobile station may
be Installed In any veblcle which In an emergenc,
1I'01lld require cooperation or coordination -..Ith police
IIctlvlties. Tbls provision Includes fire department
vehicles, alDbulances, emergency units ot public utlllIi"", 11 f~guard emergency units and rurnl sellool buses.
(c) Authorizations for interzone statlonR In the
Police Undlo Service will not be Issued for more than
one station wltMn a zone. A. Zone Is normally consillered to be a Single state. Any request tor the rezoning of any state for the purpose ot providing more
than one Interzone station shall be accompanied by a
showing at need based either upon the volume ot
tralfie or llpon the necessity tor more expeditious handling of traffic. In either cvent sllch a request shall
be accompanied by comments thereon from all zone
stations alI'ected.
(d) A control station aBSoclnted with one or more
mobile relay stations, authorized pursuant to this section, may be assigned the moblle service trequency
assigned to the associated mobile station. Use ot the
mobile service trequency by such control station Is
subject to the condition that harmful Interterence not
be caused to stations at other licensees operating In
the mobile service In accordance with the table of
frequency allocations as set torth In Part 2 ot this
chapter.
(e) Voice, tonc, or impulse signalling, for the purposes
enumerated in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph,
may be used, on a secondary basis, to the exteut
provided in this Subpart on tbe mobile service frequencles above 25 MHz In the Police Radio Service, provided
a showing is made that suoll operations will not cause
barmful interference to the primary operations of any
cD-ilbannel licensee, and subject to tbe condition that
harmful interference is not caused to the primary
operations of any licensee. Allsuoh seoondary signalling
sball be subject to tbe following limitations:
(1) Secondary 'volce, tone or Impulse signaling lIlay
be used only for the following PUtPOOe5:
(i) Automatlo indication of equipment malfunction;
(li) Actuation of a device to Indicate the presence
of an intruder on property under tbe proteotion of tbe

licensee.
80
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(ei (1) Normally onl) one buse nnd one mobile station frequency wllJ ue nsslglll·d to u \Jcensl'<! for mobile
service operations. Atldillonal fl'equPDcie. may be ss·
signed provided the request therefor Is adequately snp·
ported by n satisfuctory showing of need.
(2) In addition, U Ikonsel' In tbe Poll,,,, Itndio Servo
icc Ulay use, without sperille uutho! Izatlon from the
CODllnisslon, 'IDY frtoquen"y between .ro MHz aDd 952
~IHz listed in parngrnph (g) o! this section, which 18
nvniluulc to th" ,"oull<· servicp., fot" CODllUUl1iclltions in
connection with survcll1ance, stakeouts, raid., lind
lither such nctivltle"_ 8ucil US\l "han bl' on a secondary
basis nnd shull not cunse hurmful Interference to communicr. tions of llcensees in the Publlc Safety Radio
Service" authorized Oil regularly nHslgned freqnencies.
Th" maxImum power that lUay be used for such communications Is 2 watts Into the antenna. Other pro·
visions of this part, including the re'lulrements for
;:tntioll IdentUlc·utioll, sbull uppiy.
(d) The amount of separation between dssignable
frequllncies listed in this section doe!! not necessarily
indicate the amount of frequency .~eparatlon required
fur systems operation; a~cordlngly, grants of adjncent
challnel nssignments In aU bands shall be In the dis·
crelion of the Commission.
(e) In addition to the frequencies flsslgned tor
mobile servlre otlerotiou, one base station frequency
avol"!' 1[)2 MHz ln9.Y be asaigned as a common freqlll'lICY to nil lIc~n.->f'; In n particular area
permIt
l'ltcrsystem conlluunkntlon between base stations or
mobile stationR or both. Tbls frequency use will not be
authorized In ap.y Ilrea where all available frequencies
are required tor independent systems.
If) Control ap.d repeater stations, except as provincll fur by § 89.3&7 (d), in tile l'olic!) Radio Service
may be lIuthorized on a temporary bnsls to operate on
frequencies available for base and mobn" statioIll! In
the "eglon 1:;2--1;;0 MHz, provltlpu au adequate ahowing is made why such opl)rntloll CllDl!Ot be conducted
on fre'luendes allocated tf) :,,;:> OI){'rational }"Ixed Servo
ice. Such ol){'rati01\ 01\ base or mobile frequenclf's will
not be authorized Inltlully nor renev."ed fer ).lerlods In
(·xeeSd of 1 H'U\". AllY such authorizutlon shall be
slIbjPc( to immedillte termilllltion if hllrlllful interference Is ClIus<od to the MobJlp 8pr\·iCf.>, or if tile partiCUlar frvquem·y is r~quircd for mobile sprviee opera·
tions in the urea concerned.
(g) The follolVing tabulationlnd.cates the frequency
or bnnds of frequenCies, the clllss of station (s) to
which they are normally llvnllable and the specitlc
aSSignment limitations, ··wbich "re developed In
paragrapb (hl of thIs section.

(2) Anyone alarm or warning shall be limited to
not more than five transmissions, not to exceed 6
seconds each.
(3) The bandwidth shall not exceed that authorized
to the licel.see for its primary operations on the
frequenoy concerned.
(4) Frequency loading resulting from the lIBe of
"econciary voire, tOile or impulse signalling will not be
considered in whole or in part as a justification for
authorizing additional irequenaies in the licensee's
mobile service system.
(5) .' mobile service frequency may not be used
exclusl\·ely for secondary voice, tOile or impulse
signalling.
(6) The plnte power input to the finnl radio frequency
"tnge .hall lIot exceed 50 wutts.
(7) Only AI, A2, A3, FI, F2, or F3 emissions will
be authorized.
(8) Automatic menns shall Uc provided to de-nctivute
tl1(" transmitter in the event the corrier rcmuins on
for a period in excess of 3 mmutes.
If) ~Iob!le statloll" utilizing mohilp >ervire frcquell
d"s aho\"(· 37 :'11Hz may I){' llStod for ti, .. purpose Ilf
llro,·lding extended talk bnck range for low-power
IUlIllI-,·arried transmitters,
(1) Hllnd-currled trnnsmlttl'rs to bl' nutolllutlcuUy
relayed by mobile "tations may ve nssigned n sepurute
frequeucy for tbls UHe Ilmlled to a muximum power
output of 2.5 watts.
(2) Fach mobile stution when used fDr the purpose
a! automatically retransmitting messages orlginnted
by or destined for hftnd·"arried IInit" shall be so de·
signed und installed that It will be activnted only by
meuns of a continuous tone device, the nbsence of which
will deactivate the mobile truusmltter. The continuous
toue de,·lce i. not required when the mobUe statlou Is
equlpved with a switch that must be activo ted to chanr.e
the mob lie unit to the uutomatir mode aud nn auto·
mutie time deiay de\-Ice to deactivnte the transmittcr
after !luy uninterrupted [lerlod of trullsmi3Sion in excess of three minutes.
(3) i\loblle stutions may olso be useel to provide
extended bnse stutiml talk out rnnge tOllocket or minia·
ture r!'e,·iI·crs, however. /lny addltlowli frequ,>ncies re·
'luired for this purpo." may not be us'-ed with pOlVer In
exces!" uf ~,a wntt~.
§ 89.309 Frequenciea available h

.0

the Police Radio

~C'rvice.

l

(a) The frequencies or bands ot frequencies listed
hel'"lu ., ••' available for assignment to stntione in the
Police l;"dlo Service subject to the conditions snd
limitations of tbls section.
(b) Tile frequencieS below 450 MHz listed In thIs
section fol' mobile stations may be authorized tor nse
at base stations only atter coordination wl~h other
ll<.'Cnsees In the area is e1f<>eted and subject to the condition that no harmtul .Jt.erterenee will be caused to
the servIce at any mobile station using the 'pnrtlcular
frequency. Evldet:.ce of the required coordiuation shall
be submitted with any request for such use.

Frequency or band

Clnsgllistlltlon(s)

LlmttlltJons

6.7.13
6,7,lZ
6,7,13
6, 7,13
6, 7.13
7.13
7,13
7,13

81
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FEDERAL COMMUNIOATIONS OOMMISSION

1G7t~~~.~U~~~

or b•. cd

B.~:~:·n::::I:llon(') Llmltntl:~:3

1082. .•••.
. ........•••. do......... .... .
1<P!l... . •.......•.....•..• dD.... •.•... ...
1008.....
. .•.
• •••• dD........
17OC~~_ •.

__ ~_ ••••••• ~ •....

172'2•.• '

••.•••.••.••••••.• do.......

li30 .. ____ .
2J2L.

2361l.....

_~"._ ••• __ • __

__ •• _.~_ •.• __ do_ ••• ~
. .•.......•.• dD.....

6, 7

. ..........••.....• do......

0.7

'1382.. •. •.•
• ••.••••••••.•.•do.......
4!3OU __ .•... _.............. __ do •••• _........
~4.00. __ ._.
. •.• _.• ____ ••.. _do __ •• ___ ~ ... _..

7

7
7
7

_do •• ~ •• __
. _•.. do .. ___ -_._
___ do"_ .__
• ••....•• do •.•• __ ...
. .............• 00.... .
___ • __ ••.. __ .• do ..•• _____ ..

:;!4B~L_...

:! .. UO~ .. __

.do~ •• __ • __ ._.". ____
'lone Dnd Inlef20nl.dD.........

2808....

61(0..

+

i~:i:· ::~::~:~~~::~~~~~~~: :i;JL:~~~!i~:~~~:~:~:::~

U:~~::: ~:::::::::::::::.:: ~:: ~:3~::::::::-:::::::::::-::
... _._ .... _•••••• __ .•• _

0

1~

·12.3!L .•.• _._ ••• _____ •.

~

42.00. _• _

o

· - ___ 0 _ • • _ _ _ _ . .

~:Ut::::~:~~::~::=~:=~~:~ :~:=:~~::~:-:~~:-.---.--.---.-

42.!i2. ___________ • __ •• _. __ .... 110 •. _________ • ____ ._...
42,M
.dl' .

rt.)

___ .•••••• ___ •__ .

. . _ r\"
__ ~ __ •••• _.•• __ •• _.
.. _.. do..
_____ • _. _.. _. _• __ •

t2.~'i.__

42.00..
42.62__
_._._du. __ . __ • ___ • ___ ._. ___ ._
42.f,4 ____ ._ •• __ .•• ____ ••. ____ ~dl}_ ._ ••.••• _•••• __ ._"..

~~• •. •• • • •. • • ··.~'l~ •. ···

--.

--- --.---c-iB

37.211. __ • ____ ••• _______________ do._ .. ____ • --- ____ •. ____ :17,'1.2 ••• ____ • ______ •••••••.••• __ ______________ • ____ - .J.~1

~;:~~:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~:::.'

~do_

,If). •. _. _______ .________

.1'.2.ffi. ,

~.

37.10 ___ • ___ • ________ •.. ______ ._tlo •• _____ ... __ •• _. __ ._____
11:1
37.)2 ________ •. _______________ tto ___ • _____ . -_____ ._ •. "-- .----- •• --. __ _
:\i.\-i. __ .• ___ •. ___ .
__ . ___ . __ rlo. __ •
_.

._...

42.44 ___ •• _____ ,, _________ ..... Iio __ •• __ •••. ___ ••••••••
12040... ..•.•.....••...
.do.. ....................
-i2.48___
0" _....... ___ ~_._ •••• _._

9.11
9, II

Mil,
~j.tl2 ___ .~ __ ._._o __ •. _. __ •
~tohjleo. __ •• o_.
-- ••• ·-··-0 · _____ .M _____ _
3;-.114 ____________ ••• _._ .• HnsL' !lod moblk _____ • ______ --0---. ___ •. _
Ji,u6 __ ._. __ • ___ • __
____ • __ do __ •• _________ • ___ . __ __ --.----- __ __
3:'.08 •. _•• ____ ._. __ •• __ ••• _ •. ___ dn •• __ • ___ ,, ______________ -.-- •• --_., __ _
.~_.

+'M

IHO.............
. ....... do.......................
42A2M .. ____ ._. __ ~.+_. ____ .. __ do .. _________ • ______ • __ •

0
O,lO
U. 11. 14

_. • do ••• __
__ .. do •• __ ..• __
. ___ .do •• _. ___ .
. ...•do.......

,WIS.__

74.KU..
jJID5_._ .. __ .
lU3S.....

7,8.13
7,8.13
7,8.13

g::~::~ :::::::::::*::::::: o~i:o-~i1;:-::::::::-:::::::::::

'i).

9,

4~.IO .......................... do.....................
42.12 ••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••• do. .. .•.• ..•....... .•.

H:~~: :~:: :=: ::::::::::~:: ~::: Ji:. ::~:::::::: :::~::: ~::

7.13

_
::-:~~:::::: _.
. ...• dD........

i.~~;:...

~: g: If

--- .. --..

42.14 .......................... do.......................

7
1
7
7
7
7

_.0'. __ .. __ • __

~.__

0 • • • _ .. _ . . . . _ . . . . . . .

l~:g~:: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~~~:-" :~::::::::::-:::=:
:i:g~:~:~::::::::::::::::-: :::::~~::--- .. -.....

7

1\ 7

WI. ........ ..... .... . ..• do......
2422 •. .- ..................... do....... ........ ......
2130.....
. •.•.••••.•...• do........ ... .... .. ....
2Ht._.___
21£0.
246'i..
24.00..
2m...

39.8" .... _._ ... ___ •• __ .".'" .. _ Basn nnd Illobllo ... _.~ ____

7,13
7.13
7.13

.".0.

Limitations

30.86 ........................... do .................................... .
39.88 ...................... __ ... do.................................... .
30.00 .•••.•..........••••..••••• do.......................
18
39.02 ........................... 00 ................... __ .••••••••••••
30.U4 .......................... dD................................... .
30.06 ................... '" ••••• do............................. , __ • __
30.08 ...........................do.......................
18

6,7.13

.•• __ ._...

Jr statlon{s)

Ml/z

7.13
6.7.13
6.7.11

"_ . . . . _._ ..•.•• _.••• do •• ___ ... ___

1714 .........

Class

FrCqueIlf!' or bDDd

--------1--·---_·- - - -

....•. 1

. ::::::. ::.... .. ······ .. iii

3i.28 ___ • __ ._. _______________ ._.do______ __- __ • ______ _
37.311. •• __ • __ •• ___ • __ . ___ . ___ •• _do. ____ . _. ______ ••..• --.
37.32 ........................... do................................ ..
37.34.... ........... ....•• ~Iobllc •..••..••.........•.•......••.•.
37.3B. __ . ____ ._.~. __ ._._._ Bnspl1ndmobUt' ....... _. ___ ---- ---.----87,38.. .................... Mobil ..................................".
3i.4.0 •• __ • ____
l\osc Bnd mohik •. ___ • __ ._._ .--- -.
37.4~...................... ~Iobll ••.•.•.•.••.••.......••
3\1.02 ______ ~ ......... ____ .... ~ }jllSe and lUobJl0 .• _. ____ - -- •..

4~.I\O

lJll~f'{lJl!lntnhile __

.. _

._

"_0

_

iil:::::::::::::::::: :~dL:':;~:~:~::;~::~:~:

~:a:l~
1,

87~~

~:!

7}1

f:~:
U
7,8,13
7.6.13

7,8,13
1.8.13

7.8.13
7.8,13

1.R,13

1.8.13
1.8.13
1,8,13
7.8,13
7,8,13
1.R, 13
1,8,13

I!

'{,H, 13

Hli

!~:~~: ~::: :~::::::::: ::::: :~~~!~~d:i~~b:li~::~:=: ~ ~ ~:=:
H:f~:: =: ~:~:::::::::::::~: :::::~t:.- .~~::::::::::: :~::~:

j;~::g
~~ tl!

30.10 ........................... do .................................... .
30.18 ........................... do ••••...•••••••.• _..•• ·•
18
30.26 ........................... do .................................... .
aO.22 ••• _•• ___ ._ •. ____ •• _, lln.seo Bnll Jnoblle. _•• _.. , •• ___ • ___________ ._
30.24 ........................... do.................................... .
39.2il.. .................... Mobile ................................... .

401.94_. __ •• __ • ________

7, M, 13

30.28M_r •• _•• _______ • ___ ••• Bnsp l.nd moblle .. _.. ___ ..... _ ---•• --_.---- ..

~;:~~~:: ~ :::::::::::::::::: :::::~~~~: -:::::::~:::::~:::::
~: ~ I~
~~:~g::::
:::::::::::::::::~
:::::~~:::::::::::::::=:::::::
~
..
-.
--.:~
~~~~
45.14._ . _______ .. _•• __ ._. __ • __
__ ._._. ___ • __ • __ • _____ ... -.---_. __ ._ ..

39.30 ...................... Mobile................................... .

4!i.IIL ______ •• _____ ._ •• _. _______ do •• _. __ ... __ ... __ ••• __ • ___ --.- •• - ••• - •••

4!i.n ..• _• ______________ ._ ••• ___ do- __ .••

30.84 .••••••••••.•.•...•••• Mobil................................... ..
3il.36 •• _.... _____ • ______ ._... Dllse nnd mobile ______ ._. ___ -- ._------ __ ••
30.38 ....................... Mobile.................................. ..

45.20. ___ .... __ ._~. ___ ••• _._ l\{obllo .. _•• _.. _.. _. __ ~_ •• __ .••• ________ ... _••

0

_____ •

___ . _ '

gg:gL::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~:::::::'::: .. :::'::::. ····i7;iil
~~:~L:::::::·::::::::::. :::::~~:::::::: ... :::::::::::.··· .. ·.. i8
30.12.......................... do ...•.•...•••.....•.•......•..••..•..•

W~Tm~mm~~~~~~m :~~I~".::~m~~~~E~~W~~~ 7,)]

3D.H ........................... do ....................... -•.••.•••••••

._~_.

B!lSe WlQ mohUc __ ••• ___ .___

~_do.

39.32 ••• _.. __ •• _. ___ • _____ •• Dose and nl:obHr ........... __ ------ ---- •• --

_~_._

•• _. __ • ___ ' - --- •• -._ •• ___ _

{'.30 ........................... do........................ ,."."." •••
{S.3{ .................... " ••••• dD ........................ " •. , .•••...•
4S.38 ........................... do.................................... .

39 •.(0 ____ ........ __ •••• _._. Bose and I1lobtlc ____ ._ ... _. __ - __ • ______ ... __ •
39.42 ....... __ ••• ___ • __ • ___ ... _. ___ do_.... ___ • ____________ ••• _ ----- ... ----.-.

·t5.42. _. ___ ••• _... ___ ._._.". Deso nnd moblle •• _____ • __ ._ •• _____ ..... __ _
45.j6 ............ __ ............. 00..................................... .
4.5.6U __ • ___ ._ ............. ___ •• __ ••• do •• _••• __ .... ____ • _______ ._ .... ___ .~_w

SO.44 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do .................................... .

30.40 ........................... do.......................

__

10

39.48 ........................... do ................................... .
39.00 ...........................do.............. ••••••••.
18
39.~2 ........................... do ••••.•..•.•••.••••.•.•.••••••.•••••••
39.M ........................... do ..................................... .
80.66 ........................... dD................................... ..
30.68 ........................... d........................
18
30.00........................... do.................................... .
3V.62 ........................... do........ __ .......................... .
30.61 ........................... do.................................... .
80,00...................... Mobil.................................... .
39.tl8 .... _.. _.. _•• ___ ........... ___ DG.'Ie and Ioobllo .. _________ ._ -........ -------30.70 ...................... Mobil ................................... .

45.54 ••. _•• _______ •• ______ •••••• do ._._._ ..... __ .......... ___ ---.----- ..... -

30.74...................... ~1obll.................................... .
31).76 .. _....... _.. __ ......... _. ____ Dt158 nnd moblle._ .. __ ........ __ - __ •• ____ .. _.. __

;U~.:~:~:.::::::::::::: ~~f~~~~~:.~~~:::::::::::: .............~

45.58 ........... "'" •••• ,. • •••• d D. . . ...... .... .... ••• ••• ., ........... .
45.02. _______ • __ .. __ •••••• " ••• ___ do- -_-• __ ~ ..... ____ ~_ .. ~_~_ • ----... -- .. -... ~
IM6 ............... _...... __ ••• do ................................... ..
4S.70 ........................... dD................................... ..
45.74...................... Mobil................................... ..
45.78 ...........................do__ .................................. .
45,&2 •••. _______ ..... _.. ___ .... _____ do •. _< ___ .. __ .. .. _.
_........... __ .. '
..
45.8B ••
Base and mobl1o._. __ .. _•• _....
18
~

~.--

45.03 ........................... dD .................................... .
40.02 ........................... do .................................... .

IM.G6S •••••••••••••••••••• Base .nd mDbU.............

~:ill:::::::::::::::::::::: ~.':~I~rid·mjjj,iie:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
(llld. 1/70)

_._~.

M . _ _ _ .. _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . . . . _ _ . . . .

4S.oo ...........................dQ •••.••••••••••• __ ................. __ •
4S.04o ......................... do .................................... .

39.72 .. _........ _....... __ • ___ ••• _ llaso nnd mobllo __ ............... --...... ---- .... ~-

39,82........................... do._•.•••••••••• _.....

I

1&1.680......................... do•• _ •• _...............
IM.60S ......... _............... do._••• _...............

18

8
8
8

82
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~equ(>nc~~~

I~~

Ciass orstntlon(s)

".lX.UOO

460.050______

- -- rlo.. -

400_175 __________ .. _____

__rlo ___ _
__ __ do __ __

45O.ZOO_____
4&1::'25...

. 0 ___ • • _______ •

155.01
155,07

1I)(I.o(j." •.• ~...

__ · __ w._. __ ···

400.500.
4tJ.'i.U~.

_

__ ... ,....

4

____ • ___ • • • ____

____ ••

.-~--

:~:l~::: :::::~::::: :::::: :: :::3~::: :::::::::: :::::::::
~~:~~~~~·c-I;~J·r~· ~~;. ~;~~

•

.. , ... -.~ ••.••. -••• - '--"'-'------

__ . . .

~

0

____ •• _ •

_____ ' . __ •

__

:~:~~=::::::::::::::.'::: :::~:~~: ~: :::::::::::::::::::

468.350 ____ •• 0* . . . ____ • • • __ • ..4.do. ___ ._ .. _________ •• ., _.
468••00_ .• _~ •••• ~ ___ ._._ •. _ • 4. __ do. _. ___ 0_. _____ . __ ._._.
158.4.50~ ••••• _._~ __ • __ •• _.•.•••• do •.• _________ ._ •••.• " _.

il)lmm~~~li~i)j~j)il ~nitmmmmll!!!!~!!

~;l

2,4.
-.!,4:
2.0:1

n
83

439-911 0 - 71 - 25

1,2,4

1,2,4
1.2,4

1,2,4
1,2,"

I

-.. -.. do•••. _._ .• -••• -. -.- .. '·1

1,2,1
1,2,4
1,2,1
1,2,&
1,2,4

1,'2,.

J.udabo\'c,sea'S9.101)

:.

4.33.260 __ ••. __
do .. - .• _--_ .••.•. --. -.453.3O{l • __ ._ •••• __ ••.• _.. _ ._._.do_ .• _•••• _•.•. _._ --. '.'--'.-.'-*-'
15:1.350 _________ .. ___ .. _________ do -- __________________ -------------153.400_ ___________________ _.. _do_
_---------------- ---.---------453.450 ... ____________________ do .. -- __________________ -------------453.600 _•• _••. _•• _••• ~* •• _ ._ ._00_
153.MCL. .. _______________ __
do_ - __ • ________________ -------------453.000 ____ .. ______________ . ___ do ___________ • _________ -------------453.Il5(L _____________ _________ do._
453.700 ______________ • __________ do_ - ______________ ------ ---------- --453.750 ___________ • ____________ do.
__________ • ______ • -------- ----453.800 ___________________ .. __ do, . _ .. ___________ • ___ • ----.----. ---153.850 _________________________ do_
__________________ -------------4.53.900 ___ ._. __ •••• __ ., •• _ .~ •.. d,.L ...•••• __ - •• ____ ••• _ •• -.- .•••••.•. 453.1100 ____________________ . ____ do, _____________________ ------ -- --- --IM.OW_. __________________ Mobll. _______________ ._____
2,1
458.100 ___ ._~_ •• _._. __ •• _•• _. ___ do .. ___ ...... __ . _. _._. ___
2,"
.68.150.
__
.do
.....
_
••
__
._
•••
__
•••
~._
2,4
468.200 _________________________ do. __________ ___________
2,1
•• __

1,2,4

465.375 _________________________ do __ - -.-----------------

_

ow _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

________ do ____________________ __

1650400 _______ • _________________ do .. - ------------------465.42:i. __ •••.•• _•. 4,., _. _ • • ~._.do_. _ ••.••••••••. --- .• -.

_____

'63.'2OQ __ ~ ___ ._. ___ •• ~ •... _ .... do.

465.175__

_________________________ do _. -_ -- _____ ------ --.465.3W _______ • _________________ do _______ • _____________ _

•• '

156.03
. __ . _____ . ___ ~ . . . * __ UI).
156.00_
rln
150.15_.
___ •• do
_- .•. -1&3:1.10 ~ __ •..•
na..~ and mobile
168.730
_____________ "
_____
do_
158_nl(!.._________________ __ __ do_
WI,850 _________ ,,_ _____
. __ do_ 168.91?_ _____________ _
Mobile.
168.970____________________
_do
169.030 ••• __ •••.•••. _
. _ clo
--- •.. -.
159.000~ ____
)),1."E' nn,l mobile. _,
159.150_ . ___ • _. _~._._~ •• _..•... ftO
159.210. _~ •• _* 0 _ ' • • • _" _. _ • • • _ •• .1<1. - .
45:1.050 _____________________ ._do .. _
153.100 _________________________ do - -_ -_________ __
453.150__________________
do -_____________ .. _
4

________ do ___ -_____________ ----

465_~25

I

o __ • • __

_+

_.

I"jo. __ ' __ ." ••• _".

465.1-'0_ _

46.1.275 _________________________ do_ - _ - --- __ - ----. ---- --465.300 ________________________ do ___ -- -0 ____ -_____ -----

155.670 _________________________ do _____ - _-- - - -- ---- ----- ------ -- --- --155.Gtl5 _________________________ do_ -___ -------------- --.155.700. ________________________ do ____ -- - -------- -- ----155_730 _________________________ do _____ ---- ------ -- ----- .-- --- -- ----15fi.70 __ • ______ ._.~_.~ __ ._. _. ___ rla .. -.-.---------..
155_86 ___ •• ____ ~. ___
Mobih .-- _

'-··:3~ ~-.=~:-=-

do ___ • ____ _

. .. do. _____ ._. __ ~. ___ ..•.. _

.Hi5.I:!5.

465.2110___
_
_do __ --.----------------4U5.22.5 __ ..••• ~.~_ ._ •• __ • __ ._do_~ __ ~ •• * __ •
465.250 ___ • __ • _______ • _______ do __ .. - -------

~o

l;~:g~::.

_+ - - . - -

. ftO. ~ _. - •• _ - •. - .••• - -. -.~

Mollllo only_. __ ._ ••• _._. __ ..
__ do ______________ --0-----

_ 4.

155.~O

15.'i.655. __ .~.~_~ ••• ___ •• ~_. ___ •• do .. _*~ __ •

12

1:2
1,2
1.2
1,2
1.2
1,2,,1
1,2,1
1,2,4
1,2.4
1,2,4
1,2,4
It 2•4
1,2.4

. . _. _lin. _ - . ~. _. ~ •• _._~ •••• ,.w

_

16.1.050_
4'>5_075_
-:105.100....

~~~:~~~:: ::::::::: ~ =~ ~:::: ~ : =:: ~J~.~:: ~ =~: =:: ~: _
... ~ ~:: == ... - -. -. -. - - oR

1!15.460~ __ * ___ .~~ __ ._. __ ••• ~ ____ do ___ . __ .. _~ ___ ~ _~ ••• _ ~.
't\
16!i••75 __ • ___ ~ ___ .~_ ~._._ ... ___ rlv .. _._~ _____ ._._. __ ..•.
R
15li.400. __ ~ __ ~~4~_~.~~
d(, ____ *w .. _ • • - • • - - . - . - - - . - 155.506. ~ __ • ___ .• _~ _••• _••• ~ .•. •'10 . •••••. ___ .•.•. '.' ~
155.520 ____________________ • ____ dO -_____ - ----- •• - - --- - --155.535 _______________ .. __ • ____ .. -__________________ _
____________________ .. ___ do __
155.5115 _______ • _________________ do_
-------1155.68(L _______________________ do ________ - - ----- ---155.595. ~. __ •• _~_ •• ~_~ •. _..... ___ dd ..• ___ _
155.610 _________________________ do _____ --- - ---- - --. - .. -- -- ----- - -- ---15ti.62lL. __ ••• ~ ... ~ ••. _* ____ ~~ • • _do_ .. _. __ ~ __ ...• - ..•. - - .. lM.tW.Q_~. _____ ~,_, __ ~ •.• _••••• ChL_. ___ .• - .. -- •.• - - .. - .'

1,2
1,2
1.2

_do .. _ ------ _______ _
- ________ _

4t.iO.42.'i., . __ ._._ •• _ ._0_' __ .. _.do.~. "-- •.• "".
401l.41'iO_. _• __ . " _.
. ..• _do_. ~ .... ___ • __ .'

__ Ih
___ dll

c

I"

I:i

. __ do .••..• _•• _•••.• __ ..•. _

4W.4t.l1J •• _

--- ----------------

I.Z
1.2

_ do___

460,375___

c_

1,2

___ .do ___ _

4tiO 3M___

1:2
1,2
1.2
1,2
I,Z

_____ .. __________ , ______ do _____ .. _____ _
400.3(1o__
'.4_ ~._._do .• ~ . - _. .
400.J.!.S...
.. •• ~_ •. do .•••.•. _._~ .. -.

~

24

1,'2

4t\O,~7'

__ ctll

155.31- _•.• _. __ ••. _......•
(I') ..
lfifl.370~._._~ .• ___ ._. ______ • __ .lIo
1'5.415 __ • ____________________ ._Ao_

- 1
.....

4IJO.2!iO._. ___ ... ___ ._ .. _._. IjfL, _ . __ .• '.' __ " •.

Bo:.£' .1m' m!)b\h~. - ... - - _•.
__ At l

155.19
1.'i:'i.25

ii~~I~Till JJl,;lJih;.- .. : _... _.• 1

-t60.U7S ••. _• • . _.•. ,_ •. _. __ .. ,Jo.__
400.lOfL._ ..... ____ •. _4_. __ .~_.do._.
460.125..... ..
. ..... Ofl _
460.150 •. __ .. __
.•• __ Ao_._

Base nnd nwuUp. _-----.-.-1M.S6lL. ___ ~ ___ ". ___ • ____ . . ___ do __ . ____ -"_. -.- --._._--- .. -1[,4.875. ___________ • ____________ ~o_
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('In.o;s ofslntlon(c;)

Frequency or band

---------

(lll Explanation of assignment limitations appearIng in the frequency tabulation of paragraph (g) of
this section:
(1) Tbis freqnency will be assigned for mobile
operation within normal two-way communication
rnugt> of any as~ocinted base statlou.
(2) For two-frequency sysremA, Si'paraUon between
base und mobile trausmlt frequencies Is 5 MHz, however, It mobile stutIon may be assigned the freqnency
of un aS80ciated base station, (Such operation may,
howt'ver, subject the single-frequency syslem to Interference that would not occur to a two-frequency
BYSt('ID_l
(3) The fl'eql1l'ncies nvnllable in the bund 72 to 70
MHz lire listed in § SO_lOt (c). These frequencies,
",ili('h ",',' hhared with other servit'cH, ure avullable
only in ncrordam'e with the provisions of § 89.101,
(4) Control stations associated with mobile relay
"tutiOItS mny be nuthorlzed to oJX'rate on the land
mobile service frequency assigned to the nSRocinted
mobile sta tlon. However, when lOCH ted less thnn 75
miles from the cenwr ot any urbanized area ot 200,000 or more f,opulation such stations must employ
directional antennllS having n tront-tn·hack ratio of nt
leust 15 dB nnd may radiate a signal tbllt, when measured at the antenna terminnls of the mobile relay Rtation receiver, does not exceed the signul strength ot
a mobile station operating from the contl'Ql stntlon 10-

(Ed. 1/16)
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§ Rllllfil

tn'point radiotelephone communications, using type A3
emission with a maximum plate input power of 1000
watt. to the final radio frequency sta!;e of tLa trans·
mitter, subj< t to the condition that no harmful interference is caused to the service of any police station
employing type Al emission on this frequellcy includIng any operations conducted in accordance with
outstanding regional agrel'mpnts and further subject
to the ('ondltion that no harmful intprference is
caused to the service of any ststlon, which in the
discretion of the C{)mmission may have priority ou the
frequency with whicb interference results,
(16) This frequency is reserved for assignmpnt to
stations in the Police Radio Service for intersystem
operations only; Provided, however, That licensees
bolding a valid authorization to use this frequency for
locnl base or mobile operations as of June I, 1956,
Illay continue to be authorized for such use,
(17) The maximulll plate input power to the final
l'udio frequency stnge of any transmitter authorlze~
to operate on this frequeDl1, after June I, 1956, shall
"lit exceed tbree watts, Llrensees holding a valid authorization us of June I, 1956, for base or mobile station operation on this frequency, with a power In
ex('ess of three Wlltts, may continue to be authorized
for snch operation without regard to this power
limitatl"n,
r 18) Tbls frequency Is sbared with the Lora I Govp,'nnwnt Radio Servlre,
(i) Frequencies oll'set by 7,5 kHz or less from tbose
In the IG2 to 162 MHz band Ilsted in paragraph (g) of
this section may be assigned for developmental operation upon an adequate showing of the need for such
irrel!ular assignment together with an acceptable engineering report Indicating that harmful Interference
to the operation of existing stations will not be caused.

ration uy morc thau 0 dB, To mnke tbls measurement
lhr mobile sl;nUoll mllY be movpd 110 more thnn ollefourth mil .. IlWUY from the rontrol locntlon If II~C' S
:-oat'.,\' to JIl'uvld(~ U !'<oil I j:..fnctory signal at tlll' mou.le
l'l'lay l'Pt'l'irl'l', ..\n l'ngilH'rrilig stah~nH'ut atl('sting' tv
f'IIJ1l1:linul'1' with tl1hi ~h!1lul If'vcl liUlitutioll ~hnll ac-

('(lIIIII:tIlY euI'I1 control stntloll alljlllcution, Uruanlzed
nl'(' dLltiJlpd ill till' e.~. Cl'lISU~ of l'olJUlntioIl,
1I11~1, rol. I, lalolr' ~3, I'ngo l-!iO, 'fhe celltpro of uruan-

;It'l':! ...

l'l.('d areas art" uell'flllilll,ti frum tlH' nppen(Ux, pagl' !!26
of lilt' C.S. CUl1IlI1C"r('(1 'H11Jlh'ation "Air Lilw DIstance

1I0tW('l'n ('ltie. in the {'Ilitell Htlltes," <'rmtrol sta·
(iou ... Iluthurlzed pl'ior to Jt1liC I, lUOb, Dln:-t conform
to thh 1'0'lull'emellt no lall'1' than !-Iowmber 1, 1071,
(riJ lHpsel'rpt1].
(6) The USe of this frequency Is subject to the
condition thnt no bnrlUful 11I1~rfl'renc" wiJI be cnused
to thp service of nny ('anadlun stutlon.
(7) Tbls frequency Is nmllable for nssiglllllent only
In accordance with a geogr(II,hlcul assignment plnn.
(8\ This frequency Is reseind prlmnrlly for usslgn·
ment to state police Ilt-ensecs. As,;gnment to other
pollre licensees wlll be mnde only where the frequency
Is rpljuh','d for coonllnalp[J operntlon with the state
police systenl to wbich the frequency I, assignell,
Any request for such assignment must be supported
by a statement from tile state police system concerned
Indicating that the aSBlgnment Is neces&ory for coordination of police activities,
(9) This fre'luellcy Is available for assignment to
zone and interzone stations In the Police Radio Sen'lce
for use with type Al emission only and a maximum
plate Input power of 1000 watts to the finn I radio
frequency stage of the transmitter.
(10) This frequency Is nuthorized for use as a
calling frequency; however, the trD, ,; .Isslon of opel"
nting signals or a single short radio telegrnm Is permissible provided no harmful Interference will be
cansed to any calling signals,
(11) This frequency may be used only during that
period of time between 2 hours after local sunrise and
2 hours before local sunset.
(12) [Reserved 1.
(13) Subject to the restrictIons contained In
I 89,111 (a), base stations operating on this frequency and rendering service to state police mobile
units may be autilorlzed to use a maximum plate In·
put power to the final radio frequency stage in excess
of the maxImum indIcated In I 89,111(b), but not In
eXCeBS of 10,000 watts; Prot'; 'ed, That such operation
w\11 cause no harmful Interference to the service of
other stations.
(14) This frequency mny be assigned to ftJ:ed stations In tbe Police Radio Service In Alaska for polntto-point radiotelephone communication, using type A3
emission and a mllxImum plate Input power of 1000
watts to the final radio frequency Btalle of the
transmitter.
(111) This freqnency may be assigned to fixed stations In the Police Radio Service In Alaska for polnt-

(Ed. 1/70)
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ABBREVIATIONS

APCO

Alternating current
Amplitude modulation
Associated Publ ie-Safety Comm u nieations Officers, Inc.

CB
CCTV

Citizens' band
Closed-circuit television

dB
dBW
DC

Decibels
Decibels relative to one watt
Direct current

EDP
EIA
ERP

Electronic data processing
Electronic Industries Association
Effective radiated power

FCC
FET
FM

Federal Communications Commission
Field-effect transistor
Frequency modulation

gHz

gigaHertz (billion Hertz or 109 cycles per second)

HF
Hz

High frequency
Hertz (cycles per second)

IF
IRAC
ISPERN

Intermediate frequency
Inter-Agency Radio Advisory Committee
Illinois State Police Emergency Radio Network

kHz

kiloHertz (thousand Hertz or thousand cycles per second)

LEAA
LETS
LP

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
Law Enforcement Teletypewriter Service
Liquefied petroleum

AC

AM

405

406
MC
MF
MHz

ABBREVIATIONS

Megacycles per second (now written as "mHz", megaHertz)
Medium frequency

!-LV

MegaHertz (million Hertz or million cycles per second)
Microvolts (10-6 Volts or 0.000001 Volts)

NCIC

National Crime Information Center

OTP

Office of Telecommunications Policy

PBX
PM

Private Branch Exchange
Pulse modulation

RF

Radio frequency

SINAD
SPA

Signal plus noise and distortion-to-noise and distortion
State planning agency

UHF

Ultra-high frequency

VHF
VOX
VSWR
VU

Very high frequency
Voice operated switch
Voltage-standing-wave ratio
Volume unit

GLOSSARY
The definitions of many of the following terms were obtained from FCC Rules and
Regulations, Volume V, Part 89 and from two dictionaries of electronic terms:
Markus, John, Electronics and Nucleonics Dictionary, 3rd Edition,
McGraw-Hili Book Co., New York, 1966
Graf, Rudolf F., Modern Dictionar,v of Electronics, 3rd Edition,
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., ["he Babbs-Merrill Co., Inc., New York,
1968
amp-ban
amplitude modulation (AM)

Modulation in which the amplitude of the carrierfrequency current is varied above and below its
normal value in accordance with the audio, picture,
or other intelligence signal to be transmitted.

antenna

A system of wires or electrical conductors employed for reception or transmission of radio
waves. Specifically, a radiator which couples the
transmission line or lead-in to space, for transmission or reception of electromagnetic radio
waves. (Also known as aerial.) (See also "gain".)

attenuation

The decrease in amplitude of a signal during its
transmission from one point to another. It may be
expressed as a ratio or, by extension of the term,
in decibels.

band

A range of frequencies between two definite limits.
By international agreement, the radio spectrum is
divided into nine bands. For example, the very
high frequency (VHF) band extends from 30 MHz
to 300 MHz. (See Table IV-1.)

bandwidth

1.

The width of a band of frequencies used for
a particular purpose. Thus, the bandwidth of
a television station is 6 MHz.
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ban-cha

bandwidth (continued)

bandwidth occupied by an emission

base station

broadcast

cable

capture ratio

carrier
carrier frequency

channel, point-to-point

2.

The range of frequencies within which a performance characteristic of a device is above
specified limits. For filters, attenuators, and
amplifiers these limits are generally taken to
be 3 decibels below the average level. Half
power points are also used as limits.

The width of the frequency band contain ing those
frequencies upon which a total of 99 percent of
the radiated power appears, extended to include
any discrete frequency upon which the power is at
least 0.25 percent of the total radiated power
(FCC definition).

A land station in the land mobile service carrying
on a service with land mobile stations.
Radio or television transmission intended for
general reception.
One or more insulated or non-insulated wires used
to conduct electrical current or impUlses. Grouped
insulated wir;s are called a multi-conductor cable.
The ability of an FM radio receiver to reject unwanted signals and interference on the same
frequency as a desired one, measured in decibels.
The lower the figure, the better the receiver performance.

An electromagnetic wave at a specific frequency.
The frequency of an unmodulated electromagnetic
wave.
A radio channel used for radio communication
between two definite fixed stations.
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cha-dir

channel, radio

An assigned band of frequencies of sufficient width
to permit its use for radio communication. Tile
r~cessary width of a channel depends on the type
of transmission and the tolerance for the frequency
of emission.

coaxial cable

A transmission line in which one conductor completely surrounds the other, the two being coaxial
and separated by a continuous solid dielectric or by
Jieitctric spacers. (Also called coaxial line, concentric line.)

communication center

The complex of equipment and personnel from
which all communication activity in a particular
system is controlled.

control console

A desk mounted enclosed panel which contains a
number of controls used to operate a radio station.

couple

To connect two circuits so that signals are transferred from one to the other.

crystal-controlled oscillator

An oscillator in which the frequency of oscillatior;
is controlled by a piezo-electric crystal.

crystal-controlled transmitter
or receiver

A radio transmitter or receiver in which the carrier
frequency is controlled directly by a crystal
oscillator.

decibel (dB)

A unit which expresses the level of a power value
relative to a reference power value. Specifically,
the level of a power value P relative to a reference
value PR in decibels is defined as 10 10glO (PjP R ).

directivity

The value of the directive gain of an antenna in the
direction of its maximum value. The higher the
directivity value, the narrower is the beam in which
the radiated energy is concentrated.
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dis-fad

distortion

Unfaithful reproduction of audio or video signals
due to changes occurring in the wave form of the
original signal, somewhere in the course it takes
through the transmitting and receiving system.
Classified as linear, frequency, and phase distortion.

duplex channel

A communication channel providing simultaneous
transmission in both directions {for comparison,
see simplex channel}.

duplex operation

The operation of associated transmitting and '.('ceiving apparatus concurrently as in ordinary
telephones without manual switching between
talking and listening periods. A separate frequency
band is required for each direction of transmission.
(For comparison, see simplex operation.)

electromagnetic energy

The type of energy contained in any electromagnetic wave such as radio waves, visible light. x-rays,
gamma rays, or cosmic rays. The frequencies of
radio waves go up to about 300,000 MHz.

electromagnetic radiation

Radiation associated with a periodically varying
electric and magnetic field that is traveling at the
speed of light, includhg radio waves, light waves,
x-rays, and gamma radiation.

electromagnetic wave

A wave of electromagnetic radiation, char acterized
by variations of electric and magnetic fields.

energy, radio frequency

See "electromagnetic energy".

fading

The variation of radio field strength caused by a
gradual change in the transmission medium.

fading margin

The number of decibels of attenuation which can
be added to a specified radio frequency propagation path before the signal-to-noise ratio of the
channel falls below a specified minimum.
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FM c-ger.

FM capture ratio

See "capture ratio".

frequency

The number of cycles per second; the reciprocal of
the period.

frequency deviation

Frequency deviation of an FM signal is the change
in the carrier frequency produced by the modulating signal. The frequency deviation is proportional to the instantaneous amplitude of the
modulating signal.

frequency modulation (FM)

A method of modulating a carrier-frequency signal
by causing the frequency to vary above and below
the unmodulated value in accordance with the
intelligence signal to be transmitted. The amount
of deviation in frequency above and below the
resting frequency is at each instant proportional to
the amplitude of the intelligence signal being transmitted. The number of complete deviations per
second above and below the resting frequency
corresponds at each instant to the frequency of
the intelligence signal being transmitted.

function

A special duty or performance required of a person
or thing in the course of work or activity.

function, of a police
telecommunication system

The process which must be carried out by a system
to fulfill an information handling need of a police
agency.

gain, of an antenna

The effectiveness of a directional antenna in a
particular dirrction, compared against a standard
(usually an isotropic antenna). The ratio of
standard antenna power to the directional antenna
power that will procluce the same field strength in
the desired direction.

generator

A device which develops either direct or alternating
electrical vol tage at any frequency.
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gua-mob

guard band

A narrow band of frequencies provided between
adjacent channels in certain portions of the radio
spectrum to prevent interference between stations.

half-duplex channel

A communication channel providing duplex opera-

tion at one end of the channel, but not the other.
Typically, [he base station is operated in the duplex
mode (for comparison see "simplex channel" and
"duplex channel").
half-wave dipole antenna

A straight, ungrounded antenna having an electrical
length equal to half the wavelength of the signal
being transmitted or received.

interference

See "radio interference".

link

A transm itter-receiver system and transm ission

medium forming a two-way path for the transmission of information.
message delay

In a radio system, the time it takes to get a message
on the air, usually the result of waiting for other
radio users to finish transmitting. It is precisely
the length of the time interval between the moment
when an operator decides to transmit and the
moment when he actually does.

microwave

A term applied to radio waves in the frequency
range of 1,000 megaHertz and upward. Generally
defines operations in the region where distributedconstant circuits enclosed by conducting boundaries are used instead of conventional lumpedconstant circuit components.

mobile relay station

A base station established for the automatic retransmission of mobile service radio communications which originate on the transmitting frequency
of the mobile stations and which are retransmitted
on the receiving frequency of the mobile stations.
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mob-por

mobile station

A two-way radio station in the mobile service
intended to be used while in motion or during
halts at unspecified points.

mobile unit

A two-way radio equipped vehicle or person. Also,
sometimes the two-way radio itself, when associated with a vehicle or person.

modulation

The process of modifying some characteristic of an
electromagnetic wave (called a carrier) so that it
varies in step with the instantaneous value of
another wave (called a modulating wave or signal).
The carrier can be a direct current, an alternating
current (providing its frequency is above the
highest frequency component in the modulating
wave), or a series of regularly repeating, uniform
pulses called a pulse chain (providing their repetition rate i~
ieast twice that of the highest frequency to be transmitted).

multi-channel system

A radio system which uses more than one radio
channel. Also known as multi-frequency system.

multiplexer

A device which simultaneously transmits two or
more signals over a common carrier wave.

network

See "radio network".

noise

I nterference characterized by undesirable random
voltages caused by an internal circuit defect or
from some external source.

peak

The maximum instantaneous value of a quantity.

personal radio

A small portable radio intended to be carried by
hand or on the person of the user.

portable radio

A completely self-contained radio which may be
moved from one position to another.
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pro-rad

propagation (electromagnetic)

The travel of electromagnetic waves through a
medium, or the travel of a sudden electric disturbance along a transmission line. Also called
wave propagation.

radio

The transmission and reception of signals by means
of electromagnetic waves without a connecting
wire.

radio-frequency power

The power associated with any signal consisting of
electromagnetic radiation which is used for telecommunication.

radio interference

Undesii'ed disturbance of radio reception. Man
made interference is generated by electric devices,
with the resulting interference signals either being
radiated through space as electromagnetic waves or
traveling over power lines or other conducting
media. Radiated interference is also due to natural
sources such as atmospheric phenomena (lightning).
Radio transmitters themselves may interfere with
each other.

radio network

A number of radio stations, fixed and mobile, in a
given geographical area which are jointly administered or which communicate with each other by
sharing the same radio channel or channels.

radio receiver

An instrument which amplifies radio-frequency
(RF) signals, separates the intelligence signal from
the RF carrier, amplifies the intelligence signal
additionally in most cases, then converts the
intelligence signal back into its original form.

radio transmitter

A radio-frequency power source which generates
radio waves for transmission through space.

radio wave

See "electromagnetic wave".
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rec-sim

I

~

receiver

See "radio receiver".

relay station

Radio stations that re-broadcast signals the instant
they are received, so that the signal can b~ passed
on to another station o':..ltside the range of the
originating transmitter. (See also "mobile relay
station" and "repeater station".)

repeater station

An operational fixed station establ ished for the
automatic retransmission of radio communications
received from any station in the Mobiie Service.

sensitivity of a radio receiver

The minimum input signal required in a radio
receiver to produce a specified output signal-tonoise ratio. This signal input may be expressed as
power or voltage at a stipulated input network
impedance.

signal

The form or variation of a wave with time, serving
to convey the informatior., message, effec:t, or
other desired intelligence in communications.

semi-duplex

See "half-duplex".

simplex channel

A communication channel providing transmission
in one direction only at any given time (for comparison see "duplex channel").

simplex channel, single-frequency

A simplex channel utilizing only one assigned band
of frequencies (for comparison see "simplex channel, two-frequency").

simplex channel, two-frequency

A simplex radio system utilizing two distinct
assigned bands of frequencies (for comparison see
"simplex channel, single-frequency").
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sim-tel

lI
i

simplex operation

A method of radio operation in which communication between two stations takes place in only one
direction at a time. This includes ordinary
transmit-receive operation, press-to-talk operation,
voice-operated carrier, and other forms of manual
or automatic switching from transmit to receive.
Also called simplex. (Compare with "duplex
operation".)

spectrum

Any series of radiant energies arranged in order of
wavelength or frequency. The entire range of
electromagnetic radiation extending from the
longest known radio waves to the shortest known
cosmic rays.

station, radio

A fixed installation or mobile unit which is
equipped to transmit and receive radio signals.

switchboard, telephone

A board or panel equipped with apparatus for
controlling the operation of tl'lephone circuits and
routing incoming and outgoing calls .

•clecommunication

Communication at a distance, as by telegraph,
telephone, cable, or electromagnetic radiation.

teletype

A system of communication in which the
Teletype-a trademark applied to a kind of
teletypewriter-is used. (See "teletypewriter".)

teletypewri ter

An electromechanical device, similar to a typewriter, such that messages typed on the keyboard
of the transmitter unit are converted into electrical
signals, which when conveyed to the receiver unit,
are printed on paper.

j
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tra-wid

transistor

(TRANSfer resiSTOR I An active semiconductor
device having three or more electrodes. The three
main electrodes used are the emitter, collector, and
base. Conduction is by means of electrons and carriers or holes. Germanium and silicon are the
materials most often used as the semiconductor
material. Transistors can perform practically all
the functions of vacuum tubes, including amplification and rectification.

transmission line

A waveguide, coaxial line, or other system of conductors used to transfer signal energy efficiently
from one location to another.

trunk line

A telephone line which terminates at a switchboard
rather than a telephone.

two-way radio

A radio which is able to both transmit and receive.

vacuum tube

An electronic device used in radio, television, etc.,
which consists of an evacuated enclosure containing
two or more electrodes between which conduction
of electricity can occur.

width, channel

The difference of the upper and lower frequency
limits of a channel, expressed in Hertz.
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INDEX
Abbreviations, 405
Acoustic coupler, 336
Adjacent-channel selectivity; see "radio, channel,
adjacent-channel selecti'iity"
Administrative organization; see "telecommunication
system, organization"
AM radio system, 13,41,407; see also "radio"
Ambient noise compensation factor; see "noise"
Amplifier (audio), 50, 51
Amplitude modulation; see "AM radio system"
Antenna. 29, 42, 48, 50,51,52,281,311,407
Array, 325
Base station, 53, 55, 294, 300, 301
Configuration and structure, 53, 55, 296

Automatic mobile identification, 87, 89
Automatic protection system, 317
Automatic vehicle monitoring, 86-87, 337
Back-up equipment, 65, 70, 76, 165
Band (of frequencies), 407
Band scrambler, 78, 79
Bandwidth, 41,73,407; see abo "radio
frequency" and "radio channel"
Base-channel interference, 142
Base-mobile communication, 16,25,41,44,45,
46,126
Base station, 408
Antenna, 53, 55, ~94, 300, 301
Equipment, 48; see also "antenna, base station"
Multiple-channel system, 49; see also "radio,
channel"
Radio-system equipment, 29, 49, 50, 53, 89;
see also "radio"

Directivity, 55, 314
Gain, 43, 54, 55, 289, 311, 312, 411
Height, 289, 303, 314
Interference from, 323
Location, 55, 314
Mobile unit, 73, 75, 305-306
Radiation pattern, 54
Security, 66; see also "physical security"

Remote control, 89
Single-channel system, 49; see also "radio,
channel"
Two-way radio, 48; see also "radio"
Bibliography, 385
Broadband splatter, 321

Shunt fed, 325
Size restrictions, 44
Specifications of, 296-299
Standard, 43; see also "antenna, base station"

Broadcast, 408
Budgets, 35, 234, 255; see also "cost" and
"expenditures"

System, 311
Transmitting power, 42
APCO (Associated Public-Safety Communications
Officers, Inc.)' 42, 96
Frequency Advisory Committees, 42, 179
Assignment instructions, 104; see also "dispatch
communication"

Cable, 408
Coaxial, 287, 301, 305, 409
Low-loss, 45
Call box, 11, 12, 28
Calls
Citizen to and from police, 15
Capture ratio, 44, 408

Assistance
Request for, 101
Attenuation losses, 287, 288, 407

Carrier, 408
Carrier squelch, 53, 73, 75, 91
Cavity filters, 325
Channel; see "radio channel"

Attenuator pads, 324
Audio Quality Selection; sec "receiver voting"
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Check-in (vehicle location), 341
Circular (vehicle location)' 338
Citizens'-band equipment, 76
Civilian police department employees, 94
Clearance (required path), 314
Co-channel interference, 139-146
Coded squelch, 87
Command and control; see "dispatch communication" and "tactical communication"
Command communication, 104; see also
"communication"
Commun ication
Among members of a police department, 9, 14,
16,37,48,103,107
Assignment instructions, 104
Basic link, 281
Between police department and computerized
information system, 14, 18, 48, 58, 61
Betwetn police department and another police
department or agency, 9, 12, 13, 14, 17,
18,19,22,37,39,41,48,58,61,63,75,
84,90,106
Between citizens and police department, 9, 11,
14,15,37,63,101
Center, 106, 120, 409
Delay, 160, 229, 236, 238
Security, 67
Command, 103
Control centers, 57
Control equipment, 55
Delay, 19, 160,230
Department, 152, 155, 222, 225
Emergency, 174
Intersystem, 17, 173; see also "point-to-point
radio channel"
Needs, 248; see also "communication,
requ irements"
Paths, 184, 193, 195, 196
Point-to-point; see "point-to-point radio
channel"
Requirements, 156

Status, 104
System, 1, 3, 4
Function and requirements, 201
Requirements, 19, 154, 180
Response time, 159; see also "delay"
Unit, 153, 221
Vans, 75
Within department, 62, 71, 73, 75,80,85
Communities, future growth, 22, 204, 279
Comparator, 92
Complaint clerk, 62
Complaint operator, 22, 25, 94, 97
Complaint-card listing, 230
Complaint-processing procedures, 123-126
Computer
Data files, 112
Role of, 110-113
Terminals, 203
System, 109-122
Computerized information system, 61, 109-122
Confidential information, 12, 21, 63, 77, 82
Console; see "equipment, control"
Constraints
External, 4, 182, 253; see also "legal and
economic constraints" and "communication
system requirements"
Control
Center, 57
Console, 409
Equipment; see "equipment, control"
Local,56
Remote, 56
Unit; see "equipment, control unit"
Copy
Parameters, 327
Picture; see "picture copy"
Resolution, 327
Size, 327
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INDEX
Cost; see also "budgets"
Coordination with other police Jepartments and
agencies, 23
Emergency services, 23
Equipment, 23
Flexibility, 23
I mproving receiver sensitivity, 44
Increased service, 23
Maintemnce,23
Peak-load cdpability, 23
Reducing, 23
Reducing information-processing time, 23
Security, 80
Sensitivity-receiver, 44
Vehicle location, 86-87, 337
Crystal-controlled equipment, 50, 409
Data bank (centralized), 109
Data-transmission system, 14, 17,28, 58, 173
Dataphone terminal, 336
Decibel, 409
Delay, 19,21, 160, 162,236,237
Demodulator, 60
Design and modification,S, 6, 7, 243
Desk set; see "equipment, contro!"
Digital
Information, 82
Messages, 48
Signal,60
Discriminator, 51
Dispatch cards, 202
Dispatch communication, 104
Dispatcher, 15, 18, 22, 24, 55, 62, 76, 82, 86, 94,
97,151,184
Documentation system, 206, 207
Drum scanner, 330
Duplex radio system, 25, 46, 126, 148, 410
Economic factors, 180; see also "legal and
economic constraints"
Effective radiated power, 44

Effectiveness, 96
Electrolytic printout, 332
Electromagnetic spectrum, 39; see also, "radio
spectrum"
Electromagnetic waves, 32, 39, 58, 410
Electronic data processing, 109
Electrosensitive printout, 332
Electrostatic printout, 333
Emergency, 63; see also "physical security"
Communication needs, 10, 15, 19,21,63,
174-176
Cost of services, 23
Equipment and procedures, 83, 225, 264, 279
Power requirements and supplies, 48, 65, 68
Emergency calls (procedures), 225, 226
Emission bandwidth, 52; see also "bandwidth"
Encoder; see "voice privacy"
Equipment, 55
Back-up, 70, 165-166
Control, 55-57
Control unit, 48, 57
Emergency; see "emergency"
Facsimile characteristics, 330
Fixed location, 48
Mobile; see "mobile equipment"
Power, 68
Protection from adverse weather conditions, 66
Radio headquarters, 29
Reliabiiity, 19
Security, 66, 79-80
Size, 48
Special and new, 77
Telephone, 11,24,28,62,123
Subsystem, 261
Evaluation (system), 30, 31, 181, 182, 233
Expenditures, 233, 255; see also "budget" and
"cost"
Extension line, 62; see also "telephone system"
Extrapolation, straight line, 204

422
FAA (Federal Aviation Authority), 44
Facsimile, 85
Equipment, 330, 336
Printout, 333
System, 85, 327
Fading, 308,410
FBI, 61; see also "National Crime Information
Center"
FCC Regulations, 4, 19,44, 176-178,255, 343-376
Available frequencies, 178
Eligibility, 178
Frequency assignments, 13, 34, 40, 49
Legal, 22, 51
Permissible communications, 178
Power output, 53
Technical, 22, 44, 52, 56, 72-73, 74
Types of Communications, 178
Federal Communications Commission; see "FCC"
Field commander, 16
Field-Effect Transistor (FET), 325
Field response time, 160
Filter, 326
Fiscal planning; see "budget", "cost", and
"expenditures"
Fixed-station operation, 41
Flat-bed scanner, 330
450 MHz-Band; see "UHF-Band"
FM
Capture effect, 411
Radio systems, 13,44,48,52, 72, 74; see also
"radio"
Forms, identifying existing system
Alarms, 213
Antenna site and associated equipment, 217
Base station equipment, 215
Channel assignments, 215
Communication center, 208
Communication path matrix, 193
Communication system functions, 185

INDEX
Complaint room, 211
Computer and teletypewriter terminals, 214
Department functions, 189
Dispatch facilities, 209
Emergency power equipment, 218
Miscellaneous equipment, 216
Personal portable unit, 216
Planning forms, 268, 270, 273
Position information requirements, 192
Service, 219
Telephone lines, 212
Vehicle equipment, 216
Frequency, 411; see also "FCC regulations"
Advisory committees, 42, 179
Allocation, 312
Assignments, 40, 42, 178
Channels and radio communication, 39
Coordination, 178-179
Deviation, 41, 73, 411
Radio spectrum, 32
Relationship to channel, 45
Selection, 13
Function, 100, 411
Demand, 202
Determining, 183
Of a system, 99-116
Requirements, 198; see also "communication
system requirements"
Funding; see "budget", "cost" and "expenditures"
Geographic area to be covered, 246
Glossary, 407
Graphic
Communication, 85; see also "facsimile system"
Copy, 327
Grey scale, 329
Half-duplex, 412; see also "duplex radio system"
Half-wave dipole, 43, 412; see also "antenna"
Headquarters; see "base station"

INDEX
High-band, 33, 34, 40, 41, 48, 52, 72, 74, 91
Propagation characteristics, 33
Regulations, 52
Hot standby; see "Automatic protection system"
Highway Safety Act, 36
Historical systems, 9
Hyperbolic vhicle location, 340
Inertial-navig;,ri. n vehicle location, 341
Information
Dissemination of, 105
Handling needs, 246
Methods for collecting, 182
Offer of, 102
Printed, 61
Procedures for gathering, 233
Request for, 102
Information-handling needs, 246, 265, 269, 270,
273
Establish legal and other constraints, 253
Geographic area, 246, 248, 255
Measures of standards, 250, 252
Needs to be served, 248, 250
Information-retrieval system, 117-122
Centralized data ban ks, 109
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Mobile channel, 142
Prevention, 142
Base channel, 142
Mobile channel, 142
Remedies for, 325-326
Sources, 21, 41, 322-323
Intermodulation, 320
Intersystem communication, 16, 173-174; see also
"point-to-point radio channel"
Inversion scrambler, 78-79
ISPERN (Illinois State Police Emergency Radio
Network), 16; see also "intersystem
communication"
Job Description
Radio dispatcher, 223
Police communication dispatcher, 224
Land-mobile service, 42
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
(LEAA), 35, 36
Law Enforcement Teletypewriter Service (LETS),
61
LEAA; see "Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration"
Legal ~nd economic external constraints, 22, 180;
see <,Iso "FCC regulations"

Representative computerized, 115
Inquiry delay, 237; see also "delay"

LETS; Sf,e "Law Enforcement Teletypewriter
Service"

In-service training guide, 96

Licensing, 56; see also "FCC regulations"

Interference, 20, 21, 32, oW, 41, 44, 52, 319-326,
412
Base channel, 142

Limiter, 51

Between direct and reflected rays, 313
Characteristics, 139
Co-channel, 139, 142
Effects, 319-323
Elimination, 87-88, 142
Fai!"re modes, 139-141

Local radio channel, 17
Low-band, 34,40,41,48,52, 72, 73, 74,91
Maintenance, 265
Records, 232
Requirements, 170-171
Message
Automated processing system, 82

Identifying sources, 323

Content, 20, 21, 80
Degradation, 21

In-band,44
Intermodulation, 320

Delay, 10, 19,20,412
Length, 19,21

INDEX
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T ransferripg, 19

Multi-channel radio system, 25, 26, 28, 129-134,
138-139,413
Multiplexer (frequency-division)' 58, 209, 413

Volume, 22, 249

Municipal and County systems, 24

Teleorinter,80
Traffic volume, 22, 249

MF band, 40, 41
Mkrophones, 49, 50, 72, 74
Microvolt-decibel conversion, 283
Microwave, 412
Antenna, 307, 311
Communication, 55
Frequency, 40, 41
Propagation characteristics, 40-41
line-oF-sight system, 307, 309
Relay system, 307
System, 48, 58-60, 307

National Crime Information Center (NCIC), 61,

117
National Highway S;}fety Bureau, 35, 36
NCIC; see "National Crime Information Center"
f'letwork, 46, 413
Base-to~base link, 147
Basic configurations, 46
Characteristics, 146
Configuration, 46, 126-139
Radio system, 126
Design, 126, 147-152

Mixer, 50, 51, 319

Geographic location, 150-151

Mobile-base link, 303
Mobile-channel interference, 142

Interference characteristics and prevention,
139,142

Mobile equipmmt, 71, 80, 82
Antenna, 75
Communicathn van, 75
Personal radio, 16, 73, 76
Power output, 75
Power sources, 75
Radio, 29, 30, 40, 53, 71; see also "portable
radio equipment"

Mobile-to-mobile link, 147
Organization of simplex and duplex channel, 45
Points of comparison, 47
Single-frequency simplex, 148
Structures
Characterizing factors, 46-47
Two-frequency duplex channel, 148
Two-frequency simplex channel, 148

Relay system, 76

"911 ",63-65

Size, 73
Teleprinter, 80-82

Noise, 41, 44, 52, 53, 72, 73, 282, 291, 292, 303,
413
Nonlinear interference, 324-326

Two-way radio, 72, 73, 92
Mobile relay, 26, 60, 136,412
Mobile units, 16, 53, 413
Equipment, 29; see also "mobile equipment"
Identification, 89
Microphones, 72, 74
Modification of existing system, 6, 7
Modulation types, 313,413
Modulator, 50, 51
Motorcycle radio, 72

Nonlinear theory, 319
Nonlinearities, 324
Nonlinearity (environmental), 322
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of
1968,35,36
150 MHz-band; ~ee "high-band" and "VHF-band"
Operating Procedure Manual, 96, 97, 144
Operating procedures and staff training, 94, 260
Operational elements, 39
Organization chart, 221
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Organization and staffing, 259

Printout
Electrolytic, 332

Organ izational
Configuration, 221

Electrosensitive, 337

Placement, 153

Electrostatic,

33~

Oscillator, 50, 51

Photo sensitive, .':l 33

Performance

Pressure sensitive, 332

Data-collecting system, 227, 228

Program structure (police), 187

Measures and standards, 250

Propagation, 281, 414

To requirements (methods for comparing), 235

Characteristics, 40, 41

To requirements (qualitative comparison of), 238

High-band, 33

Personal r;:(dio, 16, 73, 76,413; see also "mobile
equipment"

Influences, 307

Personnel qualification and training, 94

Multipath, 307

Loss, 42-43, 289

Phasing, 331

Queue (waiting line), 162-165

Photosensitive printout, 333

Qu.~ueing

Physical configuration, 206

Quieting level selection; see "receiver voting"

Physicdl security, 66-68, 166; see also "emergency"
and "back-up equipment"

Radar speed monitoring, 41
Radiation pattern, 54, 55

Picture copy, 85; see also "facsimile system"

Radio, 11, 12, 16,25,28,30,37,39,42,55,262,

Plan
Formulate alternative,

model, 231, 279

414
26~1

Implement and evaluatf', 276
Selection, 272
Planning varia~)le, 258
Examine the available, 257
Options, 257
Options for the problem to be solved, 265
Point-to-point radio channel, 13, 17,48,55,58,

174,300
Polar vehicle location, 338
Police Radio Service, 40, 369-371

Back-up means, 12, 70
Base station (two-way), 48-53
Base-mobile, 126
Channels, 13,41, 147,409; see also "radio
systems"
Adjacent-channel selectivity, 52
Configurations, 45-46
Definition, 45
Organization, 45
Relationship to frequency, 45
Configuration (system), 126-139

Frequency spacing, 34

Delay, 20,162,231,236

Radio spectrum use, 32, 33

Equipment, 48

Portable radio equipment, 13, 73, 413; see also
"mobile equipment, radio"

Location, 55

Power
Equipment (emergency and standby), 68

Mobile, 29
Relation between cost and channel width, 14

Gain, loss (radio frequency), 43, 285, 414
Pressure-sensitive printouts, 332

Base station (headquarters), 29

Frequency, 32, 39,42,58; see also "radio,
channel" and "radio, spectrum"
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Energy, 53, 55
For systems covering large areas, 40.041
Power ratings, 52
Spacing, 34, 41
Legal restrictions, 44
Network, 116, 413
Base-to-base link, 147
Design, 126
Channel type, 147
Geographic location, 150
Single-frequency simplex, 25, 148
Two-frequency half duplex, 25, 148
Two-frequency simplex, 25, 148
Mobile-to-mobile link, 147
Performance under heavy load, 146
Operating personnel, 22
Operation types (see also "radio, network")
Single-frequency one-way operation, 45,
148
Single-frequency ~Implex operation, 45,
148
Two-frequency duplex operation, 46, 148
Two-frequency half-duplex operation,
46, 148
Two-frequency simplex operation, 45, 148
Organization, 13
Planning variables, 262
Propagation, 42, 45, 281
Protection against, public eavesdropping, 77
Receiver, 414; see also "receiver"
Receiver voting; see "receiver, voting"
Relay control, 87
Signals, 39,41,50,51,52,53,53
Minimum level, 42
Power, 39, 44
Propagation loss, 44, 281
Strength, 42, 281

Spectrum, 13, 32, 33, 41, 45, 58, 87; see also
"electromagnetic spectrum" and "radio,
frequency"
Availability, 34,41
Guard band, 34,41
Station (effective radiated power), 44
System, 12, 13, 15, 25, 28, 37, 39, 42, 55, 262
Gains and losses, 285-294
Operation and equipment (FCC Rules and
Regulations), 14,343-376
Specifications, 156-170
Transmission, 32, 33, 281
Transmitter, 414; see also "transmitter"
Two-way portable and personal, 73-75
Vehicular, 71-73
Waves, 32 41, 414; see also "electromagnetic
waves"
Recall,89
Receiver, 29,41,42,48,49,50,51,52,314,322,
329,336,414
Adjacent channel selectivity, 74, 321
Coded squelch, 87
For mobile units, 71
"On" time, 158
Power-level threshold, 44
Satellite, 91
Scanning, 90-91
Sensitivity, 44, 73, 74, 282, 302, 304, 415
Voting, 91-94
Recorders (voice), 22
Remote transmitter keying, 87, 89
Repeater
Control,90
Microwave, 60
Remote, 48, 137, 138
Station, 27, 53, 58, 137, 301,415
Requests for assistance or information , 101 , 102
Requirements; see "constraints"
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Response time (see also "delay"), 159
Communication center, 160-162

Spectrum, 39, 41,416; see also "electromagnetic
spectrum" and "radio spectrum"

Field,160
Revenue sources, 34-37
Block Action Grants to States, 35-37
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,
35-36
National Highway Safety Program, 35-37
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act
of 1968, 35, 36
Requesting funds, 37
RF signal level selection; see "receiver voting"
Rules and Regulatio.;<; (FCC); see "FCC
regulations"
Satellite receiver system, 75
Scanner
Drum, 330
Flat bed, 330
Scanning receiver, 90
Scanning system, 330
Security, 65-66; see also "physical security"

Specifications; see "standards"
Speed-monitoring operation, 41
Spiralling, 149
Squelch, 53, 73, 75, 87-89
Standards, 37, 166-170,298
State Planning Agencies (SPA's), 36
Station line, 62; see also "telephone system"
Status communication, 104
Surveillance (use of television), 84
Synchronization, 331
System; see "telecommunication system" and
"radio system"
Tactical communication, 104
Tape recorder, 186; see also "recorders"
Telecommunication system, 1,3,4,99, 152, 155,
416
Administrative organization, 152-154
Alternate planning, 269, 275
Back-up capability, 21,165
Basic elements, 9, 39, 99
Basic functions, 14, see also "telecommunication system, functions"
Common municipal types, 24, 25, 40

Equipment, 66, 78-80
Personnel, 67
Selective calling, 73, 81,89
Selector, 92-94; see also "receiver voting"
Service area signal strength, 23, 44, 151, 232,
301,302
Shunt fed antenna, 325
Signpost vehicle location, 341
Simplex, 415-416
Network interference, 145
Radio system, 25, 45, 46, 47, 126, 135, 136,
137,148,415
Single-frequency operation, 25, 45, 415
Two-frequency operation, 25, 26, 45, 46, 126
Single-frequency; see "channel", "radio, Operation
types" and "simplex"
Skip, 40, 41
Speaker (mobile unit), 74

Communication center delay, 236, 238
Communication center planning, 260
Computer
Plc.nning variables, 264
Coordination with other police departments
and agencies, 23
Costs, 19,22,23
Data transmission system, 10, 37
Description, 99
Design and modification, 6, 7, 243, 244, 309
Determining the functions, 100, 182, 183, 185
Determining the requirements and the external
constraints, 197
Economic requirements, 19, 22, 23, 180
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Effectiveness, 19,21,24,47
Elements, 39
Emergency equipment; see also "back-up equipment"
Planning variables, 264
Equipment, 11, 28, 99
Back-u p, 165
Costs, 22
Evaluation, 4, 6, 30, 181, 182,233
Flexibility, 19,21,22,23, 165, 171
Functions, 14,99; see also "telecommunication
system, determining the functions" and
"function"
From the operating procedures of the communications unit (Method 1), 185
From the functions of the police department
(Method 2), 186
From the information needs of police department personnel (Method 3), 191
General requirements, 154, 205
Identifying the existing, 206
Improving the performance of an existing
system, 302
Inquiry delay, 237; see also "delay"
Interference, 139-146, 319
Introduction to, 9
Legal requirements, 19, 22, 1gO
Losses and gains (radio), 285-294
Maintenance, 170
Costs, 23
Mobile; see "mobile equipment"
Modification; see "telecommunication system,
design and modification"
Munidpal and County, 24, 40, 99
Operating area, cost of increasing, 23; see also
"service area signal strength"
Operating procedures and staff planning, 10,22,
260
Organization, 152, 155, 182, 259
Peak-load capacity cost, 23, 249

Performance, 235, 302
Data, 182
Collection, 227
Requirements, 19, 154, 235, 238, 240
Personnel, 94-98, 172, 181
Physical security, 166; see also "physical
security"
Planning, 243, 256, 278
Computer techniques, 278
Critical Path Scheduling, 280
Forms, 268, 270,273
Linear Programming, 280
Queueing, 279
Simulation, 279
Statistical regression analysis, 279
Variables, 257
Power losses and gains, 285
Procedures, 99
Radio; see "radio"
Redundancy, 165
Reliability, 21,23, 165, 313
Requirements, 19,99,154-180,182,197,198,
201,238
Standards and specifications, 166-170
Systems analysis, 244-246, 254, 278
Telephone; ;ee "telephone system"
Types whil;h are used, 116
Tdephone systerr;, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 24, 28, 29,
48,62-65,174
Alternate means of communication, 21
Busy signal probability, 252, 279
Configurations, 123, 126
Delay, 231
Equipment, 28, 62
Lines, 24, 62-63
For facsimile, 85
Planning variables, 261
Security, 65-68; see also "physical security"
Telephone numbers, separation of emergenr.y
and administrative, 15, 24
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Teleprinter; see "mobile equipment, teleprinter"
Teletypewriter, 14, 17-19,28,48,61,174,203,
263,416
Television, 84-85
Terrain factor (frequency), 289
Tone coding, 87, 89
Tone-coded squelch, 53, 73, 75
Training
Personnel qualificatiun and, 94
Use of television, 84
Transistorized equipment, 48, 74
Transmission
Digital (from vehicle to base), 82-83
Facilities (computers and associated), 264
Link, 329, 334
Line, 301, 417
Losses, 42-43
System, data, 14
Transmitter, 29, 41, 48, 49, 50, 314, 322, 336
Emission banciwidth, 73
For mobile units, 72
Identify, 323
Indicator, 56
Location, 53,55,58, 150
Noise, 321
"On" time, 158
Power, 42, 44, 52, 53, 302, 303, 315
Radio frequency power, 44
Triangulation, 337
Trombone antenna, 325
Trunk line, 24,62,417; see also "telephone
system, equipment"
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Two-frequency simplex radio system, 25, 26,
135-137; see also "radio"
Two-way radio, 417
Base station, 48
Communication equipment, 29
Network (alternate means of communication),
21
Portable and personal, 73
System, 46
UHF-band, 33, 34.40,41,48,52,74,91,141
Antenna, 298
Base-mobile operation, 41
Propagation characteristics, 33
Regulations, 52
Unit organization, 153
Use of Text, 6, 7
User's Guide, 3, 8
Users of Text, 2
Vacuum-tube, equipment, 48
Vans (communication), 76
Vehicle location; see "automatic vehicle
mon itori ng"
VH F-band, 33, 34, 40, 41; see also "high-band"
and "lew-band"
\Fdeo signal, 00
\'oice messag·",;. 48
'ioice priv;:.cy, T!
Voice quality, 334
Voice recorders, 22; see also "tape recorder"
Vultage-(or power)-to-decibels, 290
Voting receiver; see "receiver, voting"
Waiting time; see "delay" and "response time"
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